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Foreword.

The Global. Environment Facility (GEE began eval-uation of the pilot phase to be completed in
its three-year pilot phase in.11991, nearly 20 time for their umeeting in December 1993. The
years after the international conununmty's first evaluation is part of the effort to learn from the
efforts to address concerins about the global experiencedo the pilot phase to guide future
enviroanment lnnn for the GEE. The Terms of Reference

for the-evaluation (see annex) were approved
The GEE was envisaged as a collaborative inter- by the participants in March 1993; the "Report
niational effort that would identify and support of the Independent Evaluation of the Global
innovative envirosmrental protection activties. Environment Facility Pilot Phase' was sent to
A partnership was forged in 1991 with the joint the participants in November 1993 and dis-
areation of the GEE pilot phase by the United cussed at their December meeting in Cartagena.
Nations Environumental Programme (UNEP),
the United Nations Development Programe Because of the unusual organizational structure
(UNDP)I, and the.World BankL The three agen-r of the GEE (three imnplementing agences with a
cies operate under the policy direction of the number of cross-cutting interests), the evalua-
GEE participants, a governing body of country daon was conducted by three separate evalua-
representatives. tlion teams, each with its own coordinator and

statff T-heteam leaders and coordinator
During the pilot phase, the GEE has focused on reported to senior evaluation managers in each
protecting biodiversity, reducing global warm- of the three implementing agencies. The evalu-
in& protecting intern ational wmaters, and ationL managers were responsible for the adin-dn
decreasing ozone depletion. As coffjune 30, 1993, istration of the evaluation, the selection of
an estimated $939 million fr-om the GEE trust evaluation staff, budget and administrative
-fund and cofinancing had been allocated to pro- support, and interagency. cooperation. They
gram activities in these four focal areas and to were also entrusted with ensuring that the
relatedl programn support and administrative evaluation w-as responsive to the Te:rms of
costs. One hundred and twelve country. Reference.
regional, and global projects-invol-ving 63
countries-had been endorsed by the At the participantg' request, an independent
participants. panel of eqxpets-chird by Dr. Alvaro

Umaffia-was formed to provide strategic guid-
At their December 19922 meeting in Abidjan, ance and to guaran-tee that the evaluation was
GEE participants requested ank independent independent, complete in its coverag, and



forthright in its recommendations. This panel of stll in the design stage, undergoing modifica-
seven experts also served as a channel for tions, or justbeginning to be implemented.
obbining the views of nongovernnental orga-
niizations NGOs) worling on global environ- We encourage all the agencies, organizations,
ment issues. The panel's report on the and individuals involved with the future plan-
evaluation appears at the end of this volume. ning, implemnentation, and management of the
Another annex provides a full list of the evalu- GEF to draw on this important report and its
ators, evaluation managers, and members of recommendations, so that the G;EF can move
the Independent Panel of Experts. doser to achieving its centrl objective-mobi-

lizing worldwide participation to protect the
The review took evaluators to 22 countries to global envirnment
visit 31 projects. Files for 62 other projects were
reviewed. IrLformation was gathered from Evaluation Managers:
questionnaires and meetings with participants,
G{EF staff, NGO representatives, agency coun-
try representatives, and recipient ourntry offi-
dais. The evaluators did not cary out
multidisciplinary project evaluations of indi- Gus Edgren Nay Htun Robert Picciotto
vidual projects since most of the projects were UNDP UNEP The World Bank
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Executive Summary

Introduction proposed and the participants have authorized,
as of June 30,1993, US$712.1 million of the GlT

In October 1991, the tripartite agreement funds for 112 projects for direct assistance to 63
"Operational Cooperation under the Global countries. At least 54 countries are expected to
Environment Facility" was signed. This agree- participate in regional GEF programs. In addi-
ment formally established the Global Environ- tion, the GEF has allocated funds for the Small
ment Facility (GEF) and specfied the Grants Programme (SOP) (US$10 million), the
responsibilities of each of the three implement- Program for Measuring Incremental Cost for
ing agencies-UNEP, UNDP, and the World the Enviromnent (US$2.6 million), and the Pre-
Bank. The responsibility for the Global Environ- Investment Facility (PRI and Project Prepara-
ment Trust Fund (GET) and chairmanship of tion Advances (PPA) (US$22.4 million). Two-
the Facility were entrusted to the World Bantk thirds of the projects and 80 percent of the fund-

ing were authoized in time for the United
The GEF was foreseen as a three-year pilot ini- Nations Conference on the Environment and
tiative (fuly 1991 to June 1994), funded at one Development in June 1992. All funding was
bi1ion Special Drawing Rights (roughly US$1.2 authorized by the end of the second fiscal year
billion). It was to focus on the protection of (May 1993).
biodiversity, reduction of global warming, pro-
tection of internationalwaters, and reduction of Theallocationof GEFresourcesbyfocalareafor
the depletion of the ozone layer. The funds the pilot phase is: for biodiversity, 48 percent of
would be additional to regular development the projects and 43 percent of the funding; for
assistance and provided as untied grants or on global warming, 38 percent of the projects and
highly concessional terms to countries with a 40 percent of the finding; for intenational
per capita Gross National Product under waters, 12 percent of the projects and 16 percent
US$4,000 in 1989 on condition that they have a of the funding; and for ozone depletion, 2 per-
UNDF prograim The GEF would be guided by - entof the projects and 1 percent of the funding.
an international Scientific and Technical Advi- These share approximate toise originally set
sory Panel of Experts (STAP). Project funding by the initial pnning group, although funding
would be limited to financing the incremntal for biodiversity programs exceeded targets
costs rquredto achieve global benefits. while funding for global wamiing fell below

targets. (Chapter 3 provides statistics on the dis-
In the courseof the tvo years since the GEFwas tribution of pilot phase funds by focal area,
established, the implementing agencies have region, implementng agency, project size,



pjt processing and approvals, cofinancng, grammme (UNEP) on defining global environ-
allocations and free-standing projects, and pre- mental issues. Subsequently, in 1987 the World
investment facilities.) Commission on Environment and Develop-

ment (Brundtland Report) recommended that
This profile of the GEF pilot phase defines the attention be given to setting up "a special inter-
scope of the evaluation requested by the partic- nationalbanking programorfacility...tofinance
ipants in December 1992 to be completed in investments in conservation projects and
time for their meeting in December 1993. The national strategies" that would enhance the
evaluation was caried out by three teams and a resource base for development. In September
coordinator selected by the implementing agen- 1989, a proposal was put forward by the French
cies. The teams included 22 full- and part-time representative at the Development Comnittee
evaluators and support staff with experience in meeting to establish an environment facility.
internaional development, GEE-related pro- Germany tabled a similar proposaL The World
grams, developing countries, and with the Bank was requested to assess the requirements
*.implementing agencies. Teams worked under foradditionalfundingand explore thepotential
the direction of the evaluation managers of the for donor support for addressing global envi-
three implementing agencies and with the ronmental concerns in developing countries.
guidance of the Independent Panel of Experts. Following a series of meetings with the donor
(See Annex 1 for the names of the evaluators, community, several developing countries,
the evaluation managers, and members of the UNDP, and UNEP, the World Bank put for-
-Independent Panel of Experts.) The evaluators ward a memorandum embodying a formal res-
carried out field visits for 31 projects in 22 coun- olution for board approval to establish the GEF.
bties and reviewed files for 62 projects. Informa- This document was later known as the Enabling
tion was also provided from a number of Memorandum.L The proposal was approved on
questionnaires and meetings with GEF staff March 14,1991. In October 1991, the imple-
and nongvemental organization (NGO) rep- menting agencies signed the tripartite agree-
resentatives, participants, agency country rep- ment for "Operafional Cooperation under the
resentatives, and other agency officials. The Global Evirment Facility," which formally
evaluators did not carry out mulidisciplinaiy established the GEF pilot phase.
project evaluations of individual projects; most
of the projects are still in the design stage and
undergoing modifications. The review of the Expectations
propects attempted to identify patterns that
would help inform the evaluators about project It vras generalLy felt among imnividuals and
development processes. The Terms of Refer- groups concened about the global environ-
ence for the evaluation are included in Annex ment that an entity like the GEF was needed to
1A of the report The -valuation is based on cover areas that remained outside the purview
information available as of June 30,1993, of existing institutions. They looked to the Facil-
although an attempt has been made to update ity as a medium for identifying pathbreaking
the data to the extent possible. and exploration activities to guide future work

and help protect the global environment
through collaborative interational efforts.

The Oigins of the GEF
From the donors perspective, it was important

The origins of the GEF extend back to the 1973 to enlist the cooperation of the developing
work of the Urnted Nations Environment Pro- countres in this effort The donors viewed the

xii



Facility as having resources that would be addi- of conditionality; &b) the focal areas as the prior-
tional to regular development assistance, and as ities of the donors and not necessarily those of
addressing concemns over and above what the the developing countries; (c) the GEF policr of
donors were already doing for the benefit of the only funding "mental costsf' kd) the inad-
environment. They expected the imnplementing equate efforts of the developed counties to
agencies to collaborate closely in the new initia- adopt policies and life-styles that would
tive, each according to its "comparative advan- decrease the pressure on envirorunmental
tage." Specifically, they hoped that the GEF resources; and (e) the insufficient involvement
would introduce innovative approaches, serve of local communities and grassroots groups in
as a catalyst for additional resources for global the design of GEF interventions.'
environment.al issues, address institutional
weaknesses, and integrate projects into consis-
tent national and regional environmental strat- GEF Policies and Perfo ce
egies. The GEF was expt tobe trnsparent,
promote participation and consultation with The early planning for the GEF and the expecta-
affected and interested parties, use indepen- tfons of the developed and developimg coun-
dent scientific and technical know-how and triesprovided aframeworkof poliyguidelines
expeence, and define a creative role for the and ruments for the allocation of GEF
private sector. resources and the selection and design of GEF

projects. The main policy features of the GEF
Developing countries' views reflected in broad and the evaluators' conclusions, drawmgon the
terms those of the donors on local participation, analyses in several chapters, are summaxized
support of policy formulation and institutional below.
strengthening, and mobilizatin of resources.
Their specific concerns focused on the need for Choce uf Focal Areas and Allocations
a dearer definition of global and national bene- The rationale for the selection of the four focal
fits, hicremental costs, the need for traspa- areas that have been defined for the GEE pilot
ency, and participation in the GEF policy and phase is rather obscure in origin and can be
program formulation to better refect their own traced to the World Bank and to a few devel-
environmental and development priorities. opedcountriesg interests in "internationaliing

certain envirnmental problems. They repre-
Clearly, the developing countries' perspectve sent areas that have been long the subject of
on the GEF is mixed. However,theirincreasing environentaists' conern. However, the over-
participation in the CEF attests to a generally arching rationale for the GEF in its distinctive
positive outlook on the Facility- They realize role of protecting the global environment has
that the GEF is at present, and probably wil not bee adequately defined and articulated.
remain in the near future, the main financial Moreover, the basis for the choice of focal areas
mehanism providng substantial fnding to -nd the guidelines for allocatng GEF resources
deal with environmental problems, in addition among them are not apparent
to the eistng bilateral and multilateral devl-
opment assistance programs. On the other Similarly, the gbal strategies for addressing
hand, there are some negative views that need the problems in the focal areas that constitute
- tobeidentifiedandasessedforthepurposesof the primary responsility of the GEF have not
informative debate. These negative views of the been developed. Thus, the criteria for the alloca-
GEF appear to center on Ca) the association of tion of GEF resources set forth by STAP were
the GEE with the World Bank as an instument arbitrary and not sufficiently spelled out to

. . . . . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l



guide the implementing agencies. Although it sharp a distinction between global and national
is assumed that the biodiversity and global benefits; and (cd) weakens a sense of mutual
warming conventions will help fill this gap, the responsibility for the protection of the global
GEF experience during the pilot phase should environmenL In general, guidelines are needed
be drawn on to help shape these strategies. that provide a relatively uniform approach to

assessing global benefits and an acceptable
Choice of Regions and Countries methodology to quantify the incremental costs.
The projects in the pilot phase are nearly
equally distributed among the four regions; the Innovation
funding is somewhat higher for the Asia and Innovation was to have been a major factor in
Pacific Region owing to investments in three the selection of GEF activities. In the GEF con-
major projects in global warming and interna- text, innovation has ben liberally interpreted
tional waters. The desire to build up consensus to indude any technology that had not been
and enlist support for the GEF among mrany used in any developing country or in the devel-
developing countries was behind this attempt oping country in which the technology was
to achieve geographic balance. However being introduced. This guideline was accompa-
important that objective was, it seems inconsis- ned with the laimn often made that the
tent with the very purpose of a facility that arangement could be replicated in the same
should be targeting the most important global country or in similar counties after the model
environmental problems in developing coun- has been tested. Innovation in addressing pol-
tries, irrespective of geographical locationL icy constraints has also been proposed. Atten-

tion to innovation is highly appropriate for the
Global Benefits and Incremental Costs GEE, provided the innovations are well
Global benefits have been described in most thought-out and the experience is captured and
projects, although quantification of these bene- extended to the interested countries. However,
fits is often ladking or imprecise. In some more work is required on defining what consti-
istances, the benefits reflect inflated expecta- tutes innovation (for example, cutting edge
tions. For technical assistance, the global bene- technologies) in the GEF fical areas. Further,
fits are indirect and qualitative the evaluators question the position that imo-

vativeness should be dropped from the criteria-
The evaluators find that, while attractive in con- This feature should be one of the distinguishing
cept, the increnmental cost principle: (a) has not features of the GEE, with further definition,
been developed as a useful tool in assessing examples, and di ation.
project eligibility or sizing GEF funding, which
in many cases appears arbitrary; guidelines for STAPs Generic Cnteria for Project Selection
its applicationin decsions on GEFprojectfund- Responding to a request by the implementing
ing have not been developed and few project agencies, STAP presented a draft report on
documents provide incremental cost calcula- project selection guidelines in November
tions; (b) encourages a narrow project 1991-"Criteria for Eligibility and Pxiorities for
approach, when joined with the GEF project Selection of Global Environment Facility
taxonomy, that fails to encompass the broader Procts." These guidelines included generc
considerations of national policy, program criteria for all focal areas as well as specific cri-
strategies, and institutional capacities that are teria for each of the four focal areas. On the
fundamental to achieving global benefits; (c) generic criteria, SIAP stated that -a project
diverts attention from the analysis and sigmifi- from any category of interventions can become
cance of the global benefits and encourages too eligiLble for consideration for GEE selection if

'cMV



and only if it satisfies the generic criteria as a was expected in the majority of cases where
necessary condition for eligibility!' Fourteen GEF projects were to be undertaken. Country
criteria have been specified. environmental strategies, frameworks, and

studies attending to some aspect or another of
Apart from listing the criteria, neither the GEE the environment exist for more than 130 con-
nor STAP has elaborated adequately on these tries. The quality of such documents varies
criteria in ways that would help the operating greatly. However, where they east, they have
staff undertand their relative importance, or tended to lack the global dimension. During the
how they should be applied in the focal areas next phase of the GEF, this has to be rectified.
and applied in project design and implementa- Countries without national envirmmental pol-
tion. The interpretation and applcation of these ides should be assisted to formulate them, and
criteiawouldhavebeenaidedbymore elabora- efforts should be made by the GEF to integrate
tion and illustration. These criteria have been global environmental concerns into al national
applied mechanicaly in project selection and and regional environmental and development
review processes and without adequate justfi- policies.
cation in most instances, in order to satisfy for-
mally the "necessary conditions for ligibity. In addition, several international programs and

conventions define frameworks for regional
Additionality policies. Most of these concem the area of inter-
The Enabling Memorandum stated that "fund- national water Only a few of the GEF projects
ing for the GEF should, to the greatest extent were actually developed and placed in the con-
possible, be additional to existgaid flows, and text of the priorities defined by te policy
on grant or highly concessional terms!' The frameworks of the eistng regional Programs
emphasis on additionality was particuly and agreements. Thus the advantage offered by
important to the developing countries, which the existing infrastructures and cooperative
feared that the donors'contributions to the GEF arrangements of tHse prog;rams remained
m support of global benefits would reduce mainly untapped.
fimds available for development assistance.

Particpation
Additionality as a guiding criterion for the GEF Country-leve participation in theidentifiation
is understandable and appropriate. However, it and development of projects for the GEF is par-
is an exceedingly difficult principle to evaluate ticularly important, mainly in the biodiversity
in practical operations. At the country level, focal area and in some of the global warming
only the donor can judge whether its GEF con- and international waters protection projects.
tnbution is part of or an addition to planned Where appropriate, most GEF documents give
assistance for the country, espeally in the case some reference to particpation of NGOs and
of cofinancing. How does one tell whether a local communities; however, they often do not
donor's contnrbution to the GEF core fund or to spell out who the participants are nor how they
cofinancingis additional toits overallbudgetfor are to be involved. The indications of consulta-
international assistance? The evaluators have lions are not sufficient to determine whether
not attempted to explore this question with the the local actors have been meaigfuly
donors who have Contributed to the GEF. engaged in project development processes and

in subsequent implementation.
Natwonal and Regional Environmental Strategies
The existence of favorable country institutional There is an obvious need formore guidance from.
and policy frameworks, or their development, implement agencies on the technical pro-
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cesses that need to be followed to ensure commu- implementing agencies during the pilot phase
nity involvement and on the kinds of skills that A variety of actors and motivations have influ-
should be recruited for design and implementa- enced the development of the selection stan-
tion teamis to help install and monitor this pro- dards. The effort to respond to an array of
cess. It must be clear that the process goes much demands produced a set of projects without a
beyond holding "consultationsr with interna- dear, consistent strategy framework Adequate
tional and capital-city NGOs. Local commurity guidance on how to prioritize among compet-
organzations and NGOs will need to be turned ing goals has not emerged from the participants
to for assistance in carrying out this process. or the GEF management. The following conclu-
However, funding-in modest amounts-will sions are drawn from the analysis of the GEF
need to be provided for strengihening the capac- portfolio in the four focal areas.
ity of local NGOs and comununities to design and
manage GEE prec National and international Projects for Protecting Biodiversity
NGOs can be inportant intennedia:nes this With over US$300 million in GET fidings the
process,but they have to also maintain sensitivity biodiversity portfolio represents the most
ir. their work with the local groups. important fmcal area of the GEF pilot phase,

including half of all the projects and 43 percent
Sustainability of total funding. An important finding of the
Theissueof sustaiabiityintheGEFportfoliohas evaluation is that the GEF still lacks a convinc-
been discussed inmostprojectdocuments-more mg strategic framework to guide its invest-
in those for the World Bank ftian in those for ments in biodiversity. Although the GEF has
UNDP. However,the analysis of capacity-build- played a useful role in stimulating the negotia-
mg requirements for sustainability is only litly tions leading to the adoption of the Biodiversity
treated, if at alL although it is implicit in twose Convention, the investments made to date have
projects for which techical assistance has been tended to be haphazard, and many may make
planneL Trust funds have emerged as a promis- only marginal contributions to conserving
ing solution to the uncedainty of future funding biodiversity on a global scale Little GEF work
for rectu t costs of conservation adinistra- to date has responded to the needs identified as
lions, research bodies, and programs in the devel- national priorities, involved local commities
oping counties. GEF projects have finded or in an effective way, stimulated creative cooper-
includeplansfordesigningfundsforI3counties ation among the implementing agencies and
(see Annex 5). Abasic issue for trst funds is the other global oranizations working in the field
highlevelofcapitalrequired togenerateadequate of biodiversity, or meaningfuly involved
revenue forprojectoperations. Polkyand sectDral NGOs in project development Furthermore,
drcnmstances that bear on performance the GEF has not given sufficient attention to
and outcomes and their sustainability were building appropriate national institutions for
addressed unevenly and may require attention conserving biodiversity and using biological
through broader program approaches. resources m a sustainable manner.

Reducing Global Warming
The Strategies and Projects of The GEF portfolio on global warming consists
the GEF Focal Areas of 42 projects totaling US$28L3 million. This

focal area accounts for 38 percent of GEF
The CEF project selection process responded to projects authorized during the five tranches
a set of goals reflecting both a multiplicity of and represents 40 percent of total funding. The
inputs and practical experience gained by the enormity of the global warming problem is
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such that even a more heavily endowed GEF tion to the mismanagement of biological
would not be able to significantly diminish resources (mainly the overexloitation of fish-
greenhouse gas emissions from developing eries resources). Significant protection of inter-
countnes. This can only be achiered by inte- national waters cannot be achieved without
grating global warming objectves and strate- protection of waters under national jurisdiction
gies into development assistance programs and and without dealing with the direct causes of
developing-country policies and practices. their degradation. The GEF strategy should be
National environmental strategies, where they - cast within an overall framework of, and
exist, are focused on domestic issues, highlight- responding to, the global environmental and
ingsuch concerns as air qualty and the effectof development priorities identified by Agenda
pollution on health. The global dimension is 21. In addition, the strategy should be support-
often left out The GEF global wanning pro- ive of the existing and evolvng global, regional,
gram is not yet a coherent adjunct to the Cli- and national environmental programs, agree-
mate Convention. The strategic objectives for ments (conventions), and should be based on
guiding the use of limited GEF resources for priorities defined by the best scientific knowl-
globalwaningactivitiesremaintobedefined. edge available.
Many of the GEE global warning projects were
developed from conepts already in the pipe- Redudng Ozone Depletion
linewithoutthebenefitof clearCEF criteriaand As of June 30,1993, two projcts have been
with very little meaningful extemal review. authorized by the participants under this focal
However, the process of project selection and area (US$527 million). Although the Ozone
development has gmadually improved. If it is Depleting Substances foal area constitutes a
assumed that the overding focal area strategy small percentage of GEF activities, it raises the
is to provide decisionmakers with a roster of issue of GEF activities that overlap with exist-
options offering the greatest possible reduction ing interational conventions and trust fund
at the lowest cost, then the global warmg mesms. The number of countries eligible
portfolio can be judged to be only partally for GET funding is smalL (See Chapter 5 for the
successful. eligibility conditions.) Assessments of the

advantages and disadvantages of these differ-
Protecting International Waters ent approaches may be useful to guide future
There are 13 GET-funded projects in the CEF decisions on arrangements for protecting the
International Waters Proteion (IWP) portfo- global environment
lio. These 13 projects constitute l2 percent of the
total GET projects and 16 percent of the total
GET funding. The goal of the MWP strategy Small Grants Programme
should be to ensure the use of intemational
waters without damaging their integrity (struc- The Small Grants Programme of the GEF, cur-
ture and processes). Restoring damaged sys- rently funded at US$10 million, has been well
tems should have a high priority. Main received in the developing countries- Adminis-
deficiencies in the portfolio are: (a) the lack of a tered by UNDP, the program is attempting to
clear strategic framework and of well-defined test small-scale actvities and approaches that
priorities within this framework (b) a defini- could help alleviate global level environmental
tion of international waters that does not recog- concems if replicated successfully on a larger
nize that these waters form a dynanucally scale over time Heavy emphasis is placed on
linked, integrated whole with the waters under decentralization of decisionmaking, leading to
national jurisdiction; and (c) inadequate atten- inceased community-level responsibility and
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NGO involvement. Additional guidance is After GEF projects are authorized by the partic-
needed on drafting national-level GEF/SCP ipants in work programs, there is no further
strategies and to ensure that technical expertise external independent review or substantive
is available not just at.the proposal preparation cooperation among the implementing agences
and review stage but throughout activity on the projects' further development The eval-
implementation. A monitoring mechanism uators question whether it is cost-effective to
should be installed to disseminate lessons have all of the independent external reviews of
leamed throughout the pilot phase. the GEF projects concentrated at the stage of the

Project Briefs or Initial Executive Summary
when there is usually only limited information

Project Development Procedures available and the project has not been designed.
for the GEF Pilot Phase

In addition to the concern about front-end
While project development procedures vary reviews, there is also a concern about the expec-
among the three implementing agencies, the tations of close cooperation of the inplement-
review of the three agencies' procedures ing agencies on the development of mutually
revealed common features. beneficial G;EF projects and work programs. In

fact, there has been little interaction, as each
In virtually all of the information reviewed on agency proceeded independently. Nor has the
project development procedures, there is one Implementation Committee functioned effec-
problem that emerges at all levels of GEF opera- tively in this respect The synergy of the "com-
tions: the multiple layers of front-end reviews, parative advantages" of the implementing
often duplicated by the participants, are not cost- agncies in planning the pilot phase has not
effective in terms of the addihtonal time, expense, materialized.
and effort required. Also, they are becoming
more counterproductive as the participants and Leverage of World Bank Lending
NGOs press their attempts to micro-manage the Twenty-nine GEF projects are associated with
project development procedures. The evaluators lending operations of the World Bank, totaling
find an increasingly negative attitude among about JUS$3 billion. According to the World
many project managers toward being involved Bank GEF Coordinator's Office, the availability
in future GEF activities. This attitude seems to of GET funds has influenced significantly the
stem from the perception that the additioral design of World Bank-financed projects,
steps required to process GEF projects, com- although the association has been controversial
pared with regular operations, add more work in some cases. There are some indications that
but do little to improve the quality of projects. GEF projects have not been instrumental in

mobilizing World Bank lending resources: (a)
STAP played a usefiul role in reviewing the eli- in five cases, the GEF project was added on to a
gibility of project proposals for GEF funding, World Bank-financed project already under
and in prioritizing these proposals. The priori- preparation; -(b) in three cases, the World Bank-
ties assigned by STAP to the proposals had a financed project proceeded without the GEF
positive effect on the contents of the project component, although developed jointly; and (c)
.portfolio by eliminating the further develop- in several cases, the links between the GEF
ment of unsuitable projects. However, STAPs project and the World Bank lending operations
comments and suggestions had a much smaller are weak, suggesting that it is unlikely that the
influence on shaping the design of projects GEF acted as a catalyst in mobilizing the World
included in the work programs. Bank's resources.
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Transparency tions; and extemal expertise would be drawn
Generally, GEF documentation and decision- on to ensure the technical and scientific quality
maldng have emphasized the importance of of proposed GEF activities. The responsibilities
transparency. Because of the GEF's growing of the three implementing agencies for adminis-
universal character, the desire to ensure broad tering the GEF were spelled out in the October
global involvement and support for protecting 1991 agreement on procedural arrangements
the envirornent, and the strong concerns of a for the GEF. (See Box 9.1.)
number of public and private groups about the
global environment, the demand for greater- The principal findings of the evaluators'review
tansparency is increasing. The World Bank has of the GEFs primary operating components are
approved new policies on information disclo- as follow:
sures; these will go into effect January .1,1994,

when a Public Information Center will also be * The demands of the complex organizational
established at the World Bank. UNDP and arrangements, the feahtres of the focal areas,
UNEP have issued new directives on release of and, most important, the preures for early
documents. and rapid authorizations and commient

of GEF funds have placed extraordinary
GEF Pre-investment Facilities burdens on the staffs of the implementing
There are now two GEF pre-project facilities, agencies involved in GEF, impairing the
rwuning in parallel and separate paths, with lit- quality of their work. The fact that the staffs
tle GEF oversight of PRIF/PPA processes. The achieved the levels of authorLzation
GEF Secrtariat should issue guidelines on the requested by the participants attests to their
use of GEP funds for pre-project purposes that dedication and long-hours of work, but the
would indicate: (a) the nature of pre-project pace cannot be sustained.
activities that will be reinbursedt (b) the fund-
ing celing for these activities; and (c) the infor- * The evolution of the components of GEF
mation that should be submitted, along with operations has been dysfuctional-both
the Project Brief! to justify costs for pre-project policy and tedhical guidance and coordina-
activities for all proposed projects at the time of tion support took shape after the operations
the Project Brief submission and review. were under way.

- The internal organizational and staff capaci-
Organization and Management ties of the implementing agencies have

improved, but still require further attention
A primary organizing principle for the GEF to better (a) integrate GEF work with regu-
during the pilot phase was that no new organi- lar operations; (b) increase professional-
zation would be created to administer GEF capacities; and (c) determine both the teduci-
funds. The responsibility for implementing hte cal and progrmmatic requirements of the
CEFs program would be shared between focal areas, particularly biodiversity pro-
UNEP, UNDP, and the World Bank Accrding jects, and the way they are being managed.
to this guidance and the expectation of the par--
ticipants, "modest modifications" in the imple- * Both the lack of independence of the GEF
menting agencies' structures and systems Chairman's finctions from the demanding
would be acceptable; "consensus building" and responsibilities and priorities of the World

nnal arrangements" with a minimum of Bank's regular acevities and his supervision

formal agreements would be the style of opera- of both the GEF Administrator and the GEF
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Opeations Coordinator for the World funds according to its financal procedures.
Bank's GEF investment activity have weak- UNDP and UNEP have set up their own GEF
ened the rigor of the adumistrative and pro- Trust Fund mechanism. Generally, the Trust
gram oversight of the GEF as a whak, as wpel Fund arrangement with the World Barnc has
as blurred the distinctive identity for the been found to be satisfactory and weladmmis-
GEF program; tered. However, the Seacetiat and Trust Fund

administration do not have formal authority to
-While the existence of the GEF and its activ- examine and approve the allocations requested
ities within the implementing agencies has by the implementing agencies for program and
had some effect in creating an awareness of -adninistive expenses. They are able to mon-
global environment issues, the operational itor and verify fund allocations and their uses
arrangements and reactions to thie pressures within the context of the funding presentations
for quick results may have, in some to the particpants in the Report of the Chair-
instances, been counterproductive to gain- man. After allocations are made, accountabilitv
ing support for global environmental rests with the GEF Operations Officer in each of
concens; the implementing agencies.

* The expeience with GEF operations over Coffnancing Arrangeents
the past two years indicates that the imple- GEF cofinancing pledges amount to US$324.0
menting agencies have had considerable dif- million. ByJune 30, 1993, GEE cofitanders had
ficulties worlkng collaboratively within the expressed an interest in financing I projects
GEF framework The absence of anindepen- totaling US$129.8 millionL Some-donors web-
dent arbiter hasbee a prnary weaknelsin come the opporhtity to contributeo the GEF
GEF operations. Neither the Administrator Trust Fund. This enables them bt identify with
nor UNEP had the mandate to play such a a major global initiative without the burdens of
role. program devopment adminison. ers

prefer to contribute to the Trust Fumd and also
Trust Fund Administration . cofinance. And stil others confine themselves
The World Bank's role as the GEE Trust Fund to cofinancing (induding parallel financing).
administrator was estiblished on March 14, . The most important consideration in weighing
1991, when the Executive Directoxs approved the use of cofinancing is to ensure the integrity
Resolution No. 91-5 to establish the GEF. The of the GEF objectves and strategies and the
GEF Seariat and the World Banks Trust careful coordination of project development
Fund administratonstaff in the Office of the procedures.
Vice President and Controller have, informally,
the pxincipal responsibility for management The Cost of Administerirg the GEF
oversight for the GET. The allocation of funds is The total costs of administering the GEF pilot
set forth in semiannual work progams, with phase amount to US$932 million. This amount
specific amounts set by the impliemeing agen- includes pxovision for administrative costs for
des for each program and project and for the extended period to FY99 duing which pilot
administrative expenditures. The participants' phase projects will be inplemented. It excludes
review of each work program constitutes a the costs associated with the preparations for
form of authorization of GET funds for each GEF IL Seventy-two percent of the administa-
proect or activity. Advances are then made to tive costs are attnbutable to project develop-
UNDP, UNEP, and the WwVorld Bank Each ment, processing, and supevision. The balance
implementing agency adaninisters the GET is for the Coordinators' offices, central services,
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STAP, and the Administrator's office. The Conclusions
administrative/work program cost ratio is in Reforms are necessary if the GEF is to achieve
the 10-12 percent range. It is substantially its long-term objectives of mobilizing world-
higher than was eqxected-about 3 percent wide participation in sustainable actions to pro-
However, the hidgher costs may be attributable tect the global environment The areas for
to the special features and demands of the GEF reform, identified by the evaluators, indude:
during the pilot phase-

- Articulation of the GEF raison d'etre, objec-
tives, and strategies;

Assessment Overview and
lRecommendations * Program leadership and management of the

GEF as a global program facility;
For a full appreciation of the evaluators' assess-
ment and recommendations, the reader is * Capacities and procedures within the imple-
encouraged to tum tD Chapter 2. The major con- menting agencies for managing the GEF
clusions of the independent evaluation of the portfolio;
GEF pilot phase include some general observa-
tions and six issues. In conjunction with these - Engagement of country and community-
six issues, the evaluators provide nine main level participation;
recommendations.

* Involvement of nongovernmental
General Observations organizations;

TIhe GEF is an important and generally * Proceeding with review and approval of
accepted new endeavor forthe international projects for the GEFHIwithout having a clear
community with the potential for influenc- program strategy and criteria in place.
ing the world's response to serious global
environmental concerns. These six issues arise primarily because of inad-

equacies in the basic policies and strucural
The Facility has taken initial steps to arrangements established in the design of the
increase awareness within grant-recipient GEF pilot phase and in subsequent guidance
countnes about the opportunities offered by within which the GEF staff have bad to operate.
the GEF. They are, thus, matters that require the atten-

tion of the participants, for the most part
Over the past two years, the Facility has put
together a large portfolio of investent, tech- Major Conclusion

ncalassistance,researchprojects,andstudies. The GEF is a promising, and presently the
only significant, mechanism for. fudig p-pro

The participants, from both the developed grams relevant to the protection of the global
anddevelopingcountries,theChairman,the environment. However, the promise of this
Administrator, the staff withir. the imple- significant new fund will not be realized
menting agencies, and the members of unless there are fundamental changes in the
STAP, working together under exceptonal GEF strategies, the funcions and relation-
pressures and difficult time frames, are com- ships of its organizational components, and
mended for these achievements. operating procedures.
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1. Introduction

At their meeting in Abidjan on December 3-5, phase, the evaluation, for practical reasons,
1992, the Global Environment Facility (GEF) used June 30,1993. as a cut-off date.
participants requested an independent evalua-
tion of the GEF pilot phase to be completed in The second chapter, following this introduc-
time for their meeting in December 1993. This tion, provides an assessment overview and
report responds to that request It incorporates main recomrnmendations. In addition, assess-
the material that was provided to the partici- ments and recommendations on specific topics
pants in the interim report for their September such as the Small Grants Programme (SGP) are
meeting. provided in the main text.

One of the primary ains of the pilot phase of The third chapter provides a profile of the GEF
the GEF has been to learn about various as of June 30,1993. It summarizes the five
approaches for protecting the global environ- tranches authorized bv the participants by
ment At the same time, the pilotphasehasbeen tranche, geographic distnbution, focal area,
driven by the desire to get something estab- implementing agency, and the stages in project
lished and operating so that the GEF will be development It also reviews such topics as
available to serve the conventions on the envi- funding for the Pre-Investment Facilities
ronment and the aims of the United Nations (PRIFs) and Project Preparation Advances
Conference on the Environment and Develop- (PPAs), the status of associated and free-stand-
ment. This evaluation should be viewed as part ing projects in the World Bank's portfolio, and
of this effort to leam from the experience of the the status of cofinancing. The project profile
pilot phase to guide future planning for the describes the totality of the pilot phase and the
GEF as it moves into new phases. There is a pattern for GEF global activity that will emerge
great deal more to be learned from the pilot over the next several years-
phase than is provided by this report, particu-
larly as pilot phase projects move into full The fourth chapter discusses the policy frame-
implementation. Thus, a continuing evaluation work for the pilot phase of the GEF. It reviews the
process is important origins of the GEF; the expectations of the donors,

developing countries, and nongovernmental
This report covers in its eight main chapters the organizations (NGOs); and the GEFs linkages
several topics specified in the Terms of Refer- with Agenda 21. It also discusses and provides
ence. Although an attempt has been made to the evaluators' assessment of the main poliqr fea-
reflect the evolving nature of the GEF pilot tures of the GEF, such as global benefits and
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incemnental cost, innovation, strategies and crite- collaboration with regional development banks
ria, additionality, and national development and United Nations agencies.

The fifth chapter reviews the strategies and The annexes provide the Terms of Reference;
projects in the GEFs four focal areas. It summaize the evaluation procedures; and list
attempts to provide a picture of the substantive the projects reviewed by the evaluators, the
features of the projects in each focal area, as GET-funded projects in the pilot phase, the GEr
they relate to such topics as global benefits, Pre-Investment Facilities and PPAs, the World

incremental cost, irmovation, participation, and Bank and UNDP GEF project development pro-
sustainability. The review is based on the exam- cess, the trust funds in GEF projects, and the
ination of project documents (as of June 30, GEF/SGP counties.
1993) for 62 projects and visits to 31 projects in
22 countries. As most of the projects are still in IntheNovembermeetingwiththeIndependent
the design stage and few are being imple- Panel of Experts, a number of topics not cov-
mented, the review attempts to identify pat- ered by this evaluation report were discussed.
terns of concern across the portfolio; it does not Several topics, such as matters of GEF gover-
provide multidisciplinary evaluations of indi- nance, a deied review of the functions and
vidual projects. responsibility of the participants, the interrela-

tion of the conventions and the GEF were con-
The sixth chapter reports on the evaluation of sidered to be beyond the scope of this
the SGP. It reviews the status of the program evaluation. Other topics suggested by the panel
and outlines some of the main issues that need members as possible subjects for further exami-
to be addrssed to strengthen the programL nation include

The seventh chapter examines the work of the * An elaboration of the monitoring and evalu-
GEF in the context of developing countriesr per- ation processes that shouldbe established in
spectives and national environmental action conjunction withGEF. Thistopicrelates to
plans. It also comments on the coor lination of the fifth recommendation: Establish a per-
GEF operations in the developing countries. manent meanism for identifying lessons

and promoting their application in GEF
The eighth chapter provides the evaluators- programs.
assessment of the project development proce-
dures, indluding those steps that lead up to the * An in-depth review of national environmen-
participantse authorizations and the subsequent tal policies and strategies as a basis for the
procedures followed for project approvals by introduction of global environmental con-
the implementing agencies. Special topics such cern and objectives in a particular country.
as trasparency, participation, and the use of
project pre-feasibility facilities are also * An in-depth exmnination of implementing
reviewed in this chapter. agency staffing plans, administrative costs,

overhead rates, finandal management pro-
The last chapter reviews the organizational and cedures, and compative admiristrative/
mangement features of the GEE. It assesses t program costs ratios.
work and collabation of each of the main imple-
menting agencies. It also discusses the osts of * A survey of the capacities of the intemna-
administering the GEF, the Global Environment tional and nongovernmental organizations
Trust Fund (GET management, cofinancing, and to carry out GEF programs.
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2. Assessment Overview and Recommendations

Introduction many recent initiatives being taken or planned
by the implementing agencies to address oper-

The GEF is an mportant new endeavor for the ational issues that have arisen in the course of
international communty with the potenbal for their work, to sharpen instruments for analysis
influencing the world's response to serious glo- and planning, and to improve agency -perfor-
hal envirommental concerns. It has been gener- .mance generally. Some of these efforts are cited
ally accepted as the major international in this report.
mechanism for financing global envinntal
efforts. It has served as a forum for the debate The participants, from both the developed and
that has taken place over the past three years on developing countries, the Chairm the
certain issues related to global environmertal Administrator, and the staff within the imple-
degradation In stimulating this debate, the menting agencies and the members of the Scien-
CEF has helped sharper. insights regarding the tific and Technical Advisory Panel (STAP),
nature of physical, technical, and socoeco- working together under exceptional pressures
nom-iic factors that must be taken into account and difficult time frames, are commended for
during the formulation and implementation of these achievements.
envirornental strategies.

Notwithstanding these achievements, the Faciliy's
The Facility has also taken iiitial steps to main value, at this juncture, lies in its promise. The

increase awareness within grant-recipient promise of this significant new fund will not be real-

countries about the opportuities offered by the iued, however, unless therearefundamental changes

GEF.Inaddition,anefforthasbeenmadeunder in the GEF strategies and operating procedures as
the GEE to create increased program synergy well as in thefunctions and relationships of its org-

among the GEF's thuee implementing agencies, nizational coinponents. These changes are needed
which have been accustomed to operating hide- to clarfy the GEF raison d'etre, to strengthen its
pendently. Finally, there is a large portfolio of worlkng modalities, and to improve the effi-
investnent, technical assistance, research ciency and impact of its perfbrmance.
projects, and studies that the Facility has been
able to put together over the past two years. The quick start of the GEF pilot phase, with its

identification and endorsement of a number of
The GEF pilot phase isa dynamic evolving projects, appealed to those who required a.
operation that is characteristic of a pioneering rapid demonstration that the creation of such a
effort The evaluators have been advised of facility is possible-an essentially political



response. This quick start would not have been general and strategies for each of the focal areas
possible if a new organization had had to be were not spelled out prior to proceeding with
created, thus delaying the formulation of the identification of projects and countries, nor
projects and commitment of funds. Some cr6di- afterward. Similarly, a broad international con-
bility might have been lost at the critical time of sensus was not created on the strategies for the
United Nations Conference on the Environ- focal areas for the pilot phase, leaving the GEF
ment and Development (UNCED). This vulnerable to the criticisms that it reflected pri-
approach also-provided an opportunity for the. mnrily the global environmental priorities as
GEF as a pilot phase to try out some program perceived by the major financial contributors to
and organizational arrangements without call- the GEF.
ing for long-term commitments.

What is the GEFs niche in global environmen-
However, the shortcomings of this approach tal affairs that sets it apart from other interna-
are considerable, as evident in the discussion of tional endeavors dealing with environmental
issues that follows. If not addressed, these issues? The ready explanation is that the GEF
shortcomnings could lead to a setback in the mi- concentrates on selected global-level environ-
tial achievements just described. Reforms are mental problems distinguished from national-
necessary if the GEF is to achieve its long-term level concerns. This distinction between global
objectives of mobilizing worldwide participa- and national is relatively clear for ozone deple-
tion in sustainable actions to protect the global tion but less so for the other three focal areas,
environment. With these objectives in mind, the particularly biodiversity. However, given this
evaluators believe that six basic issues require focus, the underlying issue of raison d'etre
attention. These issues arise primarily because remains one of determining whether the GEF
of inadequacies in the basic policies and struc- should be:
tural arrangements established in the design of
the GEF pilot phase and in subsequent guide- * A financial agency-the primary source of
lines within which GEF staff have had to oper- funding for programs for protecting the glo-
ate. They are, thus, matters that require the bal environment in selected focal areas;
attention of the participants, for the most part.

U A program catalyst-the primary mecha-
nism for focusing attention on global envi-

ISSUE 1: Articulation of the GEF raison rorunental concerns and mobilizing the
d'etre, objectives, and strategies resources of others, thereby integrating sig-
(See Chapters 4,5, and 7) nificant international and national efforts

aimed at protecting the global environment;
The overarching objectives and strategy for the
GEF have not been fully elaborated before or * A research and development facility-the
during the pilot phase- Well thought-out global primary means for identifying, testing, and
objectives and strategies for the GEF as a dis- dissemninating innovative approaches for
tinctive resource to address environmental the protection of the global environment; or
problems remain to be developed. For example,
the reason-s for the selection of the four focal * A combination of the three.
areas for the GEF and the allocation of funds
among them have not been evident in the GEF The conclusion on the relative importance of
documentation. More important, a comprehen- these options is essential to the definition of the
sive global strategy for the GEF pilot phase in GEF's raison d'&tre and niche in international
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environmental affairs. It is also the key to guid- ment The PilotPhase and Be .(GEFWorldng
ing the development of the GEF strategy. Paper Series No. 1, May 1992) provided a useful

sumnmy of the GEE experience tiugh April
In addition, the evaluators conclude that many 1992, a list of "eight prindples ... to serve as build-
projects in the pilot phase portfolio will not ingblodcs for the fuue," and some eligibility cri-
attain the desired global benefits because the teria for the seectio of GEF activities The five
projects have not been linked to an integrated GEF reports by the Chairmn, issued over the
GEFstrategyand insufficient attentionhasbeen past two years, have added an impressive
paid to standard project development practices, amount of information on the complexity of
Simply adding hundreds of new projects to the issues cfronting the GEF. However, this volu-
114 now in progress without attention to these mmnous material does not add up to a strategy.
basic requirements will not result in significant
advances in the protection of rhe global Second, the absence of objecives, straeies,and cri-
environment. teria within each of the foca areas. STAPs draft

criteria and analytical frameworks maybe
The main concerns, related to integrated strat- appropriate for an experimental approach to
egy and project development practices, identi- testing alternative types of activity and irmova-
fied by the evaluators in their review ofthe GEF tion. They are a useful start, but inadequate for
portfolio include- the development of gloal program strategies

guiding the next phase of the GEF. For example,
h Isufficient attention to requirements for guidance is needed on the kinds of interven-
sustainability and to national and regional tions that will be financed under the GEF. The
environmentalstrategies as guides to project relative weight to be given to such factors as
selection and develoDment; program policy frameworks, capacity stength-

ening, socioeconomic analyses, community
* The absence of focal area strategies that p participation, innovation, and sustainability

vide clear guidance on resource allocations should be spelled out in more pracdcal terms
and project priorities; than has been done during the pilot phase

* Insufficent attention to institutional capaci- Third, the failure to reconcile national and global
ties witbin countries and regions; and einironmentat intetsand responsibilities toruidde

program and project design. The expience of the
* Weaknessesin such areas as the definitionof pilot phase has demonstrated that the attempt,

global benefits, incremental costs, and the in the absence of a clearly defined strategic
calculation of GEF funding requirements, framework, to draw distinctions between glo-
the application of innovative and/or cost- bal and national environmental concerns and
effective technologies, practices for engag- benefits has led to conceptual, and more impor-
ing local communities and NGOs, and plan- lant, practical problems in program appLica-
ning for achieving sustainability. tions and operations. Developing countries are

expresng fears that the global initiative will

A well-coordinated and integrated effort is required divert resources and talents from important
for the GEF as a whol. To achieve this, four main, issues of national development An artificial
concerns need to be addressed. distinction of global and national benefits can

undermine the importance of ensuing mutual
First, the lack of strtegy ard objectives that overar- responsibility and the long-term sustainability

dis the focal ares and project selctins. The docu- of important GEF initiatives.
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Finally, and most important, the lack of agree- nomic development This work would be
ment among industrial and developing countries on carried out in close collaboration with exist-
the misn d'Etre, objectives, and strategies of the ing and evolving international environmen-
GEF. Though the GEE has made an effort dur- tal agreements (conventions) and programs
ing the past two years tD increase developing relevant to the GEF focal areas. However, it
countries' participation in the GEF, there is a should also cover other areas without such
lingering perception within the international conventions;
conmmunity that developing countries have
been able to influence GEF operations only on * Clarifying the relationships between global,
the margins. If the GEF is to become a truly national, and regional benefits; the pro-
"global" facility, a genuine partnership grammatic implications of these relation-
between North and South and including the ships; the sharing of costs for program and
counties with economies-in-tr nsitionmustbe - project activities; and the responsibilities for
forged over the next several years. Such a part- the long-term sustainability of these global
nership must be based on the conviction that and national benefits;
the cutailment of global environmental degra-
dation depends on joint and concerted action. * Supporting, with GEF financial assistance,
The partnership will evolve ony through the development of a worldwide
informed dialogue resfting on a solid analytical knowledge-base on global environmental
base-which is still very much "under forma- conditions, prospects, protection require-
tion" within the GEE: The cornerstone of the ments, and lessons learned to guide the
partnrship will be the GEFs ability to identify choice of program activity and its design;
more clearly the intellectual, programmatLc, and
physical paeters of the global environment. * Strengthening national and regional envi-

ronmental and developmental policies and
RECOMMENDATION b actions by incorporating in them the global
Clearly articulate the GEF mission. environment perspective;

The participants should define more comprehen- * Building national and regional institutional
sWelyand substantively the mison dLtre, objectives, and professional capacities, and developing
and strategies for the GEF for the coming decade, approaches to facilitate local participationin
based on the broad framework of Agenda 21 adopted activities of global environmental concerns;
by LINCED and focal area conventions, and draw- and
ingon fhe experiece of the pilot pase and on the
extensive work of other national and international * Facilitating the integration of global envi-
organiations. rommental concerns in the programs of pub-

lic and private multilateral and bilateral
This definition shouldbe developed in full part- development assistance agencies.
nership with developed and developing coun-
triesand should dearlyarticulatethemissionof RECOMMENDATION 2: Develop
the GEF in: program objectives and strategies.

* Advancing, through GEF-funded program The participants should, in collabortion with focal
activities, a better understanding of the areaconvntions,ensutrethedevdopmentoftheGEF
issues of the global environment and how to program objectives and strntegies. These should
address them to achieve sustainable eco- dearly enunciate
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- The pnority areas for the onctration of agementoflocalparticipation,andinegraion
GEF resources for the coining decade; of the GEF operations int the mainstream of

the implemeting ageci operation
* The citeria and reasoning used in the selec-

lion of these priorities; and * The coordination anrangements among the
implementing agencies that were supposed

* The kind of program and project-level inter- toDresultininteragecysynergyandprovide
ventions that will receive priority attention leadership for the GEF as a whole have
under thfe GEF initiative proved to be inffective.

-n addition, the existing srucualarangement

ISSUE 2: Program leadership and man- fortheGEhasnotbeensucessfuln .
agement of the GEE as a global program
facility (See Chapters 6, 8, and 9) * Providing for a comprehensive and inde-.

-pendentEFreview of proposals submitted
If newly developed policies and strategies for by the implementing agencies;
the GEFbecome thebasis for the GEElong-term
responsibiites, and the evaluators believe they * Ensuring that GEE progrms in the develop-
should, then the fnctions and relationships of n countries are coordinated and linked
the GEE organizational unit wil need modifi- with national and regional environmental

catiof These modifications are maiily in the policies and developmental priorities;
sense of redefining the functions of the GEF
structual ellements, thil, and * Devloping an effective working relation-
operational modalities, and less a matter of ship with those NGOs locally and interna-
dhanigthefameworkoftheGEFrestruchuing tonally that have relevant exertise and
preentiy being cnsidered by the partidpants epeinence; and

The functions, responsibilities, and modalities * Establishing amechanismforDsystematically
of the present structure, which would presum- learning from experience as a GEF-wide
ably remain in the GEFII if changes do not lake operation.
place, are not cost-effective in operations nor
successful in advancing collaborative actiity. Early in the pilot phase, the interagency lImple-
Some reasons are: menttion Committee was set up to ensure

working-Ievel program coordination. During
* The decisionnaig procse for project its first few sessions, members of th committee

development are complex, cumbersome, strove earnestly to work out a number of pro-
and costly, owing to the addition of new granmzing issues and to examine the merits of
requirements to existing systems. each of the project proposals submitted by their

agencies. However, it became increasirny diffi-
* Accountability at policy, program, and cult to reach a consensus on sharing GEF

project levels is diffused. resources at the outset and on the projects to be
.induded in the GEF work programs. Deep-

* Ihe merits of agency "comparative advan- seated antagonisms among the agencies started
tages" have been offset, in part, by agency to surface and the Implementation Committee
weansses, such as in their teni capaci- process became "highly competitive and oca-
ties for developing focal area programs. man- sionally acrimoniousA
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In snrmary, the present operation arrange- on the selection of projects that becme part of
mentisa major impediment to the effective pro- the GEF work program. However, the evalua-
fessional leadership and management of the tors found thatSTAPs commentson individual
GEFasauniqueinternationalentLty TheWorld proposals have not contributedmarkedlyto he
Bankrsassumingthisfunctionwasnot ad -shaping of these pros' further development,
by the other agdaes and intersted groups. partly because the comments were sometimes
The present Seetariat (that is, the Office of the not useful, and partly in many instances useful
Administrator) has neither a dearly defined comments seem to have been disregarded by
and accepted policy and program leadership the inplementing agences.-
responsibiity nor an oversight authority The 
Secretariat is notin a position to serve as an One of the primary purposes of the pilot phase
independent arbiter to provide comprehensive was to generate lessons thatwere to be reported
project reviews, achieve effective coordination, tD the participants onaregular basis. This is not
or preserve the integrity of the GEF mission. As being done GEE-wide. Whie the evaluators rec-
a consequence, the intellectual focus and ognize that project implementation and impact
administrative disciplinelhat isrequredforthe assessments are premature (because few
GEF as a whole is largdy missin& or oldy par- projectsarebeingiimplemented),thereisagreat
tially manifested in the implementng agencies deal to learn from the work on project identifi-
operating independently. cation, design experience, and implementing

agency operabons. No GEFwide system has
As trustee of the GEF, the World Bank has the been set up to sytmaticaly gather and dis-
ultimate responsibility for certfying that GEF seminate this information and to track and
funds have been authorized in accord with the monitor GEF strategies, operations, and
overall objectives stated in the Tripartite Agree- projects. Such a system should not be left to
ment. The World Bank has carried out this each implementing agency to develop indepen-
fiancial management function satisfactorily dently with different approaches and require-
durimg the GEF pilot phase. There is an urgent meats. Rather, it shoild reflect an integrated
need, however, to guide this function with an approach on data requiemments and analyses
irdep t program management system to that are independent of individual implement-
ensure that GEF resources are being allocated in ing agency operations. A hurried evaluation.
line with GEF program prionties and on a cost- may help but it is no substitute for a systematic
effective basis. and independent mechanism that could have

operated on a continuing-and well-structured
STAP, although established too late to inluence basis from tIl e beginning of the pilot phase.
decisively the pilot phase, played a positive and
useful role, as it provided an important mecha- Experience during the pilot phase suggests that
nism and a fonrm for cooperation among the there should be a more open competition for
implementing agencies. It also formulated the GEF resources dunng the GEF operational
generic and specific crteria against which the phase. There are a number of other organiza-
eligibility of projects for GEF funding was tional entities (regional development banks,
judged,providedimpartialindependentadvice NGO consortia, semiprivate institutions, other
on the scientific and technical merits of propos- United Nations agencies) withexperiseneeded
als submitted to the GEE, and assigned priori- by the GEF to carry out its mission. Some of
ties to projects m the GEF concentration areas. these organizatons have had extensive
By assigning priorities to the reviewed project ial-and-error experience working at the com-
proposals, STAP has exerted a major influence munity level-experience that should have
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ronmental sience and technology, socil and pants, their performance in order to ensure
economicdisci as,Andprogrmn.deeopment. the compliance with applicable GEE condi-
The functions of the reformed STAP should . ions, including the resource allocations
be to: (a) provide the participants and the endorsed by the partidpants. Regular
Secretaiat with credible advice on a scentif- reporting on progrss. and results of the
ically, technically, economically, socially, projects would be required. It would be the
and legally sound strategy for the GEF; and responsibility of the implementing and exe-
(b) serve as an impartial overseer of this cutng orgauzations to approve projects
strategy's implementation, including the and ensure related accountability.
provision of independent review of the
quality and integrity of the scientific and RECOMMENDATION 4t Clarify and estab-
techmical merits of individual programs and lish dear lines of accountability for the GEF
projcts. STAP should be supported by a
full-time professional unit within the GEF The partcipants should, in the interest of
Secretariat Its advisory recommendations accountability, empower the GEF Administra-
should be provided to the Secretariat and to torandSecretariatwith:
the participants.

Proramming and budgeting oversight
*Prepar guidins ir developg countries to functions;
* pnooseprgram to address global envinn-
tat concerns. One of the important princples * Authority to allocate CEF resources for the
set fort h in the Pilot Phase and Beyond is That programs and budgets endorsed by the par-
"the GEF would fund programs which are tidpants; and
country driven and consistentvwith national
priorities." To make this princple fully . * The responsiblity to report to the partici-
effective, the GEF will need to establish pro- pants regularly on the ai! ministration of
cedures to help developing countries sub- GEF progras and budgets.
nit on their own or in concert with
mplementing organizations, project and RECOMMENDATION 5: Establish a perma-

program proposals for proteing the global nent mechanism for identifying lessons and
environtent prmoting their application in GEF programs.

Expand the range of organizations eligible to Theparticipansshould establish a permanentmech-
implement and execute pro and projects anism in the Secretariat of the GEF for the ongoing
with GEfifunds to include-in addition to the monitoring and enaluation of GEF strategy, pr-
origind three UP,NE UNDP, World Bank)- grams and projects. This will require the de-e-
theRegionalDevelop t Banks, United opment of stdards for comprehensive
Natin agencies as well as governmts, and databases and information systems in order to
NGOs where they meet rigorous standards of assist implementing organizations to create
omnpetec in progrm areas for the global envi- sound monitoring and evaluation systems

ronmenet. The GEF Secretariat and STAP within their GEF programs and projects.
would provide criteria for the selection of Resources should also be available for periodic
implementing and executing orgaizations. evaluation of specifc topics of inttrest to the
It would oversee, on behalf of the partici- GEE portfolio.
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ISSUE 3: Capacities and procedures engagement of local participation, the intro-
within the implementing agencies for duction of modest levels of financing paced
managing the GEF portfolio to the absorptive capacities of the local.
(See Chapters 5,6,7,8, and 9) communities, and developing national

institutions;
As stressed in ISSUE 2, the main weakness in
the current GEF arrangement is the lack of a * Sreamining project development proce-
core management capacity needed to represent dures so that only the most productive
the interests and objectives of the GEE as a review steps in shaping projects related to
whole and to provide program leadership and the GEE objectives and criteria are retained
overight Improving the operations of the and associated with the evolution of project
implementing agencies will not resolve this designs at key stages (not just at the initial
problem. The role of the implementing agencies review stage);
wititn the GEE has been heavily determined by
the institutional strengths and wealknesses * The preparation of GEF guidelines under
characteristic of each of the implementing agen- the guidance of the GEF Secretariat on such
des. The evaluators have not attempted to subjects as participation, incremental cost
address institutional reform requirements calculations for GEF funding decsions,
within the agencies inasmch as such recomi- defining global benefits, approaches to pro-
mendations lie outside the terms of reference moting sustainability, the application of
for this exercise, innovation, and the development of the glo-

bal dimensions of national environm:ntal
At the same time, the evaluators have under- policiesandstrategiesand theirlinkagewith
scored issues of institutional capacity and oper- G projects;
ational procedures that are directly related to
implementing agency participation within -the * The training of agency and developing-coun-
GE- fraMework Some areasof concernthat will try staffs in these concpts and practices.
have to be addressed by the agencies incude:

The interagency agreement "Procedural
* Measures to integrate the GEF objectives Arrangements among the World Bank, UNEP

into the mainstream. of agency operations so and UNDP for Operational Cooperation under
that protecting the global environment the Global Envirorunental Facility" was an
becomes an agency-wide interest, recog- attempttooutlineareasof responsibilityamong
nized by staff, with encouragement from the three agencies. As pointed out in the evalu-
senior management, as an important ation report, day-to-day realites are different
resp ility rather than an add-on from the description of some of the responsibil-
activity; ities outlined in the agreement

* Improved capacities to address the techni- Ihese are some of the main areas that will
cal, institutional, social, and economic require attention. However, they should be
dimensions of planing and implementing addressed within the context of the overarcing
focal area progams, particularly for the pro- and focal area strategies, which should be
tection of biodiversity. Ths involves partic- developed as a first priority.
ular attention to capacities related to, for
example, linking GEE interventions with RECOMMENDATION 6: Following the
national strategies for the environment, the development of GEF strategies, establish corm-
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mon guidelines for the management of GEF identification and design, the shanrng of and
operations by implementing organizations, access to information, the nature of consulta-
and undertake an independent review of their tions, the participation of affected populations,
capacities. the size of projects, and the pace of project

development are all areas of basic concern that
can affect adversely the achievement of project

ISSUJE 4: Engagement of country and objectives. While there are a number of pronis-.
community-level participation ingprojects, the instances of unsatisfactory prac-
(See Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8) tices by the implementing agencies point to the

need for improvements in local participation.
GEF project identification initially was largely
agency driven in order to ensure a rapid RECOMMENDATION 7: Improve participa-
buildup of the GEF portfolio; other sources of tion in the GE pogram at the country and
project ideas for the GEF became more promi- community levels.
nent at later stage. The failure to take a more
deliberate approach, which would have The participants should:
allowed time for explaining the distinct mission
charactenstics of the GEF and for more partici- * Advance GEF support, as a high priority, for
pation and ownership in the project identifica- developing and strengtiening national
tlionproess, has resulted in some confusion. environmental action plans and related
and frustration in the GEF recipient counties. institutional capacities, incorporating con-
The influence of recipient countries on the type cern for the global environment, and involv-
and substance of individual projects imple- ing local NGOs and other relevant sectors bf
mented in their countries is far lower than it society in this work
may appear from publicly available documents.

* Ensure that countries are the main initiators
Developing countries have a central responr- of project proposals that correspond to both
bility for leading and facilitating initiatives for GEF renqirements and their own national
country participation in the GEF work at the priorities; and
policy, program, and project levels. GEF
resources can help stimulate these initiatives in * Request that guidelines be developed on the
a variety of activities related to (a) introducing best practices with the help of affected com-
the global environmental interest in national munities and local NGOs in the identifica-
development and environment plans; (b) edu- tion, development, implementation, and
cating publc and pnvate groups about the glo- monitoring and evaluation of GEF projects.
bal dimensions of environmental degradation; These guidelines should be subjected to the
and (c) enabling Ilocal communities to participate examination of a wide range of public and
in programs for vrotecting the envonment private organizations-North, South,

economies-in-transition-with recognized
On this last point, the evaluators have found experience in community work The

- that the shaping of projects, where local partid- resources and experiences of the Small
pation and cooperation are essent to success- Grants Programme should be closely associ-
ful outcomes, has been particularly problematic ated with this work
during the pilot phase. Approaches to project
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ISSUE 5: Involvement of nongover- ISSUE 6: Proceeding with project re-
mental organizations view antd approval for the GEF II with-
(See Chapters 6 and 9) out having a dear program strategy and

criteria in place
The role of the NGOs, except for the SGP, was not (See Chapters 3, 4,5, and 8)
systematically or successfully developed in the
early planning of the piltphase, altbough vaious A primaryfinnding of the evaluation of the GEF
attemptsatacollaborationweremade Questionsof pilot phase is that the absence of well-devel-
their role at the several levels of GEF activity- oped and approved policies, strategies, and cri-

oum global strategies for the focal areas, to prject teria to guide project fDrmulation has
reviews, toloalinvolvementin theidentifica constrained the efficient and effective target
design, and implementation of projecthave and programmung of GEF resources. Now, as a
trobled the GEF pilot phase operations and still result of the eroeishlnent and restructuring
require cafully worked outun dings, sessions over the pact two years, considerable
procedures, and rolesk The NGOs as well as the pressurehasbuiltup to prpareworkprograms
implementing agencies have a responsibW for for the GEF IL The evaluators question the
taking acnstretive steps to improve the acmmu- advisability of proceeding with new untiatives
niation of their views and insighb.t until the guidelines for project formulation are

in place.
RECOMMENDATION & Establish mutually
beneficial collaboration with nongovemmen- In addition, the evaluators urge that those
tal organizations. projects in the pilot phase that have experi--

enced serious design and implementation prob-
The participants should ensure that: lems, and thus ddlays, be carully reviewed.

U The views of NG4Os are solicted and that RECOMMENDATION 9: Ensure that strate-
these views are taken into account when the gies and program guidelines are in place
participants review and approve the EF II before program initiatives are undertaken
strategies, polices, and priorties; with the funds anticipated from the replenish-

ment for GEF IL
U The implementing/executing agences con-

sult and, if appropriate, involve national
and international NGOs in project/progamm Endnote
identification, development, implementa-
tion, and monitoring and evaluation; and 1. -tRponanAuditofThe CobalEnviromtFaclity,ln-

temal AuditbngDeatm he World Bankl March 1993.

* The GEE place emphasis on capacity build-
ing of local and national NGOs involved in
GEF programs.
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3. Proffle of the GEF Pilot Phase

Summary ments and interviews, brings out a number of
findings and observations.

With the participants' approval of the fifth-
tranche of theGEF prograin May1993, they irst, the GEF implementing agacies and par-
have authozed in work programs almost all ticipants have moved quiildy to establish GEF
of the funding available for projects for the operations. Many of the projects were rapidly
pilot phase No additional project authoriza- identified, reviewed, and authorized fora large
tions are planned durng the remaimng time number of counties in the unusually complex
in this phase. There may be some funding dur- focal areas of biodiversity, global warming,
ing FY94 for administration, project prepara- international waters protection, and reduction
tion, and reprogramming of project funds. of ozone depleting substances (ODS). Most of
Thus, with the completion of the authoriza- these projects are still in the design or appraisal
tions for the pilot phase, it is now possible to stage. This effort took place when the concepts
develop a comprehensive profile of the GEF and cnteria for the CGF were still being devel-
operation and the initial results of decsions oped and the developing countries were largely
made in getting it under way. This part of the uninformed about the new facility. This level of
report provides such a profile covering the idenification, the initial review, and the partic-
time frame, the allocation of resources from ipants' authorization represents an exiraordi-
various perspectives, and some findings that nary detemination to build a pipeline of
link the current pattern of activity with the projects within the two years after the GEF was
review of GEF objectives. Because the partici- founded- However, the impact of theprojects of
pants' authorizatior, and the implementing the pilot phase will notbe known for several
agencies' approval of GEF funds refer to the years. The lessons and demonstrations from the
GET, the present profile analysis was com- implementation of these projects will only
pleted only for the GET allocations. Informa- begin to emerge during this time.
tion provided in this chapter is estimated as of
June 30,1993. The reason for this rapid pace stemmed from

the participants' desire to make an effective
showing at UNCED in Rio in June 1992-an

Observations from the Overview of the Pilot objective set by the participants and set forth in
Phase of the GEF the World Bank's Enabling Memorandum of
This statistical profie of the GEF pilot phase, February 19913 Two-tirds of the projects and
when joined with information from GEF doca- 80 percent of the GET funds had been autho-



rized by the participants by the time of that projects had been authonzed. When SrAP ret-
meeting (first through third tranches). This roactively looked at the first tranche, it con-
rapid allocation of funds appears to have paid dluded that it -would probably not reject any
off with UNCEIYs endorsement of the GEF as projects at this stage" and made specfic com-
an interim facility for the biodiversity and glo- ments on only five projects. However, it noted
bal warming conventions. Recommendations "that the portfolio should accord with STAP cri-
for extension and restructuring were also made teria and prionties." The drafts of the STAP
at that time in order to meet the broader objec- guidelines were more systematically tested on
lives identified by UNCED. the development of all 41 second tranche

project proposals. By applying the guidelines to
Second, the desire to move quickdy also has these proposals, STAP classified the proposals
been dictated by the three-year time frame for as high (13), medium (4), low (19) and no prior-
the pilot phase and the aim to have the funding ity (4) (one proposal was returned to be rede-
fuly authorized and committed. The imple- signed). While scrtinizing the second tranche
menting agencies were advised that the GEF proposals, STAP found that most of the project
funds had to be fully commirtted widim the designs were vague and overambitious, and
three-year time frame or they would not be suggested the implemeting agencies concert-
available. (Ihis appears to be no longer a trate on project quality rather than on speed of
requirement.) The goal of full authorization has project development
been achieved well within the three-year time
frame. The completion of project approvals and Fourth, the GEF, with its focus on the global
Commitments by the implementing agencies- environment, as defined by the participants,
at one-third of all of the authorized projects as has been introduced to a large number of coun-
of June 30,1993-wilt likely extend in some tries throughout the world. Although the
cases beyond the three years. And the imple- understanding in these countries about the dis-
mentation formany projects notyetunderway tinctive featues and objectves of the GEF is
will take place over the next decade. The intial limited and there is confusion about its criteria,
pace of project identification and authorization an initial step has been taken in these countries
has generated serious questions of top-down, thatcanbe built on. But is this wide geographic
agency-dven project development and inade- spread of GEF activity reqird to develop sup-
quateattentiontolocalconditionsand nterest. port for the GEE? Is a balanced geographic dis-
The initial nrsh to authonzation (thoughnot the tribution of the GEF resources compatible with
implementing agencie prefered way of oper- focal area priorties if the GEF objective is to -
atmig), with insufficient attention to project address spedfic global environment concerns
design and feasibility, the complexity and new- rather than serve as a global fund to facilitate
ness of the project concepts foraddressing global attention to the environment?
environmental issues in the focal areas, and the
institutional and policy issues to be worked out Fifth, a significant portion of the GET fimds has
in advance, have contributed to the slow pace of been allocated to regional and "global" projects
project development and inplementation. (US$162.2 million or 23 percent). Although work

on these projects is just getting under way, and
Third, the initial authorizations of GEF projects needs to take into account ongoing international
moved ahead of the guidelines and criterna progams, they are potentially an important
approved by the partiapants. The STAP gLiide- dimension of the GEF portfolio. They are partic-
lines were not approved by the participants ularly appropriate for GEF funding in view of its
untEI April 1992, after a major part of the GEF interests in iacilitating internationl cooperation.
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Sixt, as planned, the goals of protecting biodi- * The aim of geographic baance requires
versity and reducing global warming are domi- reexamination in the light of GEF objectives
nant in GEF operations. These goals, however, for protecting the global environment;
pose difficulties for-the implementing agencies.
Although the GEF projects and total resources * The development of future GEF strategy
are a minor portion of the World Bank's opera- should give particular attention to regional
tions (about l percent of lending activities and 8 projects incorporating national, regional,
percent of projects when compared to the and global dimensions for protecting the
World Bank operations for the last three years), environment in GEF initiatives;
they present a challenge because these projects
are so different from regular investment * The capacities of the implementing agencies
projects and the GEWs special criteria must be in the focal areas and the potential contribu-
incorporated into the World Bank's project tions of other knowledgeable implementing
development system. organizations;. -d review.

For UNDP, GEFresources represent an appre-
ciable addition (about 10 percent) to its over- The Time Frame, Pxojects, and
all progam budget (not envisioned Countries for the Pilot Phase
originally) with the task of introducing
another priority into its programming system. From the early days of planning the GEF, the
Although the funds alloated to UNEP for its participantsestablishedthatthe timeperiod for
gen support to the GEF, for STAP-related the pilot phase would be limited to three years.
expenditures, and for the CEF projects man- This has meant that the pilot phase would cover
aged for UNEP are relatively small, they rep- FY92-94 orJulyl,1991,toJune30,l994,(UNDP
resent about 5 percent of UNEPs annual and UNEPs fiscal year is the calendar year).
expenditures. These challenges and demands The Implementation Commriittee started work
Lest the agencies' depth of knowledge about on December 10,1990, two weeks after the par-
these focal areas, appropriate project ticipants had agreed in a neeting in Paris to the
approaches, implementing organization formation of the Facility. In addition to worldng
capacities, and their ability to provide the onorganizationalmatters,thecommitteebegan
exertise needed to guide project develop at that time the preparation of the first tranche
meat and implementation- of projects to be submitted to the participants.

T he evaluators' condusions: In the course of the two years since the GEF was
established, the implementing agencies have.

* The time frame for the pilot phase is too proposed and the participants have authorized
short to achieve the goals set for it It has US$'12.1 million of the GET funds for 212
generated undue pressures to identify projects for direct assistance to 63 counties.
projects and commit funds and, thus, pro- (Annex 2 lists all projcts funded by the GET
ceed without adequate gtudance on policies grouped by focal area, with additional informa-
and strategies. Moreover, these pressures tion on region, country, implementing agencies,
and the time fiame have limited the GE's and GET funding.)3 At least 34 countries are
ability to influence the implementing agen- expected to participate in regional GEFpro
cies' environmental programs, leverage grams, of which 28 countries have no other
funds, and be linked to national policy direct funding from GET The number of coun-
frameworks; tries associated with regional programs is
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incomplete, as arrangements for participation
arestldlbeingdeveloped.Thesenumbers donot TABLE 3.i: BREAKDOWN OF GET BY TYiE OF
include the participation of countries in the GRoPHIC COVERAGE
GEEs ll global projects or in the SGP. In the Projcet Countries IISS mill.
nextpages,the1l2projectsarecovered,exdud- Projes 82 63 541.9
ing other activities funded by the GET such as 1 o a 19 132A
the SGP (US$10 million); the PRINCE (US$2.6 b

illion); and activiLties supported by the PRIF Global Ptojecs b 1 Unspecified 37.8
and the PPA (US$22.4 miiliorn). Table 3.1 pre- Total 112 712.1
sents a breakdown of the 112 GET projects. a. Prsinvoingsevlnies

h Globl rnceh and interenal prjt

The Five Tranches and Pace of Project for review. The dates, project components, and
Authorizations funding levels of these tranches as of June30,

1993. are depicted in Figure 3.1. Two-third of
According to GEF procedures and the require- the projects and 80 percent of the funding were
ment for the participante authorization of the authorized in time for UNCED (June 1992). All
allocation of GET resources, the implementing. funding was authorized by the end of the sec-
agencies have submitted five work programs ond fiscal year (May 1993).

FiGURE 3.1: FUNDIG AD NuMEF oF PROJECTs BY TRANCEs noucGH T}E LE OF THE GEF PIoLr
PHASE, AS PERCENTAGES FROM ToTAL AT mE END op Tm Fam TRANCHE

100 .
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The Four Focal Areas: Their Allocations The emphasis of the pilot phase was to be on
and Evolution in the Tranches and activities addressing global warming, as sug-
Regions gested by the original plan for allocations. How-

ever, the biodiversity focal area, with its loosely.
The initial plan for the allocation of GET defined criteria, broader applicability to devel-
resources among the four focal areas estab- oping countries, and the accumulated demand,
lished that 40-50 percent would be applied to resulted in a larger number of project proposals.
reduce global warming, 30-40 percent to con- As a consequence, the volume of global warm-
serve biological diversity, and 10-20 percent to ing activity has fallen somewhat short of the
protect international waters. These percentages goal set for the pilot phase. Allocations for the
included 10-20 percent for research and moni- international waters pollution focal area were
toring recommended by STAP. Most ozone from the start considered a lower priority.4

projects are funded by the Multilateral Fund of
the Montreal Protocol (MFMP). Figure 3.2 Sixty percent of the biodiversity projects (70
depicts the allocationLs of the five tranches corn- percent of funding) were authori7cd by the par-
binecd by focal area. ticipants within the first year of the pilot phase

FIGURE 3.2 FUNDING AND NUMBER OF PROIECTS BY FOCAL AREAS (ALL FIVE TRANCIIES AND

IMPLEMENTING AGENCIES)

Biodivesity (48%) wnberefPreTct

Focal Area Number

Ozone Biodiversity 55

Global Warming 42

International Waters Protection 13

Int'L Wates -Global Ozone 2
Protection 2_ Waing_

(12%) (38%) Total 112

Biodiversity (43%) FiugCe

Focal Area US$ Millions

ozone/ 4 _ ^ Biodiversity $309.15
(1% ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Global Warning $281.30

Intern'l. Waters Protection $115.95
Int'L Waters \

-(16%) s I O b a l Ozone $5.70

Total $712.10

Note: Information as of June 30. 1993.
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(the Vzrst two tranches). Only 40 percent of the How has the geographic distribution worked
global warming projects (but 60 percent of out during the pilot phase? Figure 3.3 shows the
funding) were authorized in the first year (the distribution of projects by number and autho-
first two tranches). A special effort was made at rized funding. The projects are nearly equally
the time of the fourth tranche to increase the distributed among the four regions. The some-
allocations for global warming (almost 60 per- whathigheramountof fundingfor theAsia and
cent of fourth tranche projects were for global Pacific Region is a result of the World Bank
warming). About 83 percent of the total funding investments in three majorprojects greater than
and 87percentof the projects areinbiodiversity US$25 million, two for global warming (hilip-
and global warm-Ling combined- pines US$30 million and India US$26 million)

and one for international waters (China US$30
Since most projects for the ozone depletion . million) for a total of US$86 million.6

focal area are funded from the vFP, GEF
resources have not been required. However, The number of countries with GEF projects
two projects fall outside the eligibility require- (exduding regional and global projects) during
ments of the Montreal Protocol included under the pilot phase is listed in Table 32.
the GEF program and are classified in the ozone
depletion focal area: (a) the UNDP project for
Latin America Southen Cone Monitoring FIGRE 3.3: FUNDING AND MBER OF PROmaS
(JS$1.9 million); and (b) the World BankY GEE GzOcRAHc RIONS (AEL TRNCEES

project for Ozone Depleting Substances Reduc- AND IMPLEMENTfNC AGENCIES)
tion in the Czech and Slovak Republics
(US$3.8 million). 34

-30.
cm27

-&25

Pilot Phase Allocations and -. 20.20
Geographic Distribution

215-

One of the consistent ains of the GF during 10

the pilot phase has been to ensure a balance in s
the allocation of resources among the geo- ea.

graphic regions. The geographic regions for the - AR ECA Asia L C G IA

GEF operations during the pilot phase are des- -MEN4A Pacific 

ignated as (a) Afica CAE); (b) Europe and Cen- * Pcna&cotu mmbncrofpromje

tral Asia/Middle East and Northern AfTica - of d

(ECA/MENA); (c) Asia and the Pacific; and (d) Regin Number U$ 

Latin America and the Caribbear (LAC). This AF 30 $14$.65

grouping does not folow the patterns currently
used by the World Bank (six regions-four -ECAE/A 22 $123.95

when the GEF was started), UNDP (five Asia & dhe Pacific 25 $242.1
regions), and UNEP.5 The balance in geo- LAG 24 Siss.S
graphic allocations seems somewhat arbitrary
as the groupings can be structured in vanious Global Program 1 $37.5

patterns according to different criteria. The ToWi 112 .$712.10

populations and number of eligible countries
- JV~~ote. 1nfbna1ionas of lunc30. 1993.

among the regions vary substantially.
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lion), Brazil (two projects for US$37.7 million),
TABLE 3.2: COUNTRIES WITH GET PROJECTS BY and Poland (two projects for US$295 million).

-REcioNs -ECIOS .--.- These six countries account for one-third
Countries with Eligible (US$244.7 million) of GET funding for the pilot

Region Proects. - Countriesb phase. China, dia, Mexico, Brazil, Poland, and
AFR 20 43 thePhilippinesarelargecountrieswithperhaps
ECA/MENA 15 24 the greatest opportunities among developing
Asia and Pacific 13 34 countries for helping in the achievement of
LAC .15 36 focal area objectives.
Total 63 137
a . Not induding countriesThe number of GEr projects and the funding.

- - ab Notind-dingabontr-eparaqting int nalor lbl pmiec .
h. Percapitaincomeoflessthan U6430Dayeary(Octoberl989)anda authorized by region and focal areas are pre-
UNDP program in place Does not inlude the newly independent states sented in Table 3.3. Table 33 (a) shows the
N1)o£ cthe fwmerSovwEtUnionand the Czechand SlovakRepublc .. -- ISI O. the fanner Soviet Union andthe CZECh Will OVSkEnumber of projects by focal areas distributed

by region, while Table 3.3 (b) shows the fund-

This distribution of GEF projects is relatively ing conmuitted by the participants. Biodiver-
even. However, Sx countries are the major sity projects are concentrated in the APR and
recipients of GEF funding China (four projects LAC Regions, both in number and funding
for US$52 million), Phflippines (two projects for allocated. Half of the funding for the Asia and
US$50 million), India (four projects for TJS$40.5 Pacific Region was allocated for the global
million), Mexico (two projects for US$35 mil warming focal area. Half of the international

waters protection projects are located in ECAJ
-____________________ _ M - -ENA although this region received only 34

TABLE 3.3: NUMBER OF PoRa1ETS AND FUNDXNG By percent of the funding for this foal area. How-.
FoUCAL Am1RA AmD REGIONS . ever, no overall strategy on focal area concen-

trationsby geographic area has been
(a) Numberof Projects established.

Asia & ECAI
Focal Area AFR Pacific LAC MENA Global Total

Biodiversity 17 11 14 9 4 55 mplmenting Agendes and the Alloca-
Global 11 12 7 6 6 42 tion of GET Pilot Phase Resources
Warming
I EntnWates 2 2 2 6 1 13 An inportant dimension of the profle of the
Ozone 0 0 1 1 0 -2 ;GETforthepilotphaseistheallocationover the
Tota 30 25 24 22 11 112 five tranches of GET resources among the

(b) F^ding AuthonzednA i articipms (US$ in) -mtplementing agnaes and the focal areas and
F barticiants 1(Snilion) regions of their activity (Figure 3.4). Overall,
Asia & ECAI uNDPr is responsi-ble for 56 projects,7 or about

Foa Area APR Pacific lAC -MENA Global Toal -half of the pilot phase portfolio, with GET fund-
Biodiversity 76.15 74.60 107.80 37.60 13.00 309.15 igofUS$2525mlion(US$242.5 millionfor56
Global 56350 129.50 30.40 42.70 22.20 281.30 projects plus US$10 million for the SGP) or 35
Warming pecent of the .total GE resources committed.
Int'l Waters 16.00 .38.00 19.50 39.85 260 115395

Ozone 0 0 1.90 3.80 0 5.70 mDring the initial stages of planning for theOzone- O 0 1.90 3.80 0 5.70 tf -G'EF, it was assumed that UNDP would receive
Total 148.65 242.10 159.60 123.95 37280 712.10 . p b_ t a t artcians
Note SGP (USSaOmillion) and PRINCE (USSZ6miWnaxenothichade& Decemberl 3991 meeting, it was agreed to
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FIGURE 3.4: FUNDING AND NUMBER OF PROJECTS BY IMPLEMENTING AGENc1Es (ALL FM TRANCHES,

REGIONS, AND FOCAL AREAS)

Iinplment-ng
Agency

* BbiveM;L- . . BiDdY . _t
O: Gloa r-3in _ 1 loWaiNV-8

- i1* Walels S13 IntL Wacs
rM Ownc ULtNEP 5M4.5 o2 0Own

S9IA
- -241 rUN--D* P ; S975:

171 ~~~~~~World S179.3
. 2SWBank 5OW5

30 25 20 15 10 5 0 0 50 100 150 200 250
Number of Projects USS Millions

UNDP' -World Bank UNEP

. _ _. ' .() ($17 )- "($17..5)

World Bank
(51)

Total - 112 Total - S712.1 rmillion

incease the level to about 30 percentY The lion) indude six in global warming and four in
World Bank is resporsible for 51 projects or 46 biodiversity. UNDP also has substantial
percentof theportfolio.TheWorldBank'sshare resources (US$89.9 million) allocated-for
of the finds is US$452.1 million or 63 percent- regional projects: five in biodiversity, five in
UNEP has five projects for US$17.5 million, international waters, five in global warming
about 2.5 percent and one in reduction of ozone depleting sub-

stances. The GEF also is funding through the
Both the World Bankc and UNDP are heaviy UNDP six global projecs for US$20.3 nmilion:
engaged in biodiversity and global warming five in global waniing and one in international
projects, with the World Bank's projects having waters.UNEPs five global reseach projects for
the lager funding to fmance capital expendi- US$17.5 million include four inbiodiversity
hires. Over half of the World Bankls projects are and one in global warmiing.
in the biodiversity focal area. Of the World
Bank's projects with GE funding over US$20 One of the key features of the CEF has been the
million, four are in global warming (Poland, aim of "developing a tripartite (UNEP, UNDP,
Philippines, Nigeria, India), three in biodiver- the World Bank) arangment for carrying out
sity (Mexico, Philippines, Brazil), and one in this program, which could utilize the comparative
international waters protection (China). advantage of tAd' (emphasis added).9 For fund-.
UNDPIs major country projects (US$5-10 mil- ing and project allocation purposes, the com-
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parative advantages have been expressed as * For UNDP, 66 percent of its projects are less
U1NEP's experience with research, UNDP with than US$5 million and none is over
tedhnical assistance and pre-mvestment stud- US$10 million;
ies, and the World Bank with investnent
projects. As the GEF projects illustrate, this dis- * For the World Bank, 80 percent of its projects
tinction as presented in the Chairman's reports are under US$10 million with four greater
on projects is imprecise. All of the World Bank than US$25 million allocated in the first
projectsdinCludetechnicalassistanceand several tranche;
have substantial technical assistance activity.
For example, more than half of the funding for * For UNEP, all of its projects are under US$5
Ecuador Biodiversity Protection, Congo Wild- million;
lands Management and Protection, Egypt Red
Sea Coastal and Manne Research Management * By focal area, two-thirds of the projects for
Plan, Mauritius Bagasse Energy Subproject, biodiversity and global waning are under
and Romarua/Ukaine Danube Delta Biodiver- US$5 million and six are US$20 million or
sity is for technical assistance activities- The more (two for biodiversity and four for glo-
availability of grant fumds to the World Bank- bal warming); international waters projects
more acceptable than loans to developing have tended to be somewhat larger on aver-
countries for technical assistance-opens the agewith half of them in the US$5-10 miilion
door for greater funding for tedhnical assis- range;
tance in its projects. While UNDP projects for
the most part are technical assistnce, some of U Therehasbeenadecreasein the average size
tiem, such as Coal-Bed Methane (China), are of projects by tranche, from US$10 million
largely investment oriented. Research and (first tranche) to US$2.6 mfllion (fifth
studies are being carried out by all three tranche) as the availability of funds declined
agencies, but distnbution aims were maintained. As a

result, 2 number of the projects may be
underfunded; others may require significant

Project Size additional resources from the GEF to meet
the demand for financial sustainability.

*The Implementation Committee for the pilot
phase established guidelines on the size of
projectstoensurethattheGETresourceswouCd The Status of GEF Project Processing
notbe absorbed by a few projects. For the and Approvals
World Bank, these limits were set at US$30 mil-
lion for projects associated with regular World The several stages of GEF project processing
Bank projects and US$10 million for include (a) project identification; (b) technical
free-standingproects. ForUNDP,thelimit was review prior to tranche approval; (c) tranche
also set at US$10 million for its technical assis- approval; (d) project design and appraisal and
tance projects. A review of the GEF portfolio of agency approval; (e) pre-implementation; (0
112 projecs shows that implementation; and (g) project completion

and evaluation. Chapter 8 reviews in detail
Most projects are less than US$5 million (70 these components of the GEFprojectprocessing
projects or 63 percent); 28 percent are cycle. A brief discussion here, however, pro-
between US$5 million and US$10 million; vides an overview of the project pipeline as an

important feature of the GEF portfolio profile.
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Witth the participants' authorization of the fifth
FIGURE 3.5: STATUS OP GEI-FUNDED ROJETS FOR THE tranche, all of the 112 GEF projects in the pilot.
THRE ImPLEmENnING AGENcmEs (AS OF JuNE 30,1993) phase have been returned to their respective

- NEP -Uimplementing agencies for design and
1 6 appraisal, approval of commitments, and

14 - implementation. The status of the GEF portfolio

" 12 *DavIAppual as of June 3,1993is shown in Figure 3.5.

Tre appraisal. nee stage; of the GEF project praeng proe
UNDP ancedures were chosen t deche thepipeine:

1 6 191(a) d.ign and appraisal; (b) preimplementa- 
14 [5~~iF] tion (approved by the ctsl hich a32aves
4 J but not signed by the national governments;

.2 _E _ and (c) (impetnstage:igned by the national

Bank Dient). As of JoJme 30, 1993, ab auttwo-r
0 First Second Third RxuFoi Fish tUirds of the projects were in the design orf

a GEa stage of these 69 projch9, eight are
Fast ScF fiomtefirsthtrane (auozed inApril1991)

-e WorNDP - ald 14 Bkom t-e second tranohe (D
16 .1991). The iropleffreting apetes have

l z Impk ~~~approved the other 43 pro jectsof whdh32 haNe

bey si Bned by the oraional g expected tO
,12 Ba pkipemtt et5 pdGjeEs) of tme 55 projects fom
: 10 - the first and second -nes halve reaohed the

Orig- -im ntally,tiprojstage: 16 are auhized by
WlUNDPtwobyUNaPatndsevenbytheWorld

4 Ju6 _ _ _ _ _ Bank Disbunsementi asofcJune30, 1993,are
4 - hav b frS$24.54ulanewitthafdin tessremtof

f the p bGE gpoitflgin Marehl 99S.

Fiust Second Thud Fourtr Ffifh n- v U
Tramch World Bank asscociated Projects and

-eFreestading Projects

Worfd Baik
16. The number of firee standing projects managed

El byr the Worldt Banlk was originally expected to
14 _ ~~~~~]P-kV=M be ver smL Howve, 21 out of 51 Worl

% 12 - *Dst^ Bank-implemetedGEFinn projects

.1 lo- arefteestanding-ntearly half ofiprflo°
<;s 8 I 1 | 1 1- ~~~~Originaly, 37projects were aut}lorized as GEF

- W; Lz _ _ ~~~~~~~~components (assowted projects) of regular
6X - World Bankcprjet in the five tranm As iof

4 - June 30, 1993, 28 axe stil associated, and eight
L _ _ _ - ~~~~~have bemome fiestanding. One-was removed
_ _ _ - , b~~~~~~~~fom t-he GJEF portfolio11 As.a. result, US$53.5

-Fw Second IThrd Fourth Fifh mdllion (idvnty US$39-0 nimili global
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TABLE 34: WORLD BANx GEF PRo1ECTs ASSOCIATED wrrH REcuLAR WozLn BANK PROjECrS
(US$ MILLION)

-No of GET World Bank PrOeCt Aveg
Focal Area Projects Funding Funding Total GET Bank TOt
Biodiversity 12 119.0 525.8 644.8 99 43.8 53.7
Global Wannming 13 -157.5 2253.0 24105 12.1 173.3 185.4
Interational Waters 4 58.8 405.6 4643 14.7 101.4 116.1

Total 29 3353 3184.4 3519.6 11.6 113-7 121.4

warming US$145 million) of GEF funding has * Global Warmiing
been separated from regular World Bank lend- -.Iran Reducing Emissions from Urban
ing of US$1,065.5 million (biodiversity-related Transport in Teheran Project
US$2365 million global warming-related > Morocco Repowering of Exstig Power
US$829.0 miion) 3 The following is the list of Plants
- projects that were authorized as assodated,yet iMexico High Efficiency Lighting Project
subsequently became free-standing. >EcuadorENDESA/BOTROSAAfforesta-

lion Project (dropped)
* Biodiversity

> Kenya Tana River Primates Project GET funding for GEF components averaged
> Indonesia Biodiversity Conservation about US$11.6 milIior; for free-standing GEF

Proje projects, the average is about US$5.2 milLion
>Algeria El Kala National Park Project Crables 3.4 andr 3.5). However, of the 29 GET

Czechoslovalia Planning and Manage- components only nine are larger than US$10
mentofCzech and SlovakReserves: Czech million, whidh is the cap for free-standing
Republic Planning and Management of projects. Excluding these iine, the average GET
Czech Reserves Project, Slovak Republic funding deaeases to US$5.5 million, which is
Planning and Managemet of Slovak notvery different from the size of free-stnding
ReservesProject), andUkraine Carpathan projects. World Bank-associated projecs in the
Mountains Biodiversity Project14 global warming focal area tend to be lager than

>. Bolivia Protected Area System Project their counterparts in the biodiversity and inter-
national waters focal areas

TABLE 3.5: WoRLD BANx FxE-sTANDING GEF No GEF ozone project has been associated with
PROjECrs (US$ MELLION) a regular World BankprojectL (See Chapter8 for

---No. o f GET Aveage a discui of free-standing and associated
Focal Area Pr*ects Funding- GET projects.)
Biodiversity 15 78.8 5-3
Global Warming 4 21.8 5.5 ca Cofinancing
Intemational 1 55 55
Waters

Ozonle 1 - 3.8 3.8 Seven counties-Ausalia, Belgum, Canada,
Total 21 1099 5.2 Japan, Norway, Switzerland, and the United

Tobl - 21 - 10______________ ___ _ 5.2States-have pledged to cofinance GEF
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projects. The cofinancing pledges from Bel- million was eamwarked for the India Non-Con-
giurn, Cantada, Japan, iNorway, and Switzer- venhonal Energy Projects at the partiapants'
land are additional to their contributions to the authorization. Later the figure was reduced to
core funds of the GET- Australia and the United US$26.0 million, as US$4.0 million Swiss GEF
States have not contnrbuted to the GET during cofinancing became available. On the other.
the pilot phase. hand, Swiss GEF cofinancng of US$3.9 milLion

to the Bolivia Biodiversity Conservation Project
GEE cofinancingis exected to be untied-grants (GET US$4.5 million) is ari example of addi-
or highly concessional loans. Aushalia, Nor- tional funding.
way, and Switzerland have created trust funds
and designated the World Bank and UNDP as Other ICon-GEF' Financing
the administrators. Canada and Belgium are The GEE was expected to play a catalytic role in
exected to follow a similar path,1 s whereas resource mobilization. As of June 30, 1993,14
funds made available by Japan and the Unted GEFinvestmentprojectshadbeenapprovedby
States are administered by their govern....ent theWorldBankmanagement Of those,nineare
agendea Among so-called GEF cofinancitrs, in the biodiversity focal area, three in global
Japan and the United States present special warminmg, and two in international waters. Five
cases.Japan's cofinancing takes the form of con- projects (all biodiversity) are free-standing
cessional loans, which follow OECF standard whereas the nine others are GEF components of
procedures? 6 The United States' cofinancmngis World Bank projects. On average, GEF
administered by the United States Agency for resources (GET plus GEF cofinancing) cover
inerational Development (USAID) and not 39.5 percent of total project costs hiluding the

necessarily provided to a GET-financed project. costs for the non-GE componenL The contri-
It follows a parallel stream of project identifica- bution of the GEF is most significant in biodi-
tion, preparation, and autfiorization. versity projects (53.6 percent average) and

international waters projects (23.5 percent). In
The GEF cofinancing pledges amount to the case of global warming projects, only 6.1
US$324.0 million17 By June 30, 1993, GEF cofin- percent of the total project cost is financed by

anders had exresed an interest irn financng the GEF. Cost sharing by the host goveernment.
siteen projects (four UNDP, five World Bank, or the grant recipient is 18.8 percent on the aver-
and seven United States-Parallel) totaling age (15.7 percent biodiversity, 25.0 percent glo-
US$129.8 nillion. While many of these projects bal warming, and 17.8 percent intbenational
are not yet approved by the management of the waters). The remaining financl requirements
implemenerting agencies, 40.0 percent (or 50.7 are planned to be met by non-GEF bilateral
percent exduding Japan and the United States) sources, NGOs, or private or commercial
of the funds available through GEE cofinancing sources. The World Bank, that is, the Intema-
have been eannarked for specfic projecs. tional Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-

ment (IBRD), and/or International
GCEF cofinancng is not necessarily an addition Development Association (IDA) financing
to the f-nds available hirough the GET. For would cover 38.2 percent of total projects
example, originally US$15.0 million of GET (excluding free-standing projects). In biodiver-
finds was earmarked for the Thailand Promo- sity projects, the World Bank's share is 55.2 per-
tion of Electric Energy Efficiency Project As cent (excluding free-standing projects). Flgures
US$6.0 milion Austalian GEF cofinancing for global warming and international waters
became available, the GET allocation was projet are 28.1 percent and 19.6 percent,
reduced to US$95 million. Sinilarly, US$30.0 respectively.
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Of the projects approved by the World Bank, PRIF work, with a ceiling of US$2.5 million for
none of the nine biodiversity projects is individual activities. Nineteen PR1F activities
designed to seek financing from private or com- have been deared for processing totaling
mercial sources, whereas a majority of the glo- US$175 million, during the pilot phase. Ten of
bal warming projects and one international the PRIFs are in the biodiversity area, seven in
waters project plan to do so. Evidence suggests global warmin& and two in international
that GEF resources have mobilized a relatively waters (Figure 3.6). PRIF geographic concentra-
large amount of additional funding for global tion is as follows: AFR, hee; Asia and Pacific,
warming projects, yet have not done so for eight ECA/MIENA, four; and LAC, four.
biodiversity projects.

In April 1992, the World Bank set up its own
'"pre-investment" facility-Project Preparation

The GEF Pre-investment Facilities Advances. As ofJunel993, the World Bank had
approvedPPAfunding for 19 activities, totaling

The GEF recognized that many activities US$4.8 million. Ten are in the biodiversity focal
require upstream work to establish their tedmi- area, six in global warming& and three in inter-
cal feasibility. UNDP was assigned the respon- national waters. Geographically, five are in
sibility for coordinating the financing of GEF AFR, eiht in ECA/MA, and six in C

FIGURE 3.6: ALLOCATION OF PRIFs AND PPAS BY FOCAL AREAS AND GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS

PRIUF . FCLR4PPAP11W ~~FOCAL AREA
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(Figure 3.6). Chapter 8 comments on the use of and the Pacfic Europe, and North AmNerica.In the case of ma-

PRllPs and PMA and Annex 3 lists all PPAs and rit progrms, UNEP's regions a the Mediterranean Gndud-
P-Js, as-of June30i mg de Bwk Sea), Om Pacific, East Asian Seas, Indian Ocean
PREFs, as of J:ne 30,1993. (including the PernArabian Gulf and the Red Sea), and the

Atlantic

6. Othermajor World Bank projec in the other egions arc
Endnotes .- razil biodiversity (WS530 million Meeo biodiverq W(S25
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induded in the tades induding funding lekvds; 'approved tolal GE rf1d

commitmene refers to the implementmg agencis' approval of 7. Pus the SOP.
projects and their funding by managemnt.

8 Seerdekreneto USS40 olin the Wodd Bank arnd UND
2. TheWodd Bank, Et of the obal Environment agreement establishing the UNDP/GEFTrustFundL
Facility," Attachment A. Februaty 1991, para. 5, p.2. 'The Facil- 9 meW Mrl1, "Establishmest of the Global En nt
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4. The Policy Framework for the GEF Pilot Phase

Origins of the GEF and ten integounentalp involving 127
Implications for Policy countries UNEPs program on the protection Of

biological diversity served as the basis for the
Donor Initiatives and Early Planning adoption of the Biodiversity Convention.
Global problems require global cooperationL
Biodiversityloss globalwarnmn&international The "Environmental Perspective bo the Year
waters pollution, and ozone layer depletion are 2000 and Beyond" was prepared by IJNEF. It
examples of such global concerns that, appro- was adopted in 1987 by the United Nations
p-iately, have been made the initial targets of Generl Assembly and paved the way leading
the GEE. "Beause these problems are global, to UNCED and the adoption of,Agenda 21.
international cooperation will be essential for
devising and implementing strategies to main- UNEP's meager financial rsources were
bain the earths natural resource base. 1 intended to be used to catalyze the develop-

ment of various programs of global sigrifi-
TUNEP began to attend to global environmental cance, and were clearly inadequate for
issuesfrom its very inception in 1973. However, launching and supporting any major program
UTNEP's Governing Council defined much Therefore, in the 198Ds a clearinghouse was cre-
wider global issues than can be recognized by ated inn UNEP to mobilize bilateral and multilat-
the GEF at present The Council took the view eral support for enviromnental management in
that environmental problems shared by many developing countries. The clearinghouse also
or all counties, and that cannotbe solved with- raised some funds for regional and global envi-
out intemational cooperation, should be con- ronmental initiatives.
sidered and addressed as global problems.

The genesis of the GEF may be traced to the
In the fields addressed by the GEF, as early as World Commission on Environment and Devel-
1974 UNEP established two coordinating com- opment Its report, Our Common Future (Oxford
mittees for ozone and carbon dioxide, which University Ptess, 19B7, popularly known as the
were instnnnental in the development of the Cli- Brundtland Report), recommended that serious
mate Change Convenion, the Ozone Proction consideration be given to setting up a "special
Convention, and its Montreal ProtocoL In the international bankdng program or facility.to
same year,a global program for the protection of finance investments in conservation projects
the oceans was laundcis by UNEP, which and national strategies" thatwould enhance the
resulted in eight regional seas convenions and resource base for development?2



Within the World Bank, there was ucdh inter- the initiative and to consider later steps. As a
est in mobilizing international funds to help result of this meeting and a subsequent Devel-
integrate environental concerns in regular opment Conmirttee meeting held in May 1990,
World Bank activities, without any initial the World Bank began to design a framework
emphasis on global issues. World Bank internal for the proposed facility. In June 1990, the Gov-
memoranda dating back to 1986 show a num- erning Council of UNDP took note of the con-
ber of proposals. In 1988, the subject was raised cept and objectives of the GEF and gave
at the April meeting of the Development Com- support to the idea of a partnership among the
mittee (a joint World Banl-International Mone- three agencies.
tary Fund minIsterial advisory group), but
there was a general feeling within the World The next step was to explore the views of a core
Bank that soliciting donor finance for the envi- group of developing countries. Accordingly, a
rounment might get in the way of mobilizing representative group of seven developing
resources for IDA replenishment, and the sub- nies 5 was invited to join two meetings
ject was therefore kept out of public discusionr held in June and September 1990. Broad agree-

ment was readhed among the countnes assem-
In September 1989, a concrete proposal was put bled, both developed and developin&
forward by the French representative of the henceforth to be known as the GEF -parti-
Development Committee to establish an envi- pants," on a number of elements that have
ronmental facility, backed by substantial defined GEF since that tIme.6 Affirmation of the
French financial support Germany tabied a tripartite partnership among the World Bank,
sinllar proposaL Accordingly, at the same TUNDP, and UNEP was given in a joint state-
meeting the World Bank was requested to mentby the tee heads of the agencies in Sep-
assess the requirements for additional funding teiber 1990. In November 1990, the more than
and explore the potential for donor support for 30 developed and developing countries met in
addressing global environmental concerns in- Paris to review the final draft agreement on the
developing countnes through such an entity establishment of the pilot phase, review exam-
The emphasis on global concems was devel- ples of possible GEF-eligible projects, and
oped in the World Bankby a working group pledge funds for the new facility. This founding
that had identified the four focal areas that meeting of the GEF pilot phase confirmed a
came later to be addressed by the GEO. number of key des&'n elements, such as the ceil-

ing of GE free-standing projects as a means of
During subsequent discussions with potential maximizing the associated World Bank project
donors, thefourfocalareasof theprogramwere financing
endorsed, and the World Bank was asked to
consult with UNEP and the UNDP with the In February 1991,World Bank management put
view of setting up a tripartite arrangement that forward a memorandum embodying a formal
would mobilize the comparative advarLtage of resolution for board approval toWestablish the
each institution toward the realization of the OEF, accompanied by a set of documents that
program without creating a new bureaucracy. described the new entity and its future func-

tions, together with the arrangements tenta-
In March 990, the World Bank convened a tively agreed on for its financing, operational
meeting that was attended by officials from modalities, organization, and governance. This
UNEP and UNDP, as weli as by representatives was later known as the Enabling Memoran-
of 17 interested donor countries.4 The purpose dumn The World Bank's board approved this
was to detenmineif there was enough interest in proposal on March 14,1991, by its Resolution
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No. 91-5,whichwas followed laterby the inter- GEE; activities in December 1990, and subse-
agency agreement between the World Bank, quently, an overall GEE (global) administrator
UNDP, and UNEP. in April 1991. Similarly in UNDP, the position

of a GEF coordinator was established, and in
In February 1991, the Cmmittee of Permanent both agenes other staff was designated to
Representatives to UNEP reviewed lNEPs assist in the coordination process at various
involvement in the GEF, and in May of the same points in both organizations. UNEP assigned a
year, UNEP's Govering Council endorsed part-time Focal Point for the CEF. Later on, staff
LJNEPs involvement in the GEF (Decision 161 was assigned to assist the Focal Point, who con- -
47). After consultations among the three inple- tinues on a part-time bass.
menting agencies in Marh 1991, UNEP estab-
lished OEFs STAP, and assumed the role of the Funding and Admrnistration
STAP Secretariat To reflectthe novdl and stricty global character

of the new entity, it was agreed that GEF
The establishment of the OEF, however, was resources would be additional to existing aid
not completed until the formal signing on Octo- flows. The three-year Facility was to be funded
ber 28,1991, of the Tripartite Agreement for at 1 biion SDR, rougly US$1.2 billion, a level
Operational Cooperation under the Global thought to be large enough to be credible.

EnvironmentFaciity by the three heads of the Funding would be multilateral and broadly
implementing agencies. For the World Bank, based. To avoid the creation of a new bureau-
this put into effect Board Resolution 91-5. cracy, it was agreed that the three implement-
Meanwhile, two fomal agreements related to ing agencies would use their existing capacities
the GEF had been signed- one (in March1991) to put the program into effect Core funding
by the heads of the lhree implementing agen- from the GEr would be on grant terms, but cofi-
cies, st out procedural arangements for nancingwouldbe encouraged, provided it was
cooperation to protect the ozDne layer in the highly concessional and untied.
context of the ViLema Convention and the Mon-
treal Protocol (on substnces that Deplete the It was made dear from the outset that not all
Ozone layer); and the other agreement (in June projects or programs that benefit the global
1991) between the World Bank and the Execu- environment would be eligible for GEF sup-
tive Conmmttee of the Interim Mutilateral Fund port. To be eligible, such aciities must also be
for the Montreal Protocol, setting out the terms inmovative and able to demonstrate the effec-
under which the World Bank would act as a tiveness of a particular technology or
trustee of the Ozone Trust Fund (OTF) under approach]Emphasiswasplacedoninvestment
the umbrella of the GEE. projects, as stressed by the participants, possi-

bly on account of the major role to be assumed
The chainnaship of the GEF was entrusted to by the World Banlk both in administering the
the World Banlc by the participants. It was iii- GEF and being its principal implementing
tikly given on a part-time basis to a Senior Vxe agency, with its known proect orientation.
President of the World Bank, who was replaced
on December 1, 1991, by th current Chairman Eligibility for core GEF funding would be
(also partime) who is simultneousy the Direc- restricted to countries with a per capita GNP
tor of the World Bank Envionment Department under US$4,000 in 1989, on condition that they

have a UNDP programL It was made clear that
WiLthin the World Bank, two GEF positions the Facility should be established quicly and
were created: a coordinator for World Bank seek to acquire sufficient experience that could
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be put forward at the June 1992 UNCED. The Within this overall framework, the division of
World Bank's association with the Facility responsibilities among the three implementing
raised the specter of conditionality attached to agencies was spelled out in the October 1991
foreign assistance, and there was in some quar- document "Procedural Arrangements among
ters such a perception about the World Bankls the World Bank, UNEP, and UNDP for Opera-
environmental record. Particularly to dispel tional Cooperation under the Global Environ-
perceptions that the GEF was a donor-driven ment Facility. This showed a certai overlap of
entity, special efforts were thought necessary to responsibility and indicated that special efforts
encourage developing countries to participate were necessary to ensure interagency coopera-
in the GEF and contnrbute to the trust fund. tion. (See Box 9.1 in Chapter 9.)

The GEF became an 'administrative umbrella" The Multiple Roles of the GEF
for three types of funds: The key elements of the GEF policy framework

were deteImined during the April 992 partid-
The "core" fund, otherwise known as the pants' meeting and expressed as eight "princi-
GEE, made up approximately of some ples' in the Pilot Phase and Beyond.?° Not all of
US$800 million, contrbuted or pledcged by these of course are prnmcules, but they indicate
28 counties of which 12 are developing GEF main objectives and modus operandi
nations/d These were listed as follows:

* Cofinancing (and parallel financing) * The GEF would provide additional grant
arrngemets totaling US$324 million, sub- and concessional funding of the agreed

scribed by Australia, Belgium, Canada, incremental costs for achieving agreed glo-
Japan, Norway, and Switzerland, induding bal environmental benefits;
US$150 million from the United States in
paralel funds, to be administered indepen- * The GEE would finance activities that bene-
dently by USAID; and fit the global enviromnment It would con-.

tinue to support its current four fical areas.
5Originally some US$200 million were to be Land degradation issues, primarily deserti-
provided from the MFMP (to help develop- fication and deforestation, as they relate to-
ing countnes phase out ozone depletng sub- the focal areas of the Facility, would be eii-
stances), but only a small amount of GECs ble for finandrg
resources has been used for this purpose in
countries (such as those in Eastem Europe) * The GEF is available to function as the fund-
that are not eligible for multiateral fund ing mechanism for agreed global environ-
financing oWnMg to their high per capita con- mental conventions, should the parties to
sumption of the regulated substances. those conventions so desire :

The inclusion of countries with transitional * TheGEF wouldassurethecost-effectiveness
economies as potential benficiaries of the GEF of its activities in addressing the tageted
has caused controversy in as much as some of global environmental issues;
these are, strictly speaking, not developing
countries. Their use of the Facility was therefore * The GEF would fund programs and projects
seen to encroach upon resources that were sup- that are country driven and consistent with
posed to be additional to conventional official national priorities designed to support sus-
development assistanc tamable development;
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* The GEF would build on proven institu- also that such a project lies within the cost-effec-
tional structures, thus avoiding the creation tiveness guidelines.
of new institutions;

In the course of implementation, this project
G* TheFmustbetransparentandaccountable taxonomy has not proved to be very clear cut,

to contrbutors and beneficiaries alike; and with some confusion about classifying projects
-for example, dassifying projects for phasing

* The GEF would ha ve sufficient flexibility to out chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) as Type 3
introduce modifications as the need arises. Projects. This taxonomy, moreover, has had

grave implications for the operations of the GEF
The GEF was viewed primarily as a vehicle for during the pilot phase. Among other things, it
cooperation in protecting the environmenti it reinforced the project-by-project approach that
was not seen as a vehide of individual coun- has come to dominate CGEF activities and has
tries, but of the globe as a whole, and of its con-. diverted attention from a broader approach to
stituent regions that lie outside individual devise critical activities that might have much
country boundaries.? "The GEE, by exploring greater global environmental impacts. It also
cost-effective approaches to global environ- gave support to the impression that the incre-
ment investments, should make it possible to mental cost principle was indispensable to GEF
move more rapidly in translating the objectives funding during the pilot phase, an impression
and commitments of...global conventions into that is contradicted by the way this principle
specific operational and funding activities." 2 has been applied in practice.

GEF activities were to be distinct from regular Agenda 21 and the Environment Conventions
development programs and projects so that With the June 1992 UNCED meeting approach
GEI resources would be additional to the usual ing, GEF set out rapidly to acquire operational
aid flows and support activities that are not capabilities with a view to demonstrating its
already being financed. The stress on projects in ability to serve as the funding mechanism for
the GEF agenda was reinforced by an elaborate the evolving environment conventions.
distinction among three types of projects. Type Accordingly, the GEF was endorsed at the Rio
1 Projects, where domestic benefits exceed de Janeiro meeting as the appropriate "interim
domestic costs, are ineligile for GEf financing financial mechanism" to implement the con-
Sunless Participants agree in advance by con- ventions, butonlyunder certain conditions. For
sensus that a compelling case has been made the GEF to be involved, Article 11 of the Frame-
that, despite the project's attractive rate of work Convention on Climate Change stated
return, it could not proceed without GEF that any financial mechanism must be operated
involvement" t3 A Type 2 Project is one that is "under the guidance of and be accountable to
not viable from a country's perspective, but can the Conference of the Parties-which decide on
be made viable with a GEF contribution that its policies, and eligible cri-
would be forthcoming only if the project met teria." For the GEFto act as the interim financial
the required cost-effectiveness criteria and mechanism for the convention, Article 21 stated
brought in "substantial global environmental that the GEF should be "appropriately restruc-
benefits.M4 AType 3 Project is one that, though aired and its membership made universal to
justifable from a country perspective, and fulfill the requirements of Article 11."'5
hence normally ineligible for GEF financing,
can be made to yield additional global benefits Using similar language, the Convention on Bio-
with additional funds from the GEF, provided logical Diversity likewise confirmed that it was
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the parties themselves, not the GEF, that were to concerned about the global environment that
"determine the policy, strategy, program priori- such an entity was needed to cover areas that
ties, and eligibility criteria." Article 21 specifi- remained outside the purview of existing insti-
cally called upon the parties to the convention to tutions. All along it. was thought that the finan-
establish during their first meeting "detailed cri- cil nucleus of over US$1 billion over three
teria and guidelines for eligibility for access to years was sufficiently appreciable to gain cred-
and utilization of the financial resources includ- ibility for the new instrument. It is probably
ing monitoring and evaluation on a regular true that all concerned parties looked to the
basis!' Again in reference to GEF governance, new entity as a medium for identifying path-
* the biological convention stssed that a condi- breaking and exploration activities to guide
tion for GEF involvement was,that it be "fully future work to help protect the global environ-
restructured" and operate "within a democratic ment through collaborative international
and transparent system of governance."16 efforts. That is why the progams and projects

of the new institution had to be innovative,
-While considering "means of implementation" experimental, and replicable, besides aiming at
of necessary activities in developing countries leveraging the 'modest" GCE resources by the
(estimated by the Conference Secretariat to mobilization of additional financial support
need US$600 billion, of which US$125 billion is from other sources. These expectations were
grant or concessional funds), Chapter 33 of stated repeatedly in all the initial declarations
Agenda 21 urged the provision of financial put forward in the name of the GEF by the
resources "in a way which maximizes the avail- World Bank, UNDP, and UNEP.
ability of new and additional resources and
which uses all available funding sources and Donors' Expectations
mechanisms." It mentioned the CEF in a long From the donors' perspective, one can discer a
list of potential fumd sources for this purpose genuine concern for the global commons,
(including the IDA, Regional Development admittedly harmed by their own habits of
Banks, the United Nations Specalzed Agen- wasteful consumption, avoidable military con-
cies, bilateral assistance, debt relief programs, flicts, and the pursuit of envirorunentally
and private funding).17 unsusainable growth. It appred imperative

that the developing countries should be co-
Itis significant thatAgenda 21,while urging the opted to this effort Everywhere these countries
restructuring of the GEF, did reinforce the were falling into the same habit, adopting the
major thrust already established for the GEF, same behavioral patterns, and their future
"whose additional grant and concessional growth would in the long run add to the pres-
funding is designed to achieve global environ- sures already imposed on the global environ-
mental benefits and whose funding should ment. The participation of the developing
cover the agreed incremental costs of relevant countries would be induced, at least partly,
activities under Agenda 21, in particular for through funds provided by the GEF
developing countries."18

The prncipal GEF donor countries, also the
major providers of traditional development

Expectations assistance through the multilateral agencies as
well as bilaterally, entrusted the new facflity

When the idea of the Global Environment Facil- largely to a Bretton Woods institution-that is,
ity was conceived some three years ago, it was the World Bank-where they exercise a great
generally felt among individuals and groups deal of influenca By doing so, they limited the
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participation of other forces, popularly sub- creative role forthe private sector. Surprisingly,
sumed under the "United Nations systbem?' The none of the donors stressed the importance of
Facility was to be additional to regular develop- achieving regional balance.
ment assistance, and to. address concerns that
were over and above what the donors were Expectations of Developing Countries
already doing, or daimning to be doing, for the. Replies to the evaluation questionnaires sent
benefit of the environment These agencies, it out to all participants have hardly been compre-
should be recalled, had been asserting that their hensive, but those reoeived from the develop-
attention to the environment was constantly ing countries have tended to be couched in
growng. Efforts through the GEF would be resented language. Their responses have, in
extra, as these would be particularly geared to broad terms, reflected those of the donors on
global problems that could not be handled ade- innovation, local participation, support to pol-
quately through individual country-oriented icy formulation and insttutional strengthening,
programs. and mobilization of resources for t-he develop-

ing countries. Their concerns were focused on
The donors expected theimplementing agencies the need for a clearer definition of global and
to collaborate dosely in this worthwhile initia- national benefits, incremental costs, the need
tive, each according to its "comparative advan- for greater tbnsparency, arni participation in
tage. Collaboration among the three agencies the policy and program formulation of the GEF
in the service of development was not new, but thatwould reflect their own environmental and
the GEF offered a concrete opportunity for development priorities.
cooperation in a cncentrated and higly worth-
while field. In particular, the World Bank was On the whole, developing countries appear less
expected to offer its expertise in investment concerned than developed countries about the
projects, UNDP its sill in providing technical global environment,defined as deterioratingby
assistance and coordinating development activ- the GEF, because they view this deterioration as
ities in counties as well as regionally, and largdy the result of the richer countries' exploi-
UNEP its specialist knowledge of environmen- tation of the global commons. The developing
tal issues, based on its wide contacts with envi- countries prefer to attend to more urgent prior-
ronmentalists of all spialitions, ities of their own, including poverty alleviation

and sustainable environmental development
In their responses to the evaluation question- In this context, some developing countries have
naires, the donors had a number of very specific voiced concerns that the emphasis on global
expectations of the GEE during the pilot phase. benefits and GEF actvities is beginning to
They hoped that the GEFwould introduce new, divert scarce local, istitutional, and financial
innovative approaches as opposed to the most resources and expertise away from national
cost-effective and proven; serve as a catalyst for environentaldevelopment issues. Contact by
additional resources for global environmental the evaluators with developing countries
issues; address institutional weaknesses; trans- involved in GEF projects sometimes revealed a
fer envirormentally benign technologies; and lack of awareness of the CEF altogether in cir-
integrate projects into consistent national sector des that should have been better informed.
strategies. The GEE was expected to be open
and transparenti promote participation and NGOs' Expectations
consultation with affected and interested par- Much more informed, as well as artculated,
ties; use independent scientific and technical were the expectations of the nongovernmental
know-how and experience; and define a orgnizations, especiallythosein thedeveloped
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countries. This constituency is hard to pin global benefits over and above national bene-
down, however, being heterogeneous in size, fits, the GEF would be promoting the global
quality, and purpose. But the group as a whole interest
has been in the forefront of raising awareness
about the environment and has effectively put These fourfocal areas are by no means the sum
pressure on goverrnents to respond to the total of the global envirmnmental agenda, and
increasing concern by the public that something aheady there have been suggesions that new
be done about the state of the enviwronment, areas be added to the GEF purview. Land deg-
both domestically and globally. Those NGOs radation aspects, primarily defbrestation and
particularly interested in biodiversity had high desertificafion, can be handled under the four
hopes that the GEF would provide leadership focalareas,and GFhasexpseditsreadiness
in this field, involve them more substantially in to be involved with the Desertification Conven-
GEF activites, and reform what they perceived tion when it comes into force, possibly m late
as destructive development policies associated 1995 or 1996, but orly with respect to activities
with the regular project lending of the multilat- concernung land degradation as they relate to
eral development banks. Some specificaly the four edsting focal areas. Other issues bear-
expected (or perhaps hoped) that the GEF mg on the global environment have been sug-
would be a ldd of a "TrojanHorse" that would gested as worthy of GEF attention, irnluding
work from inside the World Bank and UNDP, population ababement, poverty alleviation, the
further enhancing their -greening." tunis of trade between natural resource prod-

ucts and manuf sfreshwater resoure
management, and many otiers. This would

GEF Polides and the integratetheglobalenvinmentitoeconomic
Evaluators Assessments and social development along the lines sug-

gested earlier m the Brundtland Report and
Choice of Focal Areas and AHlocations reaffirmed last year at UNCED. However,
Iitil ratinae The rationale f or the selection of while these issues have not been considered to
the four focl areas that have been defined for bewithinthepolicrliameworkof thelGEF,they
the GEF pilot phase is rather obscure in origin cannot be ignored as important aspects in the
and can be traced to the World Bank and to a dgnd tion of GEE activities.
few developed countries iretd in "interma-
tionalizing certain environmental problems: TheMonel Protocol, addressing the problem
Tw, of course, rresent areas that have long of ozone layer depletion, bad setup prior to the
been the suject of environmentalists' concer establishment of GEF an Interim Multiateral
Global wain& ozone depletion, and interna- Fund to finance theminmental cost associated
tional waters pollution are considered to be glo- with the phasing out of CFGC and haloins and
balconcersbecause actionswithinnational replacng them with less hamful substances.
borders do dearly affect the global commons. The ozone layer represents a clear meample of a
Biodersity, however, has been especally con- global comnon whose eplAetion was oca-
troveriaL Developing countries have ressted sioned lrgey by te I-dustrialized countries,
the notion that resources lying inside their each acting separately, end that was being fur-
boundaies should be viewed as "globaL." On ther threatened by the projected expansion of
the other hand, humanity as a whole has an the use in the developing countries of the Mon-
mterestmprotecngspeciesthatarethreatened treal Procol controlled substnces." Whle
wherever they are. By finanin the minaemen- the GEF induded ozone layer protection in its
tal cost" of investments that would bring about focal areas, in practice its contribution to this
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objective has been marginal. The fourth area of ics, microhydro, and biomass); 15 percent to
GEF interest,protection of international waters, non-carbon dioxide emission reduction
bears also on the global commons though its (through waste treatment, reduced flaring of
regional implications are often more pro- assodated gases, and emissions associated with
nounced. Intenational waters were apparently coal mining); 10 percent for fuel substitution
induded in the four focal areas at the behest of and alternative transportation; and 10 percent
UNEP and UNDP. for improving power transmission and distri-

bution efficiency and helping sequester green-
It was under the influence of the participants, house gases through reforestation and
butalsowithoutanychallengeorevendebateby discouraging deforestation. For intemational
STAP, that a rough division of funds to be allo- waters, the 1O-20 percent of GET resources
cated to the four focal areas was set. All along it indicated for that purpose was to be split as fol-
was recogmzed that a large number of cost- lows: 30 percent for the reduction of pollution
effective activitieswouldstraddleimore thanone in river systems and coastal areas; 25 percent
focal area, and STAP indicated that such activi- for the integration of water and land-use man-
ties should be accorded high prionty. Approxi- agement in water scarce areas; 25 percent for
mately 40-50 percent of the GET funds were to marine productivity and marine ecosystems;
be allocated to activities related to reducing and 20 percent for environmental assessment
greenhouse gases, 3040 percent to biodiversity, and managemnent?'9

and 10-20 percent to protecting interational
waters, with a modest amount to be devoted to It is not at all dear what scientific or technical
reducing ozone depleting substances. factors led to the determination of such detailed

allocation of resources albeit as indicative
The evaluators' conclusion The overarching ratio- guidelinesC Guidelines or not, the same project
naefor the GEF in its distincfive role of protecting may in fact address multiple purposes that are
theglobal evirnrment has not been adequately difficult to disentangle in quantitative terms.
defined azd articulated. The basis for the choice of Even the implementing agences themselves
foc ares and guidelines for allocating GEF beganto express doubtabout theewisdomof the
resources among them are not apparent. indicative allocations. For instance, the empha-

sis placed by STAP on energy efficiency, while
Allotioms within thefocal areas. Some contro- warranted, did not justify the recommended
versy was to ensue, however, when STAP pro- high resource allocation since such efforts (a)
ceeded to indicate the allocation of GET funds are not costly in terms of investments, and often
within each of these categories. As stated in the require pricing policies with no investments;
December 1991 Report by the Chairman, STAP and (b) benefit the domestic economy so that
advised that within biodiversity 45 percent of prma fadce they may not qualify for GEF fund-
the funds should be devoted to tropical forests ing. Fresh water pollution and scarcity opera-
and the Mediterranean; 20 percent to marine tions qualify for GEF support if they contribute
and coastal systems; 10 percent to wetlands; 10 to biodiversity conservation or if they have
percent to arid and semuarid areas; and the transboundary implications.
remainder, 15 percent, to lakes, rivers, and
alpine areas Within the global warming cate- The evaluators' conclusion: The global strategiesfor

gory, STAP recommended that 35 percent be thefocal areas that constitute the primary responsi-
allocated to improvement of end-use efficiency; bility of the GEF have not been well developed. Thus,
30 percent to the reduction of emissions inten- the basisfor the allocations of GEF resourcs set
sity of energy production (through photovolta- forth by STAP aQs arbitrary and not sufficiently
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spelled out to guide the implementing agencies, among many developing countries was behind
Although it is assumed that the biodiversity and glo- this attempt at balancing the world regions.
bal wmnning conventions will help fill tkis gap, the Howeverimportantthatobjectivewas,itseems
GEFs experience during the pilot phase should be inconsistent with the very purpose of a facility
drawn on to help shape these strateges. that should have targeted the most important

global environmental problems of developing
Choice of Regions and Conn tries countries.
An equitable geographic distribution of GEr
funds was thought to be rather impDrtant, and Strategy and Project Criteria
the emphasis placed on this has come largely Global benefits and incremental cost. The intent to
from the participants, with STAP apparently make the GCEF serve global environmental objec-
registering no major opposition. Country and tives is illustrated by the distinction made early
regional distnbution is important on two on between the types of project that would
counts The first is simply political in that for present themrselves for GEF support and by the
mobilizing support for the GEF among devel- attempt, in defilningthe field of GEF activities, to
oping countries no region should be seen to be distinguish between domestic and global bene-
neglected in the distribution of the GEF fits to determine project eligibility. This, from
resources. The other count touches on the very the start, had been an attempt to identify a dis-
nature of GEF itself. The attempt to distnbute tinctive role for the GEF, and to confine its fman-
GEF resources evenly among the competing cial support to activities thatwould yield global
regions has defined the Facility as an instru- benefits to the exclusion of projects thatwould
ment, not for the global environment, where yield only national benefits Tlis distinction
priority would be attached to globally impor- between national and global benefits, which is
tant activities, but as another means to address by no means always easy to make in practice,
projects that would merely bring about some ..gave rise to the concept of "incremental cosV
benefit to the environment The endeavor by which allegedly has been guiding the GEF
STAP to introduce project criteria and indica- financial support for the activities in its portfo-
tive subthematic allocations may be seen as a Hlo. Although the corcept relies on a distinction
rectfication of an essentially faulty and piece- between two sets of costs (abaselne costand an
meal approach, in an attempt to bring it closer altemative cost), it cannot avoid refrence to
to a global orientation. In retrospect, the facility benefits for two reasons. First, the creation of
intended for the global environment seems to global benefits is a sine qua non justifying the
have evolved into a global facility for the envi- use of GEF.resources to cover the incremental
romnent. An apparent equitable distnbution costs. OEF cannotbe expected to fund any incre-
among regions may, however, conceal inequity mental cost without ascertaining that the global
because the regions vary greatly in terms of benefit is substantial enough to justify the fund-
population, level of econonmic activity, and con- ing. Second, incremental costs have to be

* tribution to greenhouse gas emissions and viewed in gross and net terms, GEF would
other factors destructive to the global environ- finance only the net incremental cost, that is, the
ment The emphasis on an equitable geographic gross incremental cost minus the nationaLtDene-
allocation of GEF funds and activities, as previ- fit that the project produces for the country.
ously argued, does not seem compatible with
an attempt to focus GEF esources on obtaining The superficially attractive concept of incre-
maximum impact on the global environment mental cost, which might apply, although with
The evaluators' conclusion: The desire to build some difficalty, to phasing.outozone depleting
up consensus and enlist support for the GEF substances on account of the existence of a fairly
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determinate "baseline" seno (a scenano or global, and will only the global part be sup-
without the intended project), tends to break ported by GEF funding? The same may be
down when the baseline can have many alter- asked of biodiversity, the most difficult of all
natives. The existence of these alternatives var- focl areas from this perspective In theory, any
ies considerably among the four focal areas of conservation is better than none, but how can
the GEF, approaching though never attaining, one distinguish between its global and domes-
determinateness in the case of project designs tic benefits? GEF management recognizes that
that reduce carbon emissions and other green- the poorer counties where biodiversity
house gases. In the case of biodiversityprojects projects are attenpted would not possess the
inthe GEFportfolio, all costs havebeendeemed resources necessary to effect conservation. This
to be incremental on the argument that without has generally given the false impression that aull
the GEF intervention the projects would not be the biodiversity benefit from conservation
undertaken. In theory, of course, incremental accrues globally When it comes to institution
costs could be lower than the total costs if building, research, and technical assistance, the
account is taken of national benefits (such as GEF management (as well as STAP and the par-
tourism revenues) to be generated by the ticipants) has been quite hlbeal in interpreting
prjecL The attempt to separate domestic from incrementalcosts,and financingtheentire cost,
global net benefits in the case of intemational notjust the extra cost on the argumentthat such
waters has also been problematic When the efforts would notbe undertaken at all without
concept of incremental cost was applied to insti- GEE financial support.
tution building or capacity development in
developing countries, af costs were deemed to The emphasis on financing "incremental cost"
be eligible for supportby the GEE-incremental is a serious weakness in the poliy ramework
costhere was obviously meaningless. The GEF of the GEF. This was not of the maldng of the
management has gone along with what seems GEE management, but was imposed on it from
to be highly subjective interetations of incre the start, having been built into the.GEP proce-
mental costs, and the belief that by spending a dures and definition of work at the Facility's
few more million dollars of GEF resouTces conception It was, however, uncritically
(under the PENCE project) to furither rearch accepted by G(EF management as a working
the concePt the incremental cost "principle" "princple"-indeed a "First Principle." It was
could be made to provide a practical guide for also repeatedly endorsed by SIAP20 and other
later implementation. GEF decisionmakers throughout the pilot

years. The concept appealed especally to the
The concept of incremental cost is marzied to a participants: the donors imagined that the
distinctionthathastobe madebetween domestic funds would go a long way if they financed
and global benefits. If an energy project makes only a part and not the full cost of the GEF-sup-
use of associated gas that was previously flared, ported activity. The donors also presumed that
and polluted the national atmosphere as well as domestic environmental concerns were being
added to global warming, does not the reduction addressed adequately and wanted to add the
of carbon emission amount to both a domestic missing global dimension via an incremental
and a global benefit? The reduction of Gnbon approach. -incremental cost" was acceptable to
emissions is in fact both a domestic and a global the recipients who daimed that what was being
benefit Butis it possible to separate the two? financed was additional to what they would

have done if they followed their own domestic
Does dleaning up international waters generate interests, and who later were to insist on incor-
benefits that can again be called either domestic porating incremental cost in the new environ-
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mental conventions. This so-called GEF fiis to encompass the brwdr cosidierutions of
princple appears to have reflected also the hi- national policy, progra sttegi, and institu-
tial dinkldng carried out in the implementing tiol capacities that are fundamenta to achieving
agencies, especiay the World Bank Puttig it global benefts,ad (c) dierts attention from the
across as a fundamental principle conveyed the analysis and sigificance f the globl benfts, and
impression that project appraisal techniques encourages too shop a distintion beween globa
could identify global benefits dearly distin- and natinl benefits; and Cd) weaes a sense of
guished from domestic benefits and could indi- mutual msponslbzityfor the suainabilty of the
cate the size of GEF fiuding as the difference global berefit
between the actual costs of a GEF prject and a
uniquely defined altemative, Innovatio, Itis quite clear that the GEFwas not

set up to finance just any project that would
Incremental cost has been dlosely associated benefit the global enviromnentin its fou desig-
with the taxonomy of GEEprojects, and this has nated areas. This can be discerned from all the
been another source of difficulty durming the o ments made in its behalf since its
unplementation of the GEF mandate. This tax- incep The available finance, though signif-
onomy purported to distinguish ineligLble icant, cold not possibly make an mipact on the
projects (whose net domestic benefits are suffi- global environment thrugh projects that
ciently ample to make them desrable for the wouldbringsomnglobalenirornmentalbenefit
country concerned without GEE involvement) The pilot "phase," or more acatey the initial
from eligible projects whose global benefits three-year GEE, which was described repeat-
would justi GEE funding either in their edly as a pilot experment, not an experimental
presentdesign orif modified to yieldadditional phase to be followed by more "ngorous" phases,
global benefits- The elaboration of the project was meant to demror ate, durimgits three-year
tipartite dassification in all the initial and sub- span, innovative ways to benefit the global envi-
sequent definitions of the GEF-regularly eit- rorment In tis context, the slection of projects
erated by the GEE Administration-reinforced and programs to be supported by CEF funds
the project-by-project approach and diverted should be seen to serve a special objective.
attention from pursiing global environmental
strategies and buildingup nationalcapacities in The objective was that the GEF would identify
developing countnes to benefit their own envi- the types of acvity that should be tested and
roiunents as well as the global environrent? 1 replicated for the benefit of the global environ-

ment, both witlhin the same or a similar frame-
The evaluators' conclusion The coept of incre- work, or tolally outside it Not only would the
mental cost was intended to establish the basis for GEF identify those crucial actvites, but it was
GEF funding and, thus, set the GEJF apetfrom reg- expected also to demonstrate by its selection of
ular delopment assistance. The evaluatmors find the supported activities, and also through a pro-
that, while attractive in concept, the incremental cess of periodic stockakingof its experienoe, the
cot priniple (a) has not been developed as a useful most effective approaches based on a proper
tool in assssing project eligiiity or sizing GEF system of monitoring and evaluation to indicate
funding, which in many cases appes arbitray. the models that should be repicated. Propagat-
Guidelines for its appliion in decisions on GEF ing the "succesfulr models was exected bo be
prject fudintg have not been develped and few- an essential task to be perfomed by the GEE.
project documents provide incremtal cost calul-
tions; (b) encourages a narrow project approach, STAP itself addressed innovation in its "Crite-
when joined with the GEF' project taxnmy, that naforEligiblEityand Piorities,"2whereunder
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generic criteria the statement was made that STAP Genenrc Project Criteria
innovation would be encouraged; "it makes Responding to a request by the implementing
sense that CEF fumds should be used to support agencies, STAP presented an inital draft dated
innovative projects and do something new." November 1991, "Criteria for Eligibility and
SIAP offered its most explidt guidance on Priorities for Selection of Global Environment
innovation when it addressed greenhouse gas Facilty Projects." These included generic crite-
emisson reduction, arguing that the "menu of ria for all focal areas as well as specific criteria
tednologies" needed to be expanded in pursuit for each focal area: reduction of greenhouse
of least-cost solutions: gases; protection of biodiversity; protection of

intemational waters; and reduction of ozone
It is important that promnisng but not-yet- layer depletion. STAP stated that -a project
proven technologies be pushed in the nght fmm any category of interventions can bemme
direction, for example, initiatives shod be eligible for consideration for GEF selection if
taken to move the technology into general and only if it satisfies the following generic cri-
use in cases where the technology, the eco- teia. Satisfacion of the above geneic criteria is
nomics, or the market is not yet "right" 3 a necssary condition for a project to become eli-

-gble for GEF selection_ These criteia spec-
This expansion of options through innovative ified that a GEF project should
projects was so important in the view of STAP
members that SIAP "further suggested that * Have the potential to benefit the global envi-
GEE's role be focussed andits performance ronment in one or more of the focl areas
evaluated on its ability to move such promising impacts;
technologies into widespread use7..!2 4 STAP,
however, did not attempt in the same docu- Contribute to human welfare and sustain-
ment to extend its concern for innovation to able development
other focal areas3 5

Be replicable intrnaionally (dropped);
The evahlators' conclusiwr Innowtion was to have
been a major fiator in the selection of GEFactivities * Contain an incentive design to secure sus-
In the GEF context, innovation has ben liberally - tinability and include plans for post-GEF
interpreted to include any technology that had not project continuation of the activity within the
been used in any developing country or in the coun- national cntext (added);
try in which the tehnology wxs being introduced.
This guide was accompanied with the daim often * Be unley to be included in the country's
made that the arrangement could be replicated in the development portfolio without GEE fimding;
same country or in sir countris after the model
had been tested. Imnvation in addressing policy * Develop human and institutional capabllity
cnstraints has also been proposed. Attention to
innovation is highly appropriate for the GEF, pro- Have a firm scientific, technical, and eco-
vided the innoations are wel thought-out and the nomic (added) basi inCorporRting loaml knowl-
experience is captured and etnded to other inter- edge as apopriate (added);
ested countries. However, mona work is required on
deining what constitutes real innovation (for exam- * Have a good chance of succeeding through a
ple, cutting-edge technologies) in the GEFfocal strong interaction of technological and sci-
areas. Chapter 5 reviews the question of innovation entific knowledge and social and economic
for each of the fW areas. issues;
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* Be placed in the context of comprehensive ically, in order to satisfy the 'necessary conditions'
existing or evolving national and regional for eligibility. Further, the evaluators question the
environmental programs, which should position that innovaiveness should be dropped from
provide favorable political, economic, legal, the criteria. This feature should be one of the distin-
and administrative conditions for the effec- gunshmgfatuTres of the GEFwithfurtherdefmJition,
tive implementation of the GEF investment; examples, and dissemination.

* Include plans for evaluation and dissein-a- Additionality
tion of results and knowledge; The activities of the GEF were furthermore

intended to be additional to what the existing
* Be participatory in nature in both the prepar- institutions were doing by way of development

-ion and implementation phases (added), involv- assistance. The donors were already claiming to
mg close collaboration with local be implementing an ever-growing agenda
communities; addressing environental concerns, indluding

energ efficiency, protection of biodiversity, and
* Be capable of being developed within the reduction of pollution-all inescapably with

three years of the GEF span;r some beneficial global impacts. The GEF was
therefore expected to be doing something novel

* Satisfy an environmental impact assessment and additional, specifically establishing a clear
that examines all potential adwrse consequences distinction between its activities and the regular
(added). development programs being implemented by

the same agencies. The Enabling Memorandum,
The Pilot Phase and Beyond stresses, in addition, noting the areas of agreement of the developed
that the projects "have sorne innovative charac- and developig countries, stated that "funding
teristice This condition was dropped in the for the GEF should to the greatest extent possible
May 1993 guidelines. This change was forecast be additional to existing aid flows, and an grant
n The Pilot Phase and Beyond: "Obviously, as the or highly concessional terms." The emphasis on

GEF or some GEF-like mechamnis moves mto additionality was particularly inportant to the
its operational phase, the premium on innova- developing countries, which feared that the
tiveness will diminish and projects need not donors' contributions to the GEF in support of
nesarly be noveL Rather, their cost-effec- global benefits would reduce their funds avail-
tiveness and beneficial impact on the global able for development assitanc
environment is far more important"7

The evaluators' condusioi Additionality as a guid-
The evaluators' conclusion: Apartfrom listing the ing criterion for fhe GEF iS understandable and
crieria, as above, neither the GEF nor STAP has a ite. However, it is an excingly difficult
elaborated adequately on these criteria in ways that prnciple to evaluate in practical operations. At the
would help the operating staff undertand their rela- county level, only the donor can judge whether its
tive imnportance, how the should be applied in the GEF contribution is part of, or an addition to,
focal areas, and applied in project design and imple- planned assistance for the country, especilly in the
mentation. On the surface, application of the criteria case of cofinancing. How does one tell whether a
should be the standard practice of the inplementing donor's contribution to-the GEF coreffund or to cfi-
agencies. However, their interpretation and applica- nancing is additional to its overall budgetfor inter-
tion would have been aided by more elaboration and national assistance? The evaluators have not
illustrationt These criteria have been applied in attempted to explore this question with the donors
project selection and rev processes only mechan- who have contributed to the GEF.
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-National and Regional Policy Frameworks Not all GEF projects were placed in a favorable
The Enabling Memorandum stated that "GEF national enviromnental framework (Nigena's
projects are expected to be concentrated in global warming and Iran's Tehran Pollution
countries where existing or proposed institu- projects spring to mind). On their part, develop-
tional and policy frameworks are favorable to ing countries resented conditionalityassodated
the achievement of project obectivesf'28 with GEF interventions, and the ambiguity con-

tained in the Etnabling Memorandum on this
Regrding the selection of projects, it said. issue probably helped to dilute the impact of

the global environment of GEF projects.31

To be selected for GEE funding, project pro-
posals should...be consistent with the coun- I- addition, there are a number of regional pol-
try-specific environment strategy or icy frameworks embodied in international
programL CountieswMilneed to have-orbe regional programs and agrements (conven-
willing to develop-a policy, regulatory, tions). Most of those relevant to the projects in
and institutional framework relating to the GEE portfolio are in the field of intema-
CFCs, greenhouse gases, biodiversity, tional waters. Only a few of the GEF projects
manne pollution, or fresh water manage- were actually developed and placed in the con-
ment, within which the particular GEF oper- text of the pnonties defined by the poliy
ation would be carried out9 frameworks of the existing regional programs

and agreements. Thus the advantage offered by
The existence of a favorable country insHtit- the existing infrastructures and cooperative
tonal and polcy framework was exped m arrangements of these programs remained
the majority of cases where projects had to be mainly untapped.
consistent with country strategies. However, if
counties lked such suitable frameworks, The ewauators' condusin The desire to move rap-
they might be "willing to develop them." The idly to develp a substantial portfolio of GEF
Enabling Memorandum went on to say that projects minimized attention to national and
such a framework "could build on environmen- regnal policy frameworks as well as priorities
tal issues, papers, or action plans already pre- defne by theseframeworks. Dunng the next phase
pared or underway with the cooperation of of the GEF, this has to be rectilied. Counties with-
UNDP, UNEP, and the World Bank" A distinc- out national envirnmewntal policies should be
tion was made between larger countries (where assisted to formulate them, and efforts should be
preparatin of comprehensive country pro- made by the GEF to integrate global e,vironmentld
grams was likely to be required, "but acton in concems into all national and regional environmen-
specific areas need not await the preparation of tal and development policies.
such programs") and "smaller countries
[where] the decision on the value of a country
program can be made on a case-by-case basis." The GEF Pilot Phase: A One-shot

Experiment or a Phase?
Besides efforts assisted by tha World Bank,
UNDP, and UNEP to develop country environ- Was the pilot phase conceived as a first step
mental strategies, many other entities have con- towtrd a more permanent struchtre? Or was it
tnibuted independently to the same objectve, merely a one-shot experiment to provide guid-
induding developing-country governents ance for a later model that might be quite differ-
(especially in preparation for UNCED), bilat- ent? This is not an idle question, for in response
eral aid agencies, and NGOs?'0 to evaluation questioning, GEF management
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seems to imply that the pilot phase could ing them about the consequences for the pilot.
escape the rigor, discipline, and accountability phase of.
expected from its administration simply
because it was a prdiinary, expeimental, (a) rushing the identification and processing of
trial-and-error phase to be followed by more rig- fundable projects in anticipation of UNCED;
orously managed phases.

(b) distributing GEE funds geographically in an
Certainly when the facility was set up, there apparently even manner;
were no statements by its sponsors to the effect
that it was intended as a phase to be followed tc) attempting to gain important lessons witin
byother phases. The whole of the GEFwas to be a three-year time frame; and
a "three-year experiment."3 The background
paper submitted by World Bank management (d) also laying the foundations for the future
to its Board of Directors as a basis for the restructuring of the GEF, during the pilot
Board's decision on March 14,1991, to establish phase, thus diverting its energies away from
the GEF contained the following statement its immnediate responsibilities?

Participants view the GF as a pilot program In retrospect, in addition to the questions just
for obtaining pactical expeience m several raised, the emphasis placed on processing indi-
key globalenvironmental areas Inlinewith its vidual projects as a substantiation of the GEF's.
experimental dharacter, the GEF should pro- perceived mandate, the taxonomy of projects
*vide modest incremental resources to finance that was put forward at GEF inception, and the
programs and projects affecting the global stress on the principle of incremental cost as a
environment, and it should do so in a manmer guide to funding, all seem to have led to
deined to explore how best to stengthen "acceptable" but not necessarily path-brealdng
loc1a analytial, gulatory, and monitoring operations, as had been envisaged for the GEE
capacity and to test means for sharing existing by its founders.
and emergng tedhnologies?33

Even the attention given to "monitoring and
World Bank Resolution 91-5 also contains a rel- evaluation," stressed in GEF planning docu-
evant paragraph (number 12) on the 'Termina- ments by the participants, seems to have been
tion of the GET" (the very heart of the GEE), diverted to a focus on individual projects with
which will occur "when the World Bank so little attempt to look at the GEF portfolio as a
decides after all grants ... and cofinandng ..s. hall whole and extract lessons from the program
have been committed and transfers to UNEP development experience as it evolved to guide
and UNDP ... shall have been made, in which the participants in their deliberations.
event the Trustees will take al necessary action
for winding up its activities in an expeditious Did the GEF management have a free hand to
maanner .. r nm the Facility according to the clearly defined

mandate of the GEF, or was it obliged to
The question may be asked whether the GEF respond (as it seems to have done) to frequent
has fulfilled its mandate as set out in the interventions fiom the staleholders? Did it
Enabling Memorandum, the Tripartite Agree- have the ability and resolve to forge a strategy
ment, and The Pilt Phase and Beyond. It is dear and develop procedures independently, albeit
thatitfollowed theguidance of theparticipants. while accepting broad guidance from the par-
But should it have been more assertive in advis- ticipanLs? Did the way STAP was set up and
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operated, without a elear agenda and with field in terms of programs and institutions.
excessive emphasis on project processing, Some of the most important lessons will be
dilute the effectiveness of STAP? Was the learned from the mistakes we make. The
emphasis on avoiding the creation of a new World Bankandourpartneragencieswillbe
bureaucracy counterproductive? In other under extraordinary scrutiny as we under-.
words, was it a mistake to imagine that this new take these programs, and the inevitable miis-
and ambitious initiative could be set up and run takes will be put forward as evidence that
effectively without a "new bureaucracy"? And we cannot or should not implement such a
was the cumbersome structure that evolved for programL We must keep in mind that this is
decsionmaking (with layers of stakeholder rep- intended to be a leaming eperience and
resentatives and part-time "specialists," often that today no one else has any large-scale.
with excellent, but not always relevant creden- operational experience of how these objec-
tials, and with little time available for reflection) tives are best achieved. We are aware of the
inevitable? Should the management of the GEF seriousness of the responsibilities which
havebeenburdened, asithasbeen,with frequent govermments have charged us with in the
meetingsinvarious parts of the world, which left use of these funds, and we also are aware
it with little time for strategic planning? that our ability to function effectively in this

area is fundamental to the future.role of the
In the final analysis, the following question is World Bank in supporting sustainable
perhaps worth posing. Has the GEF lived up to development
the model put for,ard in the Enabling Merno-.
randum? Namely, has it "provided modest
incremental resources to finance programs and Endnotes
projects affecting-the global environment.d.in a
m;anner designed to explore how best to strengthen .t Wold Recurs Insttute (WRDtN al s End ntz Fi-

local analytical, regulatory, and monitoring capac- maaRauunntwnforD ap (Comxiuaaonedby
the United Nations Developent Prwgaumm). washingtont,

ity, and to test means for sharing existing and D.C Sepk r 1989, p..ix.

emerging technologies;7m
2X bid..

An interesting partial response to this question F Thsdneg menktiwnessisted by ehru) Endmewnatsvo-- . . 4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fin ndngesirceCoxnsenwtigmjoreclopa,whichadvocated
may be found in the following statement by - tbe Gtionof-a Gbal En wonttTrust Fundm toaddrs

Ernest Stern, then a Senior Vice President of the the pblem of g reenhouse gases and hp to inta ecosys-

World Bank, at the end of his Board presenta- ts indeveloin countries,alongdtelinesof theMonteal

tion of the GEF drft resolution on March 14, =d diSubstisbinU n De nterthonealerTisosmndy

199i1 3 which drew attention to anticipated Failir (IME to be espedally geared to financing consevation

difficulties: on the ground thatconservation required spedal understanding
of the ecological pewss, gaining communitysupport a long-

I hope that Members of the Board have no tifftmudook fexible poct desi and wingnss towowVith NOOn.TosecureinraseL-donservation financing,the WFJ
illusions about how difficult a task we have shy proposed the neation of either one or thre 'hnle-Ratioral

taken on. We are rapidly building up our Environment Fadlitie-one to be global or three to be reional

capacity, but by and large, these are new Mnica, A and Latmn Aneria). 'in either case the faciity

areas for the Bank and expertise is Eimited. would beaointventure of existing agenesand not a new

The methodologies that we routinely apply entiy
to projects are only partially applicable to The node of the one fadlity, the EF, asoutlined in theWRI
the-GEF. We wM leam a great deal in ffie study, has tertin similarituis to what later beame the GEF:
the GaEE. We will learn a great deal in th
coming months about what works in this sibasuafci in ie-gency facility of the OrganizationmofEconomicCooperation
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for Developmenes (OECD) bilateral development agencies entirely from its own resources. The latest estmates of C;EF fi-
and the multilateral developmet banks that would collabo- nances are hsted in theGEFRwrtby thChawimmnao theMay 1993

-rate with relevant United Nabons agnci developing Participants' Meeting, Part One. p. 17.

country goverents, and NGOs. -11. When endorsing UNEPs involvement in the CEF UNIEs

The rnandateof the EFwas insomrespectsalso similar,though Govering Council expressed concern about the use of the per
it lacked the focus on the global commons that became the hall- capita criteion (Decision 16/47, May 1991).
mark of the GEF. This induded (a) identifying (n collaboration 1 U key rol in heping deveoping
with govenments, bilateral aid agencies, and multilateral deve'- n teawithgbaenmmU1
eopmnt banks) the unfunded conservation needs of the devel- oiuesto ded bythe (Deidsion 16/4dof baNlesvGovern-
opingountries-;(b) hpingtodeveIopco- b-oprqectsby lagCunc).
arranging funding for pre-investment studies and (el anrangng-
oflacdngkforpojectpadcagesfromeistlgfancingsogues IZ "EsntabshmentofthebalEnvhrnentFacihtyw para.4,p.L

A possible source suggested by the WRIstudy to finance conser- 13. Note that here exist at any time very large numbes Of

vation was a carbon energy tax proects that are worthy of financing, but remain unfunded.

The WRI study acknowledged yet earlier. ideas in support of an 14. Cst-effectiveness in the sene of maximizing glIa benfits
inermational emvionmental faility, putforward independntly Isu the reducon of carbon emssions) per unit of GEF

by the st afof theWorld Bankand theInter-AmeicanDevelop- sbsidy.
ment Bank. World Blnstaff had been interested insetting upa

15. As quoted in David Reed, Thc GbbW Enimnt haedib-
"special window' to finance the preptation of environental 9 efh nyr Wesphere, W WideFud forNa-

proets In the UNDP. the World Bank, and eLsewhere, interest
ture, International institutions Poi;cy Program. Washingo,

ran high in 1988 and 1989 in a facility, not just forprojet prepsr- D.C, Volme Itp n 21o1W9m.
- . ~~~~~~~~~~~D.C., Volume IL p. 21,1l993.

raton, but for environmental amnservation in generaL It is likely
that thesetting up of the Montreal Prtocl multilaterl fund for 16. UNEP. 'Convention on Biolgical Diversity., as quoted in
the protection of the ozone layer also inspired these ideas. avid Reed, p. 21.

4 A lia, Austria, BElgin, Canada, Denmak Finland, 17. Accrding to the estimate of UNCED Secretariat during the
Fr-n, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, period 1993-200, about US$40 billion would be requiredglbbal-
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdaom and the United ty per year to deal with the environmental problems in the four
Stat- New Zeland pjed the group atthesecond meeting. See GEF foc ars (Agenda 21). Whe compared with the GEF
The Word Bank Presidenes Memorandum to the Exective Di- US$1 bilion, thisamountisasubstanlialgapaltthoughestimates
rectors,GlobalEnvironmentFadlity-TransmittalofDoumnents would be required of other funding, unrelated to the GEF, that
in "Establishment of dte Glba Environment Facility, Attach- maybe expended for the fo areas during the period.

aent A. Febnhry 22,t99t. 1 8& Agenda 21, 33.16(a)GiD.

5. Bcazil,China,C6te 'lvoihe, India, MeMoroco, and 19. See GEF, RePo by the O linu to the Dwmbrr 1992 Pertk:-
Zimbabwe.p w-3vrbabwu tru<S~~~~~~~p- MmHng.PaTt One, pp. 7-.

6 SeeRfeptytky lOuam tolDecmn*erlEl9 *4tans'Mret- 2D. It has been pointed out, however, that STAP was quite un-

m& Part O ni Mam Report, UNDP/UNEWJWadd Bank, pp. 3-4 easyabout this principle and discussediton severl occasions on

7. See Th WridB Ink and the Enaiinment, Fis9l 1992, World its own initiative and on the explicit request from the partici-
nk, Washington D.C., 1992. pants. UNEPalso found the concept troublesome and organized

ameetingon"IncrntalCosbandBiodiversityConservation"
in Stodkolm in September 1993. -Many partidpants did not be-

voir, Denark, Egypt, F-ud.France, Germany, India, hido- L;eve that theinmental cost method for identifing andselect-

nesia, Italy, Japan, Mexco, Morocco, the Netherlands, Nigeria,
Norway, Pakistan PortugaL Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,Tu- mgaenv ti onmetalp ofr mig wofghe DiscEusions on

key, and the United ingdom. k I talCo5ts andBidivsityComservaion, Report tothe

9. Seea summayof someof these historical developments and Executive Directorof UNEP, October26,1993, p.2Z
financial arrangements in the World Bank progress report, The

WorldB0iad IJrEnvit, Fsal 191, Wshinhmn ll C, 21. The incrementat cost cwnept is essentialy a project concept,
World Destaned the Environment, Fiscal 1991, Washington D.C,. butGEF staff have pointed out that it could be used (although it
1991. The original SDR I billion fumd varies in value when trans- .

lated into individual currencies as exchange rates change fmm hts of altenuative seral derecopment sch aiosc
time to time and is augmented by small accruals of interest The
inital plan to get the ozone multilateral fund (US$=2 million) 22. STAP, 'Criteria for Eligibility and Priorities forSelectionof
under the umbretla of the GEF was later modified owing to the Global Enviomnent Facility Projects" Initia hrmplementation

fact that this could not be legally reconcied with the Montreal Draft November 1991, p.4
Protocol governce arngements. Thus the limited involve- 23. Ibd

mentby theGEFin ozone cnervation in Eastern Europe comes
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24. Ibid. 30. See 1993 DIeyt fConabyEmiironnmal Sheila, World Re-

25. 'SrAP has stresed the role of innovation In asseng prior- source itiute$ Intenational Insltitte for Environment and
ides for funding. The agences agree In principle but arue that Developme and Intnatonal Union for the Consvaon of

cae mustbe taken in evaluatig Lnnovative feathues of projects. Natu/lheWorldConservationUnIonCUCNWsn
The agencies have encmpaed a brad intep of nno- D.C, November 192. which lists studies of variable dept and

vadon to Inlude (a) denonstration, on a cmmerdal scale, of coverage for 'we than 130 countries:' These indudecountry
proven technologies that may offer global nental bearb - envIronmtal stategies by Conadian International Develop-
fits; (b) the introduction of new approaches of an institutionaL matAgency Denmars Prfile by Danish Intratonl De
policy or regulatory nahre= (c) the applicadon of amiar poli- vent Ageny, the Netherlnds' Profiles of the Ministry of

des and/or tchnologies in a manner that iacres their effe- Fore i n s by The United Kingdom's O
fivem (d) the intduction of we sted ap s and/cr nent Asocation, the Eropean Economic Community

tedm~ io es that may be sune to the dc,1doping r cen- and Australix; United Stats Department of Agrcultur's Coun-
rnedorwhichmy be - nvarinouscounbysodalandeco tryEnronmealPoflesand teTropForotand Bilogical

MnonIc settings; and (e) studies, teebiol assistance and the Ass ts theNatlonalPlansof the PemanentIntersat
PMWSkM Of advice which coul ultimately tmderpin new and Counittee for Drought Control in the Sahel; IUCN; Food and
inn iet renfs or poEqr r nea a cointry, as wellas Axiltr Oe a fzations's (FAO) Troical Forestry Acbon

stregthen the institutional capacity to manage policyrefoms.f Planand inany others.
RepArt by the Ckatnn to thflax be1r MI9 Parfijunt?Meed 31. However, broader sectorl and macr ndidionalities are in-
p.9. corpora-ed within asocated Weold Bank loaW and credits.

26. These criteria were first adopted in the GEF 7lr Pilol Pase 32. See Rqa by th Cha(n to te Decantr 1991 Porticnts?
nd BNemd (pp. 31-2 and labT rewisedin the May l993STAPre- Mafiug, Decmber 199L p. 1.

poet 'Analytical Framwworks forGlobal Warming, Biodive siy, 33 See, "Establitof theGbbl EnvnmentFadlity, p.4.

and Intenional Waters,' pp. 7-a .th n

r. 7kPaet PhiBd. 3Z - 34. Ibid, p. 4; emphsis added.
35. The World Bank,SecM9-317.

28 "Establishment of the Global EnvironmentFacility,' p. 7.

29.Ihid p.6.
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5. The Strategies and Projects of the
GEF Focal Areas

Summary fumded and many that were not; even similar
projects sometimes have diffeent fates. No

The selection process that generated the GEF proaect -aisftes all of the goals or pleases all of
portfolio responded to a set of goals reflecting the stakeholders, but practically every project
both a multiplicity of inputs and practical expe- cnatains some elements tbat may warrat its
rience-gained over time by the implementig .inclusion in the GEF portfolio;
agencies during the pilot phase) A variety of
actors and motivations have influenced the Global Benefts and Incremental Costs
development of the selection standards: the cre- Global benefits have beendescribed in most
ators' vision of the GEF's unique character; stip- project documents, although their quantifica-
ulation of a thre-year pilot phase; interests of tion is often lackng or imprecise lh some
donor, recipient, NGOs, and the implementing instances, the benefits reflect inflated expecta-
agency stakeholders; imperatives follownmg tions. For techical assistance prets, the glo-
from the GEF serving as the interim financial bal beniefits are indirect and qualitative. In
mechanism to the global conventions; and the general, guidelines tat provide a relatively
STAP articulation of geneic and focal azea ei- uniform approach to assessing glbal benefits
gibflity criteria, and its specification of resource are needed.
allocations and priorities.2

Documents for biodiversity projects almost
Strategy wifhout exception do not refer to incremental
The effort to respond to this array of demands costs and for some intenational waters protec-
produced a set of projects without a clear, con- lion projects do so only in general terms. The
sistent strategy. There is inconsistent applica- rationale for GEF funding was often based on
tion of eligibility aiteia, and hence,a great deal the premise that the activities would not be
of indeteuinacy in project selection standards. undertaken uless the GEF covered the total
Emphaszing certain project selection criteria costs. It has been argued in informal commuri-
makes satisfying others difficuIlt, if not impossi- cations from the GCEF administration that in
ble No giidance an how to priorize amrong such cases the total costs were also the rm(re-

competing goals has emged from the partici- mental costs" since thebaselinewas theabsence
pants or the GEF management Afurtherconse- of the project altogether.-Documents for global
quence of this inconsisny in the selection of war(ing projecs in the few cases where the
projects has been that either approval or rejec- estimation of incremental costs was attempted)
tion couldbejustfiedforeveryproject thatwas inlicate far greater uncertaty in the calcula-



tion of incremental costs than for any other in those for UNDP. However, the analysis of
standard. capacity bulding requirements for sustainabil-

ity is only lightly treated, if at all, although it is
National and Regional Environmental Strategies implicit in those projects for which technical
Among the generic criteria STAP declared nec- assistance has been planned. In a few instances,
essary for eligibility was that a projectbe placed local trust funds are envisioned (see the final
in the context of existing or evolving national part of this chapter) to help ensure financial via-
and regional environmental programs. It was bility over the long term. Policy and sectoral cir-
widely assumed that individual projects could cumstances that bear on project performance
not succeed unless they were in harnony with and outcomes were unevenly addressed and
national and regional priorities, induding polit- may require attention through broader pro-
ical, economic, legal, and administrative condi- gram approaches.
tions favorable to project inplementation. This
integration of GEF projects with national and Innovation
regional environmental strategies is evident in In addition to its generic eligbility criteria men-
some documents but inadequate in others. tionedabove,SAPrecommendedthatprojects
Where there are references to environmental in the pilot phase also have some innovative
policy frameworks they rarely detail whether characteristics. In requiring GEF projects to
or how the project comports with national or develop new technologies and test new strate-
regional pnonties orwill be supported through gies for deploymg them, STAP was responding
policy or regulation. Many developing coun- to a fundamental elementof GEF creation-that
tries are completing national environmental it support projects different from those of exist-
action plans and, pursuant to their obligations ing aid institutions. The innovation require-
under conventions, are laying the groundwork ment took into account the need for GEF to
for biodiversity and climate action plans. carve its own niche, but it also reflected donor

desire that the limited amount of the GEF
Participation money be used to stimulate new types of
Community-level participation in the identifi- activities.
cation and development of projects for the GEF
is particularly important, mainly in the biodi- The standard of innovativeness that was used
versity focal area and in some of the global to screenprojectsinthe pilotphaseissubjectto
warming and international waters protection considerable interpretation. Most project docu-
projects. Where appropriate most documents ments profess to be innovative by virtue of a
make some reference to participation of the knowr technology never before located in a
NGOs and local communities; however, they developing country, or never attempted in ihat
often do not spell out who the participants are country. But considering that GEF money is
nor how they are to be involved. The indica- used only in developing countries, such an
tions of consultations are not sufficient to deter- interpretation arguably would render the stan-
mine whether the local actors have been fully dard meaningless.
engaged in project development processes and
in subsequent implementation. Other projects claim to be innovative because

they represent the first (and hence novel)
Sustainability attempt to buy down risks or address policy
-The issue of sustainability in the GEF portfolio constraints. But few project descriptions, espe-
has been discussed in most project docu- cialy at the time of review by STIAP Lr submis-
ments-more in those for the World Bank than sion to the participants, indlude sufficient
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information to suggest innovative methods for advanced stage of the biodiversity projects is

confronting policy constraints. Again, the not surprising, since almost 80 percent of them

project development process, which leaves were already included in the first three

details until appraisal, precludes having this tranches-60 percent (33/55) in the first two.

type of information when it would be relevant
to project selection. Four of the projects are "global' in scope

(UNEP Global Biodiversity Assessment, Biodi-

There is no indication in the SrAP analytical versity Data Management and Networking,

framework that innovation was to be limited to and Biodiversity Country Studies, Phases I and

a technological nature. The portfolio supports 1I). Two of the projects implemented by UNEP

the idea that STAP intended innovation be have involved representatives of the panels

interpreted broadly On the other hand, recur- established under the Interim Secretariat of the

rent STAP comments regarding a lack of tewo- Convention on Biological Diversity, and one of

logical innovation suggest variable applications the projects has mobilized the global scientific

of the standard. The result of this inconsistency community (over800 scientists) concemed with

was easy sacrifice of the prnciple to competing biodiversity in the preparation of an authorita-

goals (see Chapter 4). tive assessment of global biodiversity. Six
projects of the biodiversity portfolio are
regional in scope,5 and the rest are single coun-

Protecting Biodiversity tryprojects. However, a numberof the latter are
"matched sets" of transborder activities involv-

Although biodiversity3 with more than US$300 ing separate but complementary activities in

million in GET funding, represents the most two or more neighboring countries, such as

important focal area of the GEE pilot phase national parks in Mozambique and Znibabwe;

portfolio, induding half of all the projects and protected areas in the Carpathian region in the

43 percent of total funding, the GEF still lacks a Czech and Slovak Republics and Ukraine; and

good operational definition for biodiversity.4 forest biodiversity in Belarus and Poland. The

There is no convenient way of quantifying transborder operations are concentrated in the

results in this focal area, im the same way that World Bank's portfolio, since the World Bank

one can measure reduction in greenhouse gas has less freedom than UNDP to operate on a

concentration or volume of marine pollutants, regional scale.
in terms of reduced quantities emitted or
increased quantities sequestered. Thus, success Strategy, Criteria, and Priorities

is hard to define and even harder to measure. In May 1993, STAP presented a revised version
of its "Analytical Framework on Protection of

Of the 55 biodiversity projects in the first five Biodiversity." Despite the great improvements

tranches, 28 are the World Bank-s, 23 are represented by this latest draft, the GEF still

UNDP's, and four are UNEPs. Biodiversity lacks a convincing strategic framework to guide

projects represent three-fourths (6/8) of the investmenEts inbiodiversity. The Global Biodiver-

total effective GEF projects in the World Bank sity Strutegy and the Convention on Biodiver-

portfolio and half (10/21) of the total signed sity together provide useful elements for such a

projects under implementation in the UNDP framework, but it has yet to be prepared.

portfolio, equaling about 55 percent (16/29) of
the total number of GEF projects already under Despite the best efforts of STAP, no effective cri-

implementation (which still only represent a teria have yet been established for the selection

fourth of all GEF projects). The relatively of biodiversity projects- This enables virtually
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any reasonable proposal to qualify and makes it testing new approaches, maximizing global
difficult to prioritize competing proposals. The benefits, and achieving a wide geographic
projects appeartohavebeenassessed primarily spread, there is only a partial correlation
against themselves (for example, 'Is this a good between the location of the projects and the
project?") rather than compared to alternative areas of highest global priority. For example,
ways of spending the same amount of funds about 60 percent of the projects in the World
(for example, "Is this the best available Bank's biodiversity portfolio are located in
project?"). Finally, the projects seldom appear areas considered by their originators as glo-
to address the highest priorities as identified by bal priorities by virtue of high species-rich-
the govermments themselves. An alternative ness, high endemism, centers of crop
would be for the governments to prepare their diversity, or high threat of forest loss.
own national biodiversity strategies and action
plans, as called-for by the Convention on Biodi- On the other hand, projects need to be explicit
versity, and request GEE funding for imple- about how to convert the global concerns into
menting the part of their strategy that meets reasonable levels of benefits at national and
GEF criteria by providing significant global local levels, since long-term sustainability can
benefits- only be assured if a significant benefit is being

provided to the local community and to the
Geographic and biodiversity protection prorities. nation at large. It will, therefore, become
While there has been some attempt to allocate. increasingly necessary for the GEE to better
the pilot phase biodiversity funding roughly integrate local, national, and global conserva-
according to the percentages recommended tion priorities as it moves from the pilot.phase
by STAP for the various generic areas,6 there into -a later phase, particularly if it is to become
has also been an even greater attempt to the major funding mechanism for the Conven-
assure a wide geographic spread across coun- tion on Biodiversity.
tres and regions. Many of the project propos-
als that were dropped were either located in National Biodiersity Strategies
countries or were similar to projects that had and Action Plans
already been included in earlier tranches. The About half of the project documents reviewed
pilot phase thus developed as a sort of geopo- in depth refer to some form of national envi-
litical and technological 'Noah's Ark" with ronmental and conservation strategies, more
an assortment of project types7 within each often in the case of the World Bank than
focal area, largely limited to "one to a UNDF. However, a number of the projects
customer." include activities leading to the preparation of

such strategies where they are absent. A defi-
Biodiversity is not evenly distributed on a ciency of the biodiversity portfolio is the fail-
global basis, however, as implictly recog- ure to reflect national priorities.8 This may
nized by the STAP-recommended allocation havebeen possibly because such pnonties had
percentages mentioned above. Specifically, not been identified or else the portfolio was
there are certain regions that concentrate not based on national biodiversity strategies
large fractions of biodiversity, while some and action plans. In general, the portfolio gives
may also harbor important clusters of too much emphasis to site-specfic action and
endemic species. Furthermore, levels of insufficient attention to major policy issues
endangerment vary greatly on a worldwide (the 'indirect causes" mentioned in the STAP
scale. As a result of the pilot phase's compro- Analytical Framework as being of high
mises in its attempts to meet the objectives of priority).
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Project Profiles * Judgments relating to the projects that most
The evaluators have conducted an in-depth and least satisfied STAP priorities were
review of a sample of 30 of the 55 biodiversity highly variable. The criteria used by review-
projects in the pilot phase portfolio. Most of ers in making these evaluations seemed to
the sample projects were included in the vary considerably and are unfortunately not
country visits completed by the evaluators in explained in the STAP report However,
June and July 1993, and the rest have been the there was some agreement supporting the
subjects of desk reviews of questionnaires, projects in Jordan, Malawi, the Seychelles,
interviews, project documents, and files. This Turkey, and Zimbabwe. The projects in
chapter also benefits from the November Algeria, Central and West Afica, Guyana,
1992 STAP-sponsored review of the (then) Kenya, Mexico, and Vietnam attracted the
entire biodiversity portfolio by a group of 12 most criticism. While there is no clear pat-
prominent international experts who exam- tern distinguishing the high-rated from the
ined the Project Briefs of the first three low-rated projects, there are several projects
tranches (of all but the last 12 projects dealing with unique, threatened biological
included in the fourth and fifth tranches). The assets among the former, while the latter
evaluators generally agree with the findings include a number of the classical "paper
of these experts, whose comments are sum- parks."
marized below:

Many significant lessons have been leamed by
Proje take little consideration of the the implementing agencies from developing
involvement of local people, their expertise, the biodiversity portfolio and have been
and their priorities. applied to the projects as they have been pro-

cessed from concept and appraisal to imple-
Many projects are of an ad hoc nature mentation. Experience is showing that many
Projcts deriving from, or giving support to, problems of project design can be mitigated by
previous conservation schemes are few. Ear- effective and adaptive management of projects.
lier data on biodiversity, conservation prior-
ities, and "hot spots" have not been Global Benefits
consulted sufficiently. Global benefits for biodiversity are usually

defined in terms of the protection of species,
* NGO involvement is inadequate, and there ecosystems, or genetic resources that are impor-

should be cooperation with NGOs in locat- tat to the international community and are
ing biodiversity hot spots and establishing a under threat. Many of the World Banlks
global biodiversity information network projects induded in the in-depth review have

attempted to define global benefits in their doc-
* In the future, more financial support for umentation. For example, the Malawi project

projects should be obtained from host gov- amns at the assessment, monitoring, and protec-.
ernments. This issue is linked to concern tion of a very species-rich ecosystem with
about the long-term financing mechanism uniquely high endemism (a UNESCO World
for projects after the end of GEF supporL Heritage Site); the Danube Delta project aims to

protect a number of endangered or threatened
* The degree of innovation displayed by species of migratory waterfowl (as does the

projects is questioned by many reviewers, Ghana project); while the Turkey project would
who find few completely new approaches to protect in situ biodiversity of globally signifi-
biodiversity conservation. cant wild crop relatives.
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The definition of global benefits, while present, Africa-Institutional Support to Protect East
is less evident in the documentation for the African Biodiversity (see Box 52)-and a good
-UNDP projects. With some notable exceptions, example of a UNDP project with important glo-
uNDIs projects tend to be mainly designed to bal benefits is the fourth tranche project in Ethi-
strengthen existing institutions at the national opia-A Dynamic Farmer-Based Approach to
or regional level and support conservation the Conservation of African Plant Resources
activities across a broad front, rather than (see Box 5.1).
focusing on specific sites, endangered species,
or threatened ecologies. A good example of the Many of the projects, as presented in their sum-
classic UNDP institution-building approach is maized form, seem to be "miracle projects,"
the first tranche regional project in East expecting to nakea major transformation in the

way societies behave toward biological
resources, with a short-term, concentrated

X BOX 51: CoNsmtVAnIoN OF AnPxCAli - , , intervention. Some examples are the projects in
-. '.Xr Cuba, Mongolia, and West and Central Afrinca

V.Diually all projects present inflated expecta-
tions, given the difficulty of the problems and

-A dynamic farmer-based approach to the the likely level of available funding. Such exag-
conservation of plant genetic resources has-: geration is perhaps felt by the project initiators

been launched in Ethiopia with US$2.5-mil- - to be necessary to compete with other exager-
lion ~~~~~~~~~~~~ated dlaims, but it would be useful for GEE to try

Ron Iof GEF assistance. Ethiopia, is: a major - tdlisuiwudefrEtt
of GEF assistance. Etioi is a major :- X - to ensure that the projects have objectives and

center of genetic diversity for many region-: ally and globally important domesticated expected outputs that are as realistic as possible.
alli -a and globally imprat do:mesticated~--

* plart species such as sorghum, milletbarley. Incremental Costs

~ chickpeas, and coffee. - None of the biodiversity project sampled
nmakes any reference to "incremental costs,"

* hIdigenous crop landraces: are :critiail though it may be possletomakepostfacto
m t the majority of the -fd - - - -. -. ---- 7 ,---:--- calculations. The rationalefor GEE financing of

; -: prtantto th marity of the worlds ----
biodiversity was often based on the premise

-imes .a working in low-input subsistene- that the activities to be financed would not be
* agriculture. Moreover,indigenous landraces. - undertakenby the countries concerned without

,,.-:-.are also indispensable for modern interna-. - GEF financing, which often covered the total
* ti6nalcrop improvement effortswbec of - costs of the projects. This is consistent with the

their tremendous vtalue as sources of resis- findings of the Stockholm workshop on Incre-
taniceg to dlisease, pest, 0 drought, antd other . -- mental Costs and Biodiversity Conservation,
stress conditions. - : - - - : =- -r'-sponsored by UNEP on September 7,1993 The

Stockholm workshop's report to the Executive

Director of UNEP, October26, 1993, fbund that
-By: heAlping- tO integrate Ethiopian frers m many Participants [at the Workshop] did not

-:--into the internation plantgenetica= resoucbelieve that the incremental cost method for
. -, community, the project will contribute to the ½ identifying and selecting environmental

~rling gout of a more effective global stra- rojectsfor funding through GEFis operational
genetic resource co:rvto. - . - u- N in most situations. It was felt that although the

method can generate valuable information, it is
__________- - - ; - - - - - - - - -- ---__ _' -- not possible to replace the political process by a
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mechanistic application of a formula for esti- existing programs and institutions to gain a sec-
mating incremental costs....In summary, while ond wind, the funding may stifle rather than
the Biodiversity Convention states that incre- promote alternative approaches. For example,
mental cost is the overriding principle for ala- strengthening central resource management
cating funds, for practical purposes the concept agencies may discourage conservation initia-
needs to be defined very broadly and requires tives at the local level. On the positive side, a
additional considerations in order to be useful. few projects in the biodiversity portfolio have
Most particpants agreed that the method of been innovative in two important respects:
incremental costs should be considered, but community involvement and new funding
should not be made the centerpiece around mechanisms. The projects in Bhutan (funding
which GEF decisionmaldng revolves." Instead, mechanisms) and Zimbabwe (community
the group recommended that the GEF encour- involvement) are good-examples.
age an internal policy process within countries
receiving funding to implement reforms and Participation
make longer-term investments. "The invest- Appropriate plans and programs for conserv-
ments should go beyond tehnical solutions ing biodiversity and using biological resources
(such as nature preserves) and assure the resail- sustainably need a balance between intera-
ience of critical ecosystems, ecological services tional, national, and local activities and close
and the institutions tat successfully manage cooperation among a number of institutions.
this resiliencef Similar condusions were Most CGE work to date has been characterized
drawn by the Biodiversity Worling Group con- by a top-down approach rather than respond-
vened durng the workshop on Financmg the ing to the needs of governments. It has not
Net Incremental Costs of Implementing the involved local comununities in an effective way;
UNCE-D Conventions,- held in Rio de Janeiro in it has sparked destructive competition among
September 1993, organized by UNDP and the the implementing agencies and other global
IBDS (Brazilian Foundation for Sustainable organizations working in the field of biodiver-
Development). sity-, it has given inadequate consideration to

sustainable use of biological resoures; it has
Innovation not meaningfully involved the NGOs; and it
The GEF could have given more emphasis to has been overly dependent on international
innovation, providing an opportunity to bring consulting firms.
in new and experimental approaches to con-
serving biodiversity, and, mi fact, a few of the Most of the project documents refer to the
projects are firly innovative in scientific and importance of involving the NGOs and local
technical terms-9 Itis regrettable, therefore that communities in the prcess of developing GCEF
so many of the projects are rather conventionaL biodiversity projects. The terminology
simply extending well-tested approaches into employed in most cases, however, is vague:
new areas. The need to establish a wide-ranging 'local communities, populations, NGOs."
consensus in the selection and design of GEF These are seldom smIled out, leaving the
projects is engendered by the superimposition impression that the project managers have not
of additional layers of review on the already really identified the social actors in question,
heavybureaucratic processesof the implement- with obvious potential risks for the success of
ing agencies. This process tends to penalize, the project. Much more attention needs to be
rather than encourage, real innovation, which, paid to accurately identifying'affected commu-
per se, is perceived as risky. And indeed, to the nities and the local NGOs and spelling out
extent that GEF funding enables monrbund exactly what is meant by their -participationf
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- Design' ;- , of Particpation PlansUsing
Soda-Cultural Profiles (SCPs) The idea is that

, Boax 5.2. BIODIVERSITY'''S'f,;JIONS every GEF-funded biodiversity project that

N -l cals for the particpation oflocalpeopleshould
-hencefiorf include SCPs as part of the project

- -. lEsreponil-ioidIsidiodS idendxthon and preparaton proces Thie
g u'dehres are meetng some uinitial resistance.

i, 4 j w j;, - amongWorld Bank operating divisions, who
.-t,&is'. ,'>st ',' Y4- S 34:@~s4' .' Y3- ev--ei-7,-st see them requiring more time and efrtat the

7 m beguining of the project cyde, however, their
edngvne adogvr nhil eventual adoption may help somewhat to give

uganz1t'ns ticor. % more meaning to the usual vague rhetoric con-
tained in the project docments and imnprove

- hefotfe .rc tsH(ri$rc;*-m - *trair; 3 S chances for successful implementation. More
uimportant, though, would be major changes in
management style, incentive structures, and

-> gg org tonal turewithin theiimplementinIg
agences themselves, wiuch would reward,
rather than discourage, the additional lime and

nwo,c ,*ord.thontnes.b- _ effort required to secure partircpation.

; sissOrgapDor, Organization and.Management Institutial
. 3 5 uand Policy Constrints

Most of the projects included in the in-depth
-. ~x~$ *1 ~r~4fl ~2~%iE * review covered the organization and manage-

icsM4~sr~n ment of project activities adequately in their
- ;. i *documentation. World Bank projects tended to

- !~s~~wz-4 . gdevote more attention to realstic timetables for
implementingthevarious projetactions and to

*~~eeuting4 ,.tlw ni~ed~baiins strategies -and conditionality designed to
.* remove institutional and policy constraints,

__ Walcentra?' -. ~~~~while UTNDF proects mostly seemed to accept
the status quo without attempting to do more

- than stregthen and support the existng insti-
tutionalarngements. Thils reflects the more
accommodating approach of the UNDP to its

- r t L cmember governments in general (see Box 52).

Perhaps the most useful role for the World
Bn-naddition to its crucial-role in fund

. -~ management-would be to mcourage develop-
ing corntries to establish miacroeconomic and

The World Banes GEF coordinating unit has sectoral policies that would enable the appro-
recently (June1993) produced a draft document pnate management of their biological
entitled "Socio-Cultural Analysis of Biodiver- resources. World Bank staff are well skilled in
sity Conservationr Interim Guidelines for analyzing the complex issues involving these
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broad public policies and should do so for their investments by the GEF will create ovemight
impact on biodiversity,10 They could start by institutions that are likey to collapse whenr
ensuring that all of the World Bankrs own the donor community turrns its attention
projects are supportive of biodiversity through elsewhere.11

such an effort the World Bank would demon-
strate that conserving biodiversity should no The level of biodiversity funding provided by
longer be seen as an externality, but rather as a GEF has been both too high and too low. The
foundation upon which any nation's progress funding is often too much (and too fist) for
will be built, most of the typical projects. which are designed

to deal with symptoms (for example, protected
Monitoringond evaluation. Only abouthalf of the areas projects), and where absorptive capacity
World Bank projects induded in the in-depth is modest and so are needs. The funding is typ-
review include built-in project monitring and ically far too little (and too short term), how-
evaluation components. In December 1992, ever, to deal with the underlying causes of
however, the World Bank's GEF coordination biodiversity loss, which are intimatelv involved
unit issued "Guidelines for Monitoring and with the structure of national econonmes, land
Evaluation of GEF Biodivesity Protection" temnre, tms of trade, and exchange rates- But
with the help of a team of outside experts. These few, if any, projects have addressed such issues.
guidelines have now become part of the stan-
dard procedures for the design of GEF biodi- Use of cofimanng. There has been relatively lit-
versity projects managed by the World Bank, tie recouse to cofinancing for the biodiversity
and future projects will uniformly include such portfolio. So far, only eight out of 55 biodiver-
provisions. Monitoring and evaluation in the sity projects are seeking cofinancg, as shown
UNDP projects reviewed referred to the stan- in Table 5.1.
dard UNDP requirement for periodic tripartite
reviews, there seems tobe little if any provision Levee. There is relativdly little evidence that
for built-in monitoring of performnce indica- the GEFbidvesity project have had a cata-
orts. lyticeffectonpromotinggreaterattentiontothe

protection of global biodiversity12 The GEF has
Project Financing helped to keep the biodiversity issue before the
Te average size of grant funding for GEF world community. However, the investmts
biodiversity projects is US$5.6 million. The made to date in the absence of a strategy, have
range is from US$02 million to US$30 million. tended tobehaphazard,and,withtheapproac
UNDP projects, averaging US$4 million, are that has been taken, are likely to make ondy
smaller than World Bank prqjects, which aver- marginal contributions toconserving biodiver-
age US$73 million. As pointed out in the recent sity. While it is too early to be definitive on this
review of GEF biodiversity projects by Conser- point, it appears that some projects may have
vation International, the absorptive capacity of deflected government or bilateral NGO invest-
the natural resources management sector of ments, overloaded weak institutons, and
most GEF recipient coumtries is very limited. mplied that solutions to biodiversity problems
Nonetheless, many GEF biodiversity projects are necessarily expensve.
propose to inject millions of dollars into sectors
that are unable to use the money effectively Another implicit danger in the GEF portfoflio is
over the short periods of bme envisaged (for theseparation of biodiversity concerns from the
example, Brazil and Mexico). There is a danger broader development concems of nations If the
that the tendency towards large, single-shot GEF temps governments to separate lbiodiver-
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sustainability. Exceptions are the projects in
TABLE 5.i: AMouNT OF COPINANCING SOUGHT BY GEE East Africa and Colombia.
PROJECTs IN BIODIVERSITY

Amount of Cofinandng Sought Conclusion
World Bank Projects (USS miilion) An important finding of the evaluation is that
Bhutan 10 the GEE still lacks a convincing strategic frame-
Ecuadr -work to guideits investments in biodiversity. InEcuador I

fact, no effective criteria have yet been estab-
InEdonesia -10 ...........-..-ndonesia 10 lished for the selection of biodiversity projects.
Peru 4 - Although the GEF has played a useful role in
LINDP Projects stimulating the negotiations leading to the
Colombia 3 adoption of the Biodiversity Convention, the
Ethiopia i investments made to date have tended to be
Nepal - - 5 haphazard,and manymaymakeonlymarginal
South Pacific (regional) 3 contibutions to conserving biodiversity. The

level of funding provided by the GEF has often
Total - 37 - - been too large for conventional "consevation

projects," but is typically niadequate to influ-
sity components" out of multilateral or bilateral ence the root causes of the loss of biodiversity.
project proposals, then the conservation of Many projects, as presented m their sunima-
biodiversity is likely to suffe as a result On the rized form, seem to be mnirade projects,"
contray, every effort needs to be made to execting to make anajoriransformationinthe
ensure that biodiversity concerns are built into way soaeties behave toward biological
the entire project portfolios of multilateral and resources, with a short-term, concentrated
bilateral development agencies; Everyiing intervention. Virtually all projects present
possible should be done to avoid the perception inflated expectations, given the difficulty of the
that the GEE biodiversity portfolio somehow problems and the likely level of available fund-
"takes care of the biodiversity problenm" ing. With some exc-eptions, GEF investments in

protected areas have tended to be poorly con-
Sustainability ceived, because the approach has been too
Pirojects are likely to be sustainable when they site-specific, the process for determining priori-
provide a flow of benefits to local communities ties was seldom appropriate, and the size of the
and the nation, whereas those dependent on investments was larger than could be absorbed.
outside financing are likelyto fail rather quickly
when the GEF funding runs out. Many of the The projects seldom appear to address the high-
projects could be more sustainable if at least a est priorities as identified by the governments
part of the money were converted into a trust themselves, and there is ordy a partial correla-
ftnd that could be used flexibly for meeting tionbetween the location of the projects and the
day-to-day needs that were unforeseen when areas of highestglobal pnority.14 Very little
the project was designed. The World Barks GEFwork to date has responded to the needs of
GEF biodiversity projects indude the use of govemments; involved local communities in an
trust funds in 13 countries,13 all but one of effective way; sparked creative cooperation
which are being set up under the GEF project among the implementing agencies and other
cDncerned. (See discussion of trust funds later global organizations working in the field of
in this chapter.) The UNDP biodiversity prject biodiversity; meaningfully involved NGOs in
documents contain little or no information on project development; or establislhed indepen-
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dence from international consulting firms. Fur- four focal areas as determined by the GEF
thcnnore, the GEF has not given sufficient participants.
attention to building appropriate national insti-
tutions for conserving biodiversity and using Of the 42 projects, UNDP will implement 24 (57
biological resources sustainably. percent), the World Bank 17 (40 percent), and

UNEP one (about 3 percent). Funding percent-
Other more specfic fundings are: ages reflect high capital expenditures for invest-

ment projects; the World Bank's 17 investment
* The GF7 has not yet been very innovative; projects will expend cldose to two-thirds (64 per-

many of the projects are rather conventional; cent) of funding for the focal area, and UNDPs
24 tedhnical assistance projects account for just

* Most of the projects included in the in-depth over one-third (35 percent).
review covered the organization and man-
agement of project activities adequately in Of UNDP's 24 technical assistance projects, 14
their documentation; are located in individual countries and five are

regional. Five others are considered global and
* Few UNDP biodiversity projects have provide, for example, technical support to the

addressed institutional and policy con- conventions on biological diversity and climate
straints in recipient countries; perhaps the change and to the World Meteorological Orga-
most useful role for the World Bank would nizationsrs emissions monitoring systemL
be to encourage recipient countries to estab- Among the sectors considered by country
lish macroeconomic and sectoral policies projects are energy efficiencyand conservation;
that would enable the appropriate manage- conversions to less polluting fuels; transport
ment of their biological resources; fuels; altemative energy sources (such as wind,

solar photovoltaics, and wastes); and carbon
* Only some of the GEF projects build in sequestration.

financial sustainability, yet this should be a
crucial part of all projects; The one UNEP project will support the devel-

opment of a methodology for the calculation of
* There has been relatively little recourse to national greenhouse gas sources and sinks and

cofinancing for the biodiversity portfolio; carry out comprehensive inventories of emis-
sions and sinks in 11 countries.

* There is little evidence of project-level addi-
tionality resulting from the GEF biodiversity Among the World Bank's 17 investment
projects. projects, three address methane emussions. Of

the remaining 14 projects.focusing on enus-
sions of carbon dioxide, seven promote devel-

Global Warming opment of alternatives to fossil-based energy
sources, including wind, solar, geothermal,

The global warming1 5 focal area portfolio for and waste Two projects convert exting coal-
the GEF pilot phase consists of 42 projects fired energy systems to less polluting fuels.
totaling US$281.3 million. The focal area Three projects focus on end-uses of energy
accounts for 38 percent of GEF projects audio- through demand-side management measures
rizet during the first five tranches, and repre- such as efficient lighting One project con-
sents 40 percent of total funding, percentages fronts deforestation, and one addresses
largely in accord with allocations among the transport
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The following discussion evaluates the projects to identify and choose cost-effective options
selected for the global warming focal area dur- would call for eventually selecting projects on
ing the pilot phase, paying particular attention the basis of their ability to achieve the lowest
to the impact of competing criteria on the port- average cost p r ton of carbon-equivalent
folio. reductions. But zeroing in on strict cost-effec-

tiveness might concentrate investment on the
Geographic Balance in the Pilot Phase simplest and cheapest projects in one or two of
The geographic distribution of the 42 global the largest and most polluting countries that
warming projects is generally balanced among offer wider opportunities for in-country repli-
the five geographic regions defined by the GCEF: cation, and, thus, potentially greater impact
AFR (26 percent), Asia and Pacific (29 percent),
LAC (17 percent), ECA/MENA (14 percent), The participants have struggled to reconcile the
and global (14 percent). Funding among the overarching principle of universality with the
geographical regions is not as evenly distrib- ultimate objective of developing an array of
uted-for instance, a significantly higher cost-effective interventions that have signifi-
amount of money has been authorized to cant global inpact. Reviewing the Mali House-
projects in Asia and Pacific than in Africa, LAC, hold Energy Strategy Project, for instance,
or ECA/MENA, but this in part reflects differ- participants noted that the intervention did not
ences in population. Cose to half of the GET appear to tackde a major problem. It was left to
funding went to the Asia and Pacific Region the World Bank, which reiterated to the partici-
(US$129.5 million or 46 percent), mnainly due to pants their decision to balance allocations geo-
two large project allocations in the Philippines graphically, reminding them that if simply
(US$30 million) and India (US$26 million). The targeting the largest sources of greenhouse gas
other regions received 20 percent (AER), 11 per- emrissions was the goal, the bulk of projects
cent (LAC), 15 percent (ECA/MENA), and 8 would be located in China and India. 8

percent (global/regional)-
Allocation Priorities

The widespread distnbution of fumds responds After STAP established generic eligDility and
primarily to political imperatives, including focal are criteria it also, in its Ad Hoc Working
ensurmg support for the GOF and specifically, Group on Global Wang and Energy (AWC-
ensunng widespread participation in the inter- GWED, outlined categones of interventions and
governmental negotiating process on climate suggested fundig allocations among them.19
change.-6 Within these categories of interventions, the

AWGGWE proposed projectprionty areas and
Geeric and Focal Area Strategy recommended that at least 80 percent of funds
Pressure for unversal participation has led to allocated to each category be directed to the
compromises in both generic and focal area eli- illustrative priority proes

-bilty criteria. More specfically, the aiIn of
univesality undercuts part of a pincipal objec- The intense need to balance the portfoio, geo-
tive of the global warming focal area: to graphically and among allocation priorities,
develop a menu of technologies that offers the ofte. upstaged even generic eligibility critera
greatest possible emission reduction at the requirents such as an articulable basis for
lowest cost)7 needing CEF funds, or having a conduave pol-

icy environment. It was acknowledged that
No strategy has been made to identify cost- Tehran's Urban Transport Project was not
effective options. In practical terns, a strategy expected to have a catalytic effect that would
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not occur without GEF funds. Commendations ence on a variety of potential reductions, was
were nonetheless extended for "bagging a accommodated under the rAeemingly arbitrary
project' that "filled a gaping hole in the CEF application of criteria.
portfolio." Both STAP and the participants con-
cluded that the policy framework was inade- Integrafion with National Environmental
quate, given drastically underpriced fuel Strategies
(US$0O12/gallon). The STAP recommendation, Concering the global warmng focal area,
too, appears to have been influenced by portfo- national environmental strategies, where they
lio gaps. In recommending that the Tehran exist, are focused on domestic issues, highlight-
project move forward, the STAP comments ing such concerns as air quality and the effect of
note explicitly the absence of any other aedible pollution on health. The global dimension is
transportation proposals. very often left out Mechanisms are therefore

needed to build up local capacities for the for-
The formulation of UNDPs Fuel Efficency in mulation of such strategies and extend them to
the Transport Sector Project in Palkistan pro- cover GEF objectives. Specifically global warm-
ceeds despite serious doubts as to whether ade- ing sectoral strategies at the national level need
quate policy and legislative measures on to be strengthened so that they could become
emissionandfuelefficiency3standardswilibein the mechanism for setting priorities among
place to stimulate demand for instrumented local opportunities and meshing national with
engine tume-ups. The project has sailed through global interests on a systematic basis.
the review process without major criticism to
this point even though important project Global Benefits
parameters such as the price of fuel and the Of the generic eligibility citeria developed by
existing regulatory structure are not discssed STAP, a basic requirement is that a project have
in the relevant appraisal documents.- The the potential to benefit the global environment
project if properly framed could generate sig- For the global warming focal area, global bene-
nificant conventional benefits in terms of fuel fit equates to reduced emissions of greenhouse
savings and increased vehicle lives. The GEFs gases, primarily carbon dioxide and meth-
funding of the full cost of this US$7 million ane.21 In practice, assessment of global benefits
project may therefore not be waranted despite has played only a modest role in project selec-
Pakistan's importance as a potentially large tion. For technical assistance projects in gen-
polluter. eral, and for a small number of investment

projects, global benefit can be described only
If it is assumed that the overriding focal area qualitatively. Projects in this category offer
strategy is to provide decisionnakers with a only indirect or potential future global benefit,
roster of options offering the greatest possible through capacity-building activities or evalua-
reduction at the lowest cost, then the global tions of potential measures.= Among projects
warmingportfoliocanbejudged onlytobe par- expected to bring direct reductions, the ways
tally successfuL Cost-effectiveness has not in which projected global benefits are
driven project selection. But projects authorized described in project documents vary wildly.
dunng the first five tranches, viewed together Some project documents offer only qualitative
as a portfolio, address relevant sectors, reach an. description of a project's expected global ben-
array of technologies, and support widespread efits, while others attempt quantitative projec-
political participation trough geographic tions of C02 reduced or avoided. Generally,
diversity. Thus, it appears that one fundamen- descriptions of global benefit improved in
tal objectve of the pilot phase, to gather experi- later tranches 3 -
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Even where attempts have been made to quan- dressed by existing aid. The concept of incre-
tify global benefits, assessments have been mental cost now is enshrined also in the
imprecise due to conceptual confusion. First, no Climate Conventiorn developed-country par-
methodology exists to guide the calculation ties are charged with providing resources to
exercise, and no baselines have been con- meet the "agreed full incremental costs of
structed, especially with respect to calculating imnplementing measures" undertaken by devel-
emissions avoided over time. Second, a source oping countries?6

of confusion is whether and how to account for
emissions avoided as a result of GEF-leveraged But focus on incremental costs generated a
cofinancing or private sector fundin& or from mythical notion that every GEF project has a
projects that GEF subsidies are expected to point below which only national benefits exist,
facilitate. Fmally, there are no rules for whether but above which global benefits would begin to
and when the benefit calculation is to include accrue. Reliance on such a prenise has gener-
reductions resulting from associated projects, ated considerable confusion. Documents sup-
or whether benefits should be characterized porting project development indicate far
soleLy in terms of what the GEF subsidy greater uncertainty regarding the calculation of
achieves. Difficulty in making a judgment incremental costs than with any other standard
about global benefits reflects a problem inher- guiding project selection.
ent in the GEF methodology and the GEF gen-
eially. namely, the need to make assumptions Requiring positive incremental costs as a fund-
about what would occur in the absence of the ing criterion, however, rules out many promis-
GEF intervention. 4 ing energy efficiency and demand-side

management (DSM) projects, most of whidh
Often the project development process leaves have negative incremental costs (economic ben-
details to be worked out during and after efit exceeds costs). Efficiency and DSM projects
appraisaL This approach renders calculation of usually have "financing gaps"-significant up-
global benefits highly speculative, at least at the front costs followed by benefits realized slowly
time projects are reviewed and authorized?25 over time-but GEF grants theoretically cannot
Because global benefits are described and calcu- cover such costs, despite global benefit and
lated differently among projecs, estimation of a cost-effectiveness. Each of the documents for
project's impact in terms of emissions reduc- the ffree global wamiing investment projects
tions has not yet served as a solid basis on with DSM components (Jamaica, Mexico, and
which to evaluate relative worth of project pro- Thailand) successfully argued that the reluc-
posals. Despite agreement that many interven- tance of consumers to meet even small up-
tions have the potentia for great impact on front costs and the hesitation of inexperienced
global emissions, estimation of global benefits utilities to risk capital outlays made GEE fund-
requires standardization if it is to be used ing appropriate. Giving GEF limited loanmak-
appropriately. ing authority or permitting the creation of

revolving funds aldn to the trust funds autho-
Incremental costs- One of the fundamental rized in the biodiversity focal area, specifically
imprints of the GEF was that it would fund the for Type 1 Projects where STAP guidelines
additional or "incrementalr cost of captuning indicate GEF resources are appropriate, would
global benefits. The idea stemmed as much permit increased financing of attractive effi-
from the practical need to stretch limited GE ciency and DSM options, as well as relieve
resources as it did from the desire to distinguish recipients from needing to establish a "com-
the GEF as a fund for global problems, unad- pelling case.ff27
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Cost-effectiveness. Cost-effectiveness describes project's chance of success, one can understand
the relationship between costs to the GEF recipient wariness of unproven technologies.
(incremental) for a given amount of emissions
reduced, avoided, or sequestered (global bene- Participants were sensitive to the competition
fit). Stress on cost-effectiveness results directly between innovation and replicability. Their
from donor expectations that limnited contribu- review of the Costa 4Zican windpower project
tions need to be used efficiently. The principle supported UNEPs criticism, which suggested
serves as a fundamental element of the Facili- that technological innovation was better left to
VS ultimate goal of developing a least-cost the developed world's resources. By suggestion
emissions strategy and therefore was essential of the participants, the truly innovativa aspect
in the analytical framework used by STAP to of the proposal, the use of electronically con-
articulate criteria and priorities. Participants trofled turbines, was relegated to the competi-
realized early on, however, that determination tive bidding process. Because commercial
of cost-effectiveness of CEF investments, at operating experience will be among the critera,
least initially, would be based on physical the advanced turbines ultimately may be
rather than monetary calculation of global excluded.
benefits.28

While project preparation and review focused
The term "cost-effective" nonetheless has been heavily on meeting the innovation criteria, it
used extensively during the pilot phase. The was, in practice, sacrificed for the competing
implementing agencies, STAP and the partici- demands to appmve projects. The rush to
pants all have characterized projects as cost- authorize funds also worked against real inno-
effective butte term appears to have played a vation-many of the projects submitted to the
qualitative rather than quantitative role in GEC were reincarnations of projects that had
project selection. The components essential been contemplated previously.
to making a determination of cost-effective-
ness-primarily global benefits and incremen- The STAP analytical framework acknowledges
tal costs-have been widely misunderstood that as the GEF moves into its next phase, the
and miscalculated. As a consequence, it is premium on innovativeness will diminish and
understandable that cost-effectiveness has not more emphasis will be placed on cost-effective-
been a factor in determining whether a project ness. But a lack of innovative projects may limit
is an appropriate candidate for GEF funds. opportunities for discovering novel yet cost-
This perception is supported by the huge effective methods for achieving reductions.
range for costs-per-ton of C0 2 and other
greenhouse gases avoided as calculated for NGO and Community Participation
GEF investment projects: from US$0.20 to Included in the GEF generic criteria was an
US$45. indicatLon that projects should "be participa-

tory in nature, involving dose collaboration
innovation with local communities wherever possibe.
Direct tension exists between donor interest in The GC global warming portfolio indludes a
innovative projects and at least three other wide range of activities offering varying
generic eligibility criteria: that projects have a degrees of opporturnty and need for conmu-
firm scientific and technological basis; that they nity and NCO involvement On one end of the
have a good chance of succeedin& and that they spectrum, and comprising by far the largest
be replicable in an international context. While number of activities, are the global, regional,
innovation does not automatically rule out a and natioal planning activities. With the
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exception of some case studies, these first-gen- Many GEF activities were launched on an accel-
eration activities ordinarily do not call for direct erated basis. The sense of urgency that pre-
community-level input. vailed throughout much of the pilot phase

complicated efforts to obtain local participa-
Toward the middle of the -spectrum are large- tion. Ensurng participation can prove challeng-
scale, highly centralized technology undertakc- ing and time-consuming, particularly since
ings, which target commercial and industrial GEF "how-to" guidance is stil in a formative
sector activities. Geneally speaking, these stage. The sense of urgency also tended to
investment activities also do not call for signifi- downplay the role of local NGOs. As one redp-
cant community-level involvement in their ient country representative pointed out 'The
planning and execution. However, one high- mission leader upon amval felt that consulta-
profile GEF global warmiing activity contained tions with NGOs were not necessary. When
project components dcaling with resettlement NGOs were consulted the consultation was lim-
and livelihood arrangements without adequate ited to the two key international NGOs due to
attention being devoted to struchtring commu- time constraints!"
nity participation during the formulation of the
activity?0 Sustainability

Sustinability is embodied in the generic crite-
On the other end of the sectrum the GEF port- dion that projects "contnrbute to sustainable
folio indudes several activities in such areas as development." In the global warming focal
forestry preservation and decentralized energy area, sustainability suggests several things:
systems, which call for considerable conmu- continuation of benefits after financial assis-
nity involvement and, often, NGO advisory tance is withdrawn; institutionalization of
assistance in both activity development and capacities to replicate the activity; and perpet-
execution. A sampling of the documents for uation of a policy environment that favors the
these activities reveals a general sensitivity to undertaking of similar projects?6 Misunder-
the requirement for local participation.31 A few standing as to the mearnng of sustainability-
proposalswereinadequateintheirpresentation particularly its economic, policy, and institu-
either because they failed to address some tional components-resulted in the criterion
important socioeconomic issues, such as land being accorded uneven importance in the
distribution and job-related aspects of large project development process.
plantations? 2 1or because they covered commu-
nity invoLvement in a very sketchy manner?3 Much of the confusion with regard to projact

sustainability reflects the World Banlks dis-
With respect to global warming activities, inter- comfort with the use of subsidies. The World
national NGO assistance was drawn on in Bank policies that encourage only economi-
designing a number of activities.4 Local NCO cally viable projects to be undertaken are in
involvement in GEF global warming activities direct conflict with a basic notion of the GEE:
has been limited and can be explained, in part, that its funding be used to make uneconomic
by the lack of a role for loml NGOs in the projects economic, thereby malding the project
energy sector of many developing countries, a viable option. Also, GEF subsidies are
However, this does not account for the insuffi- designed to catalyze market development and
dent use of NGO skdlls in those areas on the policy shifts. As technological feasibility is
activity spectrum where intermediary assis- established and policy bafflers are overcome,
tance could make an essental contribution to the expectation is that GEF subsidies will no
the proposal strategy.35 longer be needed.
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Sustainability in terms of policy setting requires already been under development. In cases like
a sectoral approach not currently employed by the Mali Household E-nergy Project or the
the GEF. Developing-untry insistence on no Poland Coal-to-Gas Project, the GEF compo-
new "green conditionalities" (a pnnciple nents still await the implementing agency man-
included in Agenda 21) has instead encouraged agement approval while their parent projects
a project-by-project approach. Only in a few are aleady being implemented. Some of these
instances did a mature policy environment components would have been incorporated in
already exist In Mauritius, for example, a high- the larger projects without any GEF incentives.
level government-sponsored committee out-
lined the pricing refonns necssary to develop Cofinancing arrangements, totaling US$42 mil-
bagasse energy and the project was integrated lion, were made for five global waming
into the cuntry's national development plan= projects (one UNDP, four World Barnk under
More typical are projects in China, Iran, Nige- the GEI cofinancing agreements between the
ria, and Poland where the issue of underpriced GEF and several donors.38 Of this amount
energy, although mentioned, was essentially US$10 million compensated the reduction of
ignored as a factor affecting sustainability. GET fundmig to two projects; thus, additional

financing made though GEF cofinancing is
Sustainability in terms of institutional capaci- US$32millionY
ties does not appear to have been used as a mea-
sure of project value. While several projects Conclusion
envisioned new or expanded institutions to Manyof GEE globalwarming projectconcepts
assist with implementation, there is no evi- wexe developed from projects already in the
dence that attention was paid to the ability of pipeline without the benefit of dear GEF crite-
these institutions to withstand withdrawal of ria and with very little meaningful external
GEE funding. review. The process of project selection and

development has gradually imved with
Leuerage and Cofinancing the creation of STAP and responses to Com-

Given the GEFs modest resources, itwas never ments and criticism by the participants and
presumed that the GEF would "solve" prob- NGOs.
lems of the magnitude itsought to address. One
measure of the GEFs success, therefore, was to The enormity of the global wamuig problem is
be its ability to catalyze and leverage larger and such that even a more heavily endowed GEF
sustainable improvements in environmental would not be able to sigificantly diminh
managementr Of the 17 global waming greenhouse gas emissions from developing
investment projecs authonzed during the pilot coutie Conseqny, it is imperative that
phase, 12 are GEF components of the World the GEF defines its strategic objectives athe
Bank-financed project In addition, one is the global warming area.
GEF component of a project financed by the
Inter-Amencan Development Bank (IDB).
Lending operations of the World Bank and the Intenational Waters Protecion (IWP)
I)B associated with the 13 CEF projects amount
approximately to US$2 bilion. These opera- There are 13 projects that are receiving funds
tions would liely have proceeded with or from the GET under the GEF international
without the GEE funding. Seeral of the GEF waters protection portfolio. Annex 2 provides a
projects were simply added on as components list of these projects. In addition, three projects
of World Bank-financed projefts that had authorized bythe participants respond to both
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the GEE biodiversity and IWP goalsYo The 13 Egypt and Lake Tanganyika,4 East Africa).
projects constitute iiprcn of the total GET Marin pollution control is the main objective

projects and16 percent of the total GET funding of seven projects, most of them concentrating in
(US$115.95 million). UNDP and the. World ship-generated pollution (China, Algeria!
Bank are the implementing agencies for 62 per- Morocco/Tunisia, and the two projects in the
cent (5113) and 38 percent (5/13) of all IWP' Caribbean); the three freshwater projects deal
projects respectively. No projects have been also with pollution controL Training and insti-
implemented by UNEP. Despite this distribu- tutional building are the main subjects of the
lion of projects between the World Bank and global project, but capacity building is also an
UJNDP, GET funds were almost equally disftib- integra part of practically all projects. Surveys,
uted among them (UNDP 45 percent, World environmiental monitoring, institution build-
Bank 55 percent). mng, and development of management plans are

the topics of both projects on the Red Sea (Egypt
Geographically, all regions, as defined by the and Yemen). These subjects are also part of
GEF, received at least one project- two in AER; most other projects.
two in Asia & Pacific; six in ECA/MdENA4 and
two in LAC Four of the projects are single- Judging by the funding target set by the partic-
country projects, eight are regional involving ipants, the IWP portfolio as a whole met the tar-
more than one country, and one project is glo- get (10-20 percent of the total allocations). The
bal in scope. The heavy concentration of freshwater-related projects were grossly under-
Projects in the ECA/MENA Region are divided funded; marine-related projects received most
in three internationial water bodies:- Red Sea of the support available for the portfolio (82
(two projects); Mediterranean Sea (two percent of IWP-CET funding or US$9-4.8
projects); and Danube River/Black Sea basin million).
(two projects). Both of the projects in the LAC
Region are located in the Caribbean Sea. Asia Strategy
and Pacific and ECA/MENA received the most Thbe strategy for selection and funding of
funding within this focal area (35 percent each). projects in the internationtal waters portfolio
The China Ship Waste Disposal Project by itself was based on the definition of international
received US$30 m-illon (first tranche), which waters applicable in the context of the GEE;4
accounts for about 26 percent of the GET fund- and the guidelines, principles, and priorities
ing in this focal area. defined in various GEE documents, notably in

the Analytical Framework being developed by
As of June 30, 1993, only five IWP projects have STAP for international waters.3 However, all
been approved by the imnplementing agencies: these elements do not add up to a coherent
two World Bankk projects (US$34.75 million) strategy, with dear program goals, priorities
and three UNDP' projects (US$20.6 million). and target, and this deficiency is reflected in
These account for 48 percent of the GET funds the international waters portfolio.
allocated to the IlVP by the participants (refer to
Annex 4). The main problems identified in the structure

and implementation of the IWP portfol:o are:
Scope ef I'nternational Waters Protection Projects
Most of the projects are relevant to marine envi- *The development of the portfolio suffers
ronments (10/13) while the other three concen- from the lack of a dear srtg,and it.
trate on fr-esh water (one in a river. Danube resulted in an ad hoc project-by-project
River Basin, and two in lakes: Lake M4anzala, approach. No well-defined program Of



wvork, with identified geographic and sub- tional marine envirornment, mismanage-
stantive priorities orcredible targets, guided ment of biological resources poses a far
the selection of projects. Political consider- more serious ecological and economic prob-
ations, the interests of the implementing lem than pollution itself
agencies and the major contributors to the
GEF funds, were among the most important From the outset, STAP was aware that "the
factors influencing the composition of the objectives in [the international waters] area
portfolio. were currently very narrowly defined and did

not address some important issues...It was felt
The broad and elastic definition of interna- that river basin management and use of waters
tional waters does not recognize that these among several countries was a global problem
waters forma dynamically linked integrated that should be included in tWe GEF terms of ref-
whole with the waters under national juris- erence."'A5 At its fifth session (ay 1992) STAP
diction. The protection of the "international again considered the issue and conluded that
waters" can not be effectively achieved "a better definition of the problems affecting
without the protection of waters under international waters would be needed; this
national jursdictions. Only a small part of could be done by better articulating the inter-
human activities harming international faces of oceans, coastal areas, and nver basins."
waters originates from maritime sources or In addition, STAP maintained that "water scar-
activities (about 12 percent from maritime city [is] a global environmental problem dra-
transport, 10 percent from dumping, and 1 matically affecting life on wide geographical
percent from offshore oil production). The areas" and that 'water scarcity [is] often lead-
major threat to international waters origi- mig to irreversible impacts on flora and fauna,
nates predominantly from land-based activ- and hydrological processes?46 The partid-
ities (77 percent).44 This percentage is even pants, in their meeting of December'1991, ruled
higher in the case of river systems and lakes. out this subject for GET funding. However, at
Inappropriate watershed resource manage- the same meeting, the participants decided that
ment practices and coastal zone develop- projects dealing with cDntrol of pollution from
meat and management are the main causes land-based sources are eligible for GET
of pollution from land-based sources. The funding-
GEF should have supported programs and
projects not only in geographic areas cov- The GEF at present does not focus sufficiently
ered by the GEF dcfinition of international on problems that are today generally recog-
waters, but also in areas influencing these nized as the major imminent threat to interna-
waters in order to prevent their negative tional waters, such as degradation caused by
impact on international waters. Only a few pollution from land-based sources,47 and irra-
projects have been endorsed on control of tional management (exploitation) of resources
poliution from land-based sources while (overfishing and excessive withdrawal of water
five projects deal exclusively or predoni- from river Courses, lakes, and shared aquifers).
nantly with ship-generated pollution. The contribution of the IWP portfolio toward

the improvement of these global environmnental
The mismanagement of biological resources problems can be expected to be far below the
(mainly overexploitation of fisheries level which could have been achieved with
resources), as a major threat to the environ- US$115.9 millions. Two reasons justify this
mental integrity of international waters, is a statement the lack of a recognizable strategy
serious omssion. At least for the interna- for the selection of projects; and problems asso-
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ciated with the GEF principles (see below), cri- * It should take a more action-oriented
teria, and management procedures. The approach in the list of "priority areas of
development of human and institutional capa- interventiom" Three of the items (out of 10)
bilities (part of practically all projects) wil be deal with monitoring of pollution and its
the biggest beneficial output of the present effects. The knowledge accumulated during
portfolio, at least in the long term. Even in this the past decades about the magnitude and
area the impact of the GEF projects may be less the main causes of the degradation of inter-
than could reasonably have been expected if national waters is considerable, and mana-
less use had been made of consulting compa- gerial, technical, and technologicalsolutions
nies and external experts, and more of the to reduce or eliminate poliution are also
indigenous expertise in the countries where the quite well known. In most cases, these solu-
projecs are being implemented. lions are available to those who can afford

themL Poor management and lack of finan-
In addition to some of the problems reviewed cial resources rather than limitations of sci-
above, the evaluators find that the last draft ence and technology are among the main
(May 1993) of the Analytical Framework for reasons for the continuing harmfil land-
International Waters has the following based activities and practices affecting inter-
shortcomings: rnational waters Monitring and research

have ments, particularly if they are wel
It is too heavily biased toward problems of focused and taet oriented, and the other
pollution- items listed as priority areas of intervention

are well balanced, the management of
* Itshould probably highlightmore forcefully shared fisheries resources based on the

that todays environental problems, approach advocated through management
including those affecting international of lrge marine ecosystem (see Box 5.3) is
waters, are recognzed as problems stem- an important area that should have been
-mimgfrominadequateor-improperdevelop- included among the priorities as it has a
ment whose ultimate solution should be wide global ratier than a narrow national
sought in resolving conflicting interests for significance-
space and resources in the framework of an
environmentally sound sustainable devel- Global Benefits
opment. Four main factors, none of them No serious attempt was made in any of the
specific to the international waters, seem to projects to quantify the environm benefits,
be at the root of the problems hampering either global or nationaL The GEF stated that it
this development (a) inappropriate national would finance only activities that have global
and intemational economic policies and benefits, thus requiring a definition of global
forms of development that do not take into benefits There is no agreed methodology to
account adequately the environmental con- assess these benefits, or to express them in mon-
sequuences of these policies; (b) weak regula- etary or other quantifiable terms. One could
toxy mechanims and administrative easily argue that any national environmental
systms dealing with environmental issues; benefit is also a global environmental benefit
(c) insufficient public awareness about the Only in such a context do all examined projects
realcauses and magnitude of environmental meet this criterion. The definition of global ben-
problems, and about the available remedial efits is largdy based on value judgment and
measures; and (d) inadequate forecasting of therefore it is more in the realm of philosophy
emerging environmental problems. and ethics than in the field accessible to strict
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scientific scrutiny. It is easy to argue that by pre- application of the large marine ecosystem"
venting one ton of oil from being spilled in the concept in some projects (for example, China
middle of the ndian Ocean eglobal enviromen- and Gulf of Guinea) may be considered as gen-
tal benefits were obtained, but it is equally easy uinely innovative, though inappropriate in the
to contend that there are no measurable global context of these projectsY1 l The approaches,
benefits from such an acL tecnologies, and methodologies proposed in

many other projects are not new as they were
Incremental Costs already applied and tested under different cir-
Examination of the international waters portfo- cuastances worldwide. The tecnical bases of
lio revealed that the incremental cost principle most projects are sound because they deal pre-
has been applied only general terms rarely dommantly with the application of proven tech-
supportedbyrigorously quantified indicators nologies tested in many previous occasions.
Thisisunderstandable, inviewof the difficulties
inmakng a dear distinction between national Participation: National Governments, NGOs,
and global benefits in projects related to interna- and Affected Local Communities
tional waters, and the lack of an agreed method- All projects reflect in varying degrees the envi-
ology for assessing these benefits. International ronmental problems of the recpient countries.
waters do not have firm phvsical boundaries, However, most of the project conceptr have
and therefore it is easy to argue that any been initially developed by the implementing
improvement of national waters contributes to agencies, and the host country involvement

,the protection of international waters4 More- occurred only after that stage. It is particularly
over, even when the difference between host true for all regional projects in the portfolio. In
contry's costs and benefits (that is, the incre- terms of other agencies playing a major role in
mental cost) may be made available through initiation or shaping projects, four international
GEE, many developing counties could not ben- organizations should be mentioned.
efit from such opportunity because they would
havedifficultyincoveringtheirshareof thecosts * The Intergovermnental Maritime Organiza-
involved without distorting their national envi- tion was substantively behind all four
ronmentprotectonpnioritiesAtypicalexample projects dealing with control of pollution
canbe found in the Caribbean ENCORE Project from ships (China, Algeria/Morocco/Tuni-.
where GEFs support is justified by argument sia, and the two projects in the Caribbean);
that the long-term global, regional, and national
benefits from such activities lack pnonty in the * The United Nations Industrial and Develop-
face of short-term national development needs. ment Organization, supported the Gulf of
This is particularly true for the poorest countries Guinea project;
and the strict application of the conditions laid
down for Type 2 Projects may unjusifiably dis- * The US National Oceanic and Atmospherc
ciinmate against them and favor countries with Administration injected the large marine
more favorable economic chrumstances. In such ecosystems" approach into the China and
context, practically all international waters the Gulf of Guinea projects; and
projects should be in fact considered as Type 1
and not Type 2 Projects. * The International Ocean Institute was the

only NGO that initiated and became the co-
Innovation executing agency for the Support for
Most projects claim, without convincing argu- Regional Centers for Internatioral Oceans
ments, to be innovative However, only the Training (global project).
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The lack of adequate involvement of affected national development needs."'1 This justifica-
local communities in designing and implement- tion contradicts the requirement of the principle
ing the projects is a frequent and justified criti- that the GEF should promote national priorities
cism of most projects in the portfolio. Notable supporting sustainable development.
exceptions are the projects that have a biodiver-
sity arpect (for example, Engineered Wetlands Some IWP projects claim that their sustainabil-
in Lake Manzala, Egypt) and the projects ity will be ensured by fees collected from the
designed to produce resource management users of the facilities tha wilw be established
plans (for example, Coastal Zone Management through the projects (for example, projects deal-
in the Red Sea, Egypt, and Yemen; and Environ- ing with ship-generated pollution), by fiscal
mental Management and Protection of the measures promised to be taken by the recipient
Black Sea). In proiects concentrating mainly on governments (Management of Pollution in
technological solutions (for example, China and South East Asian Seas), by the benefits expected
Algeria/Morocco/ Tunisia) there is practically to be derived from the projects (for example,
no involvement of local communities, and gen- Coastal Zone Management on the Red Sea,
eraly, this is not an essential requirement Egypt), or by activities that will automatically

follow (for example, from the investment port-
Sustainability folio of the Water Pollution Control in Gulf of
Projects linked to existing long-term national Guinea and Environmental Management and
and itergovermental programs, particularly Protection.of the Black Sea). On the other hand,
those associated with international legal agree- there are projects that are dearly unsustainable.
ments, have good prospects to continue after Without induding other interational funding
GET suLpport is terminated. In these cases the such projects will most probably end in their
govermnents will not want to lose the benefits present form as "single-shot" operations (for
that can be gained by incorporating GEF-initi- emmple, Support for Regional Centers for
ated and supported activities into the long-term International Ocean Training, global project).
program supporting such agreements (for
example, Management of Pollution in South Cost-effectiveness
East Asian Seas; Coastal Zone Management in It is relatively easy to evaluate the cost-effec-
the Red Sea, Egypt, and Yemen; and Environ- tiveness of alternatives proposed for the solu-
mental Management and Protection of the tion of the same problems. Comparing the cost-
Black Sea). Projects that had but did not use the effectiveness of projects dealing with different
opportunity to be linked with intergovernmen- problems and sites is practicaEly meaningless.
tal programs and international agreements (for This is the case if one attempts to evaluate the
example, Water Pollution Control in Gulf of portfolio of the IWP projects as a whole. None
Guinea) will most probably fade away once of the projects proposals considered by STAP
GET support is terminated. and the participants discussed alternatives, and

therefore, the merits of the chosen alternative
National priorities designed to support sustain- from the standpoint of their cost-effectiveness
able development are inadequately reflected in could not be examined. Moreover, the project
the projects. This situation is openly recognized proposals and briefs are too vague and overam-
in a number of Project Briefs endorsed by the bitious, and the issue of cost-effectiveness has
participants. For example, GEF support is justi- been treated too superficially 352 Consequently,
fied by arguing that "the long-term global, it is difficult to judge the degree to which the
regional, and national benefits from such activ- cost-effectiveness principle was applied to the
ities lack priority in the face of short-term projects in the IWP portfolio.
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Replicability in an International Context intemational basis upon whidh to pursue the
All projects m the portfolio could justfiably daim protection and sustainable development of the
that to a certain degree they are replicable in an marne and coastal enviromnent and its
international context Projecs and project cor- resources. Although the convention is not in
ponents dealing with technological issues (for force yet, for all practical purposes it is widely
example, cntrol of industri pollution in the accepted as customary intemational law. Yet,
regional proect on Environmental Management only one project, Support for Regional Centers
in the Danube River Basni, control of ship-enr- for International Oceans Training, refer specifi-
ated pollution in other four projects China Ship cally to the convention.
Waste Disposal, both projects in the Caribbean,
and the regional project in Algeria/Moroccof The Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
Tunisia) are using known technologies thatare from Ships and its protocols (1993/78 MAR-
relatively easily adaptable to local situations. POL) is the only global convention which is
Applied researchactivities are likewise based on referred to in a number of projects, all of them
methods used worldwide. However, there are a dealing with control of ship-generated pollu-
few highy sitecific projcts (for example, tion. However, it may be useful to reiterate that
Engineered Wetlands in Lake Manzala, Egypt maritime transport contrbutes only about 12
that depend on almost unique local climate, percent to the pollution load of the oceans. The
hydrologicl, and ecologial conditions. The con- miisconception still prevails that by rigorously
cept of such projects is, of course, replicable, but applying MARPOL (and by using a high pro-
their design will almost certainly notbe. The rep- portion of funds available through GEF for set-
licability of such prjects is, naturally, restricted tingup port reception facilties), the largest part
to areas with similar environmental conditions, of the problems caused by marine pollution
although from a methodologicl standpoint even could be avoided.
they can daim to bereplicatble. The China Ship
Waste Disposal Project shows an example im There are large number of regional pollution
which replicabiiLty was overstated and US$30 control programs, many of them based on
million was allocated to demnstrate that in six legally binding agreements, which are rele-
harbors in a single comtry the same approach vant to international waters. Only some of
and teclmology, already tested in many places these programs were used effectively in rele-
worldwide, can be replicated. vant GEF projects (that is, Environrmental

Management on the Black Sea and Danube
National Environmental Strategiesllnternational River Basin; and Coastal Zone Management in
and Regional Conventions Egypt and Yemen), while others were dearly
The intemational waters are a shared natural ignored (for example, Water Pollution Control
resource without firm physical boundaies and in the Gulf of Guinea), or used only in a very
therefore international cooperation on their noncomnmittal way (that is Lake Tanganyika,
protection and use has a long and fruitful his- South East Asian Seas, and Algeria/Morocco/
tory. Unfortunately, GEF did not use to the Tunisia). The existence of numerous regional
extent possible the opportunity to link GEF agreements dealing with resource mniage-
activities to the existng and evolving interna- ment of international waters (for example, the
tional programs, many of them supported by regional fisheries agreements, agreements on
legally binding agreements sharing freshwater resources) is taken into

account ondy exceptionally (that is, Environ-
The United Nations Convention on the Law of mental Management and Protection in the
the Sea was recognized by LTNCED as 'the Black Sea).
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Despite STAP guidance on the issue of interna- development of these capabilities should be
tional and regional conventions? the GEF considered as probably the most beneficial and
missed the opportunity to inaease the portfo- lasting effect of the majority of the projects.
Ho's impact on IWP by largely neglecting the
opporhtnity to lodge a larg number of Evaluation and Dissemination of Results
projects in the framework of existing programs, Plans for the evaluation of projects results are
or to establish firmer links with such programs. usually restricted to the standard internal eval-

uation procedures used by the implementing
Most projects are relatively low on the coun- agencies. Evaluations are also planned by meet-
tres' development priorities, and therere ings convened under the procts. Almost all
would probably not be included in national projects envisage a wide dissemination of the
developmnnt portfolios nithout GEF fundin& obtained results, although in most cases it is not
or at least not in their present fomL dear how and to whom the results will be

disseminabeL -
Firm Scientific and Technical Basis
All projects m the IWP portfolio are based on Conclusion
scence, but due to theirnature some of them do Assuming that WP will be retained as one of
not require a technical basis (for example, the the GEFs focal areas, it would be advisable to
global triing program). A number of projcts recomnsider the GEF preset approach to activities
are based onfirst rate science, firmly and organ- to be supported within this area. The present
ically linked with the project objectives (that is, strategy, prsentedin ThePilotPhaseand Beyond
Engineered Wetlands in Lake Manzala, Egypt and the STAP Analytical Framework for hl+er-
and Envionmental Management and Protec- national Waters, shoulY e within an overall
tion of the BlackSea). The scientific components framework of and responding to the global
of some other projects are probably equally nnm and development priorities
sound, but less wel adapted to serve the central identified by Agenda 21. hi addition, the strat-
objectives of the projects (for example, China egy should be supportive of the existing and
Ship Waste Disposal and Water Pollution Con- evolving global, regional, and national environ-
trol in the Gulf of Guinea). In one particular mental programs, agreements (conventions),
case (Water Pollution Control in the Gulf of and priorities, based on the best available scien-
Guinea) the project looks like an accidental mis- tific knowledgea Radical, and not only cosmetic,
match between a dlearly conceived technology changes will be needed to implement even the
and an unconnected scientific approach. The best strategy. A coherent program of work,
technical bases of most projects are sound based on the strategies, goals, and prioities
because they deal predominantly with the adopted for the protection of international
application of proven tedchologies tested in waters, should be formulated and fomlally
many previous occasions. adopted by the participants. No project should

be considered for GEF support outside of this
Organization and Management- adopted program of work
AUl projecs seem to have mtroduced some com-
ponentdealingwiththe development of human The goal of the IWP strategy should ensure the
and institutional capabilities. These are the use of international waters without damaging
most fiequent and severely limitmg factors of their integrity (structure and processes). For
sustainable development in m-ost of the devel- example, restoring damaged systems should
oping countries, and particularly in those that have a high priority. Other priorities of GEF
need it most Therefore, in the long term the intervention should focus on actions towards
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solving the problems that are today recognized role in ensuring that the global, regional, and
as the major imminent threats to international national priorities are respected and supported
waters-ecological degradation caused by pol- through the GEF.
lution from land-based sources and byinappro-
pTiate watershed and coastal zone planning,
development and management and unsstain- Redudng Ozone Depletion
able management (exploitation) of resources
(for example, overfishing, and excessive with- Background
drawal of water from nvers, lakes, and shared Theprotection of theozonelayerisacbievedby
a-uifis). reducing the amount of ozone depletng sub-

stances readcing the stratosphere The produc-
International waters, defined as waters outside tlion, trade, and consumption of ODS is
of national jurisdiction, and waters over which controled by the Montreal Protcol (1987). The
no countryexercises complete sovereign rights, second meeting of the Parties to the Montreal
form a dynamically linked integrated whole ProtocolonODSU(London,1990) establishedthe
with the waters under national jurisdiction. Inerim Multiateral Fund as the financial and
Only a small part of human activities harming tenical ooperation mechanism ordy for Par-
nternational waters originates from maritime ties operating under Artice 5 of the Montreal

sources or activities. The major threat to mter- Protocol The Fund was established so Aticle 5
national waters originates predomiantly from countries could comply with the control mea-
land-based activities and is conveyed to inter- sures set out in Article 2A through 2E of the
national waters through waters under national PutooLWhentheLondonAmendmentswere
jurisdicon. Therefore it is obvious that signif- finaly ratified bythe requisite 20 Parties to the
icant protection of intemational waters cannot ProtocL in the fail of 1992, the iterim fund
be achieved without protection of waters under became a pemanent facility; the Multilateral
national jurisdiction, and without dealing with Fund for the Implementation of the Montreal
the direct causes of their degradation. Protocol GMFMP). An Article 5 country is

definedbytheProtoclasa developingcountry
Some of the CEF prnciples such as incmental whose "annual calculated level of consumption
costsandglobalversusnationalbenefitsshould of controlled substances is less than 03 kg per
be used flexibly and only in a very pragmatic capita on the date of the entry into force of the
way, as their value is arguable in the context of Prtocol for iteM As of August 31, 1993,77
international waters. Other concepts such as countries out of 123 that have ratified the Proto-
innovation should be supported by GEF grants col are designated Article 5 countries on either
for research projects.The value and applicabil- a permanent (43) or temporary basis (34).55
ity of the large marine ecosystems concept (see
Box 53) should be tested by a separate project County and Project Eligibilityfor GETFunding
instead of uncriically associating it with ThefirsteprtbytheCamman, 9May991,did
projects to which it cannot contribute, not include the protection of the ozone layer as a

focal area of the GEF, as described in the section
UNEP, as the implementing agency with the on 'Sdentific Objectves for GEF Operations
hihest political and institutional mandate in because "the ozone depleio reducon objec-
the protection of international waters, and as ivesarehandledunder thanwgementsforthe
the Secetariat of a number of international con- Montreal Pzrto It was not umtil December
ventions and coordinator of programs under 1991 that the participants inluded the protec-
these conventions, should play a more active tion of the ozorne layer as a GEF focal area-6
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A country and/or project is eligible for GET evaluation of the Montreal Protocol explains

funding in the protection of the ozone layer if that "the Montreal Protocol has enjoyed consid-

erable success in reducing the production and

(a) The country does not qualify for MEN P sup- consumption of CFCs in industrialized coun-

port because its ozone depleting consump- tries" as well as in the large-scle accession of

tions are above the cut-off point of 0.3 kgs developing countries to the amended Protocol 5V

per capita (the country is not in the list of

Article 5 countries); Projects in the GEF Pilot Phase Portfolio

The protection of ozone layer focal area was

(b) Country and project fulfil the STAP generic expected to be a small percentage of the GEF.

criteria as spelled out in the Pilot Phase and pilot phase portfolio. In fact, as ofJune30,1993,

Beyond; (first through fiffi tranches) one project has

been authorized by the participants (during the

(c) Country and project fulfill MF require- December 992 meeting of the fourth tranche)

ments for funding, other than the Artide 5 that qualifies under the focal area's criteria

reqturement (STAP did not develop a sepa- Ozone Depleting Substances Reduction in the

rate criteria for ozone projects since it Czech and Slovak Federal Republics (CSFR--

adopted MFMP eligibility criteria); and implemented by the World Bank (US$3.8 mil-

lion). The proposed project would implement a

(d)The country's ONP per capita is below comprehensive national strategy to phase out

US$4,000 (1989 fies). the use of ODS by the year 2000, the then Mon-

trealProtoool deadline fordeveloped countries.

The number of countries eligible for GET fund- In addition, the project will develop the organi-

ing under the four conditions descnbed above zational and technical basis for replicating the

is small As of August 31,1993, eight countries, ODS phaseout strategy and project in other

all from the Eastern Europe/NIS Region, could Eastern Europe/NIS countnes.

potentially qualfy for GEr funding Belarus,
Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Russian Federa- Another project was authorized by partici-

lion, Slovalda, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan - pants, as part of the fifth tranche, for the south-

According to the Report of the Chairman of ern cone countries of SouthAmeiica

December 1992, the Executive Director of (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, and Uru-

UNE? confirmed to Parties of the Protocol in guay): Sou them Cone Monitoringand Research

November 1992 that the GEF will be responsi- Network for Ozone and Greenhouse Gases in

ble (in the next phase) for assisting counties the Souther Cone (Phase 1) to be implemented

with economies-in-transition to phase out con- by UNDP (US$1.9 million). The project will con-

sumption and production of ozone depleting centrate on the improvement of global under-

substances. A project has been authorized by standing of the regime of atmospheric changes,

the participants in the Czech and Slovak with initial emphasis on ozone changes. It will

Republics and activities are planned for Poland, establish three new total ozone stations to sys-

Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus. ternatically measure LV-B and ozone in a

data-poor region- According to the Report by

Because the eligibility for ozone depletion the Chairman of May 1993, the project was clas-

projects comes straight from the Montreal Pro- sified under both the ozone depleting and glo-

tocol and MFMP criteria, evaluation of the tech- bal warming focal areas. However, it does not

nical merits of this focal area go beyond the qualify for either one because (a) the countries

terms of reference of this evaluation. A recent involved qualify under Article 5 of the Mont-
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real ProtocoL and thus cannot receive GET conservation actions and support administra-
funding, (b) monitoring activities are not eligi-- tions over the long term. With the GEl's
ble;W and (c) the project does not promote new emphasis on innovation, institution building,
technology for the reduction of emissions of and cost-effectiveness as well as the pressing
greenhouse gases. This project should have need for continuity of investments in biodiver-
been claified under the GEF research cate- sity projects, the use of tust funds and endow-
gory, because it supports scientific activities ments for biodiversity conservation seenis an
compatible with the Vienna Convention, as important innovation. Hard currency trust
stipulated by STAP criteria in its guidelines for funds, for example, not only pmvide a hedge
the research category.61 against currency devaluation, but they also

help to address concerns about project size,
Conclusion project cycle, long-term funding, and local
Although the ODS focal area consttutes a small capacity.6-
peccentage of the GEF activities, it raises the
issue of defining GEF activities that overlap Trust funds have emerged as a promising solu-
with exiing miternational conventions and tion to the uncertainty of future funding for
trust fund mechanis to finance global envi- recurrent costs for conservation administra-
ronmtalprogms. Apparertly, this hasbeen tions, research bodies, and programs in the
solved by delegating to the GEF projects in developing countries, generally. Typically,
countrieswithecnontes-nanon(Eastern their design calls for preserving capital in per-
Europe and NS Region). petuity while providing perhaps 3 percent of

principal as net income for recurr-t expendi-
The GET and the OIFwere bothfaeated under tures, GEF projects have funded or include
the same World Bank resolution,but they differ plans for designing trust funds for 13 coun-
greatly. The GET provides fund for all projects tries3 (see Annex 5). Though the involvement
under the GEE that are implemented by any of and the contribution of the GEF vary with each
the tine implementing agnciestusing funds trust fund, the GEF project will, in all cases, be
provided by the partcipants. The OTF is only a used as the vehicle for mobilizing the funds.
trust fund for the World Bank bo implement These trust funds represent the first group of
projectsquahfingforMfunds.Thelevelof large trust funds for biodiversity pmtection
funding of the aTFisapprovedbytheExecutive globally.64
Committee of the Montra Protool as part of a
wormpr mg.TheaGET andtheMFMParetwo G;iven the newness of trust funds in develop-
diffrent finanal mechanism for global envi- ment assistnce programs, a reference to other
ronmental projecLs. The structres that goven experience may be useful, such as the USAID
and administer both are aLso qite differnt work with endowments in Latin America and
Assessments of the advantages and disadvan- theCarbbeaxL A USAID evaluation report
tages of these differeent approacies may be use- issued in 1990 reviewed its experience dating
fill to guide fuhtre decisions on arrangements from the 19BOs.6 Thereport noted that USAID-
for proecting the global enviroment supported endowments were being used to

stengthen and sustain the financial base of
existing or new institutions and transfer impor-

Trust Funds ixt GEF Projects tant development functions, previously poorly
performed by the public sector, to more entre

Fmancial sustainability calls for developing preneurial and nor&nreaucratic organizational
mechanisms that address the recurrent costs of structures.
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The Bhuan Trust FundforEnvroent * US$20 1illion Would be required to achieve
Conservation tthe level of finaning eventualy neededc
The first GEF conservation trust fimd was the from investment income, Of the total
Bhutan Trust Fund for Environment Gonserva- amount the GEF would provide US$10 mil-
tion (B) set up by the Royal Government of lion and the govenment would have tose

BhutaincolaboratiotworthldeWoldlife the balance from other donors. The funds
Fund (WWFD and UNDP on Mardh 6,1991. The would be disbursed in two ranche of
oljective of the project was to assist the govern- US$10 million eacrh The first tranche would
ment to initiate a comprehnsive nationwide -inlude US million from the GEF and the
evironmentalcservationprogrmfinanced balance (US$3 illion) from other donors.
bya trust fund. Being the first one of its kdnd As of May 1993, US 5 million of this bal-
under the CEF the BTF is being used as a role ace had been committed by three donors.
model for establishing other trust funds in GEF In the second ranche the remaining US$3
biodiversity projects6 6 Some principal featu-es million of the GEF grant and US$7 milhon
of the BTF, therefore, are discussed below. frmother donors would be disbursed after

certain conditions had been met by the gov-
* On March 6,1991, the three parties signed ermient This two-tranche system of dis-

theMemorandum of Understandingwhidh bursement creates pressue for rapid start-
established terms and conditions for coop- up, helps ensure that funds are used for the
eration to secure fiancal and technical purposes intended, tests institutional
assistance for the projecL WWF and a tech- arragements and avoids the overcommit-
mical advisory board of suitably qualified, ment of GEF resources if project objectives
professonals were to provide tedunical cannot be achieved in a timely fashion.
suppori

U A management board initially comprised of
* It was envisaged that the trust fund would threerepresentatives of the government and

provide a guaranteed source of funding for one each from the WWF and UNDP would
long-tem conservation initiatives in the govern the BTF. The management board
country whereby both capital invetment would provide policy and program guid-
and recurrent costs would be financed. The ance;approvetheannualworkprogramand
UNDP Trust Fund Department in New budget; provide an estimate of annual
York would administer the fund, and . ependitures to UNDP to facilitate the
project activities would be financed from timely release of funds; appoint a program
the interest earned from the principal oDordinator who would be responsible for
invested by UNDP. The real value of the the day-to-day administration of the BTF;
BTF initial capital would be preserved in and review status reports prepared by the
order to generate a sustainable revenue program coordinator on the progress of
stream for as long as possib by re g a project activities and the financial situaton,
portion of the investment income to the maldng any needed adjustnents..
principal each year to compensate for infla-
tion. Depending on the scale of contnbu- * In order to ensure that funds are not used
tions received initially, the MFT would meet iregularly, the World Bank would review
growing expenditures by raising additional and comment on draft annual work pro-
capital and also by drawing down BTF grams, and progress reports would be sub-
funds in excess of USI$10 millnion in constant mitted annually- A midterm review is
1992 dollar terns. proposed for the end of year three and
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project would dlose when the second programs that have been cticized for provid-
-tanche is released or after five yeaxs (July!, ing too much money too rapidly Periodic eval-
1997) A Projec Completion Report would uations of the GEFs and other experience with
be prepared within the next six months of trust funds are highly desirable to determine
the dosing date- Moreover, the Royal Audit the strengths and weaknesses of this useful
Authority of Bhutan would be responsible imnovationL
for Conducting an audit of t he finances of all
agencies of the govenment at the end of
eachfiscal year. Endnotes

The chief risks that this project faces are L -RefertoArnwl furthemethldalofprectreviewanda
l,f,istnofpr ntheineparays

A slower-than-expected buildup of istitu- - e Pi Phem &ratGEFW PaperSeriNob -

tional capacity, which, however, may be
reduced by the progm approach under 3 Ihisnewi5based onavaueOtWeS Shoaairs

and interviewrs,reports otcontuy visiteby the evaluatocsin-which steps ar taken to assign and train s
peoplebefe activities are unchect nd thesrp of the fit tru rd

atnches,Me,4eeesreanreviewforlUNEP arius

* Potentialdifficultiesinworlingirnsouthern te ivew a osBi sR
- . -. . - iO~~~~~~~tlGrbeliodivriyFonand RkidurdPatns Bunes Re- --Bhutan due to ongoimg so l clics. vieAfloew d B Global o peratons c-

pressures generted on natnal resources ntinationDivisium ng,merunc&moreandbe-quality-
from population growth and economic mminaonwasavakaen the Word Banlesporothanon

development will have to be addressed in * of U P UNDP: *e&figsoUbe 
order for the project to succeed; and svXdte efabout

WodflBnkactivzle&.

t Bioiversiityasbeendefinedas-thetatahtyofgenes.spe-
* Inadequate financial resources to support ies e and to inaren" (see RoaW BioiSzastyS

the program-t is estimated that an initial WVF,IUCN/ , 19M This indudes noto lpees ridc-
principal of US$10 milon, at current inter- nessbutalsoth evariatnwitwinsFeciesandecosysteirssudtas

estandinflationrateswould generate(after P SeaIswthlowsp IhnY1buthyi5esysteq
retuming part of the mcome to maintain the e ponalappma-dcstoctnserwat-onaftengvnhigkpp-

realvalue of the capital) a revenue streamin omt fthesel akeirada& renal
the increasing order of US$29X000_305,: projectinEasticaAisperhapsatebesteuampleofonethathasworked.
during the first five years. Even in a country & - :- - - h~~~~~~~~~~~r Foreianpl-, 45pfrnent*rfon*2DpErntformmeand
like Bhutan, this amount will not go vety s* systems. 10 pemnt for weaand o0 pee=t foradand

far : . . . sewareas,and 15perceatforother eSoar.forest ars
me srightly oven'epreseWt in the portfolo, whileniarne and

A basic issue for tust funds is the high level of wyanda Tit!&

capital reqied to generate adequate revenue 7- Fnthefi5tthreen esapofprtsqw ~~~~~~~~~~~deigned muxirprove themn-agementofedstingprotcte-d areas
for project operations. While the GEFnay be d unwtiingto prtenessarye- . z~~~~~~~~~ncounhiesu aleer urnwinigto xvide the necesayre-
able to provide the major part of the capital, it is sautwi tGEFsuppclHowevfs the proectsdeaing

uncertainwhether donors willjoininproviding wiMtprottedareslackrthefoundationofa natal prected-

the substantial capital ftmds required as well, areas rs plan and weE-managed protected-area institu-
tioarstlatvoudrationai theormns of intervention beingpro-particularly inview of their contnbutions tothe e 

- - . . ~~posed. Pk6ject dvmpn appropate emwnmic hwiumentes
GEF Trust Fund. At the same time, the trust s wmmtobepoorywre ebutthshas edgreater
fund mechnism provides a means for lairge attentionin te laterkarcett Maryof theprieds attempted to

commitments of GEF funds for biodiversity demonstak thesustmablenanagemnentcfbiodiversityorcon-
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taned importkt gene pools and othermportantspeies.The and IndustlrSubgroup. Juary 19911 These mtes support
projectsnTrkey and Etiopa werepa tilarly releantmntlius the IPCs conffsion that firm a.sientufic standpoint the over-
egard. Several projects indud the devp t of lng-t aU objective of stabing atmospheic emissions canot be red-a
lending nedurnsa, an inoato that deerves tobespread ized withoutabroadintenkationalstategy.See WCCSoentfl
morewidely through the portfoli Veryfew of tbeproject are Assement (199D).
designed speidficay to havean impact on dedcsionmakers, and 17 d.Ane lLp33
few hasve incorted the apropnate mechanisn to disemi-
nate projetresuts more videly. I.. TheR I w t by thelOzina to tfheMiy 199 Pertip4ae?Meet-

- . . ntg,~~~~ArmexI larticipnWeametsand Alegreslespnes on.
& Thisdoesnotcoratdltthe fact that many biodivemityin- Pds inteFourthTianc Se CS
vestmentjprqectsitesarem iaswaich nar s e eah.adyu-dehToce.
fotn of + pnetion. 19.TeAWGGWEindicatedflmrgenericintaventioerend-#e

efficency (35 percent); reduction ofewiorintensity (30 per-
9- TheProtectingFostBidversityPojectinPoladforex- e
ample-ispioneeringnewmetodsofgenconavion.spe- t
aes ange stunt .bufhrzon spett s s.anrt other critical misson and distribution effideny. reductis at the point of

end-ue, and reobstdO sequesUtrad
1. Neitthe World Bank nor the UNDP hasmanystaff who 2 ip1thrAWGGWEsfrdtefoUo.gpiork:-
are qualifed to deal with thesociologicaLsdentiflr.and tedudi- aswtlmtheend-ioeanyagedunofeneg
olaspectsofbi necsbbgfiequentuseoFouikd e in oEmbasi ratla efficent motorsand drives;ghting,

iigationpumpsetsand vehiefuel efficiy.

1IL R a ni!radL Bowks!,-TIheGEFartdBMivr 21.o EL eseoeass a differentradiativetefton the at-
CGonservatior, LessonstDDateandRelir -e mcdab irtoernsfi dct,rrisiuso gs
Actions, Conservans IntematonaL May1993. -phinorderatocovmpaxepre tieffe!edss gasd

idiDnS,^ atian IntanaL May 1993 . es can be mtdtiplied by their 'global warig potinare anmd

IThe transionder project in Ukraine is an exceptiMCL therefrep d in tems of COequiwvalen Glkbl wam-

131 Bbutan, Bohvia, Brazil, ong .a Pol, Pe Phlp- mgpoentistacuntda tiverofssaswe
pmes. Roana, Sqdli9s aovak Republc Uganda. and ;:s zSeelFCC FlcASessurnent
Ukran.Theonlyustfndilpreexistig theGEFprjetwasthe UWoL
Aldabra Foundation mi theSeyhee 2.Thefoowing investmentprojecb wee of adibes

lOnlyabont half of tepject docannts reviewed in depth or.fiture gloal best iay belkedbutwll
refr tosomeform of nationraleviromel andorw cnserva- Utom nfms u uea sfroim itestudus leauaUy

adopteiChinaSdmanGaslhm/TdnnUrbanTrandportard
Russia Gas.

I5. Cobal wanrmingpwiedts address e eiiios of greenboteua 
15. Global wamiodingproec address e?nussonsofgeehe oue 2.L At the projetkveL a cumenty available tool forestimatinggams,aprimarycarbondwoxid(00 2)arsndethasne.Thetwopri- .I
mary sources ofCO2 are the combusto of fossil fuids and land- the magude of redds mn gng e gas emssions is the
isechsangs (defresttion). Most methaneresults frmm agricul- hou as Assesment Methdolgy (GGAM). t is de-
ture and landfill adtivity, but approximatelyD20 prcnti as - s d toestmate nducdasepected toresultfromna proposed

leased i theproduction or eransportof fissil fues (caL oland
natural gas). projectis notimplmeneLed GGAMwas not available during the

pilot phase, and was notused to estinate gbal beaefts efany
16. Seveml programs (induding some with GEF funds) have prqect sded in the fim s fie t
been developed topromote developing-countzy partidpatio
and a withtheFim eworkConention onC Clmate
Change;whesuchertwcud bemoreusdu cilyfoeden costef srankingof GEFprojects.7hechangare most
thme largest entiting nations is ulbimiatelya poitical as significant when the tung of proected emssis reductons
meudmas a scientifi one. A relativelynsmall numberof countries diffes draMatic between projects. Costctivenessrank
account for the liorn share of emdsions from dopikgcounm- 55p Wfillalso change whe projects undem major design revi-

sin nmid-stra m inthe project development cyde. The latter -hs
sionsofgreenhousegases are attrbultble to dreeeoped ocued with thePolant Coal-oGs and Id&aNon
woud.butagprgateemi ioomndeDeopignaioumayex- timonal Enew proxjThersultof this imp si istwofoild:
ceedthioseofdevloped countriesssearlyss2i25.dependingon widerange for eSbmated benefits and an inadequate basis for
econmaic and population gRwthrates and patens of industri- comparig the relative worth of projec
alirtn Inoonescenariopraredbythe ntergovemdal 25. As often as not, any mieasure of carbo miions avoided
PandeanClimateQange(PCCO.devlopmg-country CO2 ems- will depend on subprojects. as illustrated by the folowig
dsonincrease fiwn less than 25 percent of cuet goa enis- prjects Mal, Household Energy Jamaica DSI& Poland Coal-to--
sions to dose to 40 perent in2025 Weport of the IPCM Energy Gas Conversionand Cted'IvoireAgir Residue.
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26. FramewodrCovendtioArtde4,pa3. 41Arelpa-alpimectindudingluBundITanzania.7ammiaand

7.Tediarewpanels havenndesHmsuggesdoaua s-

assioon thePolandCoal-t-Ga ConvesinProject, fori- 42. Interationalwatesare twadly defined as theseaseshs-red

- -anc.caidaedwheherGEFPneyshouldahlaysbepassed dveradIlakbsiesb,shared wtarlesand wetlandsandshared

an tothe uliatebenefiaies on pure gratmnsorvwhether gpmumdwateraquifesr.Thedstinguishingfaimtehsthatnnoe

softening ofiniivstratetermsmighibea more effective weof thanonenabehasacess to ormakesuseof hewaler. (CTlh

GEFresource. '' PhweesedBqma4pp.38-39 -

L 7. tPhBipsem 7. MeZ ' ' w.leefevofthelastdratoftdhe I ',

29 Aslustatedby thefoBwingeanple Mau_itiursagasse GlobaWa ngfdianlernatinalW wason
', N G a s P W g atkdPO~~~~~teagnd -oftheep9 3bof993eSrofAerP.Energy Ngemi Gas Flaring Pkisb Wast-to-lEnerg and ro- eadafeSitnWeeoteAP

landCalo-GasConvesion. 44.1heSn cgthe MurhwThwirw wn. GESMAP Rep.Stud. No

30L Phili;ppnes GeothrmnaI Power See p.3 ofApl99ZPNC13aMTiA e .

Eniw linmestalnipaStatenntandpp. 62l,23,3oftbeMay 45.SAP.Minutes of tde firstmeeting.Aprl 1991L

1993HFnal Enviromental. Inpact5tatment.4 A &h9 SIldg
1993EiS_pa*SEt~ ~ ~~~4 Acadigt thelbe miuuesofthelUn1y992SrAPmeetig

3tsndanlangclad Renabitam ad mamitana Wind kIc- 4:.1t cabeargued tiatalthouig theparticpantssupporthe

-ri t -- .con mdof pol ih fomlbasedso sithuas neverbeen

32. BrarlllBiomeass. theirrotntion thatGEFfundsbeused tomitigatepoint-l o

EzkdBeiz,ad XXma ~~landbsedpoluttsto-wich tfe P'ut-erP-Y9lmppe3flMalicolIstovesand Men agea erxtofWoodySavanna- oltrpa rnil
Tmu beapplied Neveheessthefewprojecsdearutgwithcon-

3l-ntemaboLNGO c t werecaled to asstmde- tolofpoiuonfromland-basedsouarces(takisCulfofGuiea,

velping the Mco High-Ei UghtinH.Thalland Pro- Black sseaytosonmIsdoejdsue sfor psmt

moten ofEeeil EneryZimbeEwPcievobabwe E rhonnsospoint

for Houeholds and communitnn UeP roectsJndia Altenate soumes (Catisagrodenials) whichin mostcasszaetbep

Ener MaurtiusSaprP AducersAssociation, and Brazit domthibdntm to thep nutiuolad of interinal

35. Suchasinthecseof tbejanuicaDemand-Sde Management 4tL Forintanc,mn tbecase of the China Sip Waste Disposal

DSm nrttSId Mgeti £5crvos FIared Gas Reduceon pcttep jstifition for CEFhndin& alnosthalfof the

p., -ct. isbasedontthehigWlqestionablestatementthatabout

36. As cmnpared to theotherfocl areasglobal warming inter- half fthe wasls to bereoved and lited atCuneseports un-

vadts (and more so WoddBankinvstmentsthan t WNDP derthep ctwodliadhvebedemosedintbE!atonaI

tc udcalsistance maybemowresusthble on theprojed level wate23-

becawusereductiosflovrsimplyasaresuEtofaccesfuelimp- . thereginalprojectin

mabhon (fore_mple-tebuildgof geotheuralresourcesor theGafofGnawimwbeinthef nofeduicdpolion in the

the avemsi of a col b to gas). aastI wates, though wndoitedLy int w wE

37. See Rqyrt. by SwOrlai o rla&ozMay 15 hrsk*uw Mdee- alsohavesomebeefitfrmit.

DI P.4 - - - 50 CSee Bax53 l view of teiovativecharacterand the po-

38. GEFFolinarcirg hasbeen pledged by Austaia, Belgium. teniamanageentvalueofthelargen marine ecsystem con-

Canadajapan, NorwaySwitzeanda and the United Stbt.See cept it is recommended thataspe dd prject should be

Capters 3 and 9 for status of cofinandag den nedandsupportedbyGEFin orderto testthe cncept prior

39, assnhnfeltdwa htinatcofluace4d . to its widerappltion iun CEF frmdedprojects.

projct deop in the folowig two isUnces Nonon- 51. Ean Caban EEnv meIt and CoastIlResource Man-

veonal Ene in ndiaand Riw alTedciucalAssistancemin agnent Prjct aEtColUSAlD-GEFlPaalIeL

Asia foonFlan. 752 SrAP, Minutes of thethird ineeSbem,ber l991

40.Seyc BiodivsityPre pand AbatenentoefMaine 53 -eoaltrralies togediherthtlobalhae enitens.

PFlnfbn(WoidBkSendThndTUSli.nllion)Jor shldbedwanerdstse ilibkkgplfa wit

ManagmentfAraaqnd DanProtectedAres(UNDPThird wi cC5prssbouldbecnsidered1(TAPftenfoald

Tranded. US63mnilion, ad RamanialUkraine Danube Delta WatenAnAnaly lFticrameworkrpa4a.&4 May 1993).

iodivesty (World BanI,dhirdTranucfe US$6 million). Two

proefhn itheUS-ParaUdGEF portfolio also indicateinbena- M
doal wratespr on R5their fccal an!a, m aon wilh Subsances that Deplete theOzone layer,- L[ndorJune 1990,

biodiversity.In addition. therea eanumber ofotherprojects in pp2729

theabiodiversity portfolio thatcouldbealsoconsideredas con- 55 Categorizat is temporey pendig recept of comple

trbuting to the protcon of intemnaional wates, plit datiL -Stuts of Raicadion/Accessi/ Acceptoncel
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- 6. The GEF Small Grants Programme

Summary Because of the nature and scale of NG) acivi-
ties, it was antidpated that most projects

The GEF Smal Grants Pogramme, cunrently fimded will be aimed at reducing greenhouse

fundedatUSSlOmilionhasbeerwelreceived gas emissions, protecting biodiversity, and
in the developing comtriesa Administred by reducing water pollution. Grants under the

UN-DP, the prgram is atempting to test small- SGP were not to exceed US$50,000 per project,
scale activities and approaches that could help altthough proposals for regional and subre-
alleviate global level environmental conans if gional activities up to US$250,000 would be eli-
replicated successfally on a larger scale over gible for financng.

time. Heavy emphasis is placed orL decentral-
ized decisionmalin& leading to more commu- RponsbilityformanagingtheSGPwithinthe

nity-level Lesponsibiity and inreased NGO GEF was assigned to UNDP because of its -

involvement Additionguidan isneeded on "uniicue qualfications among the GEF partner
drafting national-level SGP strategies and to agencies and relevant NGO networks to imple-

ensure that techical eetie is available not ment a programme of this ldndL. N
just at the proposal preparation and review decided to fix the number of developing coun-

stage but throughout actmity implementationL tries invited to participate in the first phase of

Amonitoringrechanismnshouldbeinstalledto the SGP at 36, since this "seemed to be a large
disseminate lessons learned throughout the enough nmber to provide a basis for evaluat-

GEF information system for use in offier GEE mg and learnimg from small-scale
initiatives, approaches." 2 (See Annex 6 for a list of

first-phase countries.)

Introduction
Start-up and Current Composition of

The SGP was created inMay 1991 when the GEF the SGP
participants' aembly approved a US$5 milon
grant desgned to test and demonstrate small- The SOP was exected to begin operating by the

scaleprojcs, strategies, and processesbyNGOs end of 19913 but ran into delays. Consultations

and community groups as a means of identify- with the NGO commnity on the design of the

mig approadces that could alleviate problems new progrm took longer than anticipated, as

affectng the global environment if replicated did the reritmnent of nationals with NGO back-

successhfly on a large scale over time. grounds to carry out the exploratory missions.



Anotherdelayingfactorwasttheunevenqualty Wt!?; tS4 :. -

of the analysis and recommendations furnished -.- tŽ, .- -
~Dot6t~TnmSMATGRAfl'SPRioby the32missionsrecuited to exploreSGPpos-- -

sibilities in candidate conties between Octo- tie 1 fo t
ber 1991 and March 1993. Some of the - 3 l

consultants bad only a sketchyunderstandig | I
of the context in which they were to carry out 
the SGP assessment, othcrn were unfamiia . -} 
with the UNDP project development system 
and several spent fewer than three days m can- -atmosph
didate counties. - .

A UNDP Proiect Documnt was fially = +
approved forthe SGP inJune 1992,whichindi- i _ $ ;4

cated that UNDPs Office of Project SM vt - p- r
(OPS) would be the executing agency for the _ 

SGP. The pace of progam implementton -
picked up, and by December 1992, program 4 3

level grants, totaling US$2.9 million, had been
funded in 12 countries.

The GEE participants authorized additional SGP =
fimding in late 1992 and May 1993, bringing the .ge m -i- 1

total fundingavailable to tie SOP to US$10 mOil- pgEtzdforconserva
lonL As ofSeptember1993, US$5.7mllio of this
totalbhad been commirtted to 24t countries- _-' 

ApproxuinatelyUSl.Ym'llhonhasbeenobhigated .
for the 76 activites apprved to date by the . se .f

iNationa Selection-Committeesuin these countries-

Accoding to UNDP reports, about 44 percent _
of the approved activities seek to conserve p 9 f senesof e
biodiversity-35 percent are fre projects a o
addressing both global waming and biodiver- tV>A -c - t

sty, 1 2 percent seek to reduce global warming,
and 6 percent are focused on coastal resoupme- The,work l tivil&
management A few activities, mainly commu- e NS

nity awareness activities, are concerned with
conservation in general, and a small number - pra&icesr hndlinDSs ,anfd-AbZOn

focus on ozone related issues.
-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~refgrnsbbfsc~ -s ,. ^

Assessment Analysis of the SGP ators,NCO representatives in several countries
referred to the SGP as a model for govermment

The SGP has been very well received in devel- and NGO collaboration in its effort to share
oping countriesO In discussions with the evalu- dedsionnaldng and provide access to smaller
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NOOs and people's organizations-an access mum, proposals should not be accepted from
not readily available under the larger GEF pro- anky organizations with ties to the Commmittee
gram.L As of September 1993, 28 countries, over Chair.
and above the first-phase countries, had askedi
to be included in the SCPR Official host govern- Nationa Coordinators. The National, Coordin a,.
ment involvement-i t-he SOPtends tobe mini- tors intthe countries visited by the evalu .ators
mal. After approving the locallY configured -havebeen,without exception,wellqualifed for
SOP concept, governments are invited to desig- the positions thiey hold. Where settling-in diffi-
nate a mnirstry. rel qpresentative to participate in culties have arisn, usually it has been because
the work of the in-country SOp. But it i-S a Of circumstances beyond t-heir controL There is
National Selection Committee working closely 'a risk however, thiat these.Coordinators, who
with a National SOP Coordinator in carrying normallyhave had experience with small grants
out a national SOP imlmnainstrategY programs, will faflinto a busines-as-usual pat-
that drives the local grants program. tern unless they.-as well as the National Selec-

tion Committee mebr-come to aippreciate
National Selecion Committees. The majority of the uni'que imnperatives of the SOP.
members on the first-generation SOP National
Selection Commtittees has generaly been The SOP Coordinators musthe encouraged and
drawn from the local NCO comimunty and given the resources (conceptual and material)
usually from the better-known, and larger to generate a portfolio of activities that trulysm
NGOs that have thir base of operations in the addresses, SOP concerns (see below)- W-ithout
capitalcifiesP The credentials of thiese commit- suc a proactive approach, entailing coordina-
tee miembers have beenk generally oexlent, but .tor involvement at the project formuflation-
a greater effort is needed to ensure that m-ore st age, the SO P will. gradual ly become i ndistin-

repesetatvesOf comunity-based and peo- guishable from other small grants prograMS.
ples organizatons (for example, trade unions,
youth dubs) are recruited to serve on the SOP National implemnting stmatgies. Prga_ub-
committees and that the commiuttees ar gender stance for the SO phasbendwnlrlyfo

balanced. With these adjustmenrts, the national OEFFdocumients witho ut much additional guid-
committees will be in a better position to krwret ance on their applicabilty to small grants.-
out and endorse the kinds of activities that are National implementting strategies,6 castin very
needed to secur comniylvebnerest ankd general terxs,]have beenhastily appro)vedmian
involvement, effort to get on with project pr ocessringand

show tangible results:
Early SOP experience also points to the need for
better thought-out procedures to preclude coin- Many of the projects approved under the "new"
mittee members firom secuin "inside-track SOP criteria tend to be simila to activities
positions during the grant submission or. approved over thie years under thie "old" natu-
auProval process TensiOns have ariswnin some mal resource and enviromental rubrit Of
countries where MOOs with rpentivson cours, underwriting generic rural conserva-
fth Seleton Committee have received tion projects- is not without merit, but after a

first-round awards. More tranLsparent proce- while, people wRIl begin to wonder why a new
dures need to be developed with the assistance small grants program, with iLts additional over-
of UNDPHeadquarters for both the selection of head, is needed, if desired results can be
national comnmittee members and the awarding obtaned through existing mechanisms and
Of grants to avoid conflict of i-nterest. At a mini- organizations.
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The SGP needs to establish its niche among the Fially, unless a higher premium is placed on
vaious small grants programs- A strategy has . wat ion throughout the SOP review and
to be developed, first at the UNDP Headquar- approval process, some of the mast effective
ters level and then adjusd by each recient and aost-savig approaches for galvanizing
country, that lays out dearr- communty enrgies in keepng with SGP goals

are liely to remain unexplored. Innovation'
* The distinctive objectives and features of the was listed as a criterion for proet eligtblixhty i

SOP initiative that set it apart fromother = earlySGP guidancebuthasbeendroppedinmthe
smallgrants p mostrecentversion.Itshold berestored.

: The need tD integrate country-level SGP Decentzlizafion. The LNDP Project Documt
strategies into national envirormnental indicates that SOP implementatin will be
frameworks to ensure local relevance and largely decentralized and funing dedsions
-priority; takm at the local level will not be referred to

TUNDP Headquarters for approvaL. During the
- The kdnds of SGP initiatives and projecs firstyear of operation, however,UlNDP Head-

t-hat stand thebest chance of contributing to ctaoteis held back on project fund t s to

GEF objectives while addressing national field offices until it had a chance to review and
priorities; and conmmentonactivitypropoak Thisledto com-

plaints from field offices and National Cwrdi-
* Alist of indiators or benchmarks that can nators, particulrly during absences of key

be used in asing the effectiveness of Headquarters staff on mission travel, about
projects in relation to GEF objectives. "protracted bureaucratic delays."-

Theaim, of course,is-not to ensure thatthe pme- AlthoughHeadxpiartersstaffprobablyremainmed
ervation of the global commons becomes the three or four months too long in the review and
motivatingfactorbebind each proposal forSGP approvalmiode, theirhands-on approac for the
fimds subniitted by small commuities in early phase was warranted, in the opinion of the
Ghana or Costa Rica. The intention simply is to evaluatos. A degree of intensive effort at the
make sure that somewhere in the SGP resource center is usually equired.before decentrazed
allotion procs sufficient thought is given to initiatives can be setin motin.'
the kinds of strategies and activities that are
most likly to contribute to the ultimate fulfill- As of June 1993, the UNDP/OPS has been mak-
ment of the distinctive GEF mandate. ing fund transfers to field offices on the basis of

the receipt and review of the national imple-
More thought should be given to how SOP mentation strategy, and complaints from the
fundingcanbe usedinconjunctiomwithregular field about the lack of trust atULNDP Headquar-
OEF funding at the country level in addrsing ters have subsided. This does not mean, how-
GEFppnorities. Considerable difficulty has been ever, that th dentliation campaign has
eperienced in some of the larger GEF projects been won. Now that the SGP has been fully
in devising systematic methods for involving launchedthereisaneed toconsolidatetheSOP
affected populations in the formulation as well decentralization mdhodol-for the benefit of
as the implementation of the activity Could the other small grants programs as well as the SGP.
SGP help design some activities aimed at fcili'-
tating local partcipation, on a structured basis, Methodology consolidation will require action
in these larger GEF projects? on several fronts. First, the reSPOnsibilites of
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the SOP Technical Coordinator need to be technical insights are available not just at the
drawn more dlearly with emphasis on: (a) help- project proposal stage but throughout the

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ing to generate the conceptual strategy for the course.of activity implementation!
SOP and disseminate it through guidance mate-

riItworkshpos, newsletters, and selected cairn- Fnmaiy, the SOP could become an ideal vehucde
try visits; (b) assisting field offices and National for demonstrating the benefits and cost-effec-
Coordinators build into SOP country-level tiveness that can be derived from going the
activities the mechanisms that will permit rou- national execution route-usin-g a
tine extraction of material from lessons learned nont-governmental Thrust Thius model of pro-
(for example, how to work effectively through gram imnplementationshould be takenby LNDP
communitY and intermediary-level NGOs) for ats an~ expUlict goa of the SGP, with a workzplan
use in adjusting SOP strategic approaches and and tfimetable drawntup to guide the efforts of all
providing insights to other small grants pro- wyho will be involved in the devolution, process.
gram.s; and (c) assisting the JNDP/GEEExecu-
Eive Coordinator in carrying out GE oversight One fulli-time professional staff member, the
responsibiiisfr h O.Technical Coordinator, manages thte SOP initia-

tive at IJNDP Headquarters in collaboration
Second, the SGP Tecnical Coordinator needs with the Senior Adviser for the SoP who
todeviseaworlkplanfor mainsteamingroutine spends one-third of her time on this activity.
SGP mnonitoring orbaclkstopping responsibili- and a program officer at the OPS, who has sm-
ties wi-i hin UNDP Headquarters. The Coeordi- iFlar responsbilities for four otheraUNTDP sma :
nator should assist Area Officers as they try to grants program. Both the Senior Adviser and
fuilfill these new responsibcities and.interact the Technical Coordinator are attached to the
with the SOP executing agency- MOO Program ati NDP.

Third, the role of UNDP field offices needs Over the past twoyears, UTNDP has managed
renewed highlighting,inkeeping with the SOP the SOP wifthn the context of the unfolding
ProjectDocument that directs thefield offices to CEprgramome-withspecial sessions convened
be mainly respon le for program implemen- on SGP issues as they arose. Recently, the
tation at the country leveL The emphasis should UNDPI GEE Coordinator decided to take a
shift over the next year from responsinbiity for moel structed approach to monitoring SoP
operational involvement to monitoring as progress by holding regular meeting with the
UNDP field offices tranfer management three professionals directly involved in the
responsibility to the National Coordinators and SOP. The evaluators underscore the importance
Selection Committees. of regular moNitong and urge that agendas be

prepared for these m reetings as wel as
Hield offices wfil have to ensure during the pilot foliow-up 3miutes.

- phase thatS SOPproject peso-nnel have accesst t
hncal eoxertise. There are those who beleve Inadditiontotraocdrng SO progress in strategy

that inadequate attention to the tech dcal foirmulation, m re ,and decentraliza-
requirements of projects could eventually. lion, there is a need to work out standardized
proyve to be the Achilles' heel of the SOP. Field SOP procedures in such areas as avoiding con-
officescanpl ayacriticalrole inpromot SP flict of interest situations, compensating and
sustainabilit by workIang wiLth National Coor- reimbursing National Selectiont Comnuittee
dinators in identifying appropriate sources of members, and providing vehides for National
needed exprttise and helping to ensure that Coordinators..
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Special attention needs to be given to SGP over- concerns; provides guidance on the Idnds of
head costs, which have been relatively ligh small grants activities that are most likely to'
even when allowance is made for onetime contribute to the alleviation of global envi-
start-np costs. Recently,UNDPmadean account- ronmental degradation while enhancing
ing adjstmet by listing funding requirements local economic growth and Eliminating pov-
for the National Coordinators (incuding salaries, erty; and lists a series of indicators that will
office space, and tanso on) under p be used to assess the effectiveness of SGP
rater than admiistrative costs. This has projects-in contributing to GEF objectives;.
reduced the adminrative costs profile for 1993
to US$672,000 or 13 percent of the overall pro- (b) During the first quarter of 1994, invite the
-gram costsA These Headquarters-related costs National Coordinators, one member of the
should diminish over the nectfewyears as the NationalSelectionCommittee, and the Focal
-deentralization strategy takes effect Point Officer in the UNDP field office to spe-

cially convened rgina worshops to fadli-
The UNDP/OPS financial reporting system tate inlimtionof thenewlydraftedSGP
used forthe SGP is unable to produce program implementationstrategy andundescorethe
or project information in a timely.or reader- critical importance of innovation under the
friendly fashion. A more responsive sytem SGP initiative. In the future, similar work-
should be developed using exstingmachinery shops should be convened to assist in the
as soon as possibble. assessment of SGP programn progress and

i=- mpactin eadc region;
Provisions were included in SGP planning doc-
*unentsforthe financingof regional and interre- C) Ina speCialcm t tonfidld offices
gional SGPprojects. The evaluators recommend duing first quarter of 1994, urge Focal Point
that the design and launching of such activities Offics to determine wheher adequate tkh-
be defirred to the next phase of the GEF initia- ni- alepertieis available to assistintheimple-
tm The SOP "to do list is demandigenouh mentation of SGP projects already approved
as it is (see above) without adding to it and take rmedial steps wherevernecessary

Finally, more attention should be given to the (d) Recgnize the opportunity presented by the
need for systentacally captiring and dissenu- SCP to formulate and experiment with deon-
nating lessons from the SGP throughout the traliztion methodologs that can culminate in.
GEF information systemL With its emphasis on nationally executed grant programs featur-
-dectralization; risk-taking, and local involve- ing local control, sound project design and
ment, the SGP can provide citically needed monitoring, and financial accomuntability; and
insights for other GEE sponsored initiatives. C a m f sysemaicaly ap

- -, , - ., -, . . (01ie)Esubsh a , me sm fo ssteimaiSy ap-.
t.rig and disemmating lessons from field

Principal Recommendations experenc wih GEF sma grats activitieS.

The UNDP/GEF shoudkk
Endnotes

W(a Develop an SGP implementatin strategy by
the first quarter of 1994 that establishes the 1. UNDPPioetDocumentndheSGP,Junel99Zp .S.

complementarity betweennational develop- 2. SeerGPlrogreRepwtNo.Z' AprrI1993,p.6f1rthe fac-

ment p.iorities and global environmeal tms bCSIftO Dutin ectigdidawte mmtnies. ;
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I See the CEF QwOtEdYBUMlIn. Number I.Septauber 199. & Ithesaseof Botawana.a majorityof the first Committee
memberswere not Kindienous-.asituation being adusted atthe

4L Thoernnntaaess tafthSCPwasiaimated in May 1993 urging of UNDP Headquarters
in conjunction with the over-alevaluationof the GEFprogsa 6a -7 notion of the -1 ainal SOP Implementing Sitrawey is
7rheemphasastmdertheSGPasesmntabeenonprogramlor ntmnindi h NPPoetomet
projeetdeeapinpraceuratheactivityoutcomeorimpact eBst
beaus,emany of SOP-finded activitis ae alynow entering

th mlmato Up b EnOadditim to bueldwiatopdoembfltprovisiaot .teduicalexpertise-onavol-
andInteviewing offidals nUKND!'Headquarters.theevalua- itrili5ayO~OI

bosvndeddgtSOPnie aontdesDe1zu Botswana.Cos- & Mleadma istrativecosts figurefarl1993 is basedmoaepoject-
la Rica, Egypt Ghauna Kenya. tlieflippines, and Zimbabwe. ed program deliveryo USO mjDin. The breakdown ofadmdii-
Mm evaluates met with community.NOD, and govermenmt isiative costs for the yearis IGWOAO for OPS&suppot costs;
zepesstblvesand¶vtedsvera3leardymphenhtabon SOP USSW7O000Eor UNDP Headquarters skt4 and 1BS7,W for
aclivitia staff trveL.
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7.; The GEE and -National Development

Introduction on the GEE during field visits% through ques-
tionnaires, contacts with developing countries'

This part of the report eanmines the relation- officials and NGOs, documnent resarch, and
Ship between the GEE and the developing coun- other channels. During their field visits, the
tries, particularly the interfaCe between nlational eautr often diScovere a lo leelo
environmental and. developmental priorities, awiarenes of CEFs existence sometinme ont the
and thie Concern foDr thie globa environment ftht partof individuals andgrops that should have
the G seeks to addrs. Most edstg been.better informed.
national erentalostrategies and plans
understandably focus on issues concerning Som-e of the replies to questionnaires turned out
national priorities. The main issue to be exam- to be unrevealing, often couched in diplomatic
fined here is the hinterest of the developing count- language, saying in effect that the GEE was
tris in broadening their national strategies by indeed a useful device for the global environ-
incorporating into them the objectives of the ment Others were more aitical of the GEE and
GEE. its management Generally, the replies to the

questionnaire indicated that government strut
tures dealing with national envirornmental

Developing Countries' Perspectives problems are inadequately infomned about and
insufficiently vinolved in the GEE. This ref lects

At the time of the Beijing meeting of partici- the fact that the GEE, on the level of national
pants in May 1993, 42 developing countries governments. is predominantly handled by
were representted. Thirty-thre of them are ministries of-finance and treasures rather thkan
recipients of GET funds (29 with country environmentaluministries.
projects55 percet of t tal GErTfunding--and
four with only regional projects). Inaddition, 64 The evaluators were present atthe Beijingmeet-
non-participant countries are recipients (34 bing of the participants in May 1993 where the
with country projects-f percent of GET NGOs raised a number of questions about the
hinds--and 30 with only regional projects)? contents and managemet of a number of GEE-

suporedprojects. They also attended a meet-Although:itis sble sum up the vary- ig in giWasdhigton, D.C.t, thook place in early

ing pespectves of developing countries with- September 1993cbettween the Independent
ouist oversimpication, the evaluators have Pane of Experts and a group of NGOs, indud-
attempteditoexplore developig-countryviews ing developing country NGOs, where the latter



aired some very strong criticisms of the GEE. actionplan?' or their equivalent, which would
The evaluators also attended the recenLt Septem- enhance the effectiveness of GEE interventions,
ber 1993 participants meeting in Washington, and that thie preparation of such plants would
D.C., and observed the variance in outlooks on take time, it was dear that GEE binding should

rsrcturing the GEF that emerged between proceed without them if thydid not exisL

restrL ffe

the OECD caucus of the-developed countries
-anred thme G erou ofrong whichrepese the GF This decision on the partlof the GE, whidch was
developing countries. Though the fcts was on: intended to speed up GEef project processin,
governance issuies, it was dlear that the two was not consistent with the time-tested
groupsdid notshare the sameperspectiveonthe approach of the development agencies, of pin--
Fadlity. The various analyses preaed by the - ing the projects they finance withn a favorable

ONO community on the GEF as a whole and on institutional and policy fanmework. ThJs fiame-
specific GEE projects were an additional source work, in this case, should be provided by an
of evaluatDrs' infomiation on the critical position adequate environmetal action plan to serve as
of developing countries toward the GEF. a basis on which to build activities that woud

create global benefits.
Supportforthe GEF
Although the initiative for establishing the GEF
came from the developed countries, several. Developing Co'untries' Concerns
developng countries also supported the initia-
tive Many of the developing countries were The Enviroment and Industrialization
reluctant to join the Facility at the begning. Developingcountrieshavetendedtobewaryof
There was an "entrance fe barier for partid- the richer counies preahing to them Dn envi-
pation, which was not removed tutil late 1992. ronmental issues. They have shwwn awareness
There was also the belief that global priorities, of the histoy of domestic and global environ-
as definedlby the developed countes, were mentaldestruchonimcludigtheeventsduring
less pressing for developing countries tian. the colonial age when many countries suffered
their own envronmental and devlopment pri- from the detrimental exploitation of tidr nata-
oies. But as time wentby, and perhaps as a ral resources by the colonial powes Some.
reslit of the GEF decisions to distribute GEF among them beieve that, now that their turn
projects geographically and thematically, hascometoindustrialie, hurdlesarebeingput
developing countie inreasingly bemme par- in their path on the pretext of environmental
ticipants in the GEF. Since theJune 1992 protecon. A number of developing cuntries
UNCED, GEF membership has greatly have viewed the concern expressed by outsid-
expanded? ers over their domestic envronments as mitu-

sionintheirmtemalaffair,andtheattention to
Developed Countries" Stance their national environmental assets that affect
To apprecate developing-contry pespec- the global envhiroment as tehspassing on thei
tives,it is useful at the outset to compare them sovereignty. The gradual movement toward
wffitheperceptions of thedonorcounties. The universal participation in GEF activitie and in
developed countnes itended theGEFfocus on the conventions deling with the protection of
activities indeveloping countries that would theglobal environment, however, shows that
benefit the global enviomnent, theresourcesof some of the earlier suspicion has subsided. But
the GEFwould be additional to conventional it would be naive to imagine that the concers
aid flows. Aware that devoping countries did summarized above and elaborated immedi-
not all have adequate "national environmental ately below have totally vanished.:
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Clearly the developing countries' perspective of the projects, and to exdude from fumding the
on the GEF is niixed. However, increasing par- costs related to the national benefits that may
ticipation attests to a generally positive outlook accrue from the projects. Aside from difficulties
on the Facility. They realze that the GEF is at encountered in deterImning the incremental
present, and probably will rmi in the near costsrinanobjctivewayforalltypesof projects,
future, the main financial- mechanism provid- it is frequently claimed that m the case of
ing substantial finding for environmental projectslow on nationalpriorities, the total sts
problems, additional to existng bilateral and of the projects should be considered as incre-
multilateral development assistance programs, mental costs, because without the GE w support

C . Ontheotherhand,therearenegativevviewsthat such projects would not be undertakemat all- -
- - need to be identified, assessed, and informa-

tively debated. The negative views of the GEF Forth, though GEE resources should beprop-
appear to center on the following issues. erly confined to activities undertaken in devel-

-opingcountries, by adopting policies and life
First, the association, indeed apparent domi- styles tlhat would decrease the pressure on envi-
nance, in the GEF of the World Bank has ronmental resources, the developed countries
attracted criticsms on vaxious grounds. It is could convincngly demonstrate their genuine
viewed as an irstrument of conditionality concen for the global envirorunment:
imposedon the weaker countries by the strong.
The fact th-ia the major contnibtors to the GEF Fifth, local communities and grOtsrps
tend to favor a strong World Bank role in the have been insufficiently involved in the design
GE Fseems toraisethespecterof conditionality, of GEF interventions.
which the GEF has attempted to avoid in order
to enlist the support of the developing coun-

* 0 tries. Also the NGOs, when claiming to repre- Environment, Development, and
sent developing-country views (which do not National Strategiesr
always comcide with the views of their govern-
nments), have been particularly vocal ir. criiciz- Many led tracts have been written duning
ing the World Bank's insuffiient concern for the past decade or so supporting the argument
local vi-ews in GEF projects, that development that is divorced from efforts

to mainain the natural environment Iillusory
Second, there is the claim that the environmen- becauseitcannotbe sustained. n the long term,
ta focal areas that define the GEF agenda repre- it is not economically s>tmd to cLt down and
sent the priorities of the donors and are not sell trees that are hundreds of years old,deplete
necessarily the priorities of the developing aquifers, degrade soils, and exiaust mineral
countries, which need to focus on their own resources, counrang earings fmm such disin-
national environment and development issues, vestment as income that can be seen to grow
including poverty alleviation and population over time, giving the inpression of progress.
growth abatement Being chronically short of Such unsustainable -development" will inevi-
human and financial resources needed to tably come to an end. Besides, many policies
address their urgent concerns, scarce resources and pracfices, including adverse economic and
are being diverted, it is claimed, lo address fiscal policies, are often at the root of environ-
lower-priorty issues favored by the donors.4 mental degradation in much of the developing

world, and these polices need to be identified
Third, some developing countries question the and changed, with the help of international
GEF principle to fund the Incremental costs" assistanc.
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Thte GEF, drawing attention to global environ- coherent program and the requisie instituitions
menital concemns of developed countries, came and policy framework that are the hallmarkcs of
to be seen by many developing countries as a good environumental action plan.
competing for attention with their national'
environmental priorities, and as addressing the All three of the imlmnigagencies were
global problems withou sufficient regard for actively pursuing the formulation of national
the global development context in which these enLvironmental strategies and assisted the
problems would have to be solved- WiLth ahuge developing countries in developing such strate-

unfinshedagenda for activities tlhat would gies. With the assistance of the World Bank,
help their domestic environtment, they now national environment action plans (NEAPs)
have to attend to global concerns in the frame- were completed by 16 IDA-eligible countries
work of the GEE. and are under preparation in virtually all othier.

IDA borrowers.6 UNEP as a follow-up to the
Environmenta[ Strategies and Action Plants global strategy endorsed by its Governing
Governments and development agencies have Council also asssted a number of counties to
been paying increasing attention to domestic develop thi evrnntlstrategies and to
enkvironmients. The agencies have been incorporate them into their nainldevelop-
strengthiening their procedures to alleviate, en plans 7 In the case of more fthn 140 coun-
through impact assessments and other means, tries participatintg in various regiona and
the deleterious effects of theprjcs hyglobal conventions for which UNEP-is the sec-
finance. In addition, fthey havebeen attempting retarit, UNEP assited the countries to reflect
to integrate evrnntlissutes in their eco- properly-in their national strategies and plans
noinic analysiLs and policy work. issues of regional and global concern. UNDP

has been. supporting the preparation of NEAPs
Countryen oninastrategies,fiameworks . in a number of countries, particuabrly inAfica,.
and studies attendingto some aspect or another through comlmnaycpacity-building
of the environmnent exist foDr more tlan 130 mesrs(Capacity 21); the agency has takenL
countriesŽ5 These mndude national sWubmssions the lead role in preparig the plan for the Sey-
to the 1992 UNCED, as well as studies under- chelles. The planning process rather than the
taken by governments independently or with planningdocuments have increasinglybecome
the help of externa assistance. The quality of the focus of UNDP's assistance.
such documents varies greatly, some being

exeln,but many are partial and not utp to The existence~ of a well-formulated environ-
date. Some are superfidial and poorly prepared, mental strategy or-action plan that addresses
representing only expressions of good mnten- and sufficienty integates the local environ-
tions Without commnitment to a time-bound merit in development strategy would be a boo

implmenttionplan. These problemis are corn- for GEF operations, which could then build on
pounded in large part by short-term, isolated an existing structure. If an action plan ade-
":single-shor interventions by donor agencies, qiuately addresses the nationaleniomt,
whiich result in the development of action plans then one could graft a GEE operation into it
writhout an adequate overall plan for their with some degree of certainty thatglobal bene-
financing.Therefore,many GEE activities went fits would be created over and above the
forward WithOUt adequate attentionbeingpaid domiestic benefits. As it is, however, so much
to a cmrhnienational environumetal remiains to be done in repairing, mraintaining,
plan being in plao LThe evidence is dear that. and upgrading the domestic environmenft, that
many GEFprojectsmighthavebenefltedfroma the attention to the global environment may be
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regarded as premature and of low priority in activitiesh Forseveareasons,UNDPResident
the eyes of the developing world. With this in Representatives havenotbeen able toftilfill this
mind, it is easy to see how the benefits of expectationL For one thing, the wording in the
domestic development that are not consistet agreement was unrealistic in practc Expect-
with a sustainable environment cannot be split ingUNDP to ensure" activity complementar-
inbo developmental and environmental parts, ityl at the field level was unreasonable. Such an
nor the latter into local and global components arrangementwouldhavemeantthattheWorld
as seems to have been envisaged by the. Bank would be wlling to make sibstantive
founders of the GEF adsitmnts in their project portfolios at the

behest of UNDP-an unlikly occrence. In
Global Dimensions of National-Strategies generaL the evaluators found a lack of aware-
Even when national environmental strategies ness on the part of the international agencies
exist, they have tended to lack the global about the need for effective coordination on
dimension.Suchadimensionwase evisaged in GEE-related issues.
theEnablingMemorandumnatleastfor the
larger countries," whidh were expected to The most serious flaw in the interageny ooor-

develop notordy national strategies for the local dination strategy,however,was the GEF failure
evironment, but also global ones in each of the to recognize that responsibility for in-comtry
focal areas of the GEF. The wording on this coordination nuust reside, in the first instance,
issue is dear ideally "countie will need to with the government Coordination wfll be
have-a policy, regulatory, and institutional effective only to the extent that the government
framework relating to CFCs, grehouse gases, isknowledgeable about interestediM, and has a
iodiersity, marine poluition, or fresh water stake in a particular program Where this is the

management" although GEF intervention case, an international agency-like UNDP----
Could proceed, presumably temporarily, with- can play an important rolein asssting the gov-
outthen.Althoughasurveywouldberequired emment to upgrade its analytical, negotiating
to provide a definite answer, it would appear and coordinating capabilities so that,overtime,
that orly a few national strategies explictly there will be a complementaxity of activities
address global concers, even where the within a given sector or subsector. LTNDP has
national commitments already exist as, for assisted countries in stregthening their capac-
insane, inr the framework of the PermaneLt ily for coordinationprior to the coming of the
Interstate Committee for Drought Control in E. In the process, it has been istrumental in
the SaheL The effort to expand comprehensive improving donor coordination efforts without
national environmental strategies in develop- intruding on aid agencyprerogatives.
ing counties to indude global interests has.
only begun. For the GEF the question of in-country coordi-

-nation-developing nationalfameworksand
In-coun"y Coordination . :.- linngthemwithG interventions-requires
The work on national frameworks and GEF reexamination and carefully developed guid-
interetions calls for in-countiy coordination ance for field officers.
of GEFoperations.ItwasforeseeninktheTipar-
tite Agreement that UNDP Resident Represen-
tatives would "playa key role uz cwrdinating The Evaluators' Assessment
actvities at the country level and in ensuring
thattheprogramsbeingundertaklenbytheGEF There was a presumption, miplicit in the man-
are complementary with other development date given to the GE} by its foumders, that the
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8. The Project Development Procedures
for the GEF Pilot- Phase

The Terms of Referne for the evaluation developed for GEFprojecs Fgure8.1 provides
stessed the importnce of an assessment of 'a composite picture of the CEFprocedures for
project development procedures-the process the tbree agencies. The steps outlined represent
followed byl the mplementig agcies fr the min action and decsion points, although
identifying, designing, approving, and impe- there may be steps wimth each of the steps.
menting GEF projects. Although it is too early Steps one through five leading to the SrAP
to evaluate the implementation and impact of review are basicaUy the same for the three agen-
GEFprojects,usefulinsights canbe foundfrom des, although as the discassion on eah agency
an assessmentof the pre-miplementation stages wEibringout there are some differences instyle
of project development and approach. Steps six through eight for the

revws by STAP, thmplementationCommit-
This part of the report reviews the project devel- tee, and the participants are unique to the GEF.
opment procedures as they have evolved m During these first eight steps the GEF critena
practie over the past two years. It exanes the are focused on shaping the GEF projects. After
procedures thatlead up to the authorization of step eight the procedures are, for the mostpart,
*theworkprogramtrandhes induding the identi- those already established by the agencies for
ficationofprojects; theproectreviewfuons their regular projects with some variations for
of STAP, the Implemeation mitteend the GEF projects. The procedres have been
the participants; the post-tranche pcesses; and evolving dumg the pilot phase, althoug the
it provides a summary of findings. Topics of patten in Figure 8.1 remains largy as pre-
particular interest are the pace and usefulne of sented. The implementing agencies have made
theprocedures, the project reviewmeasues and modiications as experience suggested and time
the quality of these reviews, 1t,anncy, and. permitted to improve the structue and rigor of
participation in the process. the process. The questionto consideriswhether

these procedures are cost-effective im ensunng
quality projects that conform to the GEF criteria

Overview of the Project Development and objctives. Is this extended system neces-
Procedures sary? Are the GEF review requirementstoo,

heavily conctrated at the early stages and not
Befor exaining the project development pro- enough in the final phases? Do the procedures
cedures as they relate to each of the implement- result in unacceptable delays in project devel-
mig agencies, it maybe helpful to have an opment? And do these procedures dilute
ovemew of the procedures that have been accountability?
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Preparing Work Program Tranches components added to regular agency projects
and oiers were free-standing initiatives.

The preparation of the five work program
trhes involves projectidentification and the Accrding tD tie World Bankls Task Managers
application of STAP criteria, technical reviews, cTms), most of the projects in the World Bank's
STAP reviews, Implementation Committee portfolio had their origins in the World Bank.
reviews, and partiipant reviews and authori- These ideas were presented to the governments
zations of tranches and their projects. for support From the evaluators' sampling of

28 projects (In-Depth Review, Annex lb, World
Projed idetification Bank implementing agency), the World Bank
In principle, ideas for the GEE projects can be participated in idenifying all of them with the
identified byany of the implementing agencies, exception of three: Wmd Power in Costa Rica,
govements, NGOs, or individuals in the pri- Demand-Side Management injanaca, and
vate sector. A govemment request or endorse- Biodiversity Trust Fund in BhutanL The most
met, if it is not the originator's, is required at common ways the World Bank identifies a
the time of identfication or soon after. project are from country sectoral studies or

from ongoing or implemented project recom-
However, the evaluators found it extremy dif- mendations. In about half of the projcts, the
ficult to pinpoint who identified a project idea national government participated in the identi-
and when. A distinction has to be made fication of the idea. The NGOs and UNDP have
between the oiginLs of the idea and the process been involved in identifying a few of the
used to identify it as a proect for the GEF. In projects for the World Bankls portfolio. For the
many instances, the project idea exited before NGOs, these included Wildlands Protection
the GEF began operations In these instances, and Management in Congo, Danube Delta in
the idea or an onoing activity was not recog- Romania/Ukaine, and Demand-Side Manage-
nized as having global benefits but reflected ment Demonstration in Jamaica. Three projects
local concerns about adverse environmental in the sample had UNDP participation in
developmnents. In other instances, the idea was project idertification Biodiversity Conserva-
introduced to the developing countryby exter- tion in lndonesia, Non-Conventional Enery in
nal advisors-also before the GEF started. India, and Biodiversity Trust Fund in BhutanL
VVhen the GEF resources became available,
these ideas were picked up as relevant to the Acording to ihe UNDP Regional GEF Coordi-
GEF objectives. The process for including them nators, about 85 percent of project conets
in the GEF may have originated witi local offi- originated from the govemments and NGOs.
ials and organizatiorns once the GEF became The rest were identified by UNDP field offices

known, but more often they were identified by or submitted by the NGOs. (Regional concepts,
an implementing agency staff member or con- paricularly those related to upstream policy
sultant However, it is difficult to determie issues and research, tend to be identified by
which is, in fact, the case, as both local officals UNDP Headquarters or international NGOs.)
and implementing agenrcy staff members have However, the perception in the field about the
stated that they were the "onginators" of a GEE oigins of proposals is at variance with the
project while often theywere joint proposes In Headquarters' view. Generally, recpient gov-
addition, there are those project ideas that had ernments looked upon the GEF as just another
no pre-GEF existence but were proposed by funding source with difficult-to-internalize cri-
implemenLtingagencystaffaspartof theeffortto teria. The major impetus for concept develop-
build up the GEF portfolio. Some of them were ment is seen to have come from UNDP.
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At the same time, there are a good number of projects experienced some modifications as a
GEF projects that have largey local roots such coseuence. However, the T1s havecor-
as the Ethiopia Dynamic Farmer Prt, Lake plained about the extemal reviewer They
Malawi Biodiversity Project Umgy Biodi- reported that comments by outside eperts at
versity in Eastern Welands Project, Poland Pro- this stage were not nessarily appropriate
tecting Forest Biodiversity Project, and Egypt because of the 'exrts' lack of familiarity With
Lake Maraala Wetlands ProjecL the conmtries concemed and with the World

Bank procedures for preparing pwjects. How-
Tecnikal Reviews of Project Concepts' ever, some Ts reported that the external
FoIlowing identification, the project ideas are reviewers pnvided them with insights into
screed by the GEF unit in UNEP and the specific problems with the projet conrtepts.
Renal Coordinators inUNDP and theWorld None of the TMs indicated that the TRP proces.
Bank for their suitability forinclusion in the contributed to delays in project processing. The
GEF program, using the SITAP citeria and list of seasts from the SrAP oster used for
guidlines. The first ranche was to be screened the TRPs includes only one sodal scientist the
acrdn to the paipantsacrfteria devel- rest are in the nahtual scienes or engineering
oped by the World Bank GEF Coordinator for fields. Most of them work for "lnorthern organi-
the May 2,1991, meeting of the participants. zations or agencies, including NOs, gover - -
Subsequently, the STAP criteria served as the ment ageies, and universities.
guidein for selection. Sometie NGOs -s-:
were imvited to advise dunring the screenmg In LINDP, ance a projec idea is approved, it
process After the sren summary doax- becomes a Project Brief, which serves as the
maitwas prepared, which presented the basic basis for the projectsfuther and dear-
features and objcives of the projecL . -e. Typicaly, briefs are drafted by osult-

ants and revied and edited by the Regional.
in the VWod BP*, if the project idea is accept- Coordiators. The briefs then go to the lntEriu-
able,it is sent to theappropiate Country Direc- eau Project Appraisal Committee (PAQ,
torby the GEF Coordinator to appoint a T, which formaly decides which projects are tobe
who Is resporsible for preparing the MPS The submitted by UNDP for a specific irance. The:
IEPS is a short statement of the projectconcept screeiing by, the Inttureau PAC is preceded
thus, the scope and depth of the review at this by an extenal techical review. srw receies
poit i necearily limited. the technical appraisal sheet along with the

briefs.
The first tedhkal reviews are auxied outby the.
World Bank's TechnicA Review Pand CM. It According to the GEF Coordintors, their expe-
incdes the TM outside pecialist(s), tedical rience with external reviewers has been
advisor(),GEFOpem FosCo p RmatorRegmaI uneven. Some of the mosltants provided
E untalDivisionChidefand,whentra- deaied and insiht commrents,but, until
tional treaties and venis appl, a tly, oo many only brief and
ative of the legal department The World Bank unsubstantiated viewpoints. The roster of con-

has also povided oportunities for the NGO co- sultants developed by STAP has not been
sultatihs on the proyects pmposed, which will be etirely useful primrily becase the degree of
commet on L-terin this chapber. tech.ical knowledge and speialzation

required of the consulants was not dearly
The comments from fhe reviews have bemn defined. Thl roster's princpal deficiency was
taken into accunt in the GEF/IEPS, anri most the shortage of experts with regional and com-
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cty-specific knowledge. The GEF Coordinators tion of SrAP in riewiwng pojects has been to
have had to develop their own stable of techni- determine that the projecs meet the SrAP Cite-
cal reviewer As a result, there has been a dis- na. contxibute to the analytical hfameworks for
cernible mproveMent-i he technical quality ch focal area, and rank thm
of Prje* Briefs submittal over the past year.
UNDP has also invited NGO representatives to According to the World Banlk staff, the SrAP
comment on ProjectBriefs review pocess has added little to project qual-

ity. Many TMs have reported that they are
in UNEP projects, the technical reviews pro- unaware of the SrAP comments on their
vided by ext expert, spealized agenes, projects, although now they can fiind these com-
andscientic organizaons on projects mple- ments i Lthe Chairman's reports. UNDP
mented by UNEP are generaly of high qualty. Reginal Coordinators have a similar view.
As a major contribution to the GEF project T hey generaly have not iecgiIed much
cycle, UNEP has preared technical rvies of -valueadded" insight in the SrAP reviews.
virhtlly allproject proposals submaited by the. Wile confiriing the need for an independen
World Bank and uNDP to SrAP and the Imple- technically competnt group tD ensure qualty.
m ation Committee meetings. Most of these withn theGEF, they tend to dcactrize SrAP
reviews were prepared by UNEP staff, inlud- as inadequatey managed, and unable to off-er
img those of the GEF unit The quality of the useful piions in hproject issue areas tfor
-evews varied from eellnt to quite superfi- example, institatonal, poliy, socoecnomic)
dal and irelevant, with the majority being of dueto the lack f exertise on the PaneL
good quaity..

Some of the UNDP/GEP staff have suggested
The evahlators formd that the terhnical review that the SIAP critera axe too geneic in nature
pmcess provided useful and valued contrlbu- to serve as a basis forrejctingproposals except
fions to project development andl an important in the most obvious cases. The STAP guidance

easure of qulitycontroL Theyalso noted that on globalwanhasbeen usefulparticularly
'the implementfng agencies have worked to for prioritizing proposals, but the guidance on'
improve the quality of thie reviews through biodisity has been of lttle practical vale
more structured arrangements, the use of care- Until the preparation period for the fourth
fully selected, epertise whether on the Sr-AP -tanche, the basis for filtering out concepts
-roste or not, and.the requirement that these remained somnewhat intuitiveh A group of
experts sign their reports. The World Bank and UNDP Regional Coordinators td an evaluabor
UNDP now require the expert to reassess their that they give most poinrs to popoa that
--epomts in light of the panel and review meet- (a) wi have a tuly global impact; (b) focus on
nps to ensure fu accountability. reources that are truly thratened; and (c)

present a viable inervention srtegy.
Scienific and Tecdticwd Adviory Paned
- - .Project Reviews . - . NUMEP has submitted comments (some of themi
Aftra accom:odating the results of the tecuim- based on mput from external reviewers) on
cal reviews, the project docm=ents are sent to practicy all proposasgoing to STAP. For the
STAP for its review. Alhugh project rews pposals orIgInating rom the World Bank,
were not partof theprigina Terms of Referwene UNEP onlycentlyhas had suffiiektlead time
for STAP, they have become one of its major to prepare such comnts. The proposals orng-
activities. The ogauization and operataons of intingfromUNDPwvereusuallybroughttDthe
STAP are covered in Chapter 9. The main fumc- atention of UNEP at the sane tmme thwere -
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try-specific knowledge. The GEF Coordinators tion of SrAP in reviewmg projects has been to
have had to develop their own stable of techii- determine that the projects meet the SIAP ci te-
cal reviewers. As a result, there has been a dis- ia. contnrbute to the analytical frameworks for
cernible improvement i the te l qualty each focal area, and rardc te.
of Project Briefs submitted over the past year.
UNDP has also invited NGO representatives to According to the World Bank staff, the STAp
comment on Project Briefs. review process has added little to project qual-

ity. Many TMs have reported that they are
In UNEP projects, the technical reviews pro- unaware of the STAP comments on theirw
vided by external experts, specialized agaes, projects, although now they can find these com--
and scientific organizations on projects imple- ments in the Chairman's reports. UNDP
mented by UNEP are generally of high quality. Regional Coordinators have a similar view.
As a major contribution to the GEF project They generally have not recognized much
ycle, UNEP has prepared technical reviews of "value-added"insight in the SrAP reviews.

virtally all project proposals submlitted by the While confing the need for an independent,
World Bank and UNDP to STAP and the lmple- techncally competent group to ensure quality
mentation Committee meetings. Most of these -wifthin the GEF, they tend to charaize STAP
reviews were prepared by UNEP staff, indlud- as inadequately managed, and unable to offer
img those of the GEF unit The quality of the useful opiions in tough project issue areas (for
renews varied from excellent to quite superfi- example, insttutional, pol, socioeconomicd
cal and irrlevant, with the majority being of due to the lack cf expertse on the PaneL
good quahty-

Some of the UNDP/GEP staff have suggested
The evaluators found that the technical review that the SIAP criteria are too genenc in nature
poness provided useful and valued contribu- to serve as a basis for rejectingproposals except
lions to project development and an important in the most obvious cases. The SrAP guidance
mneasure of qzdity controL lhey also noted that on global warmig has been useful particularly
the implementing agencies have worked to for prioritizing proposals, but the guidance on
inprove the quality of these reviews through biodiversity has been of little practical value.
more structured a nan the use of care- Until the prepartion period for the fourth
fully selected expertise whether on the STAP tranche, the basis for filtering out concepts
roster or not, and-the reqirment that these remained somewhat inhitive. A group of
experts sign their reports The World Bank and .JUNDP Regional Coordinators told an evaluator
UNDP now require the experts to reassess their that they "give most poins" to proposais that
reports in light of the panel and review meet- (a) will have a truly global impact; (b) focus on
ings to ensure full accountability. resources that are truly threatened; and (c)

present a viable intervention strategy.
Scientific and Technical Advisory Panel
Project Reviews UNEP has submitted comments (some of them.
After accommodating the results of the techi-- based on input from external reviewers) on
cal reviews, the project documents are sent to practically all proposals going to STAP For the
STAP for its review. Although project reviews proposals orgiting from the World Bank,
were not part of the orginalTerms of Reference UNEP onlyrecentlyhas had sufficientlead time
for STAP, they have become one of its major to prepare such comments. The proposals rg-
activities. The organization and operafions of inatingfromUNDPlPereusuallybroughtto the
STAP are covered in Chapter 9. The main fimc- attention of UNEP at the same time they were
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sent to the members of STAP. Consequently, would not be correct to state generally that
UNEP comments on UNDP proposals in most in practice SrAPs role was central inas-
cases reached STAP members orly at their much as the agencies at tines considered that
meetings, when most members may not have not all relevant scientific issues were ade-
had suffident time to study and use them effec- quately covered in the experts of SrAP.
tively. UNDP and the World Bank did not
always appreciateUNEP comments and techni- The evaluators share the view that the STAP
cal opinons on "their" projects, sometmes con- comments have not contributed markedly to
sidering them as uninvited "interference" in the the shaping of the GEF projects Part of the
-- development of the projects. responsbility for this lies with the implement-

ing agencies that did not take these conunents
Some projectideas are considered several times senously into account, and part with STAP
bySTAP. UNEP's proposal forGreenhouse Gas where the commuents were not useful While the
Abatement Country Studies was not-seen as SrAP review does delay the processing of
sufficientlymatureat the first presentation, was projects, it is not, however, a major factor in the
endorsed at the semnd presentation, and was prolongation of project development The use-
presented to SrAP for the third time to secure fulness of the STAP critena and analytical
inclusion in the GEF work program. frameworks is discussed in Chapter 5.-

STAP members, responding to questions about Implementation Committee and the
their work, appeared generally satisfied and Project Derelopment Procedures
believed they have "given good support to the -The Implementation Coummittee's primary
GEF pilot phase" and their "advice has been resposiity during the pilot phase has been
well accepted." They recognized some limita- to prepare the tranches for the participants'
tions in their specializations, expressed concern meetings. The Implementation Committee is
about not having enough time for project the mechanism established for coordinating the
reviews, recogized the improvents in work of the implementing agencies at the oper-
project docunentation, and desired earlier con- ating level and maintaining project consistency
tact in project preparation. One nemnber noted with the overall priorities.and objectives of the
that "decisionmaldng and determining priori- GEF dunng the pilot phase. It is composed of
ties envisaged by analytical framework for the GEF Operations Coordinators and staff
biodiversity will be the best contribution to the from the three implementing agencies, the
implementation of the biodiversity conven- Administrator and staff, and a STAP represen-
tion. Others expressed concems about the par- tative. It has met 11 times between December
ticipants' opposition to a priority for water 1990 and May 1993 at varying intervals.
scarcity projects. One.respondent provided a
useful summring up: .The basic task of the Inplementation Commit-

tee in putting together each of the tranches has
As to the strategic advisory role in scientific been to screen the projects presented by the
issues, the problem that STAP began its three implementing agencies following the
work only after the GEF had already made reviews already described. According to the
important decisions was never entirely Implementation Committee mmutes of its meet-.
overcome. However, after STAP came into ings, this screening examines each projecs:
existence, a leaming-process on all sides led
to a situation in which STAP, toward the * Relationship to the STAP criteria and priori-
end, played a significant role. In my view, it ties and the STAP ratings;
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Akthe same time, there are a good niumber of projects experienced some modifications as a
G EF projects, that have largely local roots such consequence. However, the TWI haveco-wr
a s the Ethilopia Dynanmic Farmer Projec Lake planed about the exteral reviewems They
Malawi Biodiversity Pro*et, Uruguy Biodi- reported-that comments by outside experts at
versity in Eastern Wetlands Project, Poland Pro- this stage were not necessarilyaprrit
htectin Forest Biodiversity Project, and Egypt, because of the experts' lack of &famiiarity with
Lake Mlanzala Wetlands Project. the countries concerned and with the World

Techncal Rv ers of rojet ConeptsBank.procedures for preparing projecs. Hcw-*
Tedni6l Mem uf roject Cncepts'ever, some ThAs reported that the dextral

:Following identification the project ideas are rveesprovided themn with hinsights. into
screned by the.GEF unit in UNEP and the . specific problems withi the proect concepts.
RegionalCoordinators inUJNDP and the World None of the This indicated that the TRPprcs
Banik for thei suitabilty, forinchusion in the contributed to delays in project prcsi&The
GEFprgan,uigthe STAP criteria and Iist of speciaists fr-om the SrAP roster used for
guidelines. The first wranche was tD be screened the TRPs incduds only one social scientist; the
according to the pardicpante' citeria dlevel- rest are in the natural sciences or enguheermg
oped by the World Bank GEF Coordinator for fields. Most of thiem work foi "rnorthiem orgarni-
the May Z1991, meeting of the participants. zatioins or agencies, inchluing NCOs, goverm-
Subsequently, the STAP criteia senved as the mient agerkues, anfd univesities.
guidelines for selection. Sometimes the NGOs
were invited to advise during the screening In UNDP, once a project idea is aipproved, it
process. After the screening a summary docu- becomes a Project Brief, which serves as the

mentWa prepared, which preseted the basic basis for the project¶s fiurther review ankddcear-
features and objedtives of ithe project. anice. Typically, briefs are drafted by consult-

ants and reviewed and edited by the RtegIioal
In the IMnId -Bank,. if the project idea is accept- Coordinators. The briefs then go to the lnterbu-
able, it is sent to the-appropriate Counttry Direc- reau Project Appraisal CoDmittee (PAC),
bor by the GEF Coordinator to appoint aTM19, -which foDmally decides w.hich projects are to be
who Is responsi'ble for preparing the EEPS. The submitted by UNDP for a specific trmnhe. The-
IEPS is a short statement of the projectconcept; screenin by the Interbureau PAC is, preceded
thus, the scope and depthi of the review at this by, an extemnal technical revixw. STAP receives
point is necesarily limited. the techical apprasal sheet along with the

briefs
The first tehical revews- are amied iuby the.
World Bank's Technial Review Panel ClEF) it According to the GEF Coordintors, thei ecpe
icde the Tam outside apeda ), thnmical riecoe with oxtrnal revi bas been
-advisrs),GEFOpetat onasCooe al Region uneven- Some of the consult provided
E Etiropmnia lfyonChFie(andnwheninta- deaid and insightful commnerwb1but, until
tionaw teaties and conernons apply, a repreen- recently, too many submitted only brief and
tative of the lega depatment The World Bank usbttiedviewpoints The roster of Con-
vehas also prvided opporti for the NGO con- sultants developed by STAP has not been
sultationsonthe poctspp rsedw h wi be enirey usefut eperi l beauise the degree of
ommenited on Laterin thiis chapter. technical knowledge and specializattion

requked oDf the - . noe conmedtand ws Worly
The comments fiom the reViews have ben defined. ph- roster's pwrncipal defiiency was
taken ito acount in the GEFUIEPS, andkt most the shortage of eperts with regional and T Unx-
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The main cause of the difficulties of the Imple- community and NGO participation, and project
mentation Committee, however, stems from a design. Comments on specific projects are
lack of clear and authoritative guidance on the directed to the responsible implementing agen-
ground rules for the GEF pilot phase. This defi- cies, which have to respond directly to the par-
dericy, along with a preoccupation with ticipant malkng the comment Two projects
projects rather than strategies and country pro- have been rejected by the participants-the
grams and the absence of a full-time and inde- New World Sarewwrm Project and the Africa
pendent GEF authority to interpret the Integrated Forest Management Project?
participants' policies, has resulted in unproduc-.
tive competition and antagonism and hidepen- Some of the representatives of the participants
dent rather than cooperative endeavors. Behind have put considerable time into reviewing the
these difficulties are the differences in organiza-- Project Briefs. The GEF Coordinators in ULNDP
tional culture, style of operation, and attitudes and World Bank repcrt that they have taken
to recipient countries (see Chapter 9 for a fur- these reviews seriously and'provided wrtten
ther discussion of the implementing agency responses. Some of the participants'-comments
coLaboration). have been insightfuL On balance, however, the

GEF Coordinators from UINDP and the World'
The Participants'Reiew and Authorization of Bank suggest that the value-added contribution
Tranches and Projects . madebytheparticipants totheimprovementof
Once the Implementation Committee has project quality has not been significant They
agreed on a tranche of projects, the tranche is believe that the time and energy spent by the.
presented to the participants for review and Coordinators in cary composingresponses
authorization. Projects cannot proceed to could havebeenspentmoreprofitablyon other
appraisal and detailed project design until the GEF-related responsibilities :
partidpantW' authonzation has been obtained.
For the World Bank projects or components, the Because the participants meet only twice a year,
GEF Final Executive Project Summary cannot there is considerable pressure on the World
be completed and the appraisal mission under- Bank TMs and UNDP/GEF Coordinators to
taken. For UNDP the project formulation mis- complete the pre-tranche preparations and
sion cannot be sent to the field to prepare the reviewsin time for the upcoming meeting.
finalprojectdocument Similarly,UNEPcannot However, the requirements for preparation,
proceed-with preparing its project document. extensive reviews and consultations, and com-

munications with governments for project con-
As each tranche has been presented, the partic- cept approvals-not entirely within the project
ipants have requested additional project infor- . managWs control-may not fit the partici-
mation and have provided their own detailed pants' time frame. If a project proposal misses
comments and advice. The im,plementing agen- the participants meeting date, it has to wait six
cies have attempted to be responsive to these months for the next meeting.
questions and comments. Since the second
tranche, partcipants' cornients have been Also the bunching of projects in tranches places
included as an annex to the Report of the Chair- a sudden and heavy burden on the GEF Coordi-
man. Comments are summarzed and a brief. nators to move ahead with the design and
description of the actions taken as a result are appraisal processes of the full tranche of
also included. The comments are broad in projects at thesame time. This is more of a prob-
scope, covering technical issues, application of lem for UNDP where the responsibility is con-
GEF criteria, institutional arrangements, local centrated on the Coordinators; it is dispersed
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among the TMs in the World Bank. A more flex- 'directly by a substantive UNEP program unit
ible arrangeetfor individual project authori- or by international, intergovernmental, or non-
zatioris would spread out the workload. governimental organizations under the super-

vision and guidance of a substantive UNEP
The evaluators recognize that the participants program unit4

explicitly have asked for a role in the review of
projects. Although, at times, the comments GEU Project Appraisal: The! World Bank
made -a-re pertinent and useful, over all,.the Standard World Bank procedures, have been
process of the participants' review of projects is used for project developmient following the
not a productive use of the participantg' or participants' authorizations. A Final Executive
project imangers' time. More in-depth knowl- Project Summary is prepared, followed by a
edge of the project circumnstanice and sus.- project appraisal mission. The results of these
tained involvement in the project development missions are recorded in a draft Memorandum
proces is necessary to have an imnpact on and Recommendation of ithe DIrecor, Coutry
project quality. At the same time, the evalua- Departmnent, and reviewed by the World Bank
tors noted the lack of the partidtpants'attenidon staffi This documentis then used as-the basis
to program strategy and policies to gude the for negotiations with the recipient government
project development processes as well as to and its approval. With the government's
what is being learned as the pilot phase has approval, the project is approved by the
evolved. RegionalVice Presidentunless associated with

a regular World Bankjproject, wlddtis subrmit-
ted to the Board. It is during this time that a

Post-Tranche Project Development project take on its fulfl dimensions and its
ptnilimpactbeoomes more apparent.

Once the participants authorized a tranche of However, thiere are no formal independent
projects, the imnplementing agencies were able reviews during this period.
to proceed with detailed project preparations.,

The GECoriar has theprimaryrepoti-
CU Pwjct PTparation: UNEP biyfoenungthat the CEF project, as it is

UNEP, taking into account the comments- of designed and appraised. meets the GEE.
the participants, prepares its project docu- requirements and serves the objectives of pro-
menL. This work is carred out by the relevant txcting the global environment! The Coordina-
substantive program unit of UNEP, in close tor deaws the documents from the TMs as they.
cooperationi with UNEP/GEF unit and, if progress to approvalby the Regional Vice
appropriate, with the originator of the pro- President.
pose1 and the organizations that may be
involved in project implementationt. The for- A major concern to th-e evaluators in the World
mat of the project document follows UNEP!s Ban's processig of GEE projects is the low pci-
Manual on.Design and Approval of Projects. oritymanagersassigntotheseprojctsowingto
The project document is then contsidered and the projects' comparatively small size, their spe-
approved by UiNEP's Project Review and Eval- cial crtenia and procedural requirements, and
uation Commiittee (PREC), and signed on emphasis on global rather than national bene-
behalf of UNEP by the officer in. charge of fits. The TMs believe that they are not ade-
UNEP's Office of the Environtment Fund and quately supported and the TMis lack incetive.
Administration. The GE F projects that'are to devote the subsitantialf tirme reqtired by the
approved by the PREC are implemented either GEEFprojects
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GEU Project Formdlatwon: UNDP tranche authorization steps. This lack of owner-
For tJNDP/GEF projects, normial UNDP proce- ship Can.result in delays and inadequate atten-
dures for project formulation, review, and tion to project preparation and negotiations.
approval are followed: project documents are
drafted, reviewed, and refined. Central to the It is also duringthiis period that the participa-
process is the in-countr Project Appraisal tinfthe re4~pientcumntry and its insdtittions
Committee consisting of staff from relevant become's czitcl,building on thirinvlvement
government agencies, UNDP, the execting in the projectcoucptionwork.Whendthiswork.
agency and (where applicable) NGOs, and. has notbeen done adequately, as the evaluators
chaired byr the Resident Rpentiv.The noted in several projects, the appraisal and for-
PAC reviews projects in detal, reconmmends mulation phase has experenced serious prob-
revisions and/or further input and when satis-- lenms of local objctions andiAt miudrtndings
fied, submits adetailed dxaft proposadltotTrNDP
Headquarters A Headquarters PAC again
reviews the proposal andnuakes any fnal adjust- The Project Development Procedures:
ments.Thle projectis thentpresentedfor approval Assessment and Findings
to the Action Commnittee (SenorMnO mno
UNDP), chaired by the Administraor Inaddition to the projectcyce steps in the GEE

pi'lot phase operations, tlhere aire a number of
Yet, there are somie dfencsbetween the for- topics thiat the participants and others have
muIafion of UNDP/GEF projets and UNEDP/ raised about project development procedures.
Indicative Planig Figure (IPF) projects. First Some of thee concerns, such as increimetal
unli-ke the pr-eparatlion of regular 1FF projet, costs, innovation, sustainabilt, economnic and
which may or may not involve UNDP Head- social factors; and relationships with natona
quarters,the formulation and dvelpen f policy,are addressed in Chapter 5. Other con-
-GEEprojects is generally driven by.the GEE cernsare wmor closely related to projec devel-
Regional Coordinators Second, the GEE opuient processes. Those most pertinent to the
appraisal is more likly tomivolve outside tech- project developmentprocess include topics
nical expetise in the Hleadquarters' review of such as the number of steps and pace of project
the project. Third, GEF Coordinators attend the processing usefulness of the steps, transpar-.
Action Committee to support the Area Officers ency, participation, and ownershp, which are
in the presentation of the project and are often -discussed here.
required to respond to questions because the
Area Officers have had little involvement with Thie Pace of the Project Development Procedures
the project up to that time. -One of the complaints about the pilot phase is

the fadt t'hat so few of the projects, have actually
Post-Tranche Poject Developmentz reached the imlmnainstage, including.
Suimming Up most projects from the first tranchea These
The evaluators have found ftht the post- project had been reviewed by the participants
tranche authorization phase is critical in the in April 1991. Annex 4 provides the dates for
development of GEE projects. Yet it is the differet st'ages of thie project deveopment
period when project responsibility and control procedures.
shifts to geographic operaions managers who,
it appears, do not have the -ownership" and Thze Worl Bunk projects, Of the 14 World Bank
comparable sense of priority and importance as projects included inL the first tranche, only half
the GEF Coordinators have during the pre- have beenL approved by the World Bank
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management as of June 30, 1993, after more raiesby the time these tranches were
than two years. Thre of them (the Kenya Tana assembled.
River Project Brdzil National Conservation
Unit, and Uganda Biodiversity Coniservation For the World Bank, projects. have taker' an
have not beenL appraised. Of the seven first average of 8-5 m-onths fr7om the IEPS date to pre-
trache projects already approved, only five senktation to the partidpants foDr authorization.
wereunder ipeetio,and only four had But in some cases, this time period has been as
received any substantial dibuseensof GEF short as 2.5 weeks (China Ship Waste Disposal)
funds (Belaru Forest Biodivrsty, Bhutan. or as long as 33 months (Zimbabwe Biodiver-
Trust Fund for Environmental Conservatoio, sity). Management or Board approval of the
Chin Ship Waste Disposal, and Poland Forest proects has occured 19 month afer teIP
Biodiverity). The Bhutan Project is the only review, on avenage. Only eight projects have
onewiLthanymajordisxursement(US$7million reached fun' imlmnainThe first disburse-
out of US$10 million committed). Its, project mentwas, on average, 18 months after the IIEPS
activities had ak-readybeen in operation for two was approved.
years before it was indluded in the GEF partfo-
ho. Three of the World Bank projects have The shortest time between two steps, on aver-
received annual dsuemnsOf 10-13 per- age, is between the ImimnainCommit-
cent of their cmimnsdeptthfatthat teers acceptance and the participants
they aliwere approved imoethan two years authorization, about two months. A project
ago- needs tobe authorized by the participants to

proceed to appraisal On average, it takes about
The pace of project development for the second 7.5 months between the participants' approval
tranche has been somewhat better, perhaps and appraisal. After a project is approved by-
reflecting some learninkg on the World Baolt,s the nmangement or the Board, it takes about 4.5
part &r less hasty prepmarton of the package of months for the first disbursement.
proposals included and the fact that work was
already under w;ty on manty of them at the time UNDPIGEFprojects. All butt one of the 12
of their indlusion. Of the 11 World Ba-nk projects projects in the UNDP first tranche GEF portfo-
mn the second tranche, seven have'now been lio have by nobeen approved andsipned.Th
appraise&d and four have received World Blank .onlyprojectstillunderfornuilation is the Africa
approval. Only two are actualy under imple- regional project on Conservation of Biodiver-.

*mentation, however, anwd only 2-3 percent of sity through Effective Management of Wildlife
the finds committed have been disbursed, Trade. This project has undergone sificant
although both projects were approved more changes in scope since its approval by the par-
thannine months ago (Ghana Coastal WeKTands taipants in May1991 and is currently being
Management and India Non-Conventional finalized. Half of UNDP projects the first
Energy Projects). . tranche are in the im iplementation phaseb Yet,

only three projects, which were signed more
Although it is stil too early to judge the pace than asyear ago, have had significant isburse-
of development of the subsequent tranches, mergts so fan They are the global project Emis-
only half of the third Ptancbe projects and two sios of Global Waming Gases from Rice
of the fourth tranche have beent apprised. Fields; the Africa regional projec Institutional
This reflects the fact that the.World Bank had* Support for the Conservation of East Africa
built up a work-in-process pipeline of more Biodiversity; and the China national project
mnahre project proposal at various stages of Li.miing Emissions of Greeniouse Gases-- A
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othier projects have barely started iniplementa- Second, work on processing the GEE projects
lion with dsusmnsgerlynot exceed- has been tied to thte timing of the five work po
ingS5 percent of thLe total commitment gram submissons. After each workplant has

beenk approved, GEF Coordinlators have had to
Of the 16 UNDP? projects includedmi the second initiate foDrmulation efforts on several projects
hranche work program, seven (less thian 5O per- at the same time- This bunching-up of project
cent) have so farbeenL apprved and signed, some processing led to delays as the Coordinators
onlyrcerliy Amongthemnamningnneprojects, tried to move on many fronts.
several have rnm into problems that delayed their
formulation. The Brazil Biorass Gasiafiaion and A contributing factor to the delays in at least
Gas Turbine Prcject is the only secondtranche two regional bureaus was the lack of vested
UNOP project in fuimpeetain interet in the GEE projects on the part of Area

Officerr. The responsibility for project process-
The pace of project development has incresed ing was, shiftedl in the Bureaus for Africa -and
noticeably- Four out of a total of nine third Asia from the GEE Coordinators to the Area
tranche GEF projects for UJNDP have already Officers after the participants' approval was
been approved and signed. Several fourth obtained. Having had very lttle invlvement i
trandhe projects that have beenfullyfomitd the GEE projects up,to that point, the Area.
are about to enter the appraisal stage. Mean-~ Officers found it difficult to understand quicldy
while, the fiffith randhe Tanzamia Electncdty, Fuel the formulation-requirements.
and Fertilizer from Municipal and Industrial
Organic Waste Project hias already. been Additional delays occurred after the UNDP?
reviewed by the UTN!)? Headquarters PAC. project approvaL In nine instances, it took on

the avenage 4.5 months before a project was
The UIND) procedlure starting with the partid- signed. Likewise, nine projects needed an aver-
pants' authorization has taken on average more age of seven months to start up operations..
than twice as long as the pre-tranche authoriza- UNDP/ GEE staff attribute this slowness to the
tion phase (19 months compared to eight .factthataterewereoftennotas many "backers"
months). More than half of the UNDP! GEF for these activities (within or outside UNDP?) as

prjcshave experienced average delays of 1.5 one would normally find in the case of regular
months and almost one quarter!of the delays IFF projects.
are more than three months over and above the
assumed "normal" processiLng time of six Conclusion on the Pace ofProfect Development
months6 during the course of the formulation The evaluators' assessment of the pace of
exercise. project development indicates that, on average,

it takes eight months from project identification
There w-ere two principal reasons for this delay. to the partidipants' authorization. For the most
FiLrst, project elaboration efforts did not corn- part, however, these procedures have not been
mence int earnest until after the participants' a major reason for delays MIn the preparation and
approval had- been obtained. Quite often, the prcsigof GEF projects The exceptionks are
core parametErS of projects were still being thseistances where project proposals have
worked out during the formulation muission. been deferred owing to decisions notto include:
This resuilted in considerable flbacking and fill- .them in the current tranche-insufficient funds,
ing during these missions and approximately. othier requirements to fit focal area and geo-
half of the projects had to) be revised after initial graphic priorities, more work required on con-

*submissiLon. cept development and 'government suipport.
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Also, considerable time is lost just in d :stit- major constraint on moving projects to imple-
ing documents at each step. mentation, do tiese steps contnrbute to project

quality? Are they cost-effective?
However, the major factors bearing on project
delays have beerL x-fliculties at the country In virully all of the information reviewed
level in local participation issues that were not there is one problem that emerges at all levels of
addressed during earlier stages, recipient gov- GEE operations: the multiple layes of front-end
emmient approval requirements and related review, oftn duplicated by the participants,
organizational and political issues, confusion are not cost-effect in terms of the additional
over the (EF crntena and NGO roles, and inpli- time, expense, and effort required. Also, they
cationsforDaffectedpopulations. Thehasbewithl axe becoming more counterproductive as the
which the first tranche was developed was, in participants and NGOs press their attempts to
large .measure, responible fo r subsequent m-icro-manage the project development proce-
delays. Behind thse issues lay the common dures. The evaluators found an inceasingly
pereption and citicism from the deveoping negative attitude of many GEF project manag-

uamntriesthattheGEFprogramhasbeendonor ers toward being ivolved in future GEF actMv-
idvenL Inadequate time and effortwas given to ties. Tbis attitude seems to stem from the

wo-ring with the recipient countries in gamng perceptiontlhat the additional steps required to
their understanding of thie purposes and condi- process GEE proects compared with regular
tions of the GEF pilot phase pro and the operations add more work but very litde of
critea for project elgibity This applies to the value in improving the quality of projects.
government leveit is also critically important
for gaining" ownership" at the commmuty and The lock-step procedure of preparation for the
busness levels where progect iuplementation semiamiual participants' meetmgs supenm-
takes place and sustainability objectives are poses a timetable of inflexible deadlines for the
largey achieved. preparation and revision of project documents.

These deadlines are unrelated to the time
Certainly, a great deal of learning had to take rquirements for the preparation of the project
place in the early months of the GEF operations themselves and, in fact, frequently get in the

- - .* on the part of imLplementing agency staff and way of theprocess at crucial points- Sometimes
goverments. The concepts, criteria, and proce- additional vsits to the country or short-term

- dural rquiements of the GEF are complex and consultancies are necessary, not because of any
evolving, requiing considerable debate, need generated by the project itself, but to sat-
exchange of information, and new understand- isfy the documentation rqirments of the
ing These factors, characteristc of a pilot oper- extemalreviewprocess.
ationbutcertainly notnew to the implementing
agendes, also have affected the pace of project As noted earlier, the least co unerproductive
development. Once understood and learnedby steps of the review process are the World -

implementing agendes and recipients, the pro- Ba*s Technical Review Panels, UNEP's
cess should operate more smoothly and effi- Project Screeing.Committee, and the UNDP
ciently. n. . Iterbureau GEFFPAC; in act, most projects

undergo some modification as a result of these
The Usefulness of the Steps in the Review Process: reviews. However, the project managers' views

: -- GEF Staff Views, on the value of outside technal advisors vary
- Although the additional GEF steps of poject considerably. The STAP comments add little to

development procedures do not appear to be a proect concepualization. These comments
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usually consist of a general assessment of the GEF is in the hantds of the individual imnple-
project and a judgment about its priority for mertitig agencies, each of them following its-
inclusion in the work programL A similar con- own established procedures and withrelatively
clusion appears to be the case with the Imple- little interaction.
mentation Committee and participants'
comments on projects. The Usefulness of the Steps in the Review

Process: Other Views
After theGEFprojects havebeen authorized by Alternative perpectives on the usefulness of
the particpants in work programs, there is no the review steps are provided by the NCOs.
aurtheextral independent review. This is the Considerations of the NGO prspective need to

case despite the fact that most of the projects differentiate between their concens with-focal
undergo a number of design changes during. area strategies and with project selection and
preparation and appraisaL The evaluators design. The two are, of course, losely linked,
question whether it is cost-effective to have all but, in terms of particpation in project reviews
of the independent exernal review of the GEF at the pre-tranche authorization stage, some of
projects concentrated at the stage of the Project the NGOs have esed deep concerns andl.
Briefs or IEPSs when there is usually linited disappointment. The IUCN points out that "our
information available and the project has not. epeeces have been the least positive with
been designed, rather than at the pre- or the World Bank_; opportunties to consultwith
post-appraisal or formulation stage when the World Bank are essentially opportunities to
problems have been identified and adjust- provide a very limited scope of tecdmical ape-
iments made to solve themL Also, the earmark- nience to issues or prqects, the fimdamentals of
ing of funds occurs too earlyin the project cycle which are more or less set by the World Bank-
when very little is known about the actual Our experience in projects has been much more
financial requirements and incremental costs. of a mnced bag. One of the worst aspects of this
Thus, the links beteen pojecta costs at the time is the project identification phasejand] being
of project idenfification and the size of the GEF placed in a position of not knowing how
grants are minimal and vague leading to too projects are selected, or how to interact mean-
much or too little funding being locked in with iri y with the implementing agencies in the
project design shaped largely by the size of the selection process-.
grant The alternative for project managers is to
seek cofinancing persuade the government to The IIJCN comments on relations with UNDP
increase its contribution, or just cut or elimi- indicate that these relations "are more varied
nate project comnponents. There is no than they have been with the World Bank. In
we-defined, authorized-procedure for adjust- generaL we perceive a sympathetic attitude of
ing project funding levels after participant OTNDP staff in the objectives that we are trying
authorizations. to attain under the CEF, which is institution

building and the long-term creation of capacty
In addition to concerns about front-nd min countries. Their staff also tend to be more
reviews, it was envisioned in the original con- accessible and open to work with"; however,
ception of the GEF operations that there would "the ultimate resuls of working with UNDP
be close cooperation between the implementing have been discouragingly similar to those with

- agences dunng project development to create a the World BanL We have had very little sub-
* framework ofajointly reviewed and consistent .staritial input into the overal design and focus

work program. In reality, the development and of the GEF biodiversity program being carried
* implementation of projects supported by the -outby UNDP." 8
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Other NGO views on project developmenLt pr- should be changed to eliminate marginally use-
cedures, are expressed in the World Wide Fund ful review functions, provide for more time for
for Nature report 'The Global Environmient field work and local participation activity at all
Fadlityr Sharing Responsibility for the Bio- stages, and shift the external review process to
sphere." It. points out that "the GEE project the stage when the project is more fuilly devel-
cycle, like the GEE itself, encompasses complex oped ankd issues can be more dearly identtified.
insttittional compromises that reflect the. The procedureswould also benefit from greter
strngfth and interests of the three imnplement- attention by the participants and STAP to poli-
mng agencies. Ti'compromise'nature has led des and strategies to guide the project'develop-
toaproject cyde that ismrther cmbemsome.j[It ment work of the implementing agencies and
attempts] to define too narrowly the Implementation Committee and asystematic-
not-contradictory goals of process efficiency mionitoring of project activity and, in time, out-
and effectiveness.Acausingl confusion for GEE comes.The review process require gete cn-
managers and particpants over which goals to tinuity of knowledgeable experts with the
focus on-..and miixed signals [are] sent to project necessary techimcal expertise and others with

:~~~~~~~~~~~~

mainager at the World Bank and UNDlP7" broad understanding of global enviroment
issues and- the feasibility and sustainbility

Enaddto to soliciting these comments, the requiremenits of technical assistance and hinvest-
evaluators have met with representatives of ment interventions. Finally, more structured
more than 100 NGOs in recipient countries, and mutually satisfactory arrangements wll be
Also, the evaluators were obsrlv at the meet- required with the NG community and private
ing ofo 25 NGO representatives organized by the businessesw oal basedcparticipationlto

hIndependent Panel of Experts forthe evaluation makce use of thertcnclkolde skill,
in September 1993. The evaluators have also and experience.
discussed the question of the NGOs' role with.

cydeliketheGEF tsef, ecomscople Leped and issues Bank Lend- Opeeraryietied

the implementing agences thatcite vainousmme- agenof Wr Bank Lndi SA tons
tiatives to cooperate with the NGOs andl NGO Twenty-nine GEs projects are assocated wi-th
particpation in GEE funded projects. A recent lending operations of the World Bank (28
initiative is reflected in the documet Partic- pmrjects) and the lnter-American Development
potion by Non-Governmental Organization n Bank (one project). The amount of total lendaim
the GE' now beingcompleted by the GEE Sec- operations assocated with the GEE is approi-
retanat. The evaluators conude that, despite iniately US$3 billon. Has the GEE play-ed a cat7
efforts to develop productive collaboration, alytic role to mobilize such resources? Has the
there is a muthual dissatisfation, in some GEE made such loans and acrdts more attrac-
nstances strongly felt, with GEF/NGO work- tive to the borrowers? -

ing reationships. The structure, procelures,
and attitudes bearing on these relationships According to the GEE Coordinator's Office of
require careful and thoughtfl reconsderation the World Bank, the availability of GET funds
by both thel t g agencies arnd the has influenced the design of World Bank-
NGOs- fiinnced projects significantly. eor example,

without the GEf support, a cal power plant
steps in the Project Development Procedures: construction instead of geotherLal energy
A Summing Up development could have been adopted as the
As is evident from the above discussion on the least cost option in Philippines. Nigeria Flamed
steps in GEE project development procedures, Gas Reduction would be another example. Inr
the evaluators condude that the procedures addition, TMs for the Costa Rica global wam-
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ing projec a1DB) and Indonesia biodiversity that gas trnmsinsafety and environmetakl
project1 0 respondedi to the questionnaire that protection in China should be addressed with

* the associated IDB and World. Bank could not or without the GEE.
have proceeded without the GEE support

As of June 30, 1993, only 15 out of 51 GEE
However, association of a GEE project with a investment projects to be implemented by the,

* World Bank financed poethas been contro- World Bank have been approved. Therefore, it
versial. The Algeria El Kala National Park is still difficult to provide a comprehensive pic-
Project, for example, was separated fronm a ture of whether the GEE ILeverages World Bank
World Bank financed project due to the dis- resources. However, there are some indications
agreement between the Algerian government that the GEE projects have not been instrumen-.
and the World Bark over aross default clauses. tal in mobilizing their. associated World Bank
lIn the Laos Wildlife and Protected Areas Man- projects during the pilot phase.
agement Piroject, although it is still associated,
the establishmenLt of a legal framiework, which First, there are five cases in which a GEE project
has raised concerns over the traditional rights was added on to a World Bank-financed project
of local communities, is included as a condi- that had been already underpreparationt GET'
tionahity of the proposed World Banik fhinanced funding. for a free-standing GEF i-nvestment
*project. Such conditionalities are regarded by project imnplemented by the World Bank is
World Bank officials as instruments to carry out approved by a Regional Vice Presidentt (RVP).
necessary policy reformns, since a GEE project However, if GEE finding is associated with a
cannot contaiin conditionalities. proposed World Bank-financed project, the

Board of Direcors of the World Bank approves
Another criticism of-association is that the the lending operation including the GIEE grant
World Bank is using the GEE granLt in order to funding. The Philipphines Conservation of Prior-

* make its loans (andacrdits) more atcractive to ity Protected Areas Project, for example% still
the borrowers by separating out GEF activiLties awaits the RVP approval while its associated
that Could be included in the project regardless project, the Environment and Natural
of the availability of CEF grant According to Resources UMaagement Project was approved
World Bank staff, in the India Alternative by the Board in June 1991. Simularly, in the case
Energy Project, the GEE made it possible to of the Poland Coal-to-Gas Project, the Board
include solar photovoltaic and wind power approval of the associated project (the Heat
energy options in a World Bank energy project. Supply Restructuring Project), June 1991, pre-

* Otherwise the World Bank would not have ceded the authorization of the GEE project by
incude thse ptins ecase-they weent the participants in December 1991. G-EEprojects

calculated as least cost alternatives under traci- in Malawi (Lake Malawi Biodiversity Project),
tional economic criteria, ie., absent valuation of Mali (Household Energy and CO2 Reduction
incremental global benefits provided for. by Pr-oject) and Algeria/Morocco/Tunisia (Oil
GEF fundi~ng.l Similarly, the GEE "made it Pollution Managemient System for the South-.
possible to address issues of gas transmission West Mediterranean Sea Project) have not
safety and environrmental protection within the reached the RVP approval, although their asso-
associated [World] Bank gas conservation ciated World Bank-finaniced projects have been
l oan.'12 On the other hand, thelIndia case can approved by the Board 3

*be taken as an evidence that the GEE could Dot
influence the World Bank to go beyond tradi- Second, there are three more cases that World
tional economic criteria. Also, it can be argued Bank lending operations proceeded without
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their GEF components. In these cases, a GEF approved. Itis highdy debatable whether World
pzojectand a WorldBank-financedprojectwere Bank-financed projects in such cases would or
developed jointly, but were later separated would not have proceeded without their GEF
frm each other. After separtion, leading oper- components TMs for projects in lao P.DRX
ations to XKenya and Algeria havebeen Wildlife and Protected Areas Managemat),
approved by the Board- On the other hand, Mali (Household Energy and C02 Reductionr),
their former GEF components (enya Tana. the Philippines (Conservation of Priority Pro-
River Primates Project and Algena El Kala tected Areas) and Thaiand (Promotion of Elec-
National ParkProject) have notyetreached the trICity Energy Efficiency) responded to the
RVP appro.The GEF project in Bolivia (Pro- questionnaire sent by the evaluators that the
tected Area System Project) and its forner 3ssodated World Baik-financed project would
World Bank counterpart were both approved,- have proceeded witholt GEF component
by the RVP and the Board respectively, after
separation. These cases suggest that the GEF In spite of a large amount of World Bank lend-
component was not critical to obtaining World ing operations associatedwith GEE projects, the
Baxnk fuMlingg evidence is inconcusive as the majority of

proLecs are not yet approved and are going
Third, there are several cases of weak links through design changes- A longer period of
between the GEE component and the World experiencewith GEE everage a gemeits IS
Bank-financed component(s). In the case of Sey- necewary. ThLus, a n analysis
cheles, for example, the GEF component- shoud be ed out at a later date
BiJdivesity Conservatin and MePoflu-
tion Abatement Progm-has little to-do with
another component financed by a World Bank Transparency and GEF Operations
loan that aims at the imement of road, air-
port and taffic safety Another example is the Transparency calls for public access to program
case of Thailand, the Distribution System and documentation and decsionmaking that bears
EnergyEfficiencyProject,whichincludesaGEF on polcy and program actions. It involves
component Promotion of Elecicdty Energy opportunities for public interest groups to find
Efficiency. While GEE and non- compo out what decisions have been made and
nents are highly complementary, tLey could observe disinmaligprocesses. GEFman-
have been separate projects. The bonrwer of agers haveworked fromthebegirnimg tomain-
the World Bank loan is the Metropolitan Elec- taintransparencyin GEF operations. Adhieving
tricity Agency MEA2) that is resporsible for this goal, however, has beern a learning process
electricitydistribution in metropolitan in the most effective ways to be
Bangok MEA plans to improve and expand reponsive and meet the rapidly growing
distribution systems. On the other hand, the demand for information and adapt existing
GEF compoet is executed by the Electicity agency prcedures and attitudes
Generation Authoity of Thailand, which is pn-
warily responsile for electricity generation. The Admiunstrators Office has made a deter-
TheCGEF component that aims at demand-side mined effort, on which it has favorable com-
management emerged as an altemative to the meats, to respond to requests for information
construction of a new power plant. In addition, on the GEE operations and decisionniaking It
there are seven more cases in whidh both the has developed a communications strategy. The
GEF comnponent and the associated World documentation on projects has been expanded.
Bank-financed project have been already to include technical assessments, STAP com-
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ments, and othe views and decisions on how tion of negotiations and discussions with the
these views have been accommodated. Specal government concerned and "restricted" there-
meetings have been organized, for example, for after for a period of 10 years. On August 26,
the NGOs to review the GEF policies and 1993, the World Bank's Board approved new
projects and exchange views. A record of the policies on information disclosures, largdy
meetings of the CGF staff with public intbest removng constraints that previously impeded
groups shows that alaige portion of the staff access to many of the World Bankls documents.
work is devoted to extending the transparency The emwironment, in partular, figures proi-
of the GEF work However, the issue of trans- nentlyas an area where disclosureis thought to
parency continues to persist owing to concems be beneficial The new policies will be effective
thathave been expressed aboutthe opermess of startingJanuary 1, 1994, whena Public Informa-
the oject development process, described by tionCenter wil also be established at the Wo-ld
some as something of a black boxL Bank. Because earlier documents were pre-

pared under the protection of the older policies
Trnsparency has its costs. The time and that restricted publicatiori, release of these wil
resources the agences spend on esuring the be judged on a cas-bycase basis.
widespread dissseination of progm docu-
mentation, aranging special meetings, and. The new policies have been extensively dis-
involving the NCOs and others in poject cussed with the Board smnceJuly 1992 and aim
development work add to staff workloads and for increased tansparency, particularly in
administrative costs. The budget for coMMuni- respect to spedfic leding operations and envi-
cations for the Administrator's Office has been rounmental issues. The World.Bank has been in
increased in the past two years and the favor of transparencyin thebelief that openness
demands for more information in a variety of will enhance its effectvene, but it recognizes
fims and languages amcninue to grow. Trans- the fact that uTdimited public access to its doca-
parency opens the door to special interest ments,particularly when they are still in draft
groups to promote their particular agenda and and also where delicate negotiations with bor-
become involved in decisionmaldng funcdons -rowers are not yet complete, would inpede the
without accountability. Where handled respon- World Banks effectve functioning. Much
sibly, transparency has major benefits in ensur- information also belongs to borowers, and
ing pubLic understanding and support for the while the World Bank would encouae dislo-
GEF operations. sure for the benefit of development effectve-

ness and. guard against harmful impacts on
Transparency and the World Bank/GEF project-affected groups, it cannot be the sole
Operations arbiter of disclosure, "given the pracical and
Themost contentious aspect of transparency of legal limits to openness and legitimate govern-
-the CEF operations is focused on the World ment concerns. No institution could effectivey
Bankks GEF-associated regular projects and the conduct its business, the World Bank argues, if
concens of the NGOs who want more informa- every draft of every document were made
tion on the World Bankds decisionialcn pro- available for public discussion. Access to some
cesses and conditionality. This issue arises documentation needs to be restricted during
because of the World Bank-s old (and now certain stages of business.
superseded) disclosure policy, contained in the
Administrative Manual Statement 1.10, which A major instrument of disclosure will be the
classifies loans and credit documents and other Project Information Document, which will pro-
country reports as "confidenaial" until comple- tide substantialy more factual information on
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projects being published hin Development Budi- Triansparency and UINDPIGEF Operations
ness. Once the Board has approved a project, the LTNDF has tried to show the way to greater
World Bank-produced appraisal reports will be transparency and public acconmtability. In
made available to the public April 1993, UNDP Headquarter, noting the

increase-of requests for information, especially
The World Bank miaintains that akready.its from the NGOs, reminded its field officers thiat
Operational Directves require prospective "UINDP's policy is to ensure fufll access to all
borrowers to consultwith affected persons and information to any interested parties" and
NGOs hinvolved in World Bank-financed urged thiem -to respond as fulfly, trasparently,
projects. Particularly for projects with environ- and candidly as possible to all inquiries." The
mental imnpact the World Bank maaeet UNDP AdminListrator recently issued a direc-
has viewed itas important to share inomto tive specifying precisely which GEF documents
so that affected parties can make their views are to be released upon request and the proce-
known. All parties at the June 1992 UNCED dures forreleasing thent However, these policy
were agreed on the need to strengthen national guidelines wil have to be reinforced with the
and international mechanisms of information staff and financial resources needed to respond
exchange, and the World Bank has attempted treussfor information and documents. The
to do this for the benefit of the projects it director of a Larg NGO dlearinghouse indi-
finances. cated to the evaluators that his organization has

had difficulty getting project dcmnsfrom
As to environument-related documents, eff-ec- UNDP on a timely basis.
live July 1, 1993,.the World Bank put into
effect the IDA-1D recommendations for (O) Tasrecy and UNEPIGEF Operations
having environtmental assessments.for IDA- UNEP has involved the NGOs in all of its GEE
financed projects made publidly available at projects and mantainsd an extensive distribu-
the World Bank Headquarters and in member tion system of all GEE documents, including
countries' field -offices once the borrower has, thos of the partner ageincies. Documentation
made the information publicly available in its ontUNEiPs own GEF projects and UNEP's tech-
own country- and (b) for ffincreased availabil- nical reviews is accessible in accordance with
ity of environmental analyses for IDA- UNEP's AdministratiLve Note on Policy and 
financed projects.' For the future, environ- Procedures Related to Public Availabhiiy of
mental assessments for World Bank projects Douetr-nomtino E prton

wil be made publicly available after local (Septemnber 1993).
release of environmental information by the
borrower govern-mentt Environumental analy~- Summing up on Transparency and the GEE
ses of World Bank projects and environumen- The goal of transparncLy in an aid agency is' to
tal action plans of borrower governments will keep parties outside the agency fully informed
be made available after receiving the bor- about the institution's, progrmuming processes
rower government's consent on a case-by- so that non-institutional views and insights can
case basis. be expressed, recorded, and taken into account

during the agency's deiinadgprocess.
Whether the World Bank's new policy on dis- The consultations that flow from a policy of
closure meets, requirements for transparency transparency, can help aid agencies make their
wfi not be known until after experience is programs and projects more relevant to devel-
gained with its application in day-to-day oping settings as well as improve chances of
operations- project impct
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De-velopment agences, like othier institutions, also affects, and is affected by, questions of par-
however, require a degree uf privacy during the ticipation respoynsibility, and faines among
course o'f shaping institutional strategies and those involved.
investmnent decisions. -Without some assurance
of prvacy, staff may become :inbited in the

exrsinof their views, and the scope for Participation.
individual creativity may become constrained.
Instittional effectiveness can also be impaired Participation in the GEE operations during the
if confidenitial docuiments, reflecting individuial project development process takes place at
opinions expressed during informal agency dis- local, national, ankd global levels:
cussions leading up to an investmnent decision,
are publidly circulated, conveyintg an impres- *The participation of affected local communi-
sion of institutional disoay. ties and localNGOs in the identification of

projects, eisr desibgt, and-implementation -
While aid agences must strive to ensure the

tansparency of deir progmoming processes, The partipation of national public and
they cannot share, delegate, or devolve their vate insitittions in the formulation of cour-
overal responsibility for development invest- try GEF program strategies, project
ment decsions. This responLsibility usualy is identification, developnent and implceme-
derived from legislative or exeutive entities tation, and relead reviews; and
that rightfulyhold aid agncines arccontable for
the coisequences that flow from their invest- * The partcipation of governments and
met decsions. national and international NGOs in the

shaping of the GEi global polces and strat-
Generlly, the GEE during the pilot phase has egies for the four focal areas.
emphasized t'he importance of transparency 
itsp documentation and p mna How-. Here, the focus is on local participation in
ever, the demand continues to grow for more project development and imple enttion. As
extensive documentation on GEE projects and the above description of the project procedures
*opertions and more information on decision- by the agencies and the reaed analysis brin
making processes. Because of the GEYs grow- out, participation in project development and
mng universal character, the desire to ensure imlmnaininvolves a complex of organi-
broad global involvement and support for pro- zations and people with varations among the
tecng-theenvironmentand the strongtfeelings focal areas.
about global evironmental concerns among a
number of public and private groups, the Participation depends largely on the range of
demand for openness and involvement is people and organizations that need to be

creasing the pressures fonr greater dranspar- involved to achieve project objectives.. For
ency. The pilot phase of the GEE has provided biodivesity, this alnost always canls for the
an opportnity to develop improved communi - particpation of affected populations in the des-
cations and openness, perhaps, to a greater ignated areas (habitats), their community organ-
extent than has been the customary experence nizations, national NGOs concerned with
of the lentigagencies. It has been a community welfare, national MOs concered
larning period during whinh the structuring of with environmental issues of endangered spe-
a gnmerally acceptable a sytem is evolving. dies prtction, government agencies-naetonal
Addreasing the GEE approach to transparency and local-that have local area development
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responsibilities, and pivate se s that * -More time is rquired to sort out the relative
have an interest in the nahtual resources of the roles and responsibilities of the local,
areas. Some global warming projects call for a national, and internationalNGOs to reduce
similar complex of ornizatonal and commu- the conflicts and competitons that arise dur-
nity particpation, especially from those con- ing implementatiCIu.
cerned with carbon sequestration in forest
preserves or GHG-gernating agricultural * The ways local peoples will be affected and
activities. Other global warmig projects their interests addressed need to be consid-
require a broad base of private buiness and ered more carefully (decisions about reset-
public participation such as the introduction of tlement, for example, should not be made
energy efficiency measures. Ozone protection externally);
and some aspects of international waters pollu-
tion control projects, however, tend to be * Many of the above concerns aboutpartcipa-
focused on majior industial complexes and tion stem from the time frames dictated by
their practices. GEF procedures and deadlines (the affected

communities and local NGOs require more
Most of the concers with participation have time than they have now); and
been raised in conjunction with biodiversity .
proects and, to a lesser extnt, global warming * The levels of GEF project funding have
projects. The issues that have been raised by tended tD be excessive to the scale and pace
affected coMmunities, local NGOs, and their of project activity envisioned, although sub-
international counterparts focus on the project stantial amounts may be required over the
identification and development prcess that long run.
has not engaged them at all or ondy peripher-
ally. Fzom the review of the GEF projects in the Generally, as has been the experience with rural
pilot phase, we fnd that: development projects, it may be preferable to

have long-term strategies with small mcre-
* Inadequate attention has been given to ments of funding for the selected area as lear-

explainingand discussing the objectives and ing about what works develops, institutional
criteria of the GEF with national and local capacities grow, and CoMMUnity involvelnen
organizations to lay the groundwork for the moves to ownership. Such an approach
identification of projects; requirs long-tem (10-15 years),

on-th-gound, and dedicated supervision with
* Arrangementsforprojectdevelopmentfrom continuity of leadership. Do the GEF project
- the first brief to the final design do not pro- development mechanisms and requirements

vide for systematic and struchired participa- aLlw for such an approach?
finn-the consultatons that are reported as
promoting partcipation tend to be perfunc- The World Bank and Partidpztion
tory in character and confused about A fiequently heard criticism is that the World
purpose; Banks project approach does not leave room

forenoufghstakeholderparticipation,especially
* Inadequate attention has been given to in the early stages of design. Recently, the Wap

understanding the social, cultural and eco- enhansTaskForce (PortfolioManagementTask
nomic as well as biodiversity features of the Force) identified this problem as one of the
selected areas, which is important for guid- main reasons for the poor implementation
ing the partcipation process; record of the World Bank projects. There is a
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participation exercise under way in the World comun iity-based organizations, and other
Bank that is designed to .hange the behavior of stalceholders because of the exceptionally large.
TMs and others to facilitate more participation sums of grant money available for grassroots
in project development procedures. Because as studies and other activities under the GEF
originally intended, the GEE pilot phase is projects, esecay in the biodiversity area. A
founded on the existing policies and proce- UNEP officer commented to an evaluator on the
dures of the implementing agencies, it is not intense internecine struggles between Kenyan.
surprising that the GEF has inherited the weak- NGOs and local communities for a "piece of the
ness of the procedures along with their action" under the proposed Tana River Project:
strengths. 'Large sums of money for projet of relatively

small geographic areas may cause wide-
The extent to which the recipients and other ranging destructive rentng behavior and
stakeholders of GEF grants are actually involved. distort the political wil of players both locally
m the identification, preparation, and appraisal and nationally."
of the projects seems to be highly variable and
dependent ona number of factors, indluding the The issue of funding levels that are dispropor-
nature of the project, the capacity and level of tionate to local capacities haibeen identified for
interest of the country, and the personality of the biodiversity projects. As noted above, this dis-
TM. It is hard to generalize about these issues. proportion affects the quality of participation -
Shortage of time, in fact, has probably been the A World Bank/GEF official suggested that the
main detennining factor in the degree of partici- use of trust funds or tightly controlled manage-
pation and consultation actually achieved in the mentof disemts may offset this concern.
development of the various projects, although However, the estence of large funding levels
aspects of the institutional culture of the imple- at the local level generates distortions and
menting agencies also are relevant unproductive pressures for the use of the funds.

While the field visit reports and the question- The participation issue also arises when t'he
naire responses diverge widely, there is a consis- operating style of the TMs is isensitive to local
tent exaggeration of the amrunt of consultation interest and views. This may stem fromuindivid-
andparticipationwithgovernments,NGOs,and ual personalities but also from short time
affected commmunites in the project documents frames and the comparatively low importance
themselves. For example, a workshop in Laos in WorldBank operations of the GEF project
was portrayed as an extensive and serious con- activity.-
siltation by the TM However, the same work-
shop was described as a "briefing" by several ZLNDP and Participation
NGOrepresentativeswho participatediinit The UNDP, over and above the GEC famework, is
truth maybe somewhere in between. Therefore, working to establish itself as an agency that is
the evaluators conclude that any statemnts pur- "community and participation friendly." It rec-
porting to characterize the quantity and quality ognizes thatwithoutmeaningful acnsultations
of interaction between the World Bank staff and with communities and their epresentatives at
other project stakeholdes of vanous types each stage of the project development process,
should be carefully considered. This also applies projects have little likelhood of success.
to UND? fieldwork RecendytlytheUNDP/GEFofficeissuedamatrix,

reflecting this sensitivity, which identifies
Also, there is a problem inherent in promoting "opportunities for participation by ommunity
particpation by local and international NGOs, groups and NGOs in the UNDP project cycle"
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Givent this agency sensitivity, the evaluators. lions" with international and capital-city
were surprised to find in the UNDP portfolio a NGOs. Local commnunity organizations and
lack of deftness in spelling out realistic strate-. NGOs will need to be turned to for assistance in
gies for enlisting com-munity participation. A carrying out this process. However, finding-
good number of project proposl shwlttle in modest amounts -will need to be provided.
evidence of the need foDr suc-h strategies-the foDr building the capacity.of local NGOs and
project designers evidently believing that commnunities to desig and manag GEF
things wil come together when the project projects. Nationtal and international NOOs can:

managment rouphits the ground. In several be imnportant inemeirisi this poes u

projects, the parhticpation isu wa eonzd they have to also maintain sensitivity in their
but project managers were tardy in turning to work with the local groups. As pointed out'i
intermediary groups (comimunity orNGOs) for the. WRI/UNDP report that, helped to trigger
assistance in devising the participation the GE:.
strategy.

Experience shows that planning such projects
Only a few of the UNDP projects reviewed requires much preparatory work with local
made an attempt to build into the project the communurities, local goverunments, ecologists,
capability for assuring that (a) socioeconom'ic and rural development specialists, and that
data is gathered, compiled, and analyzed in a even well-plankned projects succeed only if
scientifically valid manner (forexample, skilful* truly representative local institutions partici-
sampling, targeed questionnaires and inter- pate.... Most NGOs, however, lack the techmi-
views, and baseline establishment); (b) changes cal and mnanagerial, capacity to implement
in the "people situation" are monitored a-nd comprehensive projects.and meet repoting
interpreted over time; and (c) timely options are reqirements of international donors. (Natu-*

* available for ameliorating untoward develop- nl Endowments: Finacing Resource Consenia
* ments and reinforcing positive ones. tionmfor Development, 1989, p. 6.)

Recently. a UNDP? policy directive was issued
caUing for an increased involvement of commu- GEF Pre-investment.Facilities
nity groups and NGOs ini the GEF project devel-
opment process. Thedirectve is auseful step in -The Enabling Memorandum recognized that
the right direction but needs to be implemented "many of the activities tentatively identified
with how-to gudance. In many situations, Wil requiLre upst'ream work to establish their
project designers are sensitive to the need for tecimicalfeasibliy. Because of "its experience

communLity involvement but lack the insight in the management of ...pre-investmnent assis-
and know-how to facilitate the process. tance," LJNDP-was assigned the respConsib)ility

for coordinating the finantcing of GEE pr-
summing uip on. Participation investmenit workc, with a ceiling of US$2.5 mil-
There is an obvious need for more guidance lion for individual activities (see Ch[apter 3).
from implementin agences on the technical-
processes that need to be foilowed to ensure The UNDP review system for the PRIEs has

comnty involvement and on the kinds of been similar to the oeused for reguk'r GEE
sklls that should be recruited for design and projects. After a PRIF concept has received clear-
implementation. teams to help in'stall and moDn- ance, the Activity hInitiation Brief is drn-t UP.
itor this process. It must be clear that the pro- justifying the pre-investment activity. This Brief
cess goes much beyond holding "consulta- is reviewed by the in.-country PAC and then for-
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warded up the line for Headquartere approvaL also have passed a technical review that supple-
A review of the GEF experience with the PRIF ments the IEPS review PPA fundmg is denom-.
reveals the need for an overhaul of the appara- inated in SDR and the celling for individual
-ts. In the first place, the GEE terminology used activities is SDR I million.-
to haracterize PRIF efforts has become increas-
ingly imprecse and confusing. The UNDP There are now two GEE pre-project facilities,
Operations Memorandum refered to lREF running m parallel and separtely, with little
funding being authorized "for studies intended GEF oversight of PRIF/PJA processes. The par-
to lead to investment or large/complex Tedhmi- ticipants receive no documentation on PRIFl
calAssistanceprosals, for which the outcome PPA activities except in the form of activity
(that is, the feasibility) has not been assured." titles and allocations. The Tmplementation

Committee must declare the parent project eli-.
In practice, the PRIF has been used to finance a gible for PRIEF/PPA funding but does not
smorgasbord of GEF activities. hn addition to review the Activity Initiation Brief3 0 the dom-
financing straightforward pre-investment ment which.provides the justfication for the
.. -actiities,PRIF funding has been used to PRIE TheAdministrator's Office sinplyacts as
finance (a) the design of program-level frame- a recorder of the PRIF/PPA obligation after the .
works for in-country GEF activities;1 6 (b). the fact In effect, each agency decides what pre-.
design of projects and attendant agreements7 investment activities are, how much GEE
.c) pilot activities designed to test a project money wil be spent on such activities, and
approach om a small scale, with the part what the money wil be spent for. Itis antid-
project becoming a large replication of the pilot pated that approximately US$26 million wilbe
scheme;1 8 and (d) start-up activities for expended tirough PRIF/PPA els during
projects.- the GEF pilot phase.

The UNDP-administered PRIF was weakened Virtually all pre-project expenditures are cur-
early in the GEE pilot phase by the inability of rently dharged to the GEF accountby the imple-
LUNDP and the World Bank to agree on modal- menting agencies. Consequently, there is no
ides for the PRIF. approval process. The comr- compelling reason that pre-project costs for
munication breakdown (see Chapter 9) led.to some projects should be scunized in advance
the World Banlcs setting up of its own pre- under a pre-investment facility while pre-
investment facility for GEF activities in April project costs for the remaining projects are
1992. The Project Preparation Advance, the reported ordy on a post facto basis. GEE funds
World Bankrs facility, is used for (a) upstream foradninsioncostsalsoareusedforproject
preparatory work, including studies that are development work.
essentiaL to expedite preparation and imple-
mentation of a project proposed for GET financ- Agreater degree of accountability for the
ing; (b) pre-investment studies tD confirm the drawdown of GEF pre-project fundig should

feasibility of the proposed project; and (c) be introduced into the GEF programmng sys-
equipment and materials that will demonstrate tern. The GEF Secetariat should issue guide-
feambility and help design large-scale replica- lines on the use of GEF funds for pre-project

* l 1ion of the same technology. purposes that would indicate (a) the nature of
pre-project activities that will be reimbursed?l

As under the PRP, all projects for which PEA (b) the funding ceilings for these activities;
funhding is sought must be formally proposed and (c) the information that should be suibmit-
by the recipient goverment The project must ted, along with the Brief, -to justify.the pr-
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9. Organization and Management

Summary bohi the technicl and programmatic.
:reqirements of the focal areas, particularly

The main overall findings ontheorganizational biodiversity projects, and the way they are
and managmt arrangements for fhe GEF being managed; and (d) mproving agency
pilot phase are evidentfrom the evaluatrs' incentives for staff work on GEF activities.-
reviews of the GEFpnmary operating compo-
nents These findings are: - Both the lack of independence of the Chair-

man's functons from the demanding

- The demands of the complex orgizational responsbilities and priorities of the World
arrangements, the features of the focal areas, Banes regular activities and his spevsion
and most important the pressures for early of both the CEF Administator and the GE:
and rapid authorizations and commitment Operations Coordiator for the World
of GEF finds have placed extraordinary Bankfs GEF investment activity have weak-
demands on GEF staff, impairing the quality ened the rigor of the administative and pro-
of their work. The fact that the staffs gram oversight of the GEF as a whole as well
achieved the levels of authorization as a distinctive identity for theEE p am
requested by the participants attests to their
dedication and long hours of work. This . While the existence of the GEF and its activ-
pace cannot be sustained. ities within the implementing agences has

had some effect in creating an awareness of
* The evolution of the components of GEF global environment issues, the operafional

operations has been dysfunctional policy arangemensand reactions to the pressures
and techrnical guidance and coordination for quick results may have, in some
support took shape after the operations instances, been couneproductive i gain-
were under way.. ing support for global environmental

concerns.
T Tihr aternal and staff capaci-
fies of tie implementing agencies have * The expeience with GEF operations over
improved b7ut still require further attention the past three years indicates that the imple-
to (a) integrating GEF work with regular menating agencies have had considerable dif-
operations; (b) increasing the professiotal ficulties working collaboratively within the
capacities of staff both on technical aspects GEF framework The absence of an indepen-
of the focal areas and the general rqire- dent arbiber has been a primary weanless in
ments of GEF operations; (c) determining GE oFperations.
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- - - lE~Te following sections provide some bac:k- strvnforconsen.us among theiimpemetin
ground analyses related to these findings as agencies. Also reviewed briefly are the Global
well as some specifc issues relevant to the EnvironmentTrust Fund mechanism, GEF
implementing agences and their operating administration costs, and GEF cofinancing and
practices- They cover the organization and collaboration with other agencies.-
operations of the managing units for the GEF,
which include Ca) the GEF Administrator/Sec-
retariat office; (b) the role of UNEPin GEF strat- Background
egy plannig and in supporting STAP; (c) SrAP
performance; (d) UNDP/GEF tedumical assis- A primary organUzing principle for the GEF
tance operations; and (e) the World Bank's GEF during the pilot phase was that no new organi-
i-nvestznent operations and the experience in zation would be created to administer GEF
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(Box 91 Confinved) Tle-World Bank7will-serve as the Trust Fmtnd42
assistance and -ring their c Admiistrator. In this capacitye{d

-with each countrys , hua r c Bn wl covn p,, B : m,eetns
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tions, which, it was assumed, would be the cal expertise in the critical focal areas of protect-
bulk of GEF operations, as the particpants ing biodiversity, reducing global warmin=g
originally intended. reducing international water pollution, and

reducing ozone depletion. Moreover, the
The first GEE Chairman from the World Bank arrangement would provide confidence among
was also the Senior Vice President for Policy donors and rcipients, ening them that the
(including environment), Research, and Exter fimdswouldbesotmdlyandfarlyadministered
nalAffairs. En late 1991, the Diredor of the Envi- and, thus, generate additional funds to address
ronment Department (who reported to a global environmental issues.Wat, m fact has
Sectoral Policy VLce President) became Chair- been the experience with the arrangement'
nman of the GEF as well. At the outset, it was
assumed by the World Bank that the Coordina-
tor for GEF operations in the Environment The AdmiistofficeSecretaxiat
Departmentwould nanage the GEF as a whole
as well as coordinate GEF investment opera- En the original plan for the GEF, there was no
tions in the World Bank- The first report to the provision for the World Bank's Administrator's
participants in May 1991 was by this officer, Office Itwas assumed, as noted above, that this
who provided the firstsetof guidelines for GE, fuhction would be handled by the GEE Opera-
projectselection and other operating policies. In tions Coordinator, in addition to the responsi-
April 1991, a GEF Adminisator for the GEF bilities fortheGEFinvestnentprograLuInMay-
Secretariat was appointed to assist the Cha- 1991 the Chairman reported to the patin
man provide support to the participants- After that he would be assisted andadvisedbyaGEF
Decmber 1991 the GEF Operations Coordina- Administrator appointed within the World
tor for investment activities and the Adminis, Bank Environmet Departmet This function
trator for the GEE Secretariat reported to the would be separate from the World Bank's Coor-
sameseniormanagerservingasbothChairman dinator for GEF Operations. The incmbent.
of the GEF and Director of the Environment started work in April 991.
Department In late 1992, the World Bank reor-
ganized and the Environment Departmet was The GEF Adminstrtor's funcions were first
placedundera newly created VicePresidentfor described in the December 1991 public inforina-
-EnvironmentallySustainable Development. tion brodchre on the GEE. It states:

Itwas the exectation of the participants during The Administrator aocated at the World
the early planning for the GEE that this orgari Bank) supports he chairman, coordinates
zational and management arrangement (with the work programs of the three implement-
the World Bank having the dominant responsi- ing agencies, and oversees the administra-
bility, control, and funding-viewed by some tion of the GEF. The Administrator is also
as the World Bank's GEE),1 rather than a new responsible for extemal affairs and commu-
organization, would be more cost-effective. It nications strategy as well as the develop-
would benefit firom the comparative advan- mnent of a policy and strategy work program
tags of each orgnization and the synergy of to underpin the GEF and provide guidance
their interactions, have the ability to move in its implementation.
qpuicldy in addressing envionmental concerns
in developing countries through investment Aparthfom this statement no formalfuinctional
and technical assistance projects, and bring to statemeent for the AdministratDos Office has
bear a broad spectrum of scientific and techni- been prared and approved by the imple-
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menting agencies or the particpants-perhaps early 1993, the office was increased to three
in keeping with the participants' desire to keep high-level officers (External Affi Officer,
the operation informaL Environmental Economist, Biodiversity Spe-

cdalist), two long-term consultants, and four
However, the The Pilot Phase and Beyond (p. 7) support-level staff (one part-time). A futher
refers to the Participants' Assembly (A), Chair- expansion is planned for FY94 to 17 (six high-
man, and Secretariat as a projcted arrangement level officers, three long-term consultants, and
forthe GEF. The functions of the Seariat eight support staff. The administative costs for
would follow closdyffiose that are eiidentin the this office from its formation to the end of the
wok of the Adminitatr. It states: extended pilot phase (FY99) is projected to be

US$10.8 million, including US$3 million for
.The responiilities of the Secretariat would GEF H preparations.
incude:

As a service support operation, the Administra-
(a) Maintining information flows to partic- tors Office has perfonned well in meeting the

pants on key policy, program and imple- increasing demands of the particpants and
mentation issues as they arise, and maintaining support arrangements for their
preparing policy notes and other advisory constntly increasing nubers. Its communica-
papers for consideration at the PA and to tions strategy, first outlined in 1991, included
guide thenimplementing agencies; efforts to educatethe paipansgovernmets

about the GEF; to set up forums (informias)
(b) Acting as liaiso with the conventions' in-country with implemnenting agency staff,

bureaus and/or secretariats; NGOs, the press, and government officials;
support speeches on the GEF; facilitatebilaterl

Cc) Arranging interim meetings as may be 'discussions and press briefings; and provide a
required-such as ad hoc working grups of range of documents, bulledns, and promotional
partcipants, intral reviews, efficiency materials This task has grown faster than antic-
audits, and consultations with NGOs and ipated and has become a major function of the
the private sector, office in conjunction with the demands for

transparency. This strategy wfll need to be
Cd) Providing Iimplementation Comnmittee sup- reconsidered in light of the changes that occur.

port and coordinating the submission of the in the GEF structure3

three implementing agencies' annual bud-
gets and reports; and The major missing function of the Administra-

tor's Office is a systematic effortto capture and
(e) Managing the logistics, and preparinginfor- disserinate the expenence of the pilot phase.

mation and documentation for the semian- Plaxming for this work should have been laid
nmal PA meetings. out at the beginning of the pilot phase and

developed as the program progressed-
The May ;992 statement appears to emphasize Although the World Bank started work in Feb-
a service function for the Administrator, while ruary 1993 on a database for its projects, nei-
the DWecmber 1991 statement points to a more ther UNDF nor UNEP has done so. This work
managerial and leadership role. may not fall directly under a communications

strategybut a comprehensive GEF monitoring,
The Administrator started work in Apri 1991 evaluation, and dissemination strategy and
with one part-lime secretary. During 1992 and operations plan for the GEF as a whole is essen-
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tiaL Even with little implementation under * The lack of a fully developed functional
way, the pilot phase has brought out a number statement for the Administrator and staff
of techniques, approaches, practices, and that spells out the office's authorities, and
issues that would be helpful to those working responsibilities for coordinating GEF opera-
on project development The Administrator's tions; the Administrator's role as the chair
Office should have the lead in ensuring that for interagency meetings; the office's
this work is undertaken- for the GEF as a responsibilities for leadership in policy
whole. development, resource allocations, applica-

tions of program and project criteria, and the
The policy development staff work of the GEF systemfor monitoring, evaluationr and
Administrator's Office has been mcreasng to dissemination;
meet the partcipat requests. In the past year,
this has been largelyfocused on the preparations E The inherent conflict in having both the GE
for the GEF II. Earlier work was undertake on Administrator and the Coordinator for the
the incremental costs issues with the formation World Bank's GEF ivestent prjects report
of the PRINCE project the orly instanc where to the GEF Chaianwo has siblities
the Administrator's Office has become directly for the World Bank's environmental affairs,

volved in project development and manage- GEF operaions genery, and the GEE
ment Policy reports indude he ilMot Phase and investnent operations in the World Bank;
Beyod; A Sedctin of Precfs from the First Three and
Thndhs.(WPS Number II, June 1992); Ecnomnc
Cost of Carbon DixideRewuct in Strnteges (WPS * Unequal reporting to and communications
Number II, September 1992). with the implementing agencies by the

Administrator.
The efforts of the Administrator's Office to
coordinate the planning of the work programs Changes in thesefunctions and relationships of
for the participants have been in the form of the GEFAdministratorand staff are essential to
supporting the Implementation Committee improving the effectiveness of the GEF pro-
However, its role in this work has been weak- granL They are particularly unportant for estab-
ened owing to the objections of UNDP and - ishing the Administrator's policy leadership
UNE? to having the Administrator chair the and administrative authority in overseeing the
meetings as he was perceived to be a World work of the GEF as a distinct entity.
Bank official. The chairmanship has been
rotated among the implementing agencies,
which has resulted in inconsistent leadership UNEP
and decsionming. However, the Adminis-
trator has been able to help moderate some of The main role of UNEP, as one of the agencies
the differences among the agencies. And implementing the GEF, has been to:
despite the implementing agences differences,
the office has been able to put together the * Play a key role in strategic planning to set
five work programs (tranches) for the partici- the operations of the GEF in the global and
pants. national environmental context and to

ensure that the global policy framework of
The main concems of the evaluators in review- the GEF is consistent with the existing and
ing the work of the Administrator's Office emergig conventions.and related legal
relate to: instruments and ageements;
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* Play a key role in helping developing coun- offices to mobilz regional and subregional
utres define heir needs to address global en ntal cooperation in developing and

environment issues supported by the CEF; implementing he GEF work program.

* Ensure a better focus on high-prority The small number of staff directly involved in
procts in light of their expected global ben- coordinating the UNEP actvities with the other
efits, through identifying a number of GEE implemenfting agencies and in supporting
projects, participating in project develop- SlAPeprformed remarkably well under the
ment, providing tedhnical opinions to STAP relatively unfavorable operating conditions
and the other implementing agencies, and and heavy time pressure dictated by the meet-
identifying suitable experts tobeusedby the ings of SrAP and the Implementation Commit-
implementing agencies; and tee The location of UNEP in Nairobi was a

senous handicap for UNEP to operate more
* Estabish STAP made up of experts with a efficiently. The sub-standard communiication

high-level of skil and integrity and facilitate facilities from and to Nairobi, and the demand
the Panel's work as an independent advi- forfequent travel to meetmigs thatmostlytook
sory body by providing secretariat services. place at the Headquarters of the World Bank or

UNDP, considerably undercut the efficiency of
GEF Organization and Staffing UNEPs worck. The staff of UNEP engaged on,
Capacties in LINEP reviewingGEFprojectproposals,inadditionto
In FY91, UNEP started wivth two professional tasks related to the UNrEP regular progranm
staff assigned to coordinate UNEP activities were less enthusiastic because of a lack of feed-
with the activities of the other implementng back on the impact on project development of
agences and to provide the secretarial support their commeenlts.As a oonsequence, the staff
to STAP. In addition and without cost to the who were supposed to concentrate on support-
GEF budget, UNEP contributed the equivalent ig SWAP and on coordinating the UNEP work
of about five profesional staff to work on GEF withtheother implementingagencieswerealso
prjec-t managed byUNEP, and on the prepa- heavily engad in reviewing project proposals
-ration of reviews and technical opinions for all and in preparing UNEP's tehnical opinions
project proposals submitted by the implement- and positions on these proposals.
ing agencies to STAP and the Implementation
Committee. ByFY93, these positions had grown UNEP Operations
to 30 posfions (workyears) with a projected Strateic planring for the GF, as understood
levelof33 inFY94and52byFY95 Duringthe by the evaluators, was very weak, but it is prob-
pilot phase, tbree scientific and technical staff ably as much UNEP's as SITAPs responsibility.
positions for biodiversity, global warming, and The globalpolicy framework for the GEF wasin
intemational waters were set up to liaise with generl consistent with the inttions of the
theUNEP ProgramOffice andRegionaOffices biodiversity, the climate and the London
and to coordinate UNEP input to the GEF dumping conventions, and the Montreal Proto-
project development review prcess. Current col in spite of serious doubts about the appro-
plans call for stemlning intemal procedures priateness of design for a number of projects
for review and appraisal of GEF projects, estab- relevant to these legal instruments. However, it
lishing a formal coordinating stmcure, is not dear how much UNEP has actually con-'
strengthening the Office of Environment Pro- tnrbued to this consistency. 4On the othe hand,
gramme for the provision of scientific and tech- with a-few exceptionsY UNEP largely faied to
nical support, and strngthnng its regioal ensure the consistency of the GEF policy fame-
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work with other global and regional legal that the role of UNEP was marginal. There is
agreements and integovernmental proganms little evidence available to the evaluators to
relevant to the GEF focia areas.6 While UNEP is indicate that UNEP undertook a cohesive and
active in disseminaig information on existing coherent approach to cmications and infor-
and em g tecological developments n-tio dissemination duxing the 18 months fol-
through its normal programs and actvities, no vowing the adoptio of the GEF 1991
major impact of UNEP on the GEF projects was cas strategy. As a consequence,
noted in this regard. UNEP, however, can take .UNE inarmtion acvities have failed to
considerable credit for organizing, coordinat- aieve a highl kevl of awaressm in the develop-
ing or supporting research, data gathering, -ngcountiesof eithertheGEFitself,ortheroleof
traiig and institution building tlrough the UNEP withn the GEF.
GEF projecs managed by UNEP. However,
iNEP does not seem to have a significant role Similarly, there is little evidence that UNEP

in fostering these activities through projects contributed markedly to helping the develop-
managed by the World Bank or UNDP, even m imgcoumtries identify their enirometal

geographic and subect areas where LINEP has problems and formulate projects that would be
a dear mandate from governments and an acceptable to the GEF. Instead of focusing on
undisputable advantage over the World Bank such activities, UNEP developed a large nm-
andUNDP.7 ber of project proposals for implemention by

-UNE? itself. Only five research and study type
The GEE unit of UNEP has made a concertd projectsarecurtlyimplementedbyUNEPinm
effort to facilitate the flow of information to support of the global strategic objectives of the
UNEPfocal points in countries throughout the biodiversity and climate change conventions.
workl, the NGO community, and government
pesnnel i a number of develpig countres. Sine the Interin Secretariat for the Conven-
UNEP, thwough its newsletter, which included tion of Biological Diversity had not been-
information on the GEF and its press releases, fonned at the time the biodivesity-related.
hasmaintinedregularcontactwithitsregiona projects were formulated, it could not be.

offices, collaborating institutions and oguaza- directly involved in their developmen How-
tions, cuntry focal points and a wide range of ever, individuals from the ad hoc working
other organizations and individuals. LNEP has groups established by UNNP to prepare the
also contrutedto various regional workshops conventin and from the panels established in
and semin designed to inform a wider audi- -support of thie Interim Secrtariat were
ence at national and regional levels of the GEF involved atvarious stagesin the formulationof
process. It has also, on request, provided the country studies and global biodivesity
detailed information on the GEF to representa- assessment projects. The project related to glo-
tives from 39 counties. bal warming was developed by the Climate

Change Unit of UNEP in consultation with the
Much of this work appears to have been ad UNEP/GEF Unit and the various working
hoc, reflecting the limited secretrriatresources bodies established to develop the Framework
available in E? for this purpose during the Convention on Climate Change.
GEE pilot phase. From the review of the work
of the Adminstrator's Office-discussed ear- The development of the biodiversity project
lier-it appears that that office rather than concepts and project documents has been
UNEP took on the main responsibility for undertaken by two units of UNE: the GEF
information dissenaton the GEF and Urit and the Biodiversity Unit Although the
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Biodiversity Unit wil be in charge of imple- The consultations withparticipants and among
menting all of the biodiversity projects, due to the implemenLting agencies about the member-
the separate development of these projects, the ship was not smooth. High-level political pres-
substantive activities of individual projects are sure was exercised by some participants to
less well integrated than is desirable,8 the secure membership of "theie" candidates in
potentially very significant synergistic effect of STAP, and serious objections raised by individ-
the projects may not be achieved, and the over- ual implementing agencies aboutthe suitability
all cost-effectiveness of their implementation of some candidates had to be resolved.
maybe considerably diminished. The organizational meeting of SrAP, attended
One of the major responsibilities of UNEP was ordy by te four recently appointed members,
to establish SLAP and to be the SrAP secrtar- was held in March 1991, followed by the first
iat The latter task mainly cossted of organiz- regular meting and the formal announcement
ing and logisticaly supporting the meetings of of the formation of STAP a month later. Two
STAP, providing documentation for these addional meetings of SrAP were held duinng
meetings (induding the UNEP reviews and 1991, three meetings convened during 1992,
comments on all project proposals), and assist- and two during 1993. In addition, there have
ing STAP in preparing is reports and other out- been several meetingsof ad-hocworking
puts The documentation prepared by UNEL groups established by STAP to deal with spe-
for the STAY meetings was generally consid- cific GEF-related issues. At present STAP has 15
ered by members of STAP as usful, although members with general and specific exptise in
the UNEP comments on other agencie project the four focal areas of the GEF, indcuding one
proposals were not always appreciated by these expert on international law and one economist
agencies. UNEPs logistic support of the STAP All meeings after 1991 have had additional
meetings, in particular travel angements for "guest eperts,e" mainly in the field of biodiver-
the STAP members and timely distribution of sity, in order to broaden STAP's pe7ts in
meeting documents, was iritially less tan areas where it was not strong enough.
adequate.-

Based on their Terms of Reference (see Box 92),
STAP's activities focused on:.

STAY
] Formulation of generic and-specific criteria

In late 1990 and early 1991 proposals for for eligibility and priorities for selection of
potential members of STAP were sought by projects for GEF funding (draft in late 1991, 
UNEP from the partcipanSt. The list of poten- revised in early 1992; endorsed bv partici-
tial STAPmembers was prepared by UNIEP on pants in May1992);
the basis of received proposals and
wide-ranging consultations with participants. * Prepaxation of "analytical frameworksW for.
The list was discussed among the three imple- the projects in the four GEF concentration
menting agencies and an agreement based on areas (drafts presented to the participants in
compromise was reached among them on the December 1992 and May 1993; last draft con-
experts to be appointed as STAP members by sidered atSTAP meeting in Sepmber1993);
the Executive Director of UNEP. The first
members of STAP were appointed in March * Compilation of a roster of experts which
1991; the last of the 15 members (originally set could be used by STAP and the implement-
at 12) was not appointed until November of ing agencies in the identification, appraisal,
the same year.- formulation, development and implementa-
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steps, in spite of its Terms of Reference envisag- projects given low or no priority ratings were
ing that it should "regularly review evaluation included (in addition to the three proposals not
and performance reports on the implementa-- reviewed by STAP) into the work program of
tion of activities supported by the GEF." the second tranche. The total amount of funds

engaged by the first two tranche projects
Aside from sporadic attempts to define some of reached 63 percent of the GEE total funds.
the elements which may form a strategy in the
four focal areas of the GEF, STAP did not suc- According to the participants' recommenda-
ceed in elaboratng a comprehensive strategy tion, for each project proposal the implement-
which would have guided the GEF. The analyt- ing agencies should have invited at least.one
ical f-ameworks prepared bySTAP as docu- expert from the roster to give a technical opin--
ments outlining the strategies, principles, ion before the proposal enters the GEE project'
criteria, and procedures that could be followed cyle. However, the roster in its present form
in the focl areas, are still drafts and do not pro- does not meet the fill requirements of the
vide in their present form a comprehensive and implementing agencies and therefore has a lim-
fully satisfactory response to the needs of the ited value.
particpants and the implementing agencies.
The lack of an overall strategy with well- The Chairman and the Vice Chaiiman of STAP
defined program priorities resulted in a portfo- regularly attended and reported orally and in
lio of projects tbatprimarly reflect the interests writing on the activities of STAP to the meet-
-of the implementing agencies and largely do ings of the participants- These reports were well
not address the most critical issues in a credible received and appreciated by the participants
way. To a large extent STAP should not be crit- because they provided the necessary proof that
icized for this situation. Starting from its first an independent and competent body is behind
meetings, STAP was confronted with high pres- the scientific and technical issues dealt by the
sure from the implementing agencies which GEE.
were keen to obtain STAPs endorsement for
-heir project proposals even before STAP had The exenses related to the operations of STAP,
had enough time to develop any meaningful including those incurred by UNEP functioning
strategy, and to define priorities and criteria as the secretariat of STAP, were covered by the
which had to be fulfilled by projecs eligible for GlF. In addition to travel, subsistence, and
the GEE support other costs related to the work of STAP mem-

bers, the GEF funds were used to provide mod-
In general STAP was established too late to est honoraria to the members.
influence decisively project development in the
early work of the GEF. Under the pressure from Under the given difficult cicuimstances, on bal-
the participants and the implementing agencies, ance the positive achievements of STAP far out-
the first tranche of projects, engaging 36 percent weighed its shortcomings during the pilot
of the GEF total funds, were endorsed by the phase. This success of STAP is largely due to the
participants without the benefit of STAPs sys- skdllful and aggressive but tactful leadership
tematic views The drafts of the STAP guidelines provided by its Chairman. The independence,
were tested on the second tranche project pro- integrity, and competence of STAP was a great
posals only, with the result that the majority of asset of the GE,- and it is the view of the evalu-
the proposals (24 out of 41) were found by STAP atDrs that a professionally strong and indepen-
tobeof loworno priorityforthe GEF. However, dent body such as STAP is essential for the
in spite of their ranldng by STAP, 11 of the future of the GEF in order to-
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* Provide the particpants with advice on a and the Padfic, and Latin America and the Car-
scientifically, technically, economically, ibbean, and the Division for Europe and the
socially, and legally sound.strategy, and Confederation of Independent States, each of .

which has a GEF Regional Coordinator report-
* Serve as an impartial overseer of the imple- ing to both the Regional Bureaux Directors and

mentation of this strategy. the GEF Executive Coordinator. The various
Bureaux are also involved in GEF strategic deci-
sionmaking through GEE. Focal Points, nor-

UNDP -mally the Bureaux Deputy Directors. A GEF
Coordinator in the NGO Division of the BPPE is

GEF Organization and Staffing in UNDP responsible for supervising the SGP.
*itialy, GEFaffairs inUNDPwere handled bya
seior ei l advisor and a forestry Other organizational units participating in the
*- expt workg mi the Envronment and Natul GEF effort are the United Nations Sahelian
ResourcesGroup (ENR), Wc oganiao Office, which has enlisted GEF funding for two
allyfarllsundertheBureauforProgmammePoli-y of its projects and the Division for Global and
andEvaluation(B PW During 991,thenumber Inter-Regional Programmes, which oversees
of .UNDP staff worldngon the GE initiative the six global projects in the GEF portfolio. The
expandedto fiveand, inJanuaiy 1992,a sepaate Office for Project Services (OPS) provides the
unit was ftoalfy establied with the ENRG GEF with administrative support under the
withl6exta-budgetaypoionsi,duuingfour umbrelia project for program development,
positions forRegional GEF Coordinators . particularly in recruiting consultants. Opera-

tional links exist with several central finance
Responsityfor gUNDP/GEFTrust and administrative services of UNDP.
F-nds rested with theDiector of theBPPE until
March1992, when it was delegated to the Man- GEF Operations and Absorptive
ageroftheENRG.AnExecutiveCoordinatorfor Capacities in UNDP
the UNDP/GEF office was appointed in early UNDP is looldng forward to the prospect of
1993 and the responsibility for the Trust Funds expanding its (EF progamming effort under
washuredovertohiminjme. AsofNavember the upcoming GE replenishment exercise. The
1993, UNDP staff includes 25 full-time posi- GEF operational phase represents an opportn-
tions, of which 14 are profssionl and 11 sup- rnty to broaden UNDF influence ina high-pro-
portstaff.Ten positions come direciy-under the file interationaliiutiative, significantly icrease
GEF core unit the remaining are attached to the the agency's project-related funding and cover
Regional Bureaux (with the excption of the the mrajor portion of adinistrative costs via the
SGP). In addition, there are 24 staff years of con- GEF route-allwhile helping to
sultandesdIt is anficipated thattenpositions wil lowlobl envionmental degradation. In spite
be created in 1994, raising the total GEF staff to of the attractiveness of the repLenishment exer-
35, and to 30forconsultanryyearsm inprepara- cdse, however, a serious dialogue is under way
tion for the follow-on phase. The projtion for withlin UNDP on how best to prepare organiza-
FY95 provides for a further increase to 39 posi- tionally for the GEF operational phase.
tions and 56 consultancy years.

At apre-plaing session for the GEF in 1990, it
Under the central coordination of the GEF core was assumed that UNDP would receive about S
unit, GEF operations are decentrlized to the percent of the new Faciliys resources. Cur-
Regional Bureaux for Africa, Arab States, Asia rently, the UNDP,GEF portfoiDo is valued at
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US$2425 million and represents 34 percent of pilot phase projects has been built up at the
the financial resources available during the GEF country level to guarantee supportive action
pilotphase This progammgfeathasbeen due when these actvities start experiencing inevi-a-
lrgely to the efforts of a handful of UNDP staff ble implementation travails. Only time will telL
and did not come without costs to the agency.

Capacity Lsues within LINDP
In recent months, signs of fatigue and stes In reviewing the UNDP/GEF experience, three
have started to surface as the UNDP/GEF staff issues came to the fore First, the lUNDP/GEF
try to move approved projects into implemen- projet workiod needs to be mwainstreanmd" within
tation while building up a project pipeline. It UNDP as quickdy as possible. This is required
hasbecomeclear to all thatsomeorganizational not only to manage the GEF workload (it has
and staff adjustments wifl have to be made' mushroomed beyond the capacity of the GEE
before UNDP moves into the GEF operational core unit) but also to brng the GEF initiative
phase The routine of 12-hour workdays simply into confrmity with the agency's thrust of
cannot be sustained. moving as much program responsibiliy as pos-

si-ble to the country leveL Primn responsTity
-Early in the GEF initiative, the GEF Chairman for GEE project development and inplementa-
indicatedthatftudsfromtheGEEfundingpool tion monitoring should rest with the UNDP
would not remain available unless they were field office. The addition of 41 field office posi-
firmly committed' during the three-year pilot' tions ("susanable development specialistsI),
phase In effect this meant that all projects recently authorized by the UNDP Govening
would have to be approved by the participants Council, should help facilitate the GEF main-

- no later than Decmber 1992. UNDP staff real- streaming process.-
ized that theywould notbe able to make a sig-

- n . . ificant drawdown on G3EF resources if the It should be recognized, however, that even
UNDP prred time-cosm and with these added posltions, UNDP staff in field
"bottom-up" approach to prject development and Headquarters area offices wil remain over-
was used. Under this approach, mast of the burdened. UNDP should experiment with
responsibility for prject processing resides assigmng GEF Project Officers from a variety of
with UNDP field offices and the headquarter offices (for example, nationals, field office staff,
area offices. The consensus was that the GEF United Nations system agecy staff, Headquar--
core staff, indluding the GEF Regional Coordi- ters staff or consultants) to undertake the task of
nators, would have to assume a strong advo- nurtuning GEE projects from the CDncept stage
cacy role and, in effect, carry mudh of the though t'he various steps of processing,
project development load if program delvery approvaL and, whenever possible, implementa-
targets were to be met lion. Training programs will have to be devel-

oped to sensitize the Project Officers to their
The concentration of resposibility in the hands new GEE responsibilities.
of a core staff in the Headquarters over the past
two years has led to a perception of many Second, there is a need to "reinuent" the LINDP/
-UND? field offices that the GEF program was GEF core office to bring it in line with its man-

- "Headquarters driven" and in a number of date of coordinating GEF affairs within. the
recipient countries thatit was "donor driven. agency. Staff will have to switch over from
But the perceptons are not the important "doing' to facilitating the doing by others.
thinghey can be changed. What matters is, This will entail, first of all, staying abreast of
whether a suffident sense of ownership of GEE the technical developments in the GEF focal
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areas to assess implcations for GEF strate- areas. The temptation to do so is reinforced by
gies. Over the past two years, the UNDP/GEF the realization that most of the costs for the
core staff have been so svwept up in processing. expansion are likely to be absorbed, without a
and packaging that they have not had suffi- great deal of debate, by the GEF Trust Fund.
cient time to reflect on substantive-content. Others will quiddy point out that a persistence
Immediate priority will have to be given to in trying to maintain multifocal coverage will
setting up a project information system, an place an increasingly heavy strain on the agen-
urgent and overdue necessity. Attention cy's already overburdened mainstream
should be given to qualitative information as operations.
well as statistical data so that projects can be
monitored and lessons-leared material Program focusing has been an elusive goal
extracted on both process and inpact-relatedc within UNDP, particularly over the past
issues. The information system should be decade, according to a number of agency-spon-
developed in close collaboration with the sored evaluations. A proliferation of program
GEF Secretariat and the World Bank to initiatives has left many field program staff
enhance consistency and avoid undesirable (and their area office backstops) with an
redundancies. unmanageable project workload. The cumula-

tive prcsing requirement for these activities
Clearer technical and project criteria will have has become so time-consuming that field offic-
to be devised to guide area office and field staff ers feel they are not giving adequate attention
in the selection andfomulation of GEF propos- to crucial capacity building issues that threaten
als. Regional workshops will have to be con- to undermine project success.
ductedperiodially by core staff not ordy to.
imnpartnew conceptsand techniques butto gain With the GEF pilot phase coming to a dose in
insights from attendees on the kinds of obsta- June 1994, senior UNDP management has an
cdes they are facing in trying to advance GEF opportunity to tighten the focus of the agency's
objectives and implement projects. participation in the GEF initiative, thereby

devolving less workload on the agencys
Third, UINDP needs to decide whether it wants to already overstetched program officers and
continue the across-the-board technical coverage allowing them more time to attend to curetl

that ithas attempted to provide dunng the piot neglected substantive concerns.
phase. The current UNDP/GEF portfolio
encompasses three focal areas and consists of Each of the GEF focal areas involves different
activities ranging from methane emission con- kinds of in-country policies and institutions
trol in China, a management scheme for the and gives rise to different kdnds of projects. A
Black Sea involving six countries, to controlling strong case can be made for determining in
exotic aquatic weeds in Cte d'Ivoire. Nobody which of these focal areas. UNDP has the most
Ein UNDP maintains that the agency now hasthe comparative strength and concentrating the
substantive or tedhnical expertise, either in agency's energies in that area. By trying to
Headquarters or the field offices, to provide the build up a world-class reputation for expertise
dind of monitoring and oversight needed to in one of the GEE focal areas, rather than

.manage such a diverse portfolio. spreading its limited energies through multi-
focal coverage, UNDP stands a better chance

SomeinUNDFstillargueforarapidbuildupof of making a real difference on the global envi-
staff within the UNDP/GEF core unit to permit rounentfront.
teminical coverage in each of the GEFfocal
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The World Bank the GEE work program and budget and with
operations coordination.

The GEl i'n the World Bank Organization
The GEE investment operations within the Other organization units involved in GEE
World Bankk involve (a) the Global Enviroxnment activities are the other divisions of the ENV
Operations Coordination Division (ENVCC); (the Office of the Director, Land, Water, and
(b) the Technical Departmnent (TI)) and Regional Natural Habitats; Pollution and Environmen-
Environmrent Divisions; (c) the Country Depart- ta Econom-ics; and Social Policy and Resettle-
mnents (CDs) and Sector Operations Divisons ment). They are frequently involved in GEE
(SODs.); and (d) the participation of other d.ivi-. policy, strategy, and program review and
sions within the Envirornment Department development Also the Office of the Legal
(ErWT) and the World Bank generally?3 Adviser, Environment Affairs, withiin the

Legal Operations Divisions coordinates.GEE
The ENVOC is within the World Bank-Is ENV legal matters and supports the legal counsel
*now under the newly created position of a Vice -assigned to each CU :operation. The Interna-
President for Envirornmentally SUStainkable tional Finance Corporation (fEC, a World
Development The Global nvironmnent Opera- Bank affiliate, miaintains an Environment Unit
lions Coordinator is the chief of the ENVCC within its Technical and Environment Depart-
and acts as Secretary of the Global Environment 'mert, which coordinates GEE activities with
Operations Steering CoMmiuttee. Thius commnit- the IFC. Finally, the Trust Funds Administra-
tee is comprisedt of eithier Senior Operations tion Unit within the Controller's Department
Advijsers or TD) Directrs from the World handles the financial management of the GET,
Bank's six regions who oversee GEE/M[P oper- indluding the budgets of the Administrator's
ationts in the World Bank as an advisory group Office and the other imiplementing agencies,
to the Director of the Environment Department, and the allocations to the othe implementing

* who is Chiairman of the GEE. agencies (see below).

The World Bank/IDA projects and GEE World Bank Staffing Capacities Jim
*projects and components are developed and GEU Operations.

processed by the CDs. In most cases, the TMIs The World Bank had already appointed anL
are members of the appropriate SOD within additional 21 staffmembers by FY92 to manage
the country department, although in some the growth of its GEE pilot phase work pro-
cases the TM may be drawn from another dlvi- gram, up from a single position at the mid-
sion or depatment The time spent by the CDs point of FY91 when the first tranche of projects
and other World Bank departments on CUF was identified. In addition to the World Bank
activities is charged back to the GEE budget GEE staff, 24 staff years of long-term consult-
through the World Bank-wide rune RecordinLg ants had been employed to work on the GEE.
System. making a total staff equivalent of 45 full-time

positions. Nine of these positions were
At the request of the Global Environment Oper- assigned to the ENVGC, including four profes-
ations Steering Committee, the regions have sional staff, two support staff and three con-
identified Global Environmient Focal Points inL sultants; the remaining 36 positions, or 80
each CD and TI) to) serve on regional teams in percent of the total) were deployed throughout
consultation with the newly appointed CUF the regions and other departments, incuding
Regional Coordmnators. The teams will assist I11 professional staff, four support staff, and 21

* the regions with planning and development for consultants.
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At the present time (FY94), pending the restruc- atttudes toward working on GEE projects, due
turing and replenish t of the GEF, the total to the lack of perceived career incentives for
number of staff and consultants remains almost doing so and the much greater inputs of time
the sanie at 43 positions; however, 16 of these and effort believed to be required.
positions (37 percent) are assigned to the
ENVGC, and ordy 27 (63 percent) are deployed Thus, the World Bank's GF orgnization has
elsewhere in the World Bank. If the restructur- evolved arund a lnd of"star manr coordia-
itg and replenishment of the GEF go ahead as tion stle, with the Coordinator at the center
expected, the World Bank foresee a doubling and the flE at the points. This centrlization
of its CEF staffing capacity to a total of 90 posi- and consolidation hasbeen ed by the
lions by the next fiscal year (FY95), with an recentrelocation of the Regional Coordinators
ncrease of the staff deployed outside the pons from theREDs to the ENVGC, mak-
ENVGC to 70 positions (78 perct of the total)- ing them essentialy line" etsion of, and
This woud increase the World Banlks share of support for, the role of the Coordinator, rather
the total GEF staff and consultants from 27 per- hian "staf' fnctions withina matrx organiza-
cent at present to 36 peramt by next year. This lion, as in the past This centralzation appears
increase reflects an anticipated two-fold to make sense, in that it gives the Regional
increase in the leve of activities in the next Coordinators a more substantive role and fiu-
phase as well as the support for projects from theraugments the ever-sehed maagement
the pilot phase. capacity of the Coordinator.

Openzting Relatiosps Th GEFbas suffered from being treated as
One of the key objectives of the GEF is to pro- either an add-on or a minor sideline to the-
.bmoemoreparticipatioinand"owneship of WoldBanksregularlendingandhassffered
the projects through more decntaie ded- fomthesame preoccupationwith rapd project
:sionaking at the countryleveL This effort has approvaL The GEU has inherited not only the
beenamixed successatbest heGEFworlingV WorldBanksscomparativeadvantages,butalso-
rJlationships withi the World Bank are soF e- itsweknesses. Thds tendencyhasbeen particu- 
what analogous to those between the World laly unfortmate in the case of thebiodiversity
Bank and the eipient cuntries, with a ten- projects, which differ and should diffe greatly
dency for GEE activities to become "donor from the World Bans normal agriclture, fot-
driven," withbtoomanydecisionbeingmadeat estry, fishery, and rural deveopment opera
the center and too little "ownership" at the tions in their needs and timing and cannot
working level, thatis, with the Th4s. This is due easilybe blended with staff work on large lend-
partlytotheextraordinarilyhighpersona img Projects.
motivation and itdleual capacity of the Glo-
bal Environment Operations Coordinator him- Absorptive Capity
self and partly to an unfortunate tendency on The guiding prinple underlying the division
the part of too many of the Tms to look upon of labor among the three implementing agen-.
the GEF simply as a source of a little additional ces was "comparative advantage" The GEF
. grantfinancing to supplement-and make. was supposed to benefit from the comparative
"greener"-ther rular Worl Bank projects, strgths of the tlree without being suibect to
leading them to take less initiative in macing their comparative wenesses. The World
de.siosandcreabngapowervauumthatthe Barksfortewastohavebeenthe"management
ENVGC is then forced to fill. This tendency is of the project cycle and the development of
- exacerbated by the prevalce of egaive M tvestentprojects," whiLeUNDPwas to han-
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die "technical assistance and training" In fact, Collaboration among the
however, the World Bank's GEF portfolio Implementing Agencies
indudes as much, if not more, financing of tei-
nical assistance and trining as the UNDP From the beginning, it was agreed that no new
portfolio.- organization would be created and, conse-

quently, dose collabation among the three
If, as now appears likely, the scale of replenish -implemenng agences would have to be an
ment is also to increase to twice that of the pilot -important feabtre of the FadtlityA6 The GEE
phase, the number of projects will have to participantsurged thatftherebe "amminimum of
increase even more. In this context a doubling formal interagency agreements with heavy
of the World Banks staffing capacity for GEF emphasis on consensus building and fonnal
operations seems barely sufficient And, if the worng a The World Bank, as
GE; is to manage even greater idditional the GEF trustee, expressed the hope that the
resource flows under the conventions, an newforms of collaborationwouldbesuccessful
increase in capacity will again be required so that they could 'be extended into other areas
within another year or two. where the usefulness of technical assistance
There are incangly evident diminishing provided through the United Nations system,
retums from an oional strategy based can be enhanced through close linkages to
on adding more and more new initiatives like World Bank-fianced investments?17

the GEF to the work load of already
hard-pressed incumbent staff including TMs, Procedural directes were issued early on by-:
nmany of whom are very reluctant to have anyr- UNDP and the World Bank-the two agencies
thing to do with GEF projects. Unless and until primarily responsible for the development of
the general malaise of "initiative oerload" in GEE p o h t te need for and
the World Bank's operations divisions can be facilitate close working relations between the
overcome, it wil remain unwise to keep count- two agencies. Even with this procedural guid-
ing on the World Bank's absorptrve capacity to: ance, however, the experience with GEF opera-
accommodate additional tasks without deterio- tions over the past nvo years indicabes that
ration in quality and effectiveness. World Bank and UNDP staff have had consid-

erabledifficultyworkingcollaborativelywithin
Fmally, the career incentive for World Bank the GEE framework.
operations staff are geared to an "approval cul-
ture, which militates against both smaller Foronethingthetwoagencieshavebeenunable
projects and time-consuming activities such as tbreach agreement on who is responsible forthe
those required to achieve greater in-country prvision of "tehnical assistance' within the
consultation, participation, and"ownership" of GEFprogram TheGEFEnablngMemorandum
proects.l5 Thus, there is pressure on the TMs to had suggested that -theUNDP will play the lead
design and deliver larger projects that can be role in coordinating technical assist World
approved more quicldy, while staff project Bank iepresentatives iterpreted this to cover
supervision inputs during implementaton are only its "fre&standing tehnical assistance
sverely constrained. In this tightly constrained activities and not the tecmidcal assistance or
working environment it is only the trly dedi- traing components that are regularly induded
cated TMs who wilngly spend the necessary in nany World Baiuk investment projects.
time and effort to generate high-quality GEF
projects, even at a possLble cost to their career World Bank represtatives agreed, however,
advancement .toencourage their Ths to consult with UNDP
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colleagues who could be invited to participate complement with other development
in the preparation of the technical assistanc activities."
and tining cormponents." But UNDP saw its
mandate being diluted and insisted, unsuccess- Although a few World.Bank/UNDP pro-
fully, on "the right of first refusal to participate graming missions have been successfully
in the preparation, appaisal, and supervision carried outY' one cannot point to any GEF
of the technical assistance and training compo- recipient country where the UNDP Resident
nents" in World Bank-sponsored GEF projects. Representative is now playing the coordina-
Although there have been a few instances tion role envisaged in GEF planning docu-
where UNDP staff participated in the prepara- ments. Furthermore, it is unlikely that UNDP
*tion of World Bank projects, the bulk of World Resident Representatives will ever be in a
Bank projects dunng the GEF pilot phase have position of ensuring complementarity"
beefn developed without UNDP involvement. partly because this would require UNDP
Another area of controversy betwee the two access to World Bank-associated project doc-
agencies has been the PRIF. Assigned the lead uments-access that the World Bank feels it
role for coordinating the PRJFs in the GEF cannotgrant on the grounds of Bank/country
EnablingMemadumn' 8UNDPstaffinitiated confidentiality.-
its review of the PRIEs in mid-1991 and con-
chuded eventually that two of the seven World. The GEF Im Cormmittee was fore-
Bank-sponsored PRIFs should be reconsidered. seen as the prncipal mehanism fo=r esuring
World Bank reptatives not only differed worldng-level coordination among the GEF
with UNDP reasoning on the meaits of these implementing agencies. "The operational staffs
FRIEs but complaied about the length of time of the agencies will eet regularly..in order to
UNDP had spent in reviewing relevant PREF achieve compl e , coherece, and cost
docm entsand theuP indinationto initiate effectivenessA21 The Implementation Commit-
de novo reviews on someProectBriefs, related tee, with a revolving chairmanship and deci-
to the PRlEs, which already had the approval of sion-by-consensus, has met ll times since
he participants.9 Rather than continue to December 1990..

negotiate with UNDP staff over the ments of
pre-investnent proposals, the World Bank During its early sessions, members of.the
decided in early 1992 to establish the PPA to ImplementationCmmittee strove earnestly to
cover its pre-investment analysis requirements examine the merits of each of the proposals
under the GEF. This initiative, taken unilater- submittedby their parent agenies.2 Without
ally by the World Bank, has been criticized by a GEF strategy or clear project eligibility
LUNDP as an attempt to circumvent GEE proce- gLudelines, however, it became increasingly
dures peiously endorsed under the GEF difficult to reach a consensus on which
interagency agreement projects should be induded in the GEF work

pla. Frmly rooted antagonisms among the
In-country coordination of GEF activities is a implementing agences started to surface and
third area where the World Bank and UNDP the Implementation Committee process
have been unable to work out a satisfactoxy became "highly competitive and occasionally
operating mode. The Tripartite Agreement acrmonious.f
inrdicated that "the UNDP Resident Representa-
tive would play a key role in coordinating activ- Awayout of the impasse was found late in 1991
ities at the country level [to] ensure that the when of the partidpants agreed tb an "indica-
programs being undertaken by the GEF are tive target ratio" for the allocation of GEF
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resources among the implementing agencies- Those in UNDP who were the driving force for
with 70 percent of the funds going to invest- the agerncys entry into the GEF24 also had high
ment projects and the remaining 30 percent to expectations for the new initiative. They
technical assistance projects. This pre-allocation viewed it as a promising opportunity to
of resources helped to cut down on much of the enhancetheLNDPprofileaandfluenceonthe
wrangling within the Implementation Commit- international development scene by signifi-
tee while praerving the appearance of a fully candy increasing the UNDE budgetand, in
functioning proposal review unit within the turn, the agencys programming readLh5

GEF systerm Given the agencies' motivation for participat-
In its project review capacity, the Implemten- ing in the GEF, it was inevitable that a spirit of
tation Committee has increasingly settled rivalry would emerge over the allocation of
into a relatively orderly, non-combative rou- GEE resources- But it was not the institLtional
tine with the limited objective of ensunng competition in itself that worked against the
thematic and geographic balance within the model of collaboration outlned in the GEF
GEE portfolio- To some, the GEF experi- Enabling Memorandum. Competition can be
ment-of testing the implementing agencies' healthy and productive. The problem resulted
capability for collaborating on a substantive more from the absence of an independent arbiter
review of GEF proposals-was short lived with the responsibility for determining on the
and inconclusive; to others, including the basis of the mert of proposals and institutional
evaluators, the two-year experment indi- track records, which of the projects submitted
cated that the GEF project review system by the competing agencies should be funded.
should be changed. The absence of an arbiter led to intense lobby-

ing of the participants by the competing agen-
Why has itbeen such a struggle to promote aes "to keep the playing fild level."
agency collaboration within the GEF frame-
work? On one leveL namely, evidencing geniu- The independent arbiter function had been
ine interest in global environmnental exduded from the GEE configuration in the
preervation, ffie implementing agencies have interest of avoiding -new bureaucratic strac-
been able to do so in an harmonious and pro- tures" and saving money. Instead, a diffusion-
ductive fashion. On another level, however, the of-responsibility model was deaded on, whici,
competition between the World Bank and in retrospect, has proven inadequate to the task
UNDPhasbeenkeen.Thestrugglehasnotbeen and quite costly. The Implementation Commit-
over programming strategies, meeting modali- tee, made up of representatives of competing
ties, and certainly not the FlUEs-these hive agencies, has been unable to deliver unbiased
been only symptoms. recommendations on project proposals. STAP

unit has played only an advisory role in the
The competition in the GEF has been about resource allocation process. The GEF Chair-
power, control, money. The World Bank is man/Administrator unit lacked the mandate
accustomed to having an abundance of these independence as well as the technical compe-
and, with encouragement from the founding tence to assert itself in this important area.
donors, designed the GEFin such away that the
World Bank would control the global initiative, The Participants' Assembly, the ultimate deci-
receive the lion's share of its resources, and, in sionmaking body for the GEF, provided arbi-
the process, help mitigate criticism alleging trary funding parameters, in the form of the 70-
World Bank insensitivity to environmental 30 percent guidleline. The Assembly left unre-
concerns. solved, however, the issue of ensuring that pro-
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posals, submitted by competing agencies, trust funds-about 1,600-most of which are
undergo an unbiased and in-depth review to small and associated with individual donors.
deternine their confDormitywith GEFobjectiLves and spenfic projects. However, a few, like the
and criteria. Consultative Group for International Agricul-

tural Research Trust Fund and the Onchocercia-
What is needed, then, in the GEF configuration sis (River Blindness) Tmst Fund, provide a
is a body or secretariat, with an independent funding mechanism for a group of donors with
base and appropriate staffin& which can turn to. the executive authority and responsibility
a variety of potential implementing organiza- within the World Bank or provided by a United
I ons for assistance in canrying out the GEF Nations speciazed agency, such as the WHO
mandate The implemnenting organizations for the Onchocerciasis Trust Fund. The GET has
which could include national governments, been characterized as similar to the IDA
multilateral barks and agencies, consortia of arrangement with a three-year replenishment
nongovernment organizations, consortia of cycle, World Bank management of the donor
community organiztions, and private enter- contnbutions in trust, and World Bank admin-
prises-will be chosen strictly on the basis of istrative responsibility for the disbursement of
the organization's proven ability for carrying the trust funds. However, the GEr differs, pr-
out the linds of activities that can advance GEE: marily owing to the tripartite (UNDP, UNEP,
objectives. World Bank) direction of GEF operations and

sharing of GEE funds.
The competition among orgarztions for GEF
rerc that results from this more open pro- The Secretariat and the World Banr's Trust
cess, far from being dysfunctional, should con- Fund adnistration staff in the office of the
tnrbute to the making of a better GEE product ViLcePresident and Controller have, informally,
However. agencies should not allow them- the principal responsibility for management
selves, under the nextphase, to get swept up in oversight for the GET. The allocation of GEr
a GEF allocation ratings war" that does not funds are set forth in semiannual work pro-
allow sufficient time for in-country gestation of grams with specific amounts set for each pro-
the innovative strategies and proposals. The gram and project by implementing agencies.
experience of the last 20 years suggests that aid. The participants' review of each work program
interventions that are extemaUy driven tend to constitutes a form of authorization of GET
run out of steam well short of the impact point funds for each project or activity. Advances are

then made to UNDP and UNEP, and they pro-
vide the GET with quarterly reports on project

The World Bank as the GEF Trust approvals and commitments and disburse-.
Fund Adm ator . ments by activity. Within the World Bank,

sub-allocations are made to the Regional
The World Bank's role as the GEF Trust Fund Bureau for their project activity. When projects
administrator was established on March14, are approved by the management of each
1991, when the Executive Directors of the . implementing agency, they are recorded as
World Bank approved Resolution No. 91-5 to approved commitments. Each implementing
establishthe GEE. The Facility includes the Glo- agency admiinisters the GET funds acoording to
bal Environment Trust Fund, Cofinancing its financial procedures. UNDP and UNEP.
Arrangements with the Global Trust Fund, and have set up their own GEF Trust Fund mecha-
the Ozone Trust Fund for World Bank projects. nism to receive and disburse funds transferred
The World Bank manages a large number of from the GET. Funds provided under cofinanc-
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ing arrangements follow the fiscal procedures World Bank and UNDP; and with the Office of
set forth in each cofinancing agreement. Where Environmental Programs in UNEP.
these funds are provided to the World Bank
to administer, they are placed in a special.
sub-trust fund for the project under the Cofinancing Arrangements
GET.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the status of.
The GET is audited in the fall at the end of each cofinancingof GEFprojects. This section takes a
fiscal year (June 30). The most recent audit of preliminary look at themerits of the cofinanc-
the GlEF was completed on October 22,1993. In ing process for the GEF. The views are prelimi-
addition, the World BankWs internal auditors nary, owing to the early stages of the GEF
have carried out a program audit of the World cofinancing experience. Cofinancing, in the
Banks GEF operations. (This audit was made original planning for the GEF, was viewed as a
available to the participants in July 1993.) The potentially major source of funds in support of
UNDP/GEFwas audited in CY92 for CY91 and the GEE objectives. This resource has not mate-
in FY93. UNEP operations have been audited rialized as rapidly as had been expected but
annuallyby the standard United Nations audit- continues to be an important supplement for
ing procedures. GEFprogramming. Cofinancingas an umbrella

term covers various formulations in practice in
At the present time, the World Bank is revising the following categories: (a) contributions to a
its Operational Directive for its administration spei GEF project trust fund to be adminis-
of Trust Funds. Fonnal procedures have not tered by the implementing agencies; (b) the
been set up for the allocation processes for the donor's financing of a spedfic component of a
GET; however, standard World Bank proce- GEF project but administered by the donor; and
dures are generally followed based on the out- (c) the donor's financing of a project that satis-
comes of the participantse authorizations. fies GEF criteria, is reviewed by SIAP, and
Periodic advances are made to UNDP and accepted by the participants but is identified,
UNEP, upon their requests to the Trust Fund designed, and implemented by the donor with-
office. Similarly, advances are made for admin- outimplementing agencymvolvement(parale
istrative costs according to the agency budgets financng). This results, in effect, in the donor

submitted to the participants each spring. becoming-an mplementing agency. As of June
30,1993,52.9percentoftheofCOcCing arrange-

Genrally, the Trust Fund arrangement with ments fell into the first categoxy; 5.9 percent into

the World Bank has been found to be satisti,c- the second; and 41.2 percent into the third.

tory and wel administered. It is, however,
essentally a financial management arrange- What are some of the main pros and cons asso-
ment as the Trust Fund Administration and the ciated with the cofancing process? There are
Secretariat do not have formal authority to several positive features of cofinancing for the

examine and approve the allocations requested GEF:
by the implementing agencies for program and
administrative expenses. They are able to mon- * Donors are encouraged to provide addi-
itor and verify fund allocations and their uses tional funds that otherwise would not have
within the context of the funding presentations beeavailable for GEF-type activities, which
to the participants in the Reports of the Chair- may increase the catalytic effect of the GEF
man. After the aEocationLs are made, account- in generating resources for the global
ability rests with the GEF Coordinators in the envirornment;

. . - . . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3



* As experience continues and the procedures * It adds an element of uncertainty as to
are worked out, cofinancing may become whether and when the cofinancing of a par-
attractive to more and more donors, broad- ticular project will be available, complicat-
ening the base of international support for- ing the final packaging and negotiation of
protecting the global commons; the GEF project;

* The donors that select the cofinancing route * It adds additional work loads and possibly
have the opportunity to meet domestic for- confusion for the recipient with two or more
eign policy and environmental priorities donors being engaged;
and still support programs for the global * The cofinancing-fuids may not be addi-
environment; tional to the country or global environmen-

tal-issues as they fall within the donor
* Some of the project development and . countr pro g budgets; and

administrative burdens can be shared,
reducing the demands on implementing * Although some of the cofinanciers have
agency staff work and agreed to compensate the implementing

agency for administrative costs assocated
* Donor participation in project design and with project development not all have, nor

-implementation can lead to improved are the amounts fully reflective of the total
project development, as one donor has costs to the implementing agency.
pointed out

Some donors welcome the opportunity to
However, there are several negative aspects that contribute to the GEF core trust fund. This
havebeen cited about the cofinancing approach. enables them to identify with a major global

initiative without the burdens of program
-It limits the financial resources that are development administration. Others preferto
- directly available to the implementing agen- contribute to the Trust Fund and also cofi-

cies, thus limiting their flexibility in admin- nance. And still others confine themselves to
istering these funds; cofinancing (nduding parallel financing).

The most important consideration in weigh:
* It has the potential for distorting the GEF ing these pros and cons and alternative

priorities in both focal and geographic area approaches is to ensure the integrity of the
priorities; GEF objectives and strategies and the careful

coordination of project development
* Where the funds are not available in a spe- procedures.

cial trust fund to be administered by the
implementing agencies, it adds a cumber-
some administrative process for designing The Cost of Administering the
and implementing GEE projects; GEF Pilot Phase

* The task of working out calinancing agree- One of the questions of special interest to the
ments has been time-consuming and bur- partid pants26 is the cost of administering the
densome to the implementing agencies, - BGEF The administrative cost for the pilot
particularly in instances where the cofin- phase extends froum fiscal year FY91 through
ancier's requirements are relatively FY94. FY91 was the year during which the GEE
inflexible; was organized and the first tranche of projects
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TABLE 9.i: GEF PILOT PHASE ADMINISTRATIVE ExPEnDrruREs: FYgi-gg BY FuINrioN (US$ MlLLION)

Total GEFnH Total

Agency FY9I94£ FY95-FY99 FY91-99 Preprations minus GEF -,

UNDP 13.6 20.51 34.1 3.7 30A

UNEP 53 2.0 73 0.1 7.2

World Bank 34.0 18.8 52.8 5.0 47.8

CEFAdministration 3.8 2.0 10.8 3.0 7.8

TOta Adminstration Casts. 61.7 43 32 105.0 11.B3 93.2

1. Indudes trsferofU5$185 milLon fm pmject oss to administration for cumparability
2. Estimated project superviion costs to compledon.
3. Admisianfve costs for pepaatios for CEF IL
Souce:Tedhical Note GEFAdmininve Exese September 1993.

identified. It included three months of opera- they are implemented after FY94; (b) less the

tions after the pilot phase was formally costs assocated with the planning for GEF M-
laumched in March 1991. However, the costs of and (c) an adjustment to compensate for the

.- administering projects started dunng the pilot UNDP accounting practice of caiging prepa-

phase will continue for an extended period. ration and supervision costs to projects rather
This period has been estimated by the GEF than to administration budgets. Table 9.1 shows

ad1ministration to be another five to eight these adjustnents.

years-the time span for most projects of the

- . iplementing agencies.- With these adjustments, the total administra-

tive costs for the GEF pilot phase are projected

The total administrative costs for the three to be US$93 million. The adjusted shares by

years of the pilot phase of the GEF will implementing agency are UNEP US$72 mil-

amount to an estimated US$62 million which lion, UNDP US$30.4 million, the World Bank

is charged to the GEF Trust Fund. However, US$47.8 million, and GEF Administration

the actual administrative costs are somewhat US$7.8 mllion.

higher in fact, as this figure does not include

(a) administrative costs absorbed by the

implementing agencies for some central suP-

port services such as UNEP expenditure for

* supporting services; and (b) administrative T - C/
- . - -- ~~~~~~TABLE 9.2: GEF ADMWSTRA11VE/WORK; PROGRA

expenditures paid by other implementing Cos Rnos (US$ MILLION

agencies for GEF projects as part of cofinanc - - - -

ing arrangements. No estimate is available Adminisbutiue

for these two items; but they art not likely to Implementing Administrative Work. Expense

alter significantly the total administrative Agncy Costs Program Ratio (%)

costs. UNDP 30 - 52' 12

-.. brld Bank 48 458 10

As the Technical Note on GEF administrative 15 38

expenditures points out, a more complete pic- AdL Olffice

ture of the administrative costs of the pilot * Tol Cost 93 748 12

phase should take into account (a) the adminis- L La s t tansfredtoadmiativ osts fr

trative costs incurred for pilot phase projects as copabiity.
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TABLE .3~ AMINiSRATIVECons oMP~sN * Te added govemrnace arrangements and
________ ________ _______ ________ _______interagency coordliniating operations such as

AverageAdministrtive the ImlmnainCommittee and STAP;
Agency Period Expense Ratio (%)

IDA FYSO-91 6.4 * Te. additional steps in the project develop-
1831 EY8D-91 3.0 ment procedures required for the GEE
Asian Development CYSO-90 3A4 (STAP and participants?reviews);
Bank.
African Development CY80-90. 4.2 *Additional staff time to work with recipients

Bank ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~on GEE criteria and project design, in part,
UK ODA (excluding CY80--90 3.6owntotempaionnoviwad
technical cooperation) w tthemhssoinvao nd

UNDP (regulr) (¶6 of C8O-90 31.61The enlargement of the Administrator's
annual expenditures) Office, ~~which was set up with two positions

I. Accrdingto UNIFsown cldaius=, theadmintnhveexpenseratw
for UNDPs program asa whole is22A. perni Thllgttgmeis arrived at by and has subsequently grown.
dividing UNDP'stbladministrativeccsb for 1986-1991 by tota
approved budgets for 1986-1996.
Soume IDAs Administrative costs, Table 6. Total unit cost of Lending. Two) important detemrdmiats in thiese ratios are

IDATedmial NoteNo. 7. pril199. P'*9 ~the scale of operatioins and the average size Of
projects. For the World Bank (1986-91), IBRD
proect size averages US$131 million and IDA

Administrativ Costs aind the GEE Piot Ph"s meta~uus~iin yitatlD
WOrk We"' ~~~~~~~~projects average about US1mlinwtLh
Theaminstraiveworkmgrmcoss rtiosare agency aanueriang over 6,000 active proj'ects;
show inable.2fr th twmainmplniening 63 percent of GEE projects are under US$5 roil-
agenies nd he GPplotphseaswhoe. Tble lion. As a rule of thumb, the smaller the project.

9.3 presents a comiparison of these ratios with the higher the administrative casts as a share of
othier development oraiato.INEP adiUUs- the tota costs. Economies and efficiences are

tratve ost inlud thse o STP, hic seves desirable at any level, but the determining con-
the veral prgram siilary th coss ofthe sideration is the task to be accomplished. For

Administrator'S Office relate to the total progrmn nl ehialassac il esbtn 

tialy more admninistratively intensive than capi-
The 10-12 percent range for the GEF is su1bstanh- tal investment projects if it iS tDbe effective.
tiaIly higher than was. expected. The Report of
the Chairman for April 1991 indicated the Cmoet fAmnsrtv ot
administrative costs would be about 3 percent Apart from examining the overal costs of
Comparisons are difficult, however, as agences ¶ntrto,imabehlfloexie
differ in their scope of xesponsibilities, their the maint components of the costs. Figures

scal ofopeatios, he izeof teirproectbelow provide an indication of the shares of
activity. For the.GEE, the higher average costs these costs for the pilot phase years FY91-99

for aminisratio mayb attrbutabe to:(less the estimated GEE H1 preparation costs)-

*The costs of planning and introducing a new The -heof~administrative costs
and complex global endeavor; (ff~U$3 ilo)aeetmtdto be?'

*The special requirements and characteristics * uSs72ni miion for project development!
of projects in the biodiversity and global pwcesing/saprmioru

*warming focal areas;
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* US$5.1 million for the Coordinator's Office agency about GEF objectives, polices, and cri-
of each implementing agency, teria; organizing the identfication and process-

ing of the projects; planning the allocation of
a US$9 million for central services for legal, himds among the geographic regions and focal

financial, personnel matters; areas; representing the agency at Implementa-
tion Committee and participants' meetings; and

a US$6.7 milLon for overhead charges for the participating in the considerable agenda on
World Bank and UNDP; GEF policies and practices within the GEF and

with the NGO community. The offices are also
* US$2.3 milion for support for STAP; active in guiding the project development pro-

cess to ensure conformity with GEF policies and
* US$6.0 million for the GEF Administrator's operations deadlines.

Office.
Central serices and overhead charges. The central

The main components of each of these cost services include: the legal, financial, personnel
items are dec ibed below: services that are directy charged to the GOF by

each agency. The overhead charge covers
Project de pmtp s g . This agency costs for support services such as office
item incudes the staff time devoted to the iden- accommodations, office supplies, payroll,
tification of projects, preparation of Project travel, and communications. The charge varies
Briefs, and review processes leading to project by agency according to each agency's policies.
presentations to the Inplementation Committee For UNDP overhead charges can be broken
and the partcipanta It overs staff costs, travel, down as follows: (a) charges for project admin-n-
consutants and extemd review exerts, and istrative support a 4d monitoring by the OPS,
meetingswithexternalgroups such as the whichwere set ata rate of 11 percent forFY92
NGOs. Following the participants' authoriza- reduced to 6 percent for FY93 but expected to be
tion, the project development process continues raised soon to 9 percent, (b) charges for project
with the steps for project design/appraial, administrative support and moitoring by
reviews, and appovals Of CDMMtments, negoti- UNDP field offices (3 percent); and(c charges
ations, and supervision of implernentation. The for Trust Fund administration by UNDP central
cost for this work tend tobe higher than for reg- servimes (05 percent). UNEP does not have an
ula programs owing to the time requied to overhead charge applied to the OEF, but it
educate staff and recipients about the GEF and absorbs, as noted above, central services, which
its specidal tia, the additional review steps covers some of the same items. For the World
priorto participants' authorization, and the corn- Bank, the "overhead charge include benefits
plexity of the project requirments. The average paid to professional (higher level) and support
-adnunisative cost for the 112 projects of staff and consultants, office space and mainte-
US$722 illion for project development/pro- nance, office supplies, utilities, printing of
cesing/ supervision is an esimated $645,000 project documents, library, and so on. Benefits
perprojectforthelifeof thepilotphaseactivities. and overhead costs for G3EF positions are com-

puted at approximately 103 percent of the Bank's
Cooinators' offices of the implementing agencis- average salary for professional and support staff
Each of the agencies has set up special staff to and at:20 percent of average consultant fees.
oversee the work of introducing and guiding
the GEF operations within the agency. These STAP. The administrative costs of STAP have
offices carry the main burden of educating the changed from 100 percent in FY91 to 50 percent
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in FY93 of the UNEP administrative budget. for smaller projects and longer time frames. The
These include the consultants' fees, traveL con- evaluators question whether the administrative
ference arrangements, communications, and cost-efficiency aim should overrde sound
documentation work for the 15 members of project funding practices.
STAP. STAP costs are estimated at about 3 per-
centof the GEFpilotphaseadmiiiiistrative costs. Finally, although the principal officers leading

the GEF pilot phase operations are determined
CEFadministrtion. An earlier chapter describes to hold down the GEF adminiistrative costs,
the evolution of the Administrator's Office and they also have been operating under excep-
the functions it performs. The main costs for tional pressures and demands that have, from
this office relate to the increasing and substan- their perspective, called for additional staff and
tial demand for communications and docu- related administrative costs. Nor is it necessar-
ments that were not anticipated initially. Also ily in each agencys interest to hold back on
the participants' assemblies concerned with receiving supplementary funding for its bud-
pilot phase policies and work program authori- get. The GEF does not have, outside of each
zations have required considerable staff sup- agency, a rigorous system for administrative
port, particularly as the number of participants budget reviews and allocations with the requi-.
have grown mnarkedly-from 30 to over 70 site authority to assess the overall costs of doing
countries. Travel has been a major item of business and set limits. The GEF administrative
expense. Also the office has taken on some costs increased 20 percent from FY92 to FY93
direct program responsibilities with its work on and an estimated 30 percent from FY93 to FY94.
the FRINCE study. Presuly. these costs for the pilot phase will

taper off, although with GEF I beginning tiis
Condcuding Obserations on decrease may not be possible. -With the pro-
Administrtion Costs jected increases in GEF administrative costs
First, the desire to create "no new organization" associated with the personnel increases
or one with 'only modest modifications" but descibed earlier, it is appropriate for the GEF
using the capabilities of existing organizations to have greater central capacity for provding
seriously underestimated what would be oversight of administrative costs.
required to organize and carry out the GEF
mandate. The presumptionwas, it appears, that
the implementing agencies could absorb most GEF Collaboration with Regional
of the additional work requirements into the Development Banks and United
mainstream of their activities. This has not been Nations Agencies
the case to date; thus, the higher administra-
tive/work program costs ratios. Participation of Regional Development Banks

(RDBs) and United Nations agencies in the GEF
Second, there are counterprssures working for pilot phase has been limited. For investment
and against economizing on administrative operations, only one project has been handled
costs and lowering the ratios. The World Bank's by an RDB (Costa Rica Wind Power Project by
internal audit, for example, proposes that the the Inter-American Development Bank). For
average size of GEF "free-standing" projects be technical assistance operations, the Asian
inreased a nd others be fully integrated into the Development Bank is serving as the executing
processing of associated projects. At the same agency for the Asia Regional Developing Least-
time, conclusions from the review of projects, Cost Greenhouse Gas Reduction Plans Project.
particularly in the biodiversity focal area, argue Several United Nations agencies and depart-
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ments sudc as the United Nations Department 4. UNEP'spressure prevented GEFsupportbeingglven to

of Economiic and Sodal Development, the ozone iUpwf rlated projecs in counties thathad not

- - -World MuIeteorological Organization, the I.Ju sigoe the Montra Protocol Also, UNEP convened a meetingwithall theconservtion conventions and therGEFimplmernening
Nations Industrial Development Organization agendes in Octber 1992 in Lausanue where detailed modalities

and FAO have been particpating during the were identified on how thecntons ould ateto theGEF.

pilot phase as executing agencies. Representa- S. In the cse oa sffew projects related, to the Convention on In-

tives from four RDBs met with the GEF imple- terniational Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Mlora and

menting agencies in February 1993 to discuss Fauna.

fr*amework agreements between the G;E:E! and 6. Examples indude United Nations Convenion on the Law of
the Sea, a numberof globall convenions hIghly relevant to biodi-

RDBs in the future. Framework and Regional. tje a the regional conventios and atio p- . . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~versityr, and the rqional seas conventions and acton plmns
Agreements have bee drafted and are being

- - ~~~~~~~~~7. Examples indude theplroject inthe ak Sea, and the lnter-
consideredl by the management of RDBs. The . - i t rnatonal Ocan Institute project on trainig related to the protec-
World Bank mostly deals with GEF/RDBs rela- Son of the mariine environment.

tionships. Similarly, 10 United Nations agencies & Thi5isipaxd Zyriyueint iecaseoftheco ntystudies and

and the implemntingagencies had a meeting ite data management projects.

in March to discuss a fiamework for increased 9. LEP'simultiplerole as an agency implementing GE-sp-

participation of United Nations agencies in the portedpnoed wsanagencyrviewing ndcommnenngonoth-

* . - GEF. UNDP is expected to play a facilitating eragenc prs e proposals, and as the SrAP secretaiat, often

- role. However, involvement of international . e onficn satuabonsan0ng thc impagndes:

and regional organizations other than the : - 10. Table 2-1 UNDP Staff Resurce -Absorptive Capacities inan rgonloraiztin ohr hn-h Relation to the Glawthb of the GEF Work lrm,aw Technical
present implementing agencies has not beRa t the Growth of tep GEE W TNote GEFE/RE 93/3 SeptemberI 993.
fully explored, and therefore needs to be - Th : w t c w -eevi-

- . . ~~~. . . 11. The underslanding was flat comnimienkn would be evl-.- -
addressed in future cperations Each organiza- daieby aninial disbumntoffunsbased on a d1 .e -

tion's comparative advantage, perforinance proect agreementwith the host country.

record, and monitoring and evaluation practices 12. Fower,duing their reviw of pxojectdoauments. the oral-
would be important aspects of future analysis. uatorscamacrwseveralpoectsthatrefLectedstnhgrepient

The evaluators did not have sufficient time to involwment

access the potental contribution of these agen- 13. CDis for a country ora group of countries; several of these

cLes to the GEF objectives and programs. An ir-- CDdenusvaTica patnmt± upaRgnlice
depth review of this subject would be desirable - . . -.C-

i14. Table 23. World Bank Staff Resous, 'AbrptiveCapaci-in the context of the futur G;EF anangements .-
ties in Relation to the Growth of the GEF Work Progan Ted'-

:before proceedingwinth formal agreements. nkal Note GEF/RE 93/3. September. 1993.

15. This tendency is highlighted in the Operations Policy Depart-

menesVEffectivelmplementatiorcKy toDevdopmentlmpac.

Endnotes . Portfolio Management Task Force Report (Wapenhns Report).

16. Report by fir CI,irvn to r Deanber 1991 Prikcipants'
1. Crispin Tickell, -se World After the Summit Meeting at MeAeng, p. 2.

* Rio, (Spring 1993), The Wshingon Qwrtrly. p.8 0 . 17. Quote from ErnestStem's February 22 1991 Memoandum

Z While the impementig agencies have issued varous GEF to the World Bank Executive Dietos, whikh tranmitted the
domments,theAdministratoesOfficehaspublished23proect GEFEnablingMemorandum.
documents for theImplementing agencies,eightnewsletters, the 18.-Even though theWorld Bankceded to the UND? therespon-

GEBuatlyBlebti and Quarterly Opeitienl Suanis, th e sibility for the PRIFs, it anticipated from the beginning thatit
GEF brochure of April 1991, and a nunber of papers related to
NGOs, govemance, replenishment, PRINCE and workshop r e r heU . because of the reationship betwen pi-nvment-
ports (GEE aned icas i n, Octobtr 1992). and investment (for which the World Bank had the nmandate un-

3. Table 22. LNEP Staff Resources, 'Absorptve Capacities in. der the GEF). There would have been a conHict-ofinterestsitua-
Relation tD the Growth of the GEF Work Program,- Tedchical ion if theWorld Bank were the reviewing authorityforar .-
Note GEF/RE 93/3, September, 1993. initiative forwhich it would be the executng agency.
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* 19.71wetwo oamt ated PRlswereforpre4hvestnent work. 21 Tzulg te pilot phase. GEE mfUnin ornID percnt of the
in Kenya and the Cmor~ happens to thie evalutor that the UNIDP regular IFF budget

UNDP did tin excesive time, approxdmately four nmate for 26 The Technical Note "GEE Administrative Expenditures-

thehrwlewTheUDP pint utthaoneo thereasnafothe e Foot Phase Epim eee provides, a descriptio of thie ist-
dely ws te eedto nvovent-ounry pa to puere- plementing agmenis' procedure for managing and accont-

gree than had bemndone up bthfatpoinkFa the PRiFprep.ralioc. lgh dndtaie h edsrfre

23. Two jornt prcgrammlng niualons werecauied out in Chmina to this docunent for detaied infornation on these topics; they
and India in 1991. More recently, implementing ag-ency colabo- have noth benreviewed by the evaluators as they are more ap-

ration on the Brai l nomes activity ha been exemplary and propriately covered by the implementing agencies'internal
cWoul erve asa modelfor futureIntragenc coperation auditaranmgeanl. A fiscaludt of the GET was completed

21. GlFTripartieAgre.nmnt,p.&fur the fiscal year endingjune 1992 and asecond adit has

2. GET#degreet.

been completed in October1993. Also the GEE/World Bank
22. UrIg te erly il has th UNP an th Wold ank operations was the subjec of an interna audit in March 1993
expermente witha "desinghuse aproad wherbyhthtre-is.bee provided to the participants. The UNDP/GEF

gionalcounterpartu in eac agency would try toreach iniormal wanadited in 1992 for CY91 and wil he audited in 1994 for
agreemuentL Pro to the JImplenuentatioa Cnmilttee meebing On CY92 and 93 UNIEPis audited annually.

27. The imlmnigagencies provide the participants at
Cannumittee endointentmA]though this approach workd fairly

wlllrawhleinthe da Egioa.itnwgaiedmmaito in 1)r meetig a consolidated budget for administration
- ~. for the coming July-June fiscal year. At fai mneengs, then-

-~~~~~~~~h other reimd and wa Ie ml bu pr- hIeTh lNt FA mtv xedte

plemftenling agencies provide a consoldated estintiae of
23. AconcusiTw drawn in a Mardh 1993 World Dank Intenling the ou fise ReportA- dand ept alter its authors ha, "reviewed the minutes ofl he je nitures intewed due D nate eva9u1 s iasct a Yk'e nept

mletnuantthion aCmmittee meedin dhedd daudozwI l. 20-21*
- nlea odr*lna'lezneny 25. Fromt estimates provided by the GE Secretaria fhe

tee]in-s.
amounts for the funcdions other thand prject development

24. T ughout 1990 and a gd prtin f 1, UNDP senioraso the oeld 

2L Duigtb eady GE ph6 *ellW ard ffeWedha8e he reduced was texdubjet ta of an ineml oudts ineMated 199

managementwasrathercoalto thenotion of theagecy's active G IL
paricipationd in the GE.r

- wdSwlinfi si t v pndm m elhqnp edn onoiu146gtfo diisag 
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Annex 1: The Evaluation Work Program

Earl Phaes o theEvaluation future directions and alternativescnrofr

the OEF. It was recognized that time was short
The inta pannfrthevluation. began in and thus some topics of the evaluation, such at
March 1993 when the interagency arrangements those related to field viits, could not be coy-
for theindependentevaluation wereworked out ered in the Interim Report but would be
by the Evaluation Managers from the three deered Until the Final Report
implementingagences. A Tns of Reference
(Annex la) was prepared for review by the par- The Evaluation Managers and the evaluators met
ticdpantsattheirmeetingin RomeinMarchl1993. with the IPE for the second time in New York on
Tlhe Termns of Reference was amended, at that July 1. At that meeting, the I1FE reviewed the sta-
time, by the participants to ensure the coverage tus of the evluation and outlined the topics that
Of topics they believed of special imnportance. iLt wished the evaluation to address specific ally.
Selection of the members of the e-valuation teams The IPF provided guxidance on procedural miat-
for UNEP, UNDP, and the World Bankk began in tersA Temneeting also provided an opportunity to
Marl The members of the Independent Panel conder alterntive approaches to the Interim
of Experts CIPE) were selected and appointed by Report The FE, the Evaluatn Managers, and
the GiEF Chairman in April. the evaluatons were all acutely aware of the short-

ness of ime befoDre the Intterm Report would be
due particularly as itwould have tobe completed

Guidance from the Ei E hintime for implementing agency comment and
presen,tation to the IPE meeting on Sepember

The first meeting of the Ien, the Evaluation 1-2-substantially shorteing the time for the
Managers, and the evaluators took place on' assessments and report preparation. As a conse-
Aprfl 15-16 to plan their respective roles in the quence, it was agreed the nlutim Report wouild
evaluation process. At this meeting, the IPE cover only those topics outlned for the Fna
presented iLts plan fdr a three-stage evaluation, Report that the evaluators beleved wnooudbefea-
outlining the manm feaurs es for each stage the sible m the time before September t.A worklng
Interim Report with a factual review of perfor- outline of the Final Report was reviewed by the
mance anid awhevements and findings, the IPE, wch found it broadly acceptable-
F-n Report with an in-depth review of the
effectiveness and quality of the portfolio with As plnned a draft copy of the Interim Report
lessons learned and and a was discussed with the Evaluation Managers
thid folow-up report, if requested, in 1994 on and the evaluatdrs at thte thrd IPE meeting,



September 1 and 3,1993. The IPE also discussed einment staff, project personnel, NGOs and
their expectations for the Fmal Report During UNDP offices in 33 countries;
the meeting the IWE noted that because of the
coming meetings of the participants (in Septem- * 27 countries receiving World Bank/GEF
ber and November) a section with major recom- assistance: 36 responses were received from
mendations on replenishment and govenment staff, project personnel and
restructuring should be included m the Final World Bank offices in 15 countries;
Report with a straightforward message.

- 39WorldBankTaskManagers:22responses
The Final Report was reviewed and discsed in were received .
thefourthmetigwiththel?E,November22-23,
1993. The Evaluation Managers and evaluators * UNEP's 121 Official Channels of Communi-
had a chance to meet with the IWE at this tim cation: 32 responses were received;

* 15 STAB members 13wLesporiwererecived.
Evaluation Methodology

Country Visits
In May and mto early June, the evaluators of the The field visits extended from May through
three agencies developed their questiormaires, September, and provided the evaluators with
database plans, and intervew guides. The teams improved insights that coiud not have been
also worked out the plan for field visits and staff gained through document review alone. Dur-
interviews. A guidmg fature of this plauning ing the country visits the evaluators had an
has beento facilitate cross-agency assessments to opportunity to look dosely into the project
avoid over-compartalization, to gain an development process, examine issues sucdas
understanding of the GEF from different per- local ownership and participation in projects,
spedives, and to economize on the use of staff and the interagency cooperation at the field
resources. This was particularly the case for the level To accomplish this, the evaluators con-
field visits durng which the evaluation team ducted interviews with national and local gov-
members reviewed all of the GEF activity in a enmment officals, local NCOs and
country regardless of agency association. communities, implementing agencies Field

Offices, and other international organizations.
The evaluators used the following evaluation They visited project sites when possible. GEF'
instruments for the collection of data: staff at the implementing agences headquar-

ters were also interviewed and documentation.
Questionnaires was compiled. (Annex lb contains a list of
Questionnaires were sent to (responses are not projects visited.)
the final count):

Theevaluatorsvisited31 projectsin22ountries:
* 47 participants: 25 responses were received; 9 projects in AR, 12 in LAC, 7 in Asia & Pacific,

and 3 in the ECA/MENA region. The projects
* 58NGOs (plustheuse of theECONET/GEF visited include 16 in the BIO, 8 in the GW, and 7

Conference network): 11 responses were in the IWP focal areas. However, an earlier plan;
received; to extend the field visits to a lager sample was

suspended because of the shortage of fime and of
* 60 countries receiving UNDP/GEF assis- the evaluatco judgement that furthr visits

tance 71 responses were received from gov- wouddaddonlymargialytothelessonsgained.
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Special Project Reviews UINDP
hin addition to the field visits, the evaluators
completed desk reviews of project files for 62 Jum Kelly, Team Leader
projects (induding a UJS parallel cofinancing MaryHelenaAllegretti
project). Desk reviews indluded analysis of Gustavo Alberto Bouchardet da Fonseca
questionnaires and relevant documents from Maria Crisftia M.. Uiamzon
the GEF and other sources and interviews with RalfMaure
implementing agencies staff. (Annex lb con-
Wmtin a list of projects included in the sample.) The World Bank

Staff Interviews Salah El Serafy, Team Leader (August-Decerr-
The evaluators also interviewed STAY mem- ber 1993)
hers, World Bank, and UNDP officials associ- Jobn Malonte, Team Leader (March-July 1993)
ated with GEF operations, and the GEE Alan Miler
Administrator's staff and Chairman. Hideli Mon

SpecialProjectReriavJos INDP bi

Meetings with NIGOs Sudesha Roy Choudhuery
The main responsibility for group meengswith Claudio Volonte
the NGO represntatvshas been assumed by
the IPR However, evaluation team members Coordination and Adminisbtive Support
inteviewed NGO replesentadtves during their
ie visits and in individual sessions in Wash Hav rt

ingtn DC, inpl uding ani ICN-organized meet- Pat Biela.-ski
ing on September 2,1993, requested by the WmE, Mearia Nikolov-Femandez
with 22 NGOs representatives of developing
countries. Also several NGOs have supplied the
team members with their own xeports and con- EVALUATION ANAGERS
mentaries on selected projects.

Gus Edgren, UNDP
Nay Htun, UNEP

-EVALUATION TEM NMEMERS Robet Picciotto, World Banrk
(full-time and part-time)

UNEP INDEPENDENT PANEL OF EXPIERTS

Stjepan Keckes, Team Leader Alvaro Umatia, Chairman
Han Brezet Monique Barbut
AntonioGCruzado Rudolf Martin Hogger
Maria Marotta Mathias B. Keah
Andrea Matte-Baker Ashok hnosla
Jeff- yA- McNeely Jean Quesnel
JolmPemnetta Ena WUitolear
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Arnnex lIa: First Independent Evaluation Panel
Meeting (April 15-16,1993)

TERMS OF REFERENCE- - Responsibility forimplementing the GEE:is
shared between the W'Vorld Bank, UNDP, and
UNEP, each contributing specaized expertise

Background and dedicated institutional resources. The
Bank's role includes the investment project

An independent evaluation of the Global Envi- portfolio, trust fund management and secretar-
ronment Facility pilot phase was requested by iatfunctions. TNDP handles the technical assis-
the GEF participants at the meeting that was tance projects, pre-investmentactivities and the
held in Abidjan on December 3-5, 1992. A draft Small Grants Program. UNEP ensures consis-
termsof referecewasreviewedbyparticipants tency with intenational environmtal agree-
in a subsequent meeting in Rome in Marh 1993 ments, policies and prorities and provides
where participants provided comments (see scientific expertse It also provides the secretar-
attachment). The terms of reference below out- iat for STAP. Regional development banks may
line a proposed approach to the evaluation, sponsor GEF projects and speialized Urited
which wil be made available to the participat- Nations agcies may execute sponsor GEF
ing governments of the GEE and the governing projects.
bodies of the implementing agencies in Novemn-
ber 1993. Given the tight schedule and the early The GEF provides funds to assistlow and mid-
stage of the.GEF, the independent evaluation dle income countries with investments and
will have to be highlv selective. technical assista in four focal areas (a) global

warmin, (b) biodiversity, (c) international
The GEF was established in 1990 and became. waters, and (d) ozone depletion. Within this
operative in 1991 as a tuhee year pilot project to mandate, the GEF funds investment and-techni-
address envionmental problemns that transcend cal assistance projts which benefit the global
national boundaries whose solutions provide eavironent, as distinct from the local environ-
global benefits. Overal stwardship is the -ment Projects financed by the GEF pilot phase
responsibility of the GEF participants who meet must also be innovative and demonstrate the
on a bianmual basis. An implementation commit- effectiveness of a particular tedhnology or
tee, made up of the fhree implementing agencies, approach. Other criteria of the pilot phase
and STAP form the GEF governance structure A include the contibution of the project to devel-
GEE chairman supported by an administrator opment and knowledge creation and dissemid-
ensures day to day running of the facility as well nation. Projects that are economically viable on
as coordiamtion and cosesul deision making. the basis of benefits to the recpient courtry are



not normally eligible. Projects must be justified outcomes of the pilot phase and its relevance to
by substantial global benefits which are overall GEF objectives; (b) to examine GEF poli-
unlikely to mateialze without GEEsupporL In cies,proceduresandprocessesandtheirprobable
general, the GEF funds projects where domestic impact on GEF resource use and the achevement
costs are greater than domestic benefit, but of objectives; and (c) to make recommendations
global benefits are greater than domestic cost. about the actions to be taken by each of tie part-
The finds are provided on grant terms. They ner agencies and GEF particpants to ensure an
are additional to on-going multilateral and effective and efficient use of GEF resources.
bilateral assistance programs.

It is too early to evaluate the results of approved
TheGEFhasbeeninvited to operate, onaninterim GEF projects; only about a third of them are
basis, as the financial mechanism of the biodiver- under implementation-and they are at a very
sity and clinate change conventions before they . early stage. The evaluation will assess the
enter into force. A restructured GEFwilibe con- appropriateness of these projects as designed
sidered as the financal mechasm for these con- and, to the extent possible, whether the individ-
ventions after they have entered into force ual proect objectives are still likely to be

attained. Therefore, the focus of project-related
Overall, the current pilot phase, imning until aspects of the evaluation will be on the upst ream
the end of 1993, is expected to involve the com- phase of the GEEproject cyde for the operations
mitment of US$1 billion. Out of the approx- approved before June30,1993 ald the out-
mate US$.7 bilion committed to this date on comes of this phase.
some 100 projects, activities or programs, about -

70 percent, rep ting about half of the num- In general, the independent evaluation will
ber of operations, have been directed to invest- examine the effectveness, efficiency, relevance,
ment purposes, while only 30 percent of the flexibflity and tansparency of the following.
f unds were for technical assistance The balance
has been allocated to tareted research-and sup- L Processes
port to the objectives of global conventions.

a. Overall Organization and Management
GEF funds have been contributed by 28 partici- coordination, cooperation and consultation
pating countries, including 10 developing within and between the implementing agen-
countries.AvailableGEFfundingisexpectedto cies, as well as distributon of responsibili-
be committed by the end of 1993. Pemanent ties. The functions to be covered are
funding arrangements will be determined fol- secetariat/extemal affairs, investment
lowing ratification of the global conventions portfolio management, trust fund adminis-
and after the conferences of interested parties tration (World Bank), TA administtion
endorseappropriategovemancearangements, including the Small Grants Program
in the first half of 1995. Discussions on these (UNDP) and environmental policy, strategy
topics would benefit from an independent eval- and priorities advice, and management ser-
uation of the GEF pilot phase. vices/STAP (UEP).-

b. Project Development Pmcess
Purpose and Scope of the Evaluation - i Identification

.ii Preparation
Thepurpose of the independent evaluation is (a) !ii. Appraisal
to assess the progress, prsects and potetial iv. Negotiation and Intfial Implementation
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11. Potential Outcomes The review of outcomes will cDver projects dus-
tered in vanous ways e.g., by focal area, geo-

a. Quality of Portfolio in terms of GEE objec- graphic location, orientation toward
tives, criteria and priorities developed in the technology or policy/institutional approaches,
framework of the above processes tranche in the GEF approval process. The

implementation experience on which processes
b. Resource Use viz. administrative costs and will be evaluated will be drawn from two

rehtms on trust fund balances. sources: (a) a file review for a sample of repre-
sentative projects stratified along the lines of
the above dusters, (b) structured interviews of

Methodology the major parties involved, and (c) a few field
visits to a sample of projects where implemen-

The evaluation will be based on the objectives tation is already underway.
and criteria originally agreed for the pilot
phase, focusing on each of the four focal areas The collection of data wil be primarily done in
of the GEF. The appropriateness of the portfolio Washington (GEF Administrator and World
in terms of lessons to be learnt wil be a special Bank), New York (UNDP) and Nairobi (UNEP).
focus of the evaluation. Among other criteria, The information to be reviewed indudes inter
the evaluation will consider- alia the Tripartite Agreement between the agen-

cies, STAP minutes, as well as criteria and pri-
* the relationship of the portfolio to existing onties. Other information to be reviewed

global, regional and national asessments, indudes Chairman's reports to the participants,
strategies, priorties and action plans; correspondence log books, documents relevant

to GEF Bank operations, bulletins, pamphlets,
* the relevance of the work program to imple- minutes of linplementation Committee meet-

mentation of and strengthening of interna- ings, minutes of meetings with NGOs, reports
tional environmental conventions; on seminars, briefing notes, UNDP's and

UINEPs work programs, and working papers
i the learniing capacity of the implementng as wel as project reviews by other agencies and

agencies and the marner and extent to goverments. The evaluation will also solicit
which the expertise and stengths of each information from developing countries and
one of them were utilized in policy and from individuals in the field involved in the
work program development and GEE work prOgram.

* the efficacy of the agencies' interaction with Interviews with officials in the Administra-
the recipient countries in promoting owner- tor's Office, the World Bank, UNDP, UNEP,
ship and local partidpation in project identi- members of the STAP committee, regional
fication, design and implementation, coordinators, NGOs, and a sample of repre-
including the role to be played byNGOs. sentatives from donors and participating gov-

ernments will be conducted. In selecting the
In its recommendations, the review may con- group to be interviewed, special emphasis
sider other emphases identified as relevant for will be given to ensuring that different eche-
future operations and evaluate how well this lons of management, coordinators and task
pilot phase has prepared the GEF to undertake nmanagers, as well as different constituencies
the next one. are represented.
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Oxganization The Operations Evaluation Department of the
World Bank (OED) will function as a secretriat

An Independent Panel of Experts has been cre- to the overall evaluation. The GEF Secretariat
ated to guide and advise the evaluation process It. will provide support to the Evaluation Secretar-
indudesrepresentation fromparicipants(Kenya, iat, as needed in matters concerning access to
Franice), and high level experts appointed by the information,files and databases. The GEFunits
GEF Chainnan. The Chairperson of the Panel is and Coordinators of all the three agencies will
Dr. Alvaro Umaina. He wil report to participants support the Evaluation Secetariat The GEF
through the GEE Chairman. Admimistrators Office will provide secretariat

support to the Independent Panel.
-The Terms of Reference for the Panel will
include

Timetable
(a) Providing overall guidance to the evalua-

tion process; The entire evaluation exercise will be com-
pleted before the partidpantsP meeting sched- 

(b) Providing technical and organizational ulediD m 1 .l ing informal
guidance to the evaluators; .discussions among the three implementing

agdena' evaluation units, a meeting of the
(c) Recevingandsynthesizingoutsideopinion, Evaluation Managers was organized in mid-

including that from participants, NGOs, April (inception) to review the approach and,
beneficiary institutions and others, asa basis possibly, identify other priorities for evalua-
for advising participants and/or the evalua- tion- This meeting coincded with the first of the
tors; and Panel meetings which reviewed the terms of

reference and held discussions with the Evalua-
-(d) Identifying on the basis of its ongoing work tfon Managers and their team Another meeting

areas for further evaluation in the future. will be convened to review the d reportin
early Septmber. The final Evaluation Report.

Evaluation Managers appointed from the triee will be ready by early November 1993.
agencies (World Bank, UNDP, and UNEP) will
reaport through the GEE Chairman to the GEF The Panel will meet
participants and will be responsible for the
overall execution of the evaluation exercise. (1) July 1-2,1993 in New York where it will

review progress;
The evaluation will also involve a coordinator
and a team of specialists (consultants) operat- (2) September 2-3,1993 in Paris, where it will
ing in three groups according to the indepen- review the Inte Report and
dent evaluation procedures already in place at
the World Bank, UNDP, and UNEP. (3) November 22-24,1993 in Washington D.C,

where it wfll reviewthe Fnal Report.
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Attachment to
Annex la

Chairman's Summary of the Participants'
Discussion of the Draft Terms of Reference for
the Evaluation of the GEF Pilot Phase

Timing There was a call for dear selection citeria and a
transparent selection process for choosing the

There was consenss that time is of the outside experts. Meanwlhle, there was consen-
essence and that the results of the evaluation sus that these exprts should include two repre-
imust be available to participants in time for sentatives from participating govermnents. It
their meeting in September 1993. It was was also suggested.that one or more specalists
emphasized that this was a first evaluation in cimate change and biodiversity, and one or
and that more detailed analyses could follow more NMO experts be included on the evalua-
in due course.-For the moments, it is impor- tion teamn It was also recommended that there
tant not to overload the process and to ensure should be balance in the group between indus-
a quick start to the evaluation so that its trialized and developing countries.
results can feed into the replenishment and
restructuing process. Therewasgeneralagreement thatprovisionfor

outside exetise should be included within the.
Terms of Reference for the evaluation.

Processes and Mechanisms

There was wide agreement that the credibility Tems of Reference
of the evaluation process depends on the inde- . . .

* pendence of the way it is conducted. It was agreed that the evaluation should be con-
ducted in the context of the guidelines and

-There were a number of expressions of respect parameters of the pilot phase. It was also felt
for the competence and objectvity of the ageni- that the Terms of Reference should have greater
cies' evaluation units. But there was wide specificity and scope Additional topics to be

-agreement that, in order to assure the appear- covered include:
ance and reality.of independence and objectiv-
ity, the proposed inmtenatral panel of experts * The responsiveness of the GEF to country

- must be strengthened and made more central to needs and participants' expectations;
- the evaluation process.

b* Theintegration of GEFprojectswithcountry
One possibility put forward was to comnbine the priorities and strategies;
Panel with the Steeing Conmmttee, composed
of the heads of the agencies' evaluation units. * How projects are identified and selected,



* The pace of project preparation and imple- * Level of "additionality" represented byGEF
mentation; contributions;

* The extent to which projects have identifies * Success of GEF in leveraging additional
and specified global benefits; resources;

* How local participation has been encour- * Absorptive capacities of recipient countries
aged and the extent to which recipient gov- and implementing agencies for GEF
errnments, community groups and NGOs projects;
have particpated in GEF project prepara-
tion and implementation; * The role of STAP;

* The catalytic role (if any) played by GEF in * Impact on project design of commnents by
affecting regular activities of the implement- STAP and participants; and
ing agencies;

* Administrative costs and cost effectiveness.
* The different experiences with core, co- and

parallel-financingandhowactivitisfunded It was urged that field interviews be a stronger
from these various sources have matched component of the evaluation.
the objectives of the GEF;

Participants emphasized the important role to
* A critical analysis of the project cycle; -be played by the evaluation in helping the par-

* ticipants and the implementing agencies to
* Level of disbursements; learn the lessons of the pilot phase and to apply

them to the new GEF.
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ANmNX 1: Cou:my Visrrs AND IN-DPTH RBVIEwS

Focal Implementing Visiting
Country Project Name Area Agency Agency Visit Date
Argentina Patagonian Coastal Zone Management Plan BIO UNDP UNDP June, 1993
Belize Sustainable Development & Management of Biological Diverse Coastal Resources BIO UNDP UNDP June, 1993
Benin Village-Based Management of Woody Savanna and Establishing Woodlots for GW UNDP N/Aa N/Aa

Carbon Sequestration
Bhutan Trust Fund for Envimnment Conservation BIO N/A N/A
Brazil Blodiversity Conservation BIO World Bank UNDP June, 1993
Brazil Biomass Gasification and Gas Turbines GW UNDP UNDP June, 1993
China Ship Waste Disposal IWP. World Bank UNEP May, 1993
China Coal-Bed Methane GW - UNDP . UNDP May, 1993:
China Limiting Emissions of Greenhouse Gases GW UNDP N/A N/A
China Sichuan Gas 'Tansmission/Distribution Rehabilitation GW World Bank N/A N/A
Colombia Conservation of Biodiversity in the Choco Region BIO UNDP UNDP June, 1993
Congo Wildlands Management and Protection BIO World Bank N/A N/A
Costa Rica Wind Power GW World Bank World Bank. June, 1993
Costa Rica Conservation and Sustainable Development in La Amistad and La COsa Reserves BIO UNDP World Bank June, 1993
COte d'Ivoire Control of Exotic Aquatic Weeds In River Systems and Coastal Lagoons to BIO UNDP N/A N/A.

Enhance/Restore Biodiversity
Ecuador Biodiversity Protection BIO World Bank N/A N/A
Egypt Engineered Wetlands (Lake Manzala) IWP UNDP World Bank June,1993
Egypt Red Sea Coastal and Marine Resource Management Plan IWP World Bank World Bank June, 1993
Ethiopia A Dynamic Farmer-Based Approach to the Conservation of Plant Genetic Resources BI0 UNDP World Bank June, 1993
Ghana Coastal Wetlands Management Project BI0 World Bank UNDP May, 1993
Global Alternatives to Slash and Burn Research Initiative GW UNDP N/A N/A
Global Country Case Studies on Sources and Sinks of Greenhouse Gases GW UNEP N/A NiA
Global Emnissions of Greenhouse Gases from Rice Fields GW UNDP N/A N/A
Global Global Biodiversity Assessment BlO UNEP N/A N/A
Global Support to the Preparation of Country Case Studies (Blodiverslty) :BI0 UNEP N/A N/A



Global Info/Trainn UN Climate Change Convention GW UNDP N/A N/A

Ind! Non-CMniventional Energy Project GW World Bank N/A N/A

India Cost-Effective Options for Limidting GHOs OW UNDP N/A N/A

Indonesia Biodiversity Conservation BID World Bank N/A N/A

Irarn Reducing Emissions from Urban Transport in Teheran GW World Bank N/A N/A.

Jamaica Demand-Side Management Demonstration GW World Bank N/A N/A

Kentya TnRiePrmtsBIO World Bank World Bank June, 1993

Laos Wildlife and Protected Areas Management BIO World Bank World Bank. June, 1993

Malawi Lake Malawi Biological Diversity BIO World Bank World Bank June, 1993

Mall Household Energy and COZ Reductionk GW World Bank N/A N/A

Mauritania Wind Electric Power for Social and Economidc Development GW UNDP UNDP June, 1993

Mauritius Bagasse Energy Sub-PoecGW World Bank N/AN/
Mauritus Re.toratln of Hilghly Degraded and ThreatenedNtv oeti atu BID UNDP N/AN/

Mexico Protected Areas Progrmn 510 World Bank N/A N/A

Nigeria Escravos Flared Gas Reduction GW World Bank N/A N/A

Pakistan Fuel Efficiency in the Road Transport Sector GW UTNDP. N/A N/A

Philippines Conservation of Priority Protected Areas 510 World Bank- UNDP May, 1993

Philippines Leyte/ Luzon Geothermal GW World Bank UNDF May, 1993

Poland Forest. Biodiversity 510 World Bank N/A N/A

Regionial' Developing Least-Cost Greenhouse Gas Reduction Plans GW LTNDP UNDP' June, 1993

Eastern Environment and Coastal Resource Management BIO/IWP US Parallel UNEP Sept~., 1993
Caribbean2

Rgi6nal3 Institutional Support to Conserve Biodiversity in East AfricaBIUN' WolBnkJe,19

Regional4b' OECS Waste Rteception Facilities Demonstraton [I' World Bank UNEP. Sept., 1993

* egional5 Pollution Control and Blodiversity Conspervation in the BIO UNDP UNEP. Sept., 1993

Regional' Strategies for the Coinservation and Management of Natural Resources (Amazon) BIO UNP UNDP June, 1993

Regionalt Wider Caribbean Initiative for Ship Genierated Waste 1W? World Bank UNEP Sept., 1993

* Regional Environment Management and Protection of the Black Sea IWP UNDP N/A N/A

Reginual 'Environmental management an Protection in Danube River Bain IW UNDP N/A N/A
(Eas Erope)
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* ~~(Annex lb continued)

Focal Implementing VisitingCountry Project Name Area Agency Agency Visit Daft
Rommnla & Danube Delta Blodiversity BIO0 World Bank N/A N/A'

* ~~Ukraine
Russia Mitigation of GHG Emissions from Nahtural Gas Supply and Utilization System GW World Bank N/A N/A
Sri Lanka Wildlife Conservation and Protected Area Management B10 UNDP! N/A 'N/A
Thailand. Promotion of Electric Energy Efficiency GW World Bank World Bank June, 1993
Tubrkey In Situ Conservation of Plant Genetic Biodiversity BIO World Bank N/A N/A
Uruguay Conservation of Biodiversity in the Eastern Wetlands ETC UNDP' UNDP June, 1993.
Yemen Prutection of Marine Ecosystems an the Red Sea Coast IWP UJNDF World Bank June, 1993
Zimnbabwe Natioanal Parks Rehabilitation and Communtity-Based Environmental Management 810 World Bank UNDP Jne, 1993.

Zimbabe Photvoltais fr Households and Community Use GW UN! NP Juine, 1993
Notes: Whee applicable, evaluators reviewed small grats pro)ects, PRIFa, and PPAs In addition to the projects listed above.
a. In-depth desk rrdews were done for all the pro"fet that were not visited.
ii. Pro"et not included in the World Ba nk tn-depth reviews, but Induded in In termatHnal Wa ters Protection focal area reviews..

Cunbe Viited in Regional Projets:

1. China, Fhlllpplnes
2. Jamaica, St. Lucia, Barbados
3. Kenya'
4. JamaIca, SL Lucia, Barbados

.Gbus,Cte d'lvolre
6. Brazil, Colombia
7, Jamaica, SL Lucia, Barbados
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ANNEx 2: LisT op GET NRojscrs (As o; JuNE 30,1993)
(BY FOCAL AREA, REGION, IMPLEMENTING AGENCY, TRANCHE, AND FUNDING)

Implement(ng GET
Focal Are.a Region Country Project Name Agency Tranche (UIS$ million)
Various Global Global Small Grants Programme UNDP 10

BIO AFR Burkiiia, Faso ~~~B iogcal Diversit within UD V .
BIO APR Burldna Paso ~~~~P~n~g Sys ns A Pilt Demonstrtio UNPV2.

innSemi-Add Zon

BIO APR Cameroon Biodiversity Conservation and Management World Bank V 5
BIO APR Central Africa Acquisition and Distribution of Comprehensive World Bank III 1.75

Landsat TM Satellite Imagery
510 APR Congo Wildlands Protection and Management World Bank I 10
BIO APR C6te d'Ivoire Control of Exotic Aquatic Weeds In River Systems UNDP IV .3

& Coastal Lagoons.to Enhance/Restore Bio-
diversity

510 APR Ethiopia A Dynai Fne-Based Appomach to the Con- UJNDP IV 2.5
servation of Plant Genetic Resources

510 APR Ghana Coastal Wetlands Management Project. World Bank II 7.2
BIO APR Kenya Tana River Prlinates World Bank 1 6.2
BIO APR Malawi Lake Malawi Biological Diversity World Bank H 4
BID APR Mauritius Restoration of Highly Degraded and Threatened UNDP V. 0.2

Native Forest in Mauritius
DID APR Mozambique . Transfrontier Conservation Areas and Institution World Bank IV 5

Strengthening
510 APR Regional1 Institutional Supp~ort to the Conservation of East lM?I 10.

African Biodiveril
510 APR Regina (Gabon) Conservation of Blodiveruity through Effective UND? I1

Management of Wildlife flade
sib APR ~~~~Seychelle Biodiversit Protection and Abatement of Marine Woirld Bank II . .

Pollution
010 APR Uganda Bilgical Diersity Cnservatin World Bank Ii . 4
BID APR . egional (West Game Ranching Extension World Bank IV 7

A-c/Burkina Paso)



5I0 AFR Zimbabwe National Parks Rehabilitation and World Bank m 5
Community-Based Environmental Management

BI0 Asia & Pacfic Bhutan Thst Fund for Enviromnent Conservafion World Bank I 10
:10 Asia & Pacific Indonesia Blodiversity Conservation World Bank mI. 12
BI0 Asia & Pacific Indonesia and Conservation Strategy of South East Asia Rhinos UNDP V 2'.

Malaysia
BIO Asia & Pacific Laos Wildlife and Protected Areas Management World Bank I 5
BIO Asia & Pacific Mongolia Development Institution of a Naftonal Biodiversity UNDP V 1.5

Conservation Areas Network and Related Policies
B10 Asia & Pacific Nepal Biodiversity Conservation in Nepal UNDP : 3.8
BIO Asia & Pacfic Papua New Guinea National Conservation and Resource Management UNDP 11 5

Prograrmne
BI0 Asia & Pacific Philippines Conservation of Priority Protected Areas World Bank I 20
810 Asia & Pacific Regional2 souh Pacific Regional Biodiversity Conservation UNDP I 8.2

Project
810 Asia & Pacific Sri Lanka Wildlife Conservation & Protected Area Manage- UNDP II 4.1

ment
BI0 Asia & Pacific VietNam Conservation, Training and Biodiversity Action UNDP 1 3

Plan
B10 ECA/MENA: Algeria El Kala National Park World Bank I 10
B10 ECA/MENA Belarus Forest Biodiveruity World Bank
B10 ECA/MENA Czech Republic Planning and Management of Czech Reserves World Bank II 2.3
B10 ECA/MENA Jordan Management of Azraq and Dana Protected Areas UNDP III 6.3
BI0 ECA/MENA Poland Forest Blodiversity World Bank I 4.5
BIO ECA/MENA Romania, Ukraine Danube Delta Biodiversity World Bank III 6
BIO ECA/MENA Slovak Republic Planning and Management of Slovak Reserves World Bank 11 2
BI0 ECA/MENA lthrkey In Situ Conservation of Plant Genetic Biodiversity World Bank III 5
BI0 ECA/MENA Ukraine Carpathian Mountains Biodiversity Protection World Bank 11 0.5
BI0 Global Global Biodiversity Data Management and Networking UINEP IV 4
BIo Global Global Global Biodiversity Assessment UNEP IV 2
BIO Global Global Phase 2. Support to Country Case Studies on Bio- UNEP. V 2

diversity
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(Annex 2 continued),

Focal Area Region Counitry Project Namle IipkueilncyTagci (IJS$ miillioni)
5310 Global Global u?otto the Preparation of Country Case Stud!es UNEP 115

dB iversity)
1110 LAC Argentina Patagonian Coastal Zone Management Plan UNDP II 2.8
BIO LAC Belize Sustainable Development & Management of Bio- UNDP II 3

logical Diverse Coastal Resources
1110 LAC Bolivia Protected Area System .World Bank III 4.5
1310 LAC. Brazil .Biodiversity Conservation .World Bank I 30
1110 LAC Colombia Conservation of Biodiversity in the Choco Region LJNDP .1 9
1110 LAC Costa Rica Conservation & Sustainable Development in La UNDP 1I 8

Amuistad and La Osa Reserves
BIO LAC Cuba Biodiversity Protection & Sustainable Development' UNDP II 2.

In Saba na-Ca maguey Archilpelago
1110 LAC Dominican Republic Biodiversity Conservation & Management in the* UNDP III .3

Coastal Zone
BIG LAC Ecuador Biodiversity Protection .World Bank III 6
1110 LAC Guyana Programme for Sustainable TropicalI Forestry: UNDP 13

Management
1110 LAC ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mexic Protected Areas. Program World Bank I2

BIO LAC Peru Biodiversity Conservation .World Bank II. 4
RIO1 LA einal 3 Strategies for the Conservation and Management UNPI4.5'

ofNatural Resouirces (Amazon)
111 LA Uruguay .Conservation of Biodiversity in the Eastern Wet- UNP113

lAnds
OW APR Benin VilagBqed Management of Woody Savanna and UNDP IV .2.5

Establishing Woodlots far Carbon Sequestration
GW APR COte d'lvoire Crop Waste Power World Bank IV 5
GW APR Mali Household Energy and C02 Reduction. World Bank IV 2.5
OjW APR Mauritania WnElcrc Pwer for Social and Economic UNDP IV .2

Developmnent
GW APR Mauritius Bagasse Energy Sub-Project World Bank 1 3
GW APR Nigenia Escravos Flared Gas Reduction World Bank IV' 25



GW AFR Regional (Senegal, Control of Greenhouse Gas Emissions through UNDP IV 3.5
dCoe t'Ivoire) Energy-Efficient Building Technology in Wes .

Africa
GW AFR Regional (to be Greenhouse Gas Assessment and Least-Cost Global UNDP IV 2

determined) Warming Mitigation in Sub-Saharan Africa
GW AFR Sudan Rangeland Rehabilitation for Carbon Sequestration UNDP . IV 1.5
GW AER .Tanzania Electricity, Fuel and Fertilizer from Municipal and UNDP V 2.5

Industriai Organic Waste in Tanzania
GW AFR . Zimbabwe. Photovoltaics for Households & Cornmunity Use UJNDP II 7
GW Asia & Pacific China Coal-Bed Methane UNDP I 10
GW Asia & Pacific China Limiting Emissions of Greenhouse Gases UNDP I 2
GW Asia & Pacific China. Sichuan Gas TRansmission/Distribution Reha- World Bank II[ 10

bilitation
GW Asia & Pacific India io-e um Industrial, Municipal & Agricul- UNDP IIl 5.5

tural argses:
GW Asia & Pacific India Cost Effective Options for Limiting Greenhouse UNDP V 1.5

Gas Emissions
- .GW : Asia & Pacific India Non-Conventional Energy Project World Bank 11 26
GW Asia & Padfic India Op mizin8 Development of Small Hydel UNDP .1 7.5

Resources m the Hils'
GW Asia & Pacific Pakistan. Fuel Efficiency in the Road ltansport Sector UNDP III 7
GW Asia & Pacific Pakistan Integrated Community Waste-to-Energy Systems World Bank III .t
GW Asia & Pacific Philippines Leyte/Luzon Geothermal World Bank I. 30
GW Asia & Pacific Regional4 Developing Least-Cost Greenhouse Gas Reduction UNDP II- 9.5

Plans (main phase)
GW Asia & Pacific Thailand Promotion of Electric Energy Efficiency World Bank II 9.5
GW ECA/MENA Iran Reducing Emissions from Urban Transport in World Bank .III 2

Teheran
GW ECA/MENA Morocco Repowering of Existing Power Plants World Bank IV 6
GW ECA/MENA Poland Coal-to-Gas Conversion World Bank 11 ' 25
GW ECA/MENA Regional (Arab Development of Programmes & Approaches for a UNDP V . . 2.5

Stales) Regional Strategy for Reduction of Gireenhouse
Gases.

(continued)



(Annex 2 continued)

Implementing GET
Focal Area Region Country Project Name Agency Tranche (US$ million)
GW'. ECA/MENA Russia Mitigation of GHG Emnissions from Natural Gas World Bank . IV 3.2

Supply and UtIlIzation System.
GW ECA/MENA 'Tunisia Market Penetration of Solar Water HeaigWrdBnV 4

GW Global Global Alternatives to Slash & Burn Research Initiative UNDP IV3

GW Global Global Countr~~~~y Case Studies on Sources and Sinks of UNEP 1 .
Greenhouse Gases

GW Global Global Emissions of Global Warming Gases from Rice UNDP 5
Fields

GW Global Global Monitoring of ozone and Greenhouse Gases UNDP' I .4.8

GW Globa:l Global:. Progmm for Incremental Costs for the Env. GEF Admin. V 2.7
(PR CE)

OW Global Global ~~~~~STARfl Global Change Systems for Analysis UNIX IP 

* . ~~~~~~~~~~~Research and TrYalninig

GW Global Global Technical Support to the Conventions UNDP V 0.9,

GW LAC Brazil Biomass Gasification & Gas Tubrbines UNDP 11 7.7

GW LAC Chile . Reduction of Greenhouse Gases .UNDP' IV 1.7

GW LAC Costa Rica Wind Power World Bank IV 3.3

GW LAGC Jamaica Demand-Side Managemnent Demonstration World Bank V 3.8

GW LAC Mexico High Efficiency Lighting .'World Bank II .10
OW LAG . Pcru ~~~~~~~Technical Assistance for the Centre for Energy UNDP I .

Conservation
GW LAC; Regional5 S'CAMT Global Change Systems for Analysis UNDP III 3

Research and 1Training (suib-project)
IWP APR Regional' Pollution Control & Other Measures to Protect UJNDP II 10

Biodiversity in Lake Tanganyika

IWP APR ReSional7 Pollution Control & Biodiversity Conservation in UNDP II 6
the Gulf of Guinea Large Marine Ecosystem

IWP Asia & Padiflc China Ship Waste Disposal World Bank I 30

IWP Asia & Padific Regional8 . Management of Pollution In SE Asian Seas . UNDP . 1.8

IWP *ECA/MENA. Regional (Algeria, Oil Pollution Managemnent System for the South- World Bank III 10
Morocco, 'lbnisia) west Mediterranean Sea



IWP ECA/MENA Egypt Engineered Wetlands (Lake Manzala) UNDP IV 4.5
IWP ECA/MENA Egypt Red Sea Coastal and Marine Resource Manage- World Bank . In ' 4.75

.ment Plan
BWP ECA/MENA Regional9 Enviromnent Management & Protection of the UNDP. III 9.3

Black Sea
IWP ECA/MENA Regional (East Environmnental Management in the Danube River UNDP 1 8.5

Europe) Basin

IWP ECA/MENA Yemen Protection of Marine Ecosystems on the Red Sea UNDP . III 2.8
Coast

IWP Global Global Support for Regional Centers for International UNDP II . 2.6
Oceans Thdning

IWP LAC. Regional (Carib- OECS Waste Reception Facilities Demonstration World Bank IV 14
bean Sea)

IWP LAC Regional (Wider Wider Caribbean Initiative for Ship-Generated World Bank V 5.5
Canbbean) Wastes

OZO ECA/MENA Czech & Slovak Ozone Depleting Substances Reduction World Bank IV 3.8
Republics

OZO LAC Regional' . Monitoring & Research Network for Ozone Deple- UNDP V 1.9
tion and Greenhouse Gases in the Southern Cone

Counties Partldpating In Regional Projects
1. Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda
2. Fiji,Samoa, Tonga, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Palau, Niue, Cook Islands, Kiribati,Tuvalu, Federated States of Micronesia, Repubflcof Marshall Islands, Tokelau, Nassau
3. BollIa, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, Venezuela
4. Bangladesh, China, North Korea, India, Indonesla, Malaysdi, Myaninar, Mongolia, Pakistan, Phillppines, Sri Lanka, ThagLand, Viet Nam
5. ArgentIna, Bolivia, BrazU, Chile, Costa Rica,; Cuba, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay
6. Burundi, Tanzanla, Zanbia, Zare
7. Cote d'lvore, Benin, Cameroon, Ghana, Nigeria
8. Malaysi, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines, Singapore, Brunei, Viet Nam, North Korea, China
9. Bulgaria, Georgia, Romania, Russia, Turkey, Ukraine
10. Aigentina, Chile, Brazil, Uruguay

PS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ANNEX 3: LTS1T OF PRIF/PPA SUPPORTED AcrvrriEs (AS OP JuN 30,1993)

Focal Implementing GET

Area Region Country Source Activity Agency (US$ million)

BIO AFR Congo PPA Biodiversity Conservation World Bank .11

Bro AFR Kenya PPA Tana River World Bank .56

BIO AFR Mozambique PPA Transborder Parks World Bank .22

BIO AFR Uganda PPA Bwindi Forest World Bank .17

BlO AFR Uganda PRIF Bwindi Forest UNDP .15

BlO AFR Zimbabwe PPA National Parks Rehabilitation and Community-based World Bank .42
Environmental Management

BIO Asia & Pacific China PRIF Biodiversity UNDP 1.68

B5O Asia & Pacific India PRIF Eco-development UNDP .20

B10 Asia & Pacific Indonesia PRIF Biodiversity UNDP 1.60

.O Asia & Pacific Mongolia PRIF Biodiversity Conservation UNDP 1.00

BlO Asia & Pacific Pakistan PRIF Maintaining Biodiversity with Rural Community Development UNDP 2.50

B10. Asia & Pacific Thailand PRIF Biodiversity UNDP .70

BIO ECAIMENA Algeria PPA El Kala National Park World Bank .06

BlO. ECA/MENA Egypt PRIF Nile Wetlands UNDP .70

BIO, ECA/MENA Romania PPA Danube Delta World Bank '.19

B1O ECA/MENA Ukraine PPA Danube Delta World Bank .15

BIO, LAC Bolivia PPA Blodiversity Conservation World Bank .02

BIO LAC Brazil PRIF Northeast forestation UNDP .10

BIO LAC Peru PPA Trust Fund World Bank .02

BIO LAC Regional PRIF Biodiversity Mangrove/Coastal System' UNDP 1.10

GW AFR Cameroon PRIF Global Warming Mitigation UNDP .40

GW Asia & Pacific China PRIE Sichuan Gas UNDP 1.40

GW Asia & Pacific Thailand PRIF Energy Efficiency UNDP .60

GW ECA/MENA Jordan PRIP Methane Reduction and Utilization of Municipal Wastes UNDP .20

GW ECA/MENA Morocco PPA Repowering of Power Plant World Bank .26



GW ECA/MENA Poland PPA Coal to Gas. World Bank .. 32GW ECA/MENA Romania PPA Fuel Cells World Bank .16GW ECA/MENA Syria PRIF Electricity. Management UNDP .50GW ECA/MENA Tunisia PPA Solar Water World Bank .10-GW ECA/MENA Yemen PRIF LPG Substitution Programnme UNDP o80:GW LAC Brazil PPA Biomass Gas lbrbine World Bank .46: GW LAC Jamaica PPA Demand Side Management World Bank .12:GW LAC Venezuela. PRIF Methane Leaks in Maracalbo Network UNDP 1.00IWP APR Regional PRIF Environmental Management of Lake Victoria UND)P .40IWP ECA/MENA Algeria/ PPA Mediterranean Ports World Bank .83Morocco/Tunisia
.WP LAC Regional PPA OECS Waste Management Worid Bank .51IWP LAC Regional PPA Wider Caribbean Waste Disposal World Bank . .17IWP LAC Regional . PRIP Contaminated Bays & Coasts in the Caribbean UNDP 2.50

Total $22.38
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ANNEX 4: WORLD BANK AND UNDP GEF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS -KEY DATES AN4D TIME LAPSE

World Banik/GEF.
hImple- Regiotnal
enDienttg Part ici- Vice Pres- Effective-

Region Traiilre ~oIanIry Project/Conicept Namte IEPS Coni,inittee panits Appraisal idency Board nless

APR I1 Congo Wildiands Protection and Management 2/28/91 2/13/91 4/1/91 3/17/92 3/3/93

APR I K'enya Tana River Primates 12/11/90 2/13/91 4/1/91

APR I Mauritius Bagasse Energy Dvelopment 2/15/91 2/13/91 4/1/91 8/14/91 2/5/92 3/31/92

APR I Ugartda Biological Diversity Conservation .. 2/13/91 4/1/91

APR 11 Ghana Coastal Wetlands Managenment Project 4/25/91 9/26/91 12/1/91 2/29/92 8/28/92 10/15/92 3/1/93

APR II Malawi Lake.Malawi Biological Diversity 10/31/91 9/26/91 12/1/91 2/1/93

AFR 1I Seychelles Blodiversity Protection arnd Abatement of 3/9/89 9/26/91 12/1/91 6/29/92 .11/30/92 12/22/92
Mar-ine Pollution.

AFR III Central Africa Acquisition and Distribution of Comnpre- 2/24/92 4/1/92
hensive Landsat TM Satellite Imagery

APR III Zimbabwe National Parks Rehabilitation and Comunu- 7/1/89 2/24/92 4/1/92
nifty-Based Environment Management

APR. IV. Cote dilvoire Crop Waste Power .*5/11/92 9/29/92 12/1/92

APR IV Mali Household Energy and C02 Reduction 4/15/92 9/29/92 12/1/92

AFR IV Mozambique Tranisfrontier Conservation Areas and Instl- 3/30/92 9/29/92 12/1/92
tution Strengthening

APR IV Nigeria Escravos Flared Gas Reduction .5/15/92 .9/29/92 12/1/92 6/1/93

APR IV Regifonal Game Ranching Extertion. . 7/15/92 9/29/92 12/1/92
(West Afrlca/
Burkina Faso).

APR V Cameroon Biodiversity Conservation and Management 2/23/93 5/1/93

Asia & .I Bhutan Trust Fund forEnivirownent Conservation 3/15/91 5/1/191 4/1/91 1j5/1 /2926/1/92
Pacific
Asia & I China* Ship Waste Disposal 3/15/91 2/13/91 4/1191 4/15/91 5/22/92 61/2 9/92
Paciflc
Asia & I Laos Wildlife and Protected Areas Management 7/13/90 2/13/91 4/1/91 11/19191
Pacific
Asia & I Philippines Leyte/ Luzon Geothermal 1/1/91 2/13/91 4/1/91 .6/23193

Pacific



Asia & I Philippines Conservation of Protected Areas 5/23/89 2/13/91 4/1/91 3/1/92
Pacific
Asia & II India Nan-Conventional Energy Project 8/23/91 9/26/91 12/1/91 6/29/92 12/8/92 12/17/92 4/11/93
Pacific
Asia & II Thailand Promotion of Electric Energy Efficiency 6/10/91 9/26/91 12/1/91 12/2/91 4/17/93 4/27/93
Pacific
Asia & III China Sichuan Gas lTansmlssion/Distribution 3/31/91 2/24/92 4/1/92 6/15/93
Paciflc Rehabilitation

Asia & III Nepal Blodiversity Conqervatio2 11/18/91 2/24/92 4/1/92
Pacific
Asia & III Pakistan Integrated Community Waste-to-Energy 9/25/91 2/24/92. 4/1/92
Pacific Systems
ECA/ I Algeria El Kala National Park 10/1/90 2/13/91 4/1/91 5/18/93
MENA
ECA/ I Belarus Forest Biodiversity 6/25/92 9/26/91 4/1/91 6/26/92 9/24/92 10/1/92
MENA
ECA/ I Poland Forest Biodiversity 4/10/91 2/13/91 4/1/91 10/10/91 12/12/91 1/1/92
MENA
ECA/ 11 Czech Planning and Management of Czech 3/15/91 9/26/91 12/1/91
MENA Republic Reserves

ECA/ It Poland Coal to Gas Conversion 2/12/91 9/26/91 12/1/91 5/31/93
MENA
ECA/ II Slovak Planning and Management of Slovak 3/15/91 9/26/91 12/1/91
MENA Republic Reserves

ECA/ 11 Ukraine Carpathanian Mountains Biodiversity 8/21/9? 9/29/92 12/1/91
MENA Profection

ECA/ III Egypt Red Sea Coastal and Marine Resource .1/9/92 2/29/92 4/1/92 5/18/92 11/30/92 12/17/92
MENA Management Plan

ECA/ Ill Iran Reducing Enissions from Urban Transport 1/6/92 2/25/92 4/1/92 5/1/93
MENA in Teheran

ECA/ IIl Regional Oil Pollution Management System for the 2/24/92 4/1/92
MENA (Aigeria, Southwest Mediterranean Sea

Morocco,
Tunisia)

ECA/ III Romania, Danube Delta Biodiversity 1/1/92 2/24/92 4/1/92
MENA Ukraine

ECA/ III Turkey In Situ Conservation of Plant Genetic 1/7/92 2/24/92 4/1/92 7/1/92 2/16/93 3/11/93 4/1/93
MENA Biodiversity

(continuted)
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(Antnex 4 contimned)

World Banik/GEF

mnple- Regfoitwl
menting Partici- Vice Pres- Effective-

Region Tranche Cotutntry ProjectiConcept Name 1;3PS Committiee pants Appraisal idency Board ness
ECA/ IV Czech Repub- Ozone Depleting Substances Reduction 9/1/92 10/1/92 12/1/92
MENA lic
ECA/ IV Morocco Repowering of Existing Power Plans 7/18/92 9/29/92 12/1/92
MENA
ECA/ IV Russia Mitigation of GHG Emissions from Ngatural 8/10/92 9/29/92 12/1/92
MENA Gas Supply and Utilization System
ECA/ V Tunisia Market Penetration toSolarWaterHeating 12/18/92 2/23/93 5/1/93
MENA
LAC I Brazil. BlodiversityConservation 2/15/91 2/13/91 4/1/91
LAC I Bolivia Protected Areas Program ii/1/90 2/13/91 4/1/91 9/1/91 3'9/92 3/31/92: 4/1/93
LAC 11 Mexico High Efficiency Lighting 9/26/91 12/1/91
LAC II Peru Biodiversity Conservation 3/22/91 9/26/91 12/1/91
LAC III Mexico Protected Area System 3/26/91 2/24/92 4/1/92 4/27/92 8/4/92 12/10/92
LAC III Ecuador Blodiversity Protection 4/1/91 2/24/92 4/1/92
LAC IV Costa Rica Wind Power 9/29/92 12/1/92 6/1/93
LAC IV Regional OECS Port Waste Reception Facilities 9/10/91 .9/29/92 12/1/92

(Caribbean Demonstration
Sea)

LAC V Jamaica Demand-Side Management DemonstraGon 1/31/92 2/23/93 5/1/93
LAC V Regional Wider Caribbean Initiative for Ship- 6/15/92 2/23/93 5/1/93

(Wider Car- Generated Wastes
ibbean)

Note Information as oflune 30, 1993.



UNDP/GEF
UNDP I~~iji,, Proect

GEFI Head- Buereau STAP impletnenling Manag. Formulatlat FleldOffice Headquar- AC Signature
Regiont Thnche Country Pmndct Name Ceor. quarters External PAC Review Commiftte Clearance Misshal PAC ers PAC Approal Proj. Due

APR I Regional InsuttutionalSupportto the ' Mar.91 ' N/A Jul-91 Feb-91 April-91 May-91 Feb-92 Feb-92 Mar-92 Jul-92
Conservation of East Africa
Biodiversity :

AFR 11 Zimbabwe Photovoltaics for House- Jun-91 " Aug-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 Nov-91 Jan-92 Jan492 Feb-92 Sep-92
holds & Community Use

APR 11 Regional Pollution Control & iiiodi- Apr-91 Jul-91 Aug-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 Apr-92 Mar-93
veraity In the Gulf of
Guinea Large Marine Eco-
system

APR 11 Regional Pollution Control & Other May-91 Jul-91 Aug-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 Nov-91 Jan-93
Measures to Protect Blodi-
versity in Lake Tanganyika

AFR IV Regional Control of Greenhouse Gas Jun-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92 Dec-92
Emissions through Energ-
Efficient BuildIng Techno -
ogy in WestAfrica

AFR IV Cote, Control of Exotic Aquatic Jun-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92 Dec-92 Mar-93
dilvoire Weeds in River Systems &

Coastal Lagoons to
Erhakne/Rlestore Blodiver-
slty

AFR IV. Regional Game Ranching Extension ' Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92 Dec-92 Apr-93

AFR IV Mauritania Wiund Electric Power for Mar-92 Jun-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92 Dec-92 Jun-93
Social and Economic Devel-
opment

APR IV Regional Greenhouse Gas Assass- Jul-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92 Dec-92
ment and Least-Cost Global
Wanming Mitigation In Sub-
Saharan Africa

AFR IV Uenin Village-Based Management May-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92 Dec-92 Mar-93 Mar-93 Jun-93
of Woody Savanna and
Establishing Woodlots for
Carbon Squestration

AFR IV Ethiopia A Dynamic Farmer-based Mar-9f Aug-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92 Dec-92 Apr-93
Approach to the Conserva-
tion of Plant Genetic
Resources

APR V Tanzanla Electic, Fuel, and Fertilizer Aug-92 Aug-92 Dec-92 Dec-92 Jan-93 Feb-93 May-93 " jul-92
from Municipal and Indus-
trial Organic Waste in Tan-
zania

AFR V Maurituis Restoration of Highly Oct-91 Nov-92 Dec-92 Dec-92 Jan-93 Feb-93 May-93
Degraded and Threatened
Native Forest

(continued)



(Annex 4 conttin ued)

UNDPIGEF
UNDP bitler rf

GEFI Head- ~ Bureau STAP hip leynentiag Mann g. Formiduatfii Fied OfficeC fgatr
Regflon Thinche Con nltry Project Nampe Coord. quiarlers Exierizal PAC Rveo Cmnle Certc Lt A ers PAC Approvl Proj. Due

Asia & I Viet Nam Conservation, Tlamingii and 'N/A Jul.91 Feb-91 April-91 Nov.91 Nov-91 Jan-92 Jul-92
Pacific iliodlverslty Action Pl-on

Asia & I Regional South Pacific Regional Feb-91 Mar-91 N/A Jul-91 Feb-91 April-91 Apr.92 ] an-93 Apr-93
Pacific Blodiversity Conservation

Pro;ccl

Asia & I China Liniting Ernissions of N/A Jul-91 Feb-91 April-91 Nov-91. Nov-91 Jan-92 Mar-92
Padific Greenhouse Gases

Aslia & I China Coal-BIea Methane N/A Jul-91 Feb-91 April-91 Feb-92 Apr-92 May-92 Jun-92
Paciflc
Asia & If Regional Managementof Pollution In Mar-91 Mar-91 N/A Sep-91 Sepi-91 Dec-91 Nov-92 *May-93

Pacific SE AsTan Seas

Asia & If Indfa Optimizinh Development oct-91 Oct-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91
Pacific of cal iye Resources in

th~e Hills

Asia & 11 Sri Lanka Wildlife Conservation & Mar-91 Jul-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 'Apr-91 Nov-91 Jan-92 May-92
PacifUc Protected Area Manage-

mient

Asia & ii Regional Developing Least-Cost May-91 Jun-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Deic-91 Jul-92
Pacific C reenhouse Reduction

Plans
Asia & If Nepal Blodiversity Conservaion Aug-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 * Feb-93
Pacific In Nepal

Asia & 11 PapuaNew National Conservation and Jul-91 Aug-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 * Mar-9 Apr-93 Jun-93
Pacific Guinea Resource ManagementPro-

grammfe

Asia & Il India Bo-energr from Industrial, * Nv-91 Dec-91 N/A Feb-92 Feb-92 April-92
Pacific Municipa &Agricultural

Wastes
Asia & I11 Pakistan Fuel Ef odlenc in the Road Nov-91 Dec-91 NIA Feb-92 Feb-92 April-92
Pacific TrnAsport Se5or

Asia & V Indonesia Conservation Strategy of Feb-93 Fcb-93 Dec-92 Jan-93 Feb-93 May-93
Pacfic and Mal- South East Asal Rhinos.

aysia

t Asia &c 11 SrlLandia CostEctive Con aptions for Dec-91 Jan-92 Dec-92 JanN93 Feb-93 May-93 Jula93
Pacific Limiting GAreenouse Gas

Emissions
Asia & V Mongoia Development Lnstitution of Aug-91 Dec-91 Jan-92 Dec-92 Jan-93 Feb-93 May-93
Paiadfc a Nationai Biodiversity

Conservation Areas Met-
work and Related Policies



ECA/ I Regional Enviroanental Man!se- Jan-91 Jan-91 Feb-91 N/A Jul-91 Feb.91 April-91 Feb-92 Sep-92
MENA ment In the Danube w6 ver

Basin

ECA/ 111 Jordan Management,of Azrq and Nov91 Dec91 Dec-91 N/A Feb-92 Feb-92 April-92 May-92 Apr-93 Apr93 May-93
MENA Danam rtected Areas

ECA/ II Yemen Protecton of Madna lEo- Nov-91 Jank-92 Jan-92 N/A Feb-92 Feb-92 April-92 Jun-92 Oct.92 Apr-93 Jun-93
MENA !y,stemis on the Red Sea

ECA/ III Regional Environment Management Nov41 Dec-91 Jan-92 N/A Feb-92 Feb-92 April-92 Dec-92 Jun-93
MENA & Protection of the Black

Sea

AFR IV Sudan RangelandRehabilitation May-92 Jul-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92 Dec-92 May-93
,.. forCabonSequestration

ECA/ IV Egypt Engineered Wetland (lAke Dec-91 Jul-92 Jul-92 Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92 Dec-92 Mar93
MENA Manzala)
ECA/ V Regional Development of Pro Mar-92 * Jul-92 Dec-92 Jan-93 Feb-93 May-93
MENA grarunes h Aproaches for

a R.glonal Stm egy for
Reduction of Creenhouse
Gases

Global I Global Emlssions of Global Warm- * N/A Jul-91 Feb-91 May-91 N/A Jun-92 Jul-92
ing Cases from Rice Fields

Global I Global Monitoring of Ozone and Mar-91 N/A Jul -91 Feb-91 May-91 Jul-91 N/A Sep-92 Oct-92 Jan-93
Greenhouse Gases

Global 11 Global Support for Regional Cen- Sep-91 Oct-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 Jan-92 N/A Oct-92
Tenor Intemsana

Oceans Tlaining

Global Ilm Global START Global Change Sys- ' Jan-92 Mar-92 N7 Feb.92 Feb-l April-92 Oct-92 N/A Feb-93 May-93 May-93
tens for Analysis Research
and Training

Global IV Global Alternatives to Slash & ' Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92 Dec-92 ' N/A
Huwn Research Initiative

Clobal V Global lechniclaSupportto the * Jul-92 Jan-93 Dec-92 Jan-93 Feb-93 May-93 Jun-93 N/A
Convenoions

LAC I Regional Strategleu for Lhe Conserva- Jan-91 Jan-91 N/A Jul-91 Feb-91 April-91 Aug-91 * Sep-92 Jan-93 Mar-93
Hon and Management of
Natural Raouices (Ama-
zon)

LAC I Colombia Conservation of Biodiver- Dec-90 N/A Jul-91 Feb-91 April-91 * Jan-92 Feb.92 Sep-92
sity in the Choco Region

LAC I Guyana Programme for Sustainable ' Jan-91 ' N/A Jul-91 Feb-91 April-91 ' Apr-92 Feb-93
Tropical Forest Manage-
ment

LAC [I Cuba Blodiversity Protetion & Jul-91 Aug-91 Oct-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 Sep'92
Sustainable Development
In Sabana-Camaguey
Archipelago

(continued)



(Annex 4 continued)

UNDP/GEF

-UI UNDP Inter Prject
- ElI Head- BurAu STAP memtfng M"nag. Fonnu[albn FidONcc Hadwr- AC Sgatu

Region 7tlache Country Project Name Coord. quarters Exterm PAC Reew Cmmriet Clmranac MFufaen PAcd tcrs AC AC Swi Pnaj tue

LAC 11 Costa Rica Conservadon & Sustaln- Jul-91 Jul-91 Aug-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep91 De.-91 Sep-92 Feb-93 Apr-93 Apr-93 May-93
able Development In La
Amistad and La Osa
Reserves

LAC it Brazil Blomas Gaslflcation & Gas ' Jul-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec91. Jul-92 Aug-92 Sep-92 Sep-92
Turbines

LAC 11 Belize SustainableDevelopment& * Jul-91 jul-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 May-92 Sep-92 ' Feb-93 Mar-93
Management of Bio-logical
Divers Coastal Resources

JAC 11 ArgenUna Patagonian Coastal Zone * Aug-91 Aug-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 ' Feb-93 Feb-93
Management Plan

LAC It Peru Tchndcal Assistance for the ' Jul-91 Aug-91 N/A Sep-91 Sep-91 Dec-91 ' Feb93 Nov-92 Feb-93
Center for Energy Conser-
vationt

LAC IlI Dominican Diodiversity Conservaton Dec-91 Jan-92 Jan-92 N/A Feb-92 Feb-92 April-92 Sep-92
Republic &Mana¶e nt In the

Coastil Cnen

LAC m Regional STARflGlobalChangeSys- J Jan-92 Mar-92 N/A Feb-92 Feb-92 April-92 '
terms for Analysis Research
and Training (Sub-project)

LAC 111 Uruguay Conservation of Blodiver- Aug-91 Aug-91 Sep-91 N/A Feb-92 Feb492 April-92 * Aug-92 Nov-92 Nov-92 Apr-93
sity in the Eastern WUands

LAC IV Chile Reduction of GCeTnhouse May-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Aug-92 Sep-92 Scp-92 Dec-92 May-93
Cases

LAC V Regional Monitoring & Research Apr-92 Sep-92 Dec-f9 Jan-93 Feb-93 May-93
Network For Ozone Depdc-
tion and Greenhouse iases
in the Southern Cone

NI/A Notapplicable.
' Data not avallable.
Note: Inormaton as of lune 30, 993,
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ANNEX 5: TRUST FUNDS IN GEF PtOgaCrS (AS OF JUNE 30, 1993)

CEF Funding COfInCing
Country Project Name (in US $ millions) (in US S nalhlons) Trnst Fund Infonnation
Bhutan lust Fund for 10.0 WWF -1 .0 The Bhutan lust Fund for Environment Conservation is supposd

Environment Govt. of Netherlands -0.948 to total US $20 million (US $10 million from GEF) with the rest com-
Conservation Govt. of Norway -0.587 Ing from other donors. However, getting donors to contribute to it is

proving to be difficult.

Bolivia Protected Areas 4.5 SDC -3.9 US $.01 million from the GEFgrant will be used to establish the trust
System fund. The Dutch may provide about US $5 million to it as initial sup-

port.

Brazil Biodiversity 30.0 According to the current version of the The GEP project is designing a "sinking fund" trust and US $20 miu-
Conservation project (not approved as of June 30, lion from the GEF grant will be given to it. The Brazilian Govem-

1993) two of the sub-projects would get ment Is expected to match the contribution.
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~cofinancing from the private sector.

Congo Wildlands Protection 10.0 USAID - 2.2 US $342,000 from the GEF grant wiLl be used to support the legal
and Management US Peace Corps -0.4 and technical engineering and associated publicity required to

lHowletts & Port Lyrnpne establish the trust fund but the GEF project wil not contribute to its
Foundation - 0.2 financial endowment.

Laos . Wildlife and Protected 5.0 FINNIDA- 5.6 Nothing has been earmarked for the trust fund so far.
Areas Management IDA - 8.7

Peru Biodiversity 4.0 - The entire GEF grant will be vested in the trust fund but no other
Conservation donors have been identified (as of June 30,1993).

Philippines Conservation of 20.0 - The CEF project Is designing a "social fund" to which US$10 mul-
Protected Areas lion from the GEF grant will be given.

Poland Protection of Forest 4.5 - US $25,000 from the GEF grant will be used to develop the Bialow-
Biodiversity ieza Primeval Forest Foundation's legal and finandal structure,

operational procedures and the terms of reference for operations.
The MacArthur Foundation has pledged US $300,000 for the trust
foundation.

Romania/ Danube Delta 6.0 2.0 to 2.5 cofinancing sought US $200,000 from the GEEF grant wfil be used to establish the legal
Ukraine Blodiversity and administrative arrangements of the trust fund. The total

amount proposed for the fund Is US $20 millon to be raised from
unidentified sources.



Seychelles BEodiversity Protection 1.8 - The Dutch hLve pledged support (amount unspecified) for a trust
and Abatement of fund for management of coastal ecosystems, blodiversity protection
Marine Pollution and institutional strengthening and are expected to ask the Bank to

administer it.

Slovak Planning and 2.0. - The GEF project is designing a tripartite trust fund with Poland and
Republic Management of Slovak the Ukraine as additional benefldaries. US $600,000 fro'm the GEF

Reserves grant Is to be contributed towards It. Other donors (unspecified)
have been identified.

Uganda Biological Diversity 4.0 USAID -30.0 The full GEF grant will be vested In the trust fund. Other potential
Conservation ' donors are being identified.

Not applicable



Annex 6: List of GEF/Small Grants
Programme Countries

Operational Countries the National Selection Committee has been
formed, and the country budget has bi6n

These are countries in which the govemment approved. One exception is Turkxy which is
has approved the programme, a Headquarters operational even though a Natioaal Coordina-
Mission has taken place, the National Coordi- tor has not yet been recruited.
nator and/or host NGO has been contracted,

Afria. Arab Stales Asia Europe Latin Ameica
Botswana E Indonesia eTurlky Beize
Burkina Faso Jori Neia Bolivia
Cameroon Tunisia PaS?tan Chile
Cote dIvoire Papua New Guinea Costa Rica
Ghana Phdippines
Kenya Thailand

Senegal
Zibablwe

Notm Countries that will be operatioaI by the end of 1993 are Barbados. Dominican RepublkMauntiius,Mc,oand Sri Lanka.



Independent Panel of Experts: Report to the
Chairman and Participants of GEF

1. INTRODUCTION the ImplementingAgencies as a mechanism for
international cooperation for the purpose of

1.1 An independent panel of experts was cre- providing additional grant and concessional
ated to advise on the evaluation process. It funding to meet the agreed incremental cost of
included representation from Participants measures to achieve global environmental ben-
(Kenya, France), and exerts appointed by the efits in the following focal areas:
GEF Chairman. The Chairperson of the Panel is
Dr. Alvaro Umana and the other members are (1) climate change;
Ms. Monique Barbut, Mr. Rudolf Hoegger, (2) biological diversity;
Hon. Mlathias B. ICeah, Dr. Ashok Khosla, Mr. (3) international waters; and
Jean Quesnel and Ms. Erna Witoelar. (4) ozone layer depletion.

1.2 The terms of reference for the Panel - A In carrying out its mandate, the Panel
included: met four times during the evaluation process.

It held extensive discussions with the GEF
a) Providing overall guidance to the evalua- Secretariat (Chairman, Administrator and

bion process; staff), the Evaluation Managers and Imple-
menting Agencies, and darified the under-

b) Providing technical and organizational standing of the terms of reference of the
guidance to the evaluators; evaluation and the Panel. The Panel gave

counsel and overall guidance to the evalua-
c) Receiving andsynthesizingoutside opinion, tion process by emphasizing key areas upon

including that of Participants, NGOYs bene- which conclublons and recommendations
ficiary institutions and others, as a basis for needed to be made.
advising Participants and/or the evaluators;
and 1.5 In addition, the Panel conducted its work

through meetings with representatives of
d) Identifying, on the basis of the GEF ongoing NGO's, Inplementing Agencies and benefi-

work, areas for further evaluation in the ciary institutions. A full one-day meeting was
future- convened in Washington for the NGO commu-

nity and organized by RJCN, as well as several
1.3 The Panel understood that inits Pilot Phase, regional and national meetings organized by
GEF was established as a partnership among members of the PaneL:



1.6 Members of the Panel also attended Partici- tion has focused more on processes and inten-
pants' Assembly meetings and took note of tions, on how the package of projects was put
goverments' contributions in the GEF evalua- together.
tion process.

2.2 Although it was universally agreed, by Par-
1.7 The Panel received the interim report and ticipants, Implementing Agencies, and the eval-
made comments on areas that needed greater uat;on teams to deliver the evaluation report to
attention in the final report the GEF meeting in December 1993, the.time

frame has proved to be too tight. Therefore, at
1.8 The Panel reviewed the final report pre- the November meeting the Independent Panel
pared by the Coordinator and the Evaluation of Experts agreed that a number of topics,
Tean. It met with the Evaluation Team, Evalu- including matters of GEF goverance, a
ation Managers, the Representatives of the detailed review of the functions and responsi-
Implementing Agencies and a section of the bilities of the Participants, the inter-relation of
Washington-based NGOs and ascertained their the Conventions with the GEF, could not be
views on the final report included in this evaluation.

1.9 This report was adopted by the Panel at its 2.3 The evahlation was also characterized by
meeting of November 22-24,1993. complexities that are seldom present such as

the specialzation needed for the focal areas, the
1.10 The Panel takes this opportunity to presence of three individual evaluation teams
express appreciation for the spirit of coopera- from each Implementing Agencies, the lack of
don and transparency, which characterized the self-evaluation by the management of each
exchanges with all who gave support, espe- Implementing Agency and the presence of the
iaily the Implementing Agencies, the evalua- Indep-aident Panel of Experts (PE) itslf.

tion teams and the GEF Secretariat. We are
particularly grateful to Mr. Haven North, who 2.4 The early suspicions engendered by the
coordinated the evaluation reviews, as well as evaluation process, particularly in the commu-
to the evaluation managers of the three imple-. nity of NGOs have led to the commissioning of
menting agencies for their inputs and unhesi- parallel evaluations by NGOs which the Panel
tating support to our work. Fmally, the Panel could not ignore- Individually and collectively,
wishes to thank the Charman and Participants the Panel members spent considerable time
for the confidence placed on them. with NGOs to establish confidence in the

present evaluation process and faith in its inde-
pendence and objectivity.

2. OBSERVATIONS ON THE
EVALUATION PROCESS 25 For the Evaluators itwas difficult to con-

duct their work under conditions of very high
2.1 The GEF PNlot Phase is made up of 112 visibilityand public pressure, where the level of
projects, none of which are at a sufficient level distrust was considerable on all sides, and their
of implementation to make an evaluation credibility and independence questioned fre-
meaningfuL Therefore this exercise cannot be quently. The Evaluators felt that the existence of
considered as an evaluation of results. It will the IPE, with its speific mandate of receving
take several years for the majority of the and synthesizing outside opinion, shielded
projects to reach the stage where they can be themsomewhatfromextremeoutsidepressure.
evaluated by results and impact The evalua- The Panel made every effort to obtain the opin-

, . .~~18



ion of all constituencies and guarantee a clinate response which made it a moving target;
of transparency and oneness.

* Lack of an appropriate infornationbase and
2.6 The level of cooperation among the Agen- monitoring function in the Implementing
cies for the evaluation has evolved over time. Agencies;
Originally, it was intended that each agency
would conduct its own evaluation and the three * Comprehensive terms of reference for the
reports would be integrated into one under the evaluation process approved by the
supervision of an outside coordinator. How- Participants.
ever, by July, the evaluation teams were able to
agree to present a single, unified report
Twenty-five persons worked together on the 3. OBSERVATIONS ON THE
evaluation with commendable synergy. QUALITY OF THE EVALUATION
Despite this positive experience, the Panel feels
that future evaluations of GEF should be con- 3.1 The Terms of Reference for the Independent
ducted under the dear and unambiguous guid- Panel of Experts charged it with the mandate of
ance of one coordinator who should be guiding and advising the evaluation process and
responsible for choice of evaluators. The Agen- providingtechricalandorganizationalguidance
cies must collaborate in the evaluation, but the to the evaluators. Tfhe Panel had the responsibil-
responsibility of conducting the evaluation ity of providing overall guidance to the evalua-
should not be split. tion process, ensurng uldmately the delivery of

an objective and credible evaluation report
2.7 The evaluation has also learly shown the
need for on-going evaluation within the GEF. 32 The members of the Panel undertook to
We urge the Participants to explicitly write the make the evaluation exercise as relevant and
necessary princples into the revised status of constructive as possible in light of the on-going
GEF which is currently under examination. activities led by the Participants. The Panel

through the evaluation process promoted a
2.8 Thus, the evaluation process was a nicro- pos'xive.attitudefor the evaluationby recogniz-
cosm of the GEF itself, and as such, it was char- ing that GEF is a rapidly changing experiment
acterized by some of the same problems that and by focussing on the lessons that could be
occurred during the Pilot Phase. Some of these applied to the design of GEF II.
charactenstics were:

3.3 In order to improve the usefulness of the
* Extreme time pressure to complete the eval- evaluation results, the Panel pressed the evalu-

uation for the December 6,1993 deadline; ators to comply with a very tight schedule. Spe-
cial efforts were made to prepare the interim

* High level of public attention, espedally by report so that the evaluation findings could be
the Particpants, NGOs and linplementing made available to the Participants for the on-
Agencies; going negotiations on GEF EL

* Considerable mistrust about independence 3.4 The evaluation methodology took due con-
of the evaluation process; sideration of the evolving nature of the GEF.

There was adequate rigor in planning as can be
* Rapidly changing conditions of the GEF seen by the evaluation plan prepared and

Pilot Phase and Implementing Agencies' followed.
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3.5 At the outset, the information needed for the lems of project and program implementation,
evaluation had to be generated at considerable ranging from the need for more participation of
cost. There was virtually no information data local communities to the questions of financial
base or consistency of reporting on GEF activi- flows or of built-in evaluation. The second set of
ties. The Panel issatisfied that the infonnation on issues concerns the many questions linked to
the GEF used for the evaluation is reliable. The the GEF institutional-framework, such as the
Panel is also satisfied with the evaluation instru- internal decision systems of the three imple-
ments employed by the evaluation teams. A uni- menting agencies or the various forms of their
fied information systerm across Implementing mutual competition and cooperation. A third
Agencies should be adopted immediately. area pertains to the basic mission of GEF, its

progranmme objectives and strategies. The
3.6 At all stages of the evaluation process, the fourth field covers the differences of opinion,
Panel were impressed with the genuine commit- the compromises and the decisions of the par-
ment of the evaluators to the integrity of the eval- ticipants themselves.
uation process. The members of the Panel
observed a dear professional separation 4.2 However the Panel believes that all these
between the evaluators and line managers, thus apparently different problem areas are actually
guaranteeing independence of their view. The closely interlinked. For example, the problems
panel also saw clear evidence that the evaluation of implementation cannot be understood with-
managers of the implementationagenciesensure out looking at the problems of the GEF institu-
the professional independence to the evaluators. tional framework. These, in turn, need to be

seen in the perspective of a number of uxre-
3.7 The evaluation process was open. Efforts solved questions of strategy and concept. With
were made to keep the process transparent. the latter, one is inevitably led baclk to the ques-
Stakeholders were given the opportunity to bon of how well the funders and the Partici-
comment and have had access to draft reports. pants have been able to provide the necessary
The professional expertise of the evaluation guidance' to the activities undertaken by the
team was of a high standard. three Agencies.

3.a Despite the constraints of time, the evalua- 4.3 The Panel's agreement with the over-all
tion approach took care to consult all GEF assessment of the evaluators, is based on their

- stakeholders. To the extent possible, informa- view that it refers to this complex set of issues
tion was made available to those who asked for in its entrety - i.e. to GEF as a whole. This
it. Hence, there was an effort to allow as much should not be taken as criticism of the individ-
participation as possible. uals who have worked out the existing mecha-

-nisms and proposed the many projects which
- - 3.9 In the view of the Panel members, the eval- are now about to be implemented. The major

uation process resulted in a clear, balanced and shortconiings of GEF are not linked to individ-
well documented report. uals but rather to systemic problems and the

general nature of the participating institutions,
the nature of inter-institutional process and

4. ENDORSEMENT OF THE EVALUA- the constraints under which all parties
TORS' OVER-ALL ASSESSMENT involved have had to operate right from the
AND RECOMMENDATIONS begning. They are also - and perhaps mostly

- due to the tremendous time pressure that
4.1 The evaluation covers a very diverse range everyone has worked under throughout the
of issues and problems. First, there are the prob- last three years.
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4A In the light of the foregoing considerations, 5.1 To overcome misperceptions on the role of
and of detailed discussions with the evaluators the GEF and false expectations from its opera-
and the Agencies, the Panel endorses the over- tions, the GEF secretariat should work dosely
all assessment and the recommendations con- with the Participants to develop a commnunica-
tained in Chapter 2 of the reporL tion strategy that can create widespread aware-

ness of its work among governments, NCOs
45 The Panel shares the evaluators' view that and other parties interested in global sustain-
the organizational framework of GEF and its able development
operational guidelines did not ensure an effec-
tive and efficient use of GEF resources. The 5.2 While the concept of "incremental cost' is
Panel does, however, recognize and wommend intellectually quite interesting, it is not suffi-
the enonnous efforts, commitment and profes- cientlypreciseforuse as thebasis of operational
sionalism of the staff of the GEF Secretariat, the decisions in all focal areas. Research, supported
Agencies, and STAP in implementing the PNlot by GEF, and aimed at elucidating this concept
Phase. further, continues. In the meantime, project

approval should not be held up on account of
4.6 It is the Panel's unanimous conviction that this criterion alone. Other proven economic cri-
it is the Participants, primary responsibility to teria should be applied to the selection of GEF
bring about fundamental change and improve- activities.
ment in GEF By deliberatelyreducingtheenor-
mous time pressure, by slowing down the 53 The project approach that characterized the
further allocation of fumds and by giving prior- Pilot Phase should be replaced by a program
ity to articulating more clearly GEFs mission, approach which is better targeted and more
objectives and strategy, the Participants must coherent
pave the way for the solution of so many other
problems and for the improvement of GEF's 5.4 GEF activities and machinery need to be
performance more transparent, particularly by setting up

dear and simple procedures for project identifi-
4.7 The Panel notes with satisfaction that the cation. A biennial pipeline of possible projects
Participants - while holding negotiations would cater more effectively to the requirEments
about the restructuring of GEF- have already of project gestation and strategic continuity.
undertaken steps in a direction which is very
similar to the one proposed by the evaluators. 5.5 The design and implementation of work
However, furither consideration will have to be programs and of projects would gain if NGOs,
given to the necessary reforns of GEF leader- researchers and concerned communrities were
ship,managementand organizationalreLations closely associated with these activities.
These are key elements to tasure an effective
and efficient use of GEF resources. 5.6 The Implementing Agencies should delin-

eate clesr areas of competence and responsibil-
ity to ensure accountability and operational

5. ADDMIIONAL RECOMMENDA- synergy.
TIONS OF THE PANEL

5.7 A performance assessment and result-on-
Duving the many discussions the Panel had on ented evaluation system for GEE operations
GEF issues, the following appear to be particu- should be drawn and approved by the
larlyimportant- Participants.
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5.8 The Inplemening Agencies should mini- 6.2 Review of Pilot Phase program.
mize financing projects that are self-standing-
and focus on catalytic activities that can be bet- a) In-depth review of the projects initiated dur-
ter integrated within their normal activities. ing the pilot phase covering their status,

contribution to the global environmental
5.9 Finally, the Panel recommends to the Partic- objectives, fimding arrangements, innova-
ipants an urgent review of the following topics: tion lessons, developments in participation,

policy linkages, and sustainability (finan-
(a) An elaboration of the monitoring and evalu- cial, institutional policy context).

ation processes that should be established in
conjunction with GEF IL This topic relates to (b) Patterns of interventions by focal areas and
recommendation5 of theEvaluation Report changes from the Pilot Phase in GEE 11
Establish a permanent mechanism for iden- potential contribution to the protection of
tifying lessons and promoting their applica- the global environment
dion in GEF program. 

6.3 Organization and management of the GEF
Cb) An in-depth review of national envirornmen-

tal policies and strategies as a basis for the (a) deveIopments in the restructuring of the
introduction of global environmental con- GEF and the administration of GEE
cern and objectives in a particular country. operations;

(c) GEF urgently needs to evolve more flexible (b) an in-depth examination ofg
approaches (including the strengthening of Agency sffing plans, administrative costs,
the Small Grants Programme) to developing overhead rates, financial management pro-
and funding innovative projects andi pro- cedures, and comparative administrative/
grams exploring alternative strategies program costs ratios.
within the focal areas, and to support initia-
tives-aimed at building local capacities in 6.4 The influence of the GEF
these areas.

(a) on developing country policies and prac-
(d)A survey of the capacities of the intemna- tices related to global envirorunental

tional and non-goverunental organizations objectives;
to carry out GEF pragrams.

(b) on thepolicies and practices of the imple-
menting organizations;

6. THE NEED FOR FURTHER
EVALUATION (c) on the donor community generaLly.

As part of its mandate, the Panel considered 6.5 The GEF, UNCED objectives, and the
-issues related to future evaluations of the GEE. Conventiors
In the course of the next few years evaluation
efforts will be needed on the following (a) focal area coverage and UNCED objectves
subjects: - for the global environment;

6.1 Review of actions resulting from the 1993 (b) relationships with the Biodiversity and Cli-
Independent Evaluation of the GEF Pilot Phase. mate Change Conventions.
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